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PREFACE
Ever since the general interchange of cars among differ
ent railroads, a great deal of inconvenience, confusion, and
delay has been caused to those who build and repair them
by the want of common names for the different parts of
cars. One part is known by one name at one jilace and by
quite different names at other places ; and, what causes
still worse confusion, a term often means one thing on one
road and quite a different thing on another. A Draie-bar
is called a " Pull-iron " in one section, a " Shackle-bar " in
another, and in some of the Middle and Southern states it
is known by the euphonious name of a " Bull-nose." A
Journal-box in one place means the brass-bearing which
rests on, and is exposed to, the friction of the axle-journai ;
at other places, it means the cast-iron box which incioses

the journal and its bearing and holds the lubricating mate
rial. Numberless examples of a similar kind might be
given. The art of car-building, in fact, has grown more
rapidly than the language relating to it. Early in the his
tory of the Master Car-Builders' Association this subject at
tracted attention, and in 1871 a Committee was appointed
to prepare a "Dictionary of Terms used in Car-building."
This Committee originally consisted of eight or ten mem
bers, who held a number of meetings without accomplish
ing much, and it soon became apparent that it was too
unwieldy to do the work which had been undertaken. It
was finally narroweJ down to those members of the Asso
ciation whose names appear on the title page of this book,
who were courageous enough to undertake the task of com.'

iv
pleting the work, probably, only because they were then
quite ignorant of its magnitude.
The first plan was to give, as far as possible, the names of
all the parts of cars and their synonyms in use in different
parts of the country. This, it was soon found, would make
the book much larger and the vocabulary more cumbersome
than seemed desirable, and, at the same time, would rather
add to than diminish the existing confusion. The Com
mittee, therefore, determined to confine its labors chiefly
to selecting and assigning appropriate terms co those parts
and objects which are in common use, and which pertain
to railroad cars.
It should be noticed, too, that, to supply the want which
demanded such a vocabulary, what might be called a
double dictionary is needed. Thus, supposing that a carbuilder in Chicago received an order for a Journal-box ;
by looking in an alphabetical list of words he could readily
find that term and a description and definition of it. But
suppose that he wanted, himself, to order such castings from
the shop in Albany and did not know their name : it would
be impracticable for him to commence at A and look

through to Z. or until he found the proper term to desig
nate that part. It was therefore necessary, in a dictionary
of this kind, to provide the most copious illustrations and
arrange them in some systematic way so that a person
could find a representation of any part of a car he might
have in mind, and from that illustration find the name.
The manner in whicn this want has been met is fully de
scribed in tne Directions for using the Dictionary which
follow the preface.
The system of cross-references employed in ' ' Knight's Me
chanical Dictionary" has also been adopted here. Thus, un
der the term Axle there are references to " master carbuilders' standard axle, muley axle, street-car axle,''' etc
Under the word Bar a list of various kinds of bars, such
as " arch-bar, draw-bar, guide-bar," etc., is given. This
will often aid very materially in finding terms.
Of the defects of the book, and its incompleteness, no one
can be so well informed as the Committee who are its
sponsors. Several years' time would be too little to devote
to the compilation of such a dictionary, if completeness
were aimed at ; and if more care could have been given to

the preparation of the material in the book, it could have
been confined within considerably smaller limits, but at
the same time more thorough investigation would have
increased the vocabulary very much in other directions.
In fact, there is hardly a limit to the scope which such a
book might cover. It was at one time intended to include
the names of all the different materials used in car-build
ing, and r good deal of data was collected for that purpose :
but it was found that to do so would involve more time and
labor than the Committee could devote to it, and therefore
that part of the work had to be omitted.
Of the philological qualifications of the Committee for
their work, it perhaps need only be said, to disarm criticism,
that none of its members know? any other language than the
one he inherited, and that very imperfectly. Two of
them are practical car-builders, one of them in charge of
the cars of one of the largest and most fully equipped roads
in the country ; and the compiler, during all the time that the
book was in preparation, was actively engaged in editing a
waekly technical paper. The only time any of the mem
bers of the Committee could give to the work was that

which could be eked out from his other duties. They are,
therefore, •compelled to submit their work to the public,
knowing its imperfection and how much it might be im
proved if the requisite labor could be devoted to it. They
trust, however, it will prove useful in establishing a common
language where now there is well nigh a Babel of confusion.
One word more must be added to this long preface.
Possibly some persons may be found who will object to the
advertisements appended to the end of the book. The
reason for these is that the cost of preparing the engrav
ings was so great that no publisher would have undertaken
to issue the book fcr the proceeds of its sale alone, and the
treasury of the Car-Builders' Association was empty. In
this condition of things The Railroad Gazette proposed to
undertake the publication of the Dictionary at its own
expense, if the Car-Builders' Association would give the
privilege of publishing the advertisements. The proposi
tion was accepted, and it is thought that readers and users
of the book will not find the advertisements any detriment
to its usefulness, but rather an advantage.

DIRECTIONS
For Using the Car-builder's Dictionary.

When it is desired to find the meaning of a given
word or term, refer to it in the alphabetical list
printed on tinted paper, where a definition or ex
planation, similar to those contained in ordinary
dictionaries, and a reference to some engraving illus
trating the object—if it is capable of such illus
tration—will usually be found.
To find the name of a car or part of a car, let the
reader examine the list of the different classes of en
gravings, in the index which follows these directions,
until he finds the class to which the object he is looking
for belongs. By referring to the engravings included
in that class, he will usually find a representation of the

object. If the engraving is of a single object, its name
will be found -indsrncath, but if it consists of several or
many parts, these will each be numbered, and :; list of
the names of the parts arranged consecutively by their
numbers is given at the beginning of the class to
which the engraving belongs. If the list is not on the
same page, a running line over the engraving usually
refers to the page on which it can b« found.
Thus, suppose a reader wants the name of the
longitudinal timbers under the floor of a freight car
nearest the centre. These form part of a freightcar body.
He therefore refers to " Freight-car
Bodies" in the index, and finds that they are repre

vu
sented in figs. 55-87. In looking over these, it will
be seen that the timbers referred to are represented
in the plan, fig. 57, and the end view, fig. 58, and are
numbered 4. The running line or: top reads, "For
list of names of the parts designate:7, by the numbers
in the engravings, see page 216." Turning to 216, he
will learn that the name given to the parts numbered
4 is " Centre Floor-timbers." If he wants the name
of the piece of metal which rests on top of the journal
of an axle and resists its wear, he finds "Axles, Journalboxes, etc.," and refers to figs. 138 to 153. In figs. 138
and 139 the part he is looking for is numbered 7, and
in the list on page 278 its name is given as "Journalbearing." If the name of the attachment to car
window-sashes for holding them up is sought, the
reader would know that it belongs to the class desig
nated " Window-furnishings," in the following index.
By looking over the engravings representing thi3
class of objects, figs. 308 and 309, which represent

this attachment, would soon be found, with its name,
" Window-latches," in the title below. The several
parts of a window-latch are also numbered in the
engravings, but as there are so few of them, the list
is given under the engraving.
Terms can also be found, if the general word under
which it is classed is known, by referring to the lat
ter in the alphabetical list. Thus, to find the name of
the bearing which supports a car-body on each side of
the king-bolt of a truck, look under " Bearing," and in
the list will be found " Truck Side-bearing." In a
similar way, other terms may often be found from
these cross references.
It must be remembered, though, that this book does
not contain all the terms used by car-builders to
designate the parts of cars. If it did, it would be
many times its present size. All that was aimed at, in
compiling it, was to assign appropriate names to the
appliances and to the parts of cars in common use.
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Alphabetical List of Terras
Axles, Wheels, Journal-boxes, etc
Baggage, Express, or Mail Car
Baggage and Passenger Car
Baggage-trucks
Baker Car-heater
Bell-cord Fixtures
Bodies, Freight-car
Bodies, Passenger-car
Bodies, Parts of Passenger-car
Bolsters, etc
Bolts, Washers, etc
Boxes, Journab, etc
Brakes
Brake, Creamer
Brake, Eames "Vacuum
Brake, Smith Vacuum

1-188
278-283
195, 196
197
215
414-419
392, 393
216-241
302-341
346, 347
341-344
488
278-283
420-428
428, 429
439
433

Brake, Westinghouse
Brake, Westinghouse Driving-wheel
Car, Baggage, Express, or Mail
Cars, Different Bands
Cars, Freight
Cars, Hand
Car, Mail
Cars, Passenger
Car, Passenger and Baggage
Cars, Sleeping
Cars, Street
Cars, Work
Car-coupler, Janney
Car-heater, Baker
Car-heater, Spear
Car-seats
Car-springs

443-473
474-476
195, 196
190-213
199-208
213, 483-487
194
190-193, 197,198
197
190, 365-367
211, 212,477-482
209
362-364
414-419
410-413
383-388
293-300
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Car-tracks
Car-trucks, Details of
Car-wheels
Car-windows
Coupler, Janney Car
Creamer-brake
Details of Car-trucks
Doors and Door-furnishings
Door-furnishings
Draw-gear
Driving-wheel Brake, Westinghouse
Eames Vacuum-brake
Express, Baggage, or Mail Car
Fixtures, Bell-cord
Freight-cars
Freight-car Bodies
Freight-car Roofs
Freight-car Trucks
Freight-trucks
Furnishings, Door
Furnishings, Passenger-car
Furnishings, Sleeping-car
Furnishings, Window
Gear, Draw

242-277
276, 277
284-292
368-370
362-364
428, 429
276, 277
402
402-404
348-358
474-476
439
195, 196
392, 393
199-203
216-241
227
244-261
214
402-404
389-391
376-3S2
371-374
348-358
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Hand-cars
Heater, Baker Car
Heaters, Spear
Janney Car-coupler
Journal-boxes, Wheels, Axles, etc
Lamps
Locks
Mail, Baggage, or Express Car
Mail-car
Mail-catcher
Miller-platform
Parts of Passenger-car Bodies
Passenger and Baggage Car
Passenger-cars
Passenger-car Bodies
Passenger-car Bodies, Parts of . . .
Passenger-car Furnishings
Pas3enger-car Steps
Passenger-car Trucks
Platform, Miller
Plow, Snow
Roofs, Freight-car
Screw-threads, Tools, etc
i Seats, Car
'.

213, 483-437
414-419
410-413
362-364
278-288
394-401
405-407
195, 196
194
348
359-861
346, 347
197
190-193, 197, 198
802-341
340, 347
389-391
845
262-275
359-361
210
227
489, 490
382-388
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Sleeping-cars
Sleeping-car Furnishings
Smith Vacuum-brake.
Snow-plow. ,
Spear-heaters
Springs, Car
Steps, Passenger-car
Stoves (See also Heaters)
Street-cars
Tools, Screw-threads, etc
Trucks, Baggage
Trucks, Car
Trucks, Freight
Trucks, Freight-car

\

865-387
376-382
433
210
410-413
293-300
345
408, 409
211, 212, 477-482
489, 490
215
242-277
214
244-261
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Trucks, Passenger-car
Trusses
Vacuum -brake
Vacuum-brake, Eames
Vacuum-brake, Smith
Ventilators
Washers, Bolts, etc
Westinghouse-brake
Westinghouse Driving-wheel Brake
Wheels, Axles, Journal-boxes, etc
Wheels, Car
Windows. Car
Window-furnishings
Work-cars

262-275
491
435
439
433
375
488
443-473
474-476
278-283
284-292
3G8-370
371-374
209

AN INDEX TO ADVERTISEMENTS
In the added pages of the Car-builder's Dictionary.

Air Brake* s
Westinghouse Air-Brake Co., Pittsburgh, Pa
Anvils :
Fisher & Norris, Trenton. N. J
Axles :
Baugh Steam Forge Co., Detroit, Mich
Berwick Rolling Mill Co., Berwick, Pa
Chicago Axle* Forge Co., Chicago, 111
Midvale Steel Works, r'hiladelphia. Pa
Pittsburgh Forge & Iron Co., Pittsburgh, Pa
Wilson, Walker & Co., Pittsburgh, Pa
Barbed Wire Fencing t
Washburn & Moen Manufacturing Co., Worcester, Mass
Bell Cord:
Wellington, Bros. .£ Co., Boston, Mass
Brakes :
Eanies Vacuum Brake Co., New York
Brake-Shoes :
Congdon Brake-Shoe Co., Chicago, 111
3rashes :
John G. McMurray & Co., New York
Cars:
W. C. Auison & Co., Philadelphia. Pa
Barney & Smith Manufacturing Co., Dayton, 0
Billmeyer & Small Co., York, Pa
J. G. Bnll&Co.,Philadephii, Pa
\
Erie Car Works (Limited), Erie, Pa
'_'
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19 20
33
57
13
73
01
8:.'
6
03
03
20
04
70

Pjicut.

Gilbert & Bush Co., Troy. N. Y 7^.
Gilbert Car Works, Buffalo, N. Y
Harlan & Hollingsworth Co.. Wilmington, Del
Harrisburg Car Manufacturing Co., Harrisburg, Pa
Jackson & Sharp Co., Wilmington Del
Jackson & Woodin Manufacturing Co., Berwick, Pa
Michigan Car Co., Detroit, Mich
Wason Manufacturing Co. , Spring field, Mass
Car Forgings :
Wilson, Walker & Co.. Pittsburgh, Pa
Car furnishings:
W. G. Creamer* Co., New York
Crerar, Adams & Co.. Chicago, 111
J. L. Howard & Co., Hartford, Conn
A. G. Newman, New York
Post & Co.. Cincinnati, O
L. G. Tillotson & Co., New York
Car Heaters:
Baker, Smith* Co., New York
Bissell* Co.. Pittsburgh, Pa
James Spear, Philadelphia, Pa

12 ]
84 Car Lamps :
11
Post & Co., Cincinnati, O
17 Car Seats :
7g
Gardner & Co., New York

70
73
10
15
71
13
57
14
0
58
28
02
70
27
48
08
65
45
27
*"*

XII
Paqi.
Cur-seat Back and Bunk Springs :
E. L. Bushnell, Poughkeepsie, N. Y
H. P.. Cobb& Co.. Wilmington, Del
Car-shop Tools :
Billings & Spencer Co., Hartford, Conn
Goodell & Waters, Philadelphia, Pa
Car and Switch Locks :
Post & Co.. Cincinnati. O
Romer&Co., Newark, N.J
Car Trucks:
Thielson Truck Co., Chicago, 111
Car Ventilators :
John S. Hulin, New York
Car-Wheels :
Baltimore Car-Wheel Co., Baltimore. Md
Barney & Smith Mtg. Co., Dayton, O
Barnum & Richardson Manufacturing Co., Chicago, 111
Barnum Richardson Co. f Lime Rock, Conn
J. H. Bass, Chicago, III
Bass Foundry & Macnine Works, Fort Wayne, Ind
Cayuta Wheel & Foundry Co. , Waverly, N. Y
Detroit Car-Wheel Co., Detroit, Mich
Davenport, FairbairnJt Co., Erie, Pa
Ensign Manufacturing Co., Huntington, West Ya
Hudson Paper Car-Wheel Co., Hudson, N. Y
Lobdell Car-Wheel Co.. Wilmington, Del
Chas. A. Teck's Son, New York
Thos. Prosser & Son. Now York
Ramapo Wheel & Foundry Co , Ramnpo, N. Y
Rochester Car-Wheel Works, Rochester, N. Y

10
55
76
54
27
68
56
50

,

37
84
4a
41
3!)
40
51
57
78
4'J
40
63
43
20
04
73

Pack.
Russel Wheel & Foundry Co., Detroit, Mich
75
Taylor Iron Works, High Bridge, N. J
80
J. Thomas & Son, Indianapolis, Ind
45
A. Whitney & Sons, Philadelphia, Pa
38
I Charcoal Pig-Iron :
Barnum Richardson Co.. Lime Rock, Conn
41
! Cushioned Helve Hnnimcrs:
Bradley & Co., Syracuse, N. Y
76
Draw-Bars :
Continuous Draw-Bar Co., Cincinnati, O
31
Griffith, Patterson & Middleton, Cincinnati, O
32
N. & A. Mlddletonfi Co., Philadelphia, Pa
66
J. B. Safford, Buffalo, N. Y
30
Wilson, Walker & Co., Pittsburgh, Pa
6
Engravings :
Photo-Engraving Co., New York
36
Flexible Shafts:
Stow Flexible Shaft Co., Limited, Philadelphia, Pa
79
Hand-Cars :
G. S. Sheffield & Co., Three Rivers. Mich
78
Hose (Kubber) :
Cleveland Rubber Co., Cleveland, O
49
Hydraulic Jacks :
Richard Dudgeon, New York
43
Interlocking Signals :
Toucey & Buchanan Interlocking Switch Co., Harrisburg, Pa. . 26
Iron Pipe :
Edward Barr, New York
79
Jacks :
Joyce & Cridland, Dayton, O
8
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Page.

Journal-Bearing* :
D. A. HOPKINS, New York.
Self-flrtlng Bearings
Self-aligning Bearings
Combination, cheap. Bearings
George R. Meneely & Co., West Troy, N . Y
Phosphor-Bronze Smelting Co., Philadelphia, Pa
Pauls. Reeves, Philadelphia, Pa
Jonrnal-Box Lids :
Hewitt Box-Lid Co.. Chicago, 111
Locomotive* :
Baldwin Locomotive Works, Philadelphia, Pa
Machinists' Tools:
Wm. Sellers* Co.. Philadelphia, Pa
Malleable Iron Casting* :
Cleveland Malleable Iron Co.. Cleveland, O
McConwav, Torley & Co., Pittsburgh, Pa
Nub* and Bolts t
Hoopes & Townsend, Philadelphia, Pa
Nut-Lock* :
Metcalf, Paul & Co., Pittsburgh, Pa
Oil (Lubricating) :
Plumbago Oil Co., Rochester, N. Y
Packing (Sheet, Round and Square) t
Cleveland Rubber Co., Cleveland, O
Padlocks :
D.K Miller Lock Co., Philadelphia, Pa
RomerA Co.. Newark, N.J
Paint :
Iron-Clad Paint Co., Cleveland, 0

1, 2
3
4
5
G7
77
56
24
44
71
74
34
79
21
49
60
68
25

1'ower Hammers i
Philip S. Justice, Philadelphia, Pa
Hallroad Publications :
National Car-Builder, New York
Railroad Gazette, New York and Chicago
Railway Purchasing Agent, Chicago, 111
Railway Review, Chicago, 111
Hallroad Supplies:
E. J. Brooks* Co., New York
C'rerar, Adams & Co., Chicago, 111
W. C. Duyckinck, New York
Morgan & Herrlck, New York
Post & Co., Cincinnati, O
H. A. Rogers, New York
L. G. Tillotson& Co., New York
Refrigerator Cars :
Tiffany Ref rigerator Car Co., Chicago, 111
Rolling jnills :
Wilson, Walker & Co., Pittsburgh, Pn
Rubber Goods :
Cleveland Rubber Co., Cleveland, O
Rubber Steps t
Rubber-Step Manufacturing Co., Boston, Mass
Springs :
Columbia Car-Spring Co., New York
Culmer Spring Co., Pittsburgh, Pa
Detroit Car-Spring Co., Detroit, Mich
Diamond State Car-Spri g Co., Wilmington, Del
A. French & Co., Pittsburgh, Pa
Gautier Steel Co.. Limited, Johnstown. Pa
James Jeffries & Sons, Philadelphia, Pa

72
70
76
71
71
74
28
79
75
27
73
48
7
6
49
7»
-.

71
47
59
53
83
75
77

XIV
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Springs (Continued) :
N. & A. Middleton & Co. (Limited), Philadelphia, Pa
Miller, Metcalf & Parkin, Pittsburgh, Pa
National Car-Spring Co., New York
Charles W. Pickering & Co., Philadelphia, Pa
Charles Scott, Philadelphia, Pa
Springs (Rubber :
Cleveland Rubber Co., Cleveland, O
Steel Casting* :
Chester Steel-Casting Co . , Philadelphia, Pa
Steel :
Midvale Steel Works, Philadelphia, Pa
Nashua Iron & Steel Co., Nashua, N. II., and Boston, Mass
Miller, Metcalf & Parkin, Pittsburgh, Pa
Thomas Prosser & Son, New York
Randall & Jones. Boston, Mass
Standard Steel Works. Philadelphia, Pa
Steel-Tired Car- Wheels :
Thomas Prosser & Son, New York
Steel i no:
Bauer & Co., Now York
Taps and Dies :
Pratt & Whitney Co. , Hartford. Conn
Telegraph Supplies:
L. G. Tillotson & Co., New York
Tnbe Expanders :
Richard Dudgeon. New York
Thomas Prosser & Son, New York

66
50
58
78
52
49
74
01
07
50
29
75
01
29
78
35
48
43
29

Varnish :
John Babcock & Co., Boston. Mass
Clarence Brooks & Co., New York
Murphy& Co., Newark, N. J., and Cleveland, 0
Parrott Varnish Co., Bridgeport, Conn
C. C. Reed & Co., New York
Edward Smith & Co., New York
Thresher i Co., Dayton, O
Valentine & Co., New York
Veneers :
G. W. Read & Co., New York
Weather Strips :
Patent Metallic Weather Strip Co., New York
White Lead :
John Jewett <St Sons, New York
Wood Filling t
Bridgeport Wood Finishing Co., New York
Wood-working machinery :
J. A. Fay& Co., Cincinnati, O
Goodell & Waters, Philadelphia, Pa
J. S. Graham & Co.? Rochester, N. Y
Lane &Bodley Co., Cincinnati, O
Putnam Machine Co., Fitchburg, Mass
C. B. Rogers* Co., New York
S. A. Woods Machine Co., Boston, New York and Chicago
Wrenches :
L. Coes&Co., Worcester, Moss

74
81
18
75
77
72
23
00
78
72
22
69
9
54
78
51
79
73
73
63
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DICTIONARY

OF

TERMS

USED IN

CAR-BUILDING.
ADJ
Adjustable-globe Lamp. A lamp with a globe-chimney,
■which can be raised or lowered so as to adjust its position
to suit the height of the globe. See fig. 475.
Air-brake. A system of continuous brakes which are
applied and operated by compressed air. The air is com
pressed by some form of pump on the locomotive, and is
conveyed, by pipes and flexible hose between the cars, to
cylinders and pistons under each car, oy which the press
ure is transmitted to the brake levers, and thence to the
brake-shoes. See Westinghouse Air-brake. Westinghouse Automatic Air-brake. Loughridge Air-brake.
Air-cylinder, for Engine and Air-pump of Westinghouse
Brake. A hollow cast-iron cylinder, which is accurately
bored out on the inside to receive a piston, the action of
which compresses the air required to operate the brakes.
The piston in the air-cylinder is connected with and is
worked by the piston in the Bteamrcylinder. See 5, figs.
664, 665, and fig. 669.
Air-cylinder Head, for Engine and Air-pump for West
inghouse Brake. A cast-iron cover for the lower end of

ATR
the air-cylinder of an air-pump for a Westinghouse
Brake. See 6, figs. 684. 605. and fig. 670.
Air-gauge, for Westinghouse Brake. An instrument for
indicating the pressure of air in the reservoir of a West
inghouse Brake. It is similar to an ordinary steam-press
ure gauge. See fig. 738.
Air-piston, for Air-pump of Westinghouse Brake. An
arrangement of a cast-iron disk, with packing rings, etc.,
made so as to fit air tight and work up and down in the
air-cylinder of a pump for a Westinghouse Brake. The
air-pistons and steam-pistons of engines and air-pumps
are generally alike in size and construction. See 8, fig.
665 and fig. 672.
Air-piston Head, for Air-pump of a Westinghouse Brake.
A short cast-iron solid cylinder or disk, with grooves
turned in the edge to receive packing-rings, and which
forms the main portion of a piston of an air-pump of a
Westinghouse Brake. Same as 7', fig. 665.
Air-pump and Engine complete, for Westinghouse Brake.
See Engine and Air-Pump.

AIR

ARM

Air-strainer, of Air-pump for Westinghouse Brake. A
funnel-shaped mouth-piece on the end of the air-receiving
pipe, with a wire netting, or a perforated plate over its
mouth to exclude dirt, insects, etc., from the pump. See
5, fig. 655 and fig. 698.
Aisle. A longitudinal passage way through a passenger
car, between the seats. See figs. 216 and 220.
Aisle Seat-end. The end or arm of a transverse seat of a
passenger car next the aisle. See 123, figs.215-229 ; 2,
fig. 400 and 3, fig. 401. See also Wall Seat-end.
Alcove. A recess. See Faucet-alcove. Lamp-alcove.
Water-alcove.
Alcove Cup-holder. A metal receptacle in a faucet-alcove
to hold a drinking-cup or tumbler. See 5, fig. 426.
Alcove-faucet. A faucet placed in a water-alcove, and
which is connected with a water-cooler, from which
water may be drawn for drinking. See 3, fig. 426.
Alcove-front. See Water-alcove Front.
Alcove-lamp. A lamp placed in a recess in the side of a
car. Also called a Panel-lam}), as it is sometimes covered
by a panel. They are used chiefly in sleeping-cars. See
27, fig. 492.
Alcove-lamp Reflector. A plate with a polished surface
placed at the side or back of an alcove-lamp, to reflect the
light into the car. See 25, fig. 492.
Alcove-pan or Bottom. See Water Alcove-pan or Bottom.

Anti-clinker Car-heater. See Spear Anti-clinker Carheater.
Anti-clinker Orate. A stove grate placed below the firepot so as to leave an annular opening between the two
through which the clinkers can be raked out from the
fire. See 18, fig. 554
Apron. See Door-apron. Roof-apron.
Arbor. See Door-latch Arbor.
Arch. See Truss-arch.
Arch-bar. A bent wrought-iron bar which forms the com
pression member of a truss of an iron side-frame of a
truck. See 14, figs. 95-114.
See Auxiliary Arch-bar.
Centre-bearing InvertedCentre-bearing Arch-bar.
arch-bar.
Inverted Arch-bar.
Arched Roof. A roof, the surface of which is of an arched
or curved form. See figs. 58 and 59.
Arm. See Berth-arm.
Scat-back Arm.
Lamp-arm.
Striker-arm.
Seat-arm.
Top-arm.
Arm-cap. A metal-plate wooden - cap, or piece of up
holstery with which the top of a seat-end, arm-rest or
- chair-arm is covered and intended to afford a comfortable
rest for the arms of passengers. See 16, fig. 401 and fig.
410.
Armor. See Brake-hose Armor.
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Armored Brake-hose. Brake-hose covered with a woven
wire fabric, to protect it from injury or abrasion. See
fig. 726.
Arm-pivot. See Seat-back Arm-pivot.
Arm-plate. See Seat-back Arm-plate.
Arm-rest. A wooden or metal bar or ledge attached to
the side of a car for passengers to rest their arms on.
See, also, Seat-back Arm-rest. See 26, fig. 298; 39, fig.
299.
Ash-pit. The space into which the ashes of a stove or
heater fall. See 1, fig. 544 ; 13, fig. 554.
Ash-pit, for a Baker Heater. An annular iron casting or
plate which rests on top ot the bottom plate, and forms a
chamber for receiving the ashes in a Baker heater. See
2, fig. 581 and fig. 588.
Ash-pit Base, for a Spear Heater.
A cast-iron case or
vessel upon which the fire-pot rests, and which forms the
ash-pit or receptacle for the ashes. See 13, fig. 554, and
fig. 568.
Ash-pit Door, for a Baker Heater. A small sheet-iron
plate with a suitable handle and which forms a door for
an ssh-pit of a Baker heater. See fig. 588.
Ash-pit Door, for a Spear Heater. One of a pair oi doors
for closing the opening leading to an ash-pit base. See
24, figs. 551-553 and fig. 565.
Ash-pit Door-handle, for a Baker Heater. A wrought-
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iron bar, bent so as to form a handle for an ash-pit door,
to which it is riveted. See fig. 598.
Ash-pit Front, for a Spear Heater. A cast-iron plate
which covers the opening in the front of an ash-pit base,
and which has suitable doors attached, for admitting air
to the fire and for removing the ashes. See 23, figs. 551,
-553 and fig. 565.
Atmospheric-brake. See Air-brake.
Automatic Air-brake. See Westinghouse Automatic
Air-brake.
Automatic Lubricator, for Steam-pump of Westinghouse
Brake. A metal cup with automatic feeding apparatus,
attached to the steam-cylinder of a Westinghouse airpump for lubricating its piston. See fig. 741.
Automatic Ventilator. A ventilator which is self-adjust
ing, so as to exhaust air from a car if the train runs
in either direction. See figs. 347 and 348.
Auxiliary Arch-bar. A wrought-iron bar attached to the
under side of the journal-boxes, and which forms the
lower member of an iron truck side-frame. In some
cases such arch-bars are made with transverse pieces
which extend across from one frame to the other under
the transoms as shown at 16, figs. 108-111.
Auxiliary Buffer-spring. A spring placed back of a drawspring to give greater resistance to compression on the
draw-bar in buffing. See 6, figs. 257 and 259.
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Auxiliary Draw-bar Follower-plates. Iron plates which
bear against the ends of an auxiliary buffer-spring. One
plate of this kind bears against each end of the auxil
iary buffer spring. Part of the pressure on the draw
bar is transmitted to the auxiliary spring by these
plates. See 15, figs. 257 and 259.
Auxiliary Reservoir, for Westinghouse Automatic Air
brake. A cylindrical reservoir made of sheet iron, which
is attached to the under side of a car or tender to hold a
supply of compressed air to operate the brakes of that
car. See 1, figs 661 and 663.
Auxiliary Reservoir-bands, for Westinghouse Auto
matic Brake. Iron bands by which the auxiliary res
ervoir is attached to the under Bide of a car. See 21,
fig. 661.
Auxiliary Reservoir-beams, for Westinghouse Auto
matic Brake. Short wooden timbers, bolted to the un
der side of the longitudinal floor-timbers of a car, and
to which the auxiliary reservoir is attached. See 22, figs.
661 and 663.
Auxiliary-reservoir Nipple, for Westinghouse Auto
matic Brake. A short pipe by which the triple valve is
connected with the auxiliary reservoir. See 23, fig.
661.
Axle. See Car-axle.
Master Car-builders'
Hammered Axle.
Standard Axle.

Muley-axle.
Standard Car-axle.
Rolled Axle.
Street-car Axle.
Axle-box. A Journal-box, which see.
Axle-collar. A rim or enlargement on the end of a caraxle, which takes the end thrust of the journal-bearing.
Sometimes called a button. See 5, fig. 143.
Axle-packing. A Dust-guard, which see. The waste and
oil or grease or journal-packing is often called axle-pack
ing.
Axle Safety-bearing. A bar of iron bent into a shape re
sembling somewhat an inverted letter f\, and bolted to a
safety-beam of a truck above an axle so as to act as a
bearing for the latter in case it should break. See 54,
figs. 115, 118 and 120.
Axle-safety-bearing Thimbles. Cast-iron thimbles which
serve the purpose of distance pieces for attaching a
safety-strap to a safety-beam. They are used in place
of safety-beam blocks. See 56, figs 118, 120 and 128.
Axle Safety-strap. A bar of iron attached to a safetybeam of a truck, underneath an axle, so as to hold it in
its place and prevent accident in case of the breakage of
the latter. See 55, figs 106, 115, 118, 120, 123, 128 and 129.
Axle-seat. The hole in a car-wheel which receives the
axle. More properly, it is the inside surface of this hole
which comes in contact with the axle, and not the holo
itself.
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Back. See Seat-back. Slat Seat-back.
Back-arm. See Seat-back Arm.
Back Cylinder-head, for Westinghovse Car-brake. A
circular cast-iron plate or cover for the end of a brake
cylinder and which has an opening in the centre through
which the piston-rod works. See 4, figs. 729 and 730.
For convenience of designation, the end of the cylinder
opposite to the piston-rod is called the front end, and that
adjoining the piston-rod the back end.
Back Cylinder-head, for Westinghouse Tender-brake. Same
as above for cylinder of tender-brake. See 4, figs. 727
and 728.
Back Seat-bottom Bail. A horizontal wooden strip at the
back edge of a longitudinal seat, to which a wooden seatbottom is attached. See 38, fig. 752. See also Front
Seat-bottom rail.
Back Seat-rail A longitudinal strip of wood which ex
tends along the back edge of the seats of street-cars and
is fastened to the window-posts. See 39, fig. 752.
Baggage Barrow-truck. A vehicle which runs on two
wheels, and with a long sloping or curved back for car
rying baggage and moving it by hand about railroad sta
tions. See figs. 53 and 54.
Baggage-car. A car for carrying the baggage of passen
gers on railroads. Such cars are therefore adapted to
carrying heavy loads at high speeds in passenger trains.
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See figs. 6, 7 and 8. Also see Combined Baggage and
Express or Mail Car, Push Baggage-car.
Baggage-truck. See Baggage Barrow-truck, fig. 53 and
54. Baggage Wagon-truck, fig. 52.
Baggage Wagon-truck. A four-wheeled vehicle with a
suitable frame or rack for carrying baggage, and used
for moving the latter by hand about railroad stations.
See fig. 52.
Baker Car-heater. A stove invented and patented by
Mr. "Wm. C. Baker for warming cars. It is arranged so
as to heat water in a coil of pipe in the inside of the
stove, and cause it to circulate through a series of pipes
laid near the floor of the car. See figs. 380 and 581.
Ball. See Safety-valve Ball for Baker Car-lieater.
Band. See Auxiliary Reser- Guard-band.
voir-band.
Platform-timber Band.
Belt-rail Band.
Seat-back Band.
Corner-band.
Spring-band.
Door-guard Band.
Tank-band.
Bar. See Body-bolster Com- Center -bearing Archpression-bar.
bar.
Body-bolster Tension- Center-bearing Inverted
bar.
Arch-bar.
Bolt Draw-bar.
Compression Bar.
Buffer-bar.
Cross-bar.
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Draw-bar.
Jtocking-bar.
Draw-timber Tie-bar. Shackle-bar.
Equalizingi-bar.
Side-bearing Arcli-bar.
Tension-bar.
Grate-bar.
Tie-bar.
Guide-bar.
Transom Tie-bar.
Pedestal Tie-bar.
Truck-bolster Guide-bar,
Bar-lift. See Windmo Bar-lift.
Barrel Door-bolt. A door-bolt made of a round metal bar
and held on its slide in a round tube or " barrel.'' It is
constructed so that when it is either engaged or disengaged
from its keeper, it can be turned by a short lever or
knob, and held in either position by suitable stops. See
fig. 516.
Barrel Seat-lock. A lock contained in a cylindrical case
or barrel, which is attached to a seat-end to prevent the
seat from being reversed. See fig. 422.
Barrow-truck. This term has been adopted to designate
two-wheeled vehicles used about railroads for moving
freight and baggage by hand. See Freight Barrowtruck, fig. 51, and Baggage Barrow-truck, figs. 53 and 54.
Base. See Ash-pit Base. Revolving-chair-stand Base.
Window-moulding Base.
Base-plate, for a Spear Heater. A cast-iron cylindrical
ring, which forms the bottom part of the heater. It has
suitable openings through which cold air enters or

warmed air escapes, and other openings with doors to
admit air to the fire and remove the ashes from the ash
pit. See 21, figs. 550-554, and figs. 558 and 578.
Base-plate Screen, for a Spear Heater. A perforated castiron plate or grating for covering the air opening of a
base-plate. See fig. 569.
Base-washer, for Platform-post. A metal ring or plate at
the bottom of a platform-rail post of a passenger or street
car, and which forms a bearing for the post on the plat
form timber. See 40, figs. 215, 217, 219, 223 and 228 ;
100, figs. 750, 751 and 753.
Basin. A hollow vessel made of porcelain or metal, and
in cars usually fixed in a suitable stand with pipes and
other attachments for filling it with water and emptying
it. Such basins are used as lavatories in sleeping and
other passenger cars. See 5, fig. 424.
Basin-chain. A chain by which a basin-plug is fastened to
the wash-stand. See 4, fig. 383.
Basin-chain Holder. A staple or stanchion by which a
basin-plug and chain are fastened to a wash-stand.
See 3, fig. 383.
Basin-couplings. A socket and ring or nut for attaching
a pipe to the bottom of a wash-basin. See fig. SS4.
Basin-plug. A plug or stopper for closing the opening
in the bottom of fixed or stationary wash-basins. See 5,
fig. 333.
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Basket-rack. A frame or receptacle made of metal rods or
1. "Any large piece of timber, largo in proportion to
its thickness, and squared or hewed for use.'*— Webster.
a combination of rods and wire netting for holding par
cels or other light articles. Such racks are attached to
2. A bar of metal of similar proportions is also called a
the sides of passenger c^rs above the heads of the passen
beam.
gers, so as to bo out of the way. See 145, figs. 215, 218,
3. "A bar supported at two points and loaded in a
direction perpendicular or oblique to its length is called
and fig. 430.
Basket-rack Bracket. A light metal or wooden sup
a beam."—Rankine.
port for the end or centre of a b.iskct-rack. See 1 , fig. 430.
By analogy, the term has of late years come to be ap
Basket-rack Netting. Wire iwtting with very large
plied to similar pieces or bars of iron. Thus we have
meshes which forms part of a basket-rack for holding
I-bcams. and deck-beams made out of iron, to take the
place of wooden beams in buildings. The term is also
small articles. See 2, fig. 430.
Basket-rack Bod. A small round metal bar which is at
used to designate such things as the beam of a balance or
tached to brackets and fonns the main portion of a basketscales, a plow-beam, the v>alking-beam of a steam-enginf.
rack and to which the netting, when it is used, is fastened.
brake-beam, etc.
See Auxiliary-reservoir
Middle Safety-beam.
See 3, fig. 430.
Basket-rack Tip. An ornamental knob or boss attached
Beam.
Needle-beam.
to the end of a basket-rack rod. See 4, fig. 430.
Brake-beam.
Platform-truss Beam.
Batten. " A piece of board or scantling of a few inches in
Buffer-beam,
Safety-beam.
breadth."— Webster.
Buffer-spring Beam.
Spring-beam.
Beam. " The term Beam is generally applied to any piece
Centre-beam.
Suspender-beam.
of material of considerable scantling, whether subject to
Compression-beam.
Swing-beam.
transverse strain or not ; as for example, ' Collar-beam.'
Drop-door Beam.
Truss-beam.
'Tie-beam,' 'Bressummer-beam,' the two former being
Floor-beam.
Trussed Brake-beam.
subject to longitudinal strains of compression and ten Bearing. That which supports or rests on something, and
sion respectively, and the latter to transverse strain.'*—
is in contact with it. Thus a block or stone on which the
end of a timber rests is called a bearing The metal
Staney.
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block or bushing in contact with a journal is called a
bearing.
See Axle Safety-bearing.
Master Car-builders'
Body Truss-rod Bearing.
Standard Journal-bearBrake-hanger Bearing.
ing.
Brake-shaft Bearing.
Rocker-bearing.
Centre-bearing.
Rocker Side-bearing.
Crank-shaft Bearing.
Safety-beam Truss-rod
Cup Side-bearing.
Bearing.
Dust-guard Bearing.
Side-bearing.
Half-elliptic-spring BearSpring-plank Bearing,
ing.
Stop Journal-bearing.
Hopkins' Journal -bearStop -key Journal -bear
ing,
ing.
Journal-bearing.
Swing-hanger-pivot BearLead-lined Journal-bearing.
ing.
Truck -bolster Truss -rod
Lever-shaft Bearing.
Bearing.
Lower Brake-shaft BearTruck Side-bearing,
ing.
Truss-rod Bearing.
Upper Brake-shaft Bearing.
3earing-block. See Transverse Bearing-block.
Bell See Recording-bell. Signal-bell. Smoke Bell.
Bell-cord. A rope, one end of which is attached to a sig
nal-bell on the engine, and which extends along the tops
of the cars the whole length of the train, and is oned for
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signaling to the locomotive runner. On freight trains, it
is placed on the outside, and on top of the roofs of the
cars, but in passenger trains it is attached to the rafters
or purlins by suitable supports, on the inside of the cars.
On passenger trains, the bell-cord is made of lengths
equal to that of each car, and is fastened together with
suitable couplings. Bell-cord is made of flax, hemp and
sometimes of leather, and is known by the following
names in trade : Bell-cord, brass-wire covered ; Bellcord, fancy braided ; Bell-cord, Flaxen ; Bell-cord, Italian
hemp ; Bell-cord, solid leather.
Bell-cord, Bevelled-bushing. A thimble for lining a hole
in an incb'ned surface through which a bell-cord passes.
See fig. 456.
Bell-cord Bushing. A thimble for lining a hole through
which a bell-cord passes. See figs 454-436.
Bell-cord Bushing, with Pulley. A bell-cord bushing with
a sheave or pulley attached, over which the bell-cord
runs. See fig. 455.
Bell-cord Coupling. A hook which is attached to the end
of a bell-cord,for the purpose of connecting it to the end of
another cord having a similar hook. See fig. 467.
Bell-cord Double Strap-hanger. A bell-cord strap-hanger
with two straps as shown in fig. 453.
Bell-cord End-hook. A metal hook with a screw-shank
by which it is attached to the end of a car. The hook i3.
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cord guide with a flange and a pulley on one side to con
used to fasten the end of a bell-cord to the last car and
thus hold it in its place, and prevent it from being drawn
duct a bell rope in an oblique line. See fig. 459.
Bell-cord Guide, with four Pulleys. A bell-cord guide
out of its guides. See fig. 469.
with pulleys above and below and on each side of the
Bell-cord Fixed-hanger. A rigid metal bar or bracket at
cord. They are used when a bell-cord must be carried in
tached to the ceiling of a car, and by which a bell-cord
oblique line. See fig. 461.
• is suspended from the roof. See fig. 450.
Bell-cord Guide, with Pulley. A bell-cord guide with a
Bell-cord Guide. A metal eye or ring attached to the roof
sheave or puliey attached to it, over which the bell-cord
or ceiling of a car, or to the end of a bell-cord hanger, and
runs. See figs. 458-461, 463-465.
by which a bell-cord is carried or conducted. See figs.
Bell-cord Guide, with Pulley, for Strap-hanger. A bell45<M65.
cord guide which is attached to a strap-hanger, and has
Bell-cord Guide, for Strap Hanger. A bell-cord guide
a pulley on which the bell-cord runs. See 4, figs. 451 and
which is attached to the end of a strap-hanger. See 1,
453.
fig. 452.
Bell-cord Guide, with Screw. A bell-cord guide to which
Bell-cord Guide, with centre Pulley. A bell-cord guide
a screw is attached and by which the former is fastened
made in the shape of a ring or loop, with a pulley in the
to the ceiling of a car. See fig. 462.
centre. See fig. 465.
Bell-cord Guide, with Screw and Pulley. A bell-cord guide
Bell-cord Guide, with Flange. A bell-cord guide, with
with a pulley on which the bell-cord runs, and with a
one or more flanges or lugs attached to it, by which it is
screw attached for fastening it to the ceiling of a car.
fastened to the ceiling of a car, usually with screws. See
See fig. 463.
Bell-cord Guide, with side Pulley and Flange. A bell-cord
fig. 457.
guide, which has flanges by which it is attached to the
Bell-cord Guide, with Flange and Pulley. A bell-cord
guide with a pulley for carrying a bell-cord, and with
car, and a pulley on the side. See fig. 459.
one or more flanges or lugs by which it is fastened to the Bell-cord Guide, with side Pulley and Screw-top. A bellcord guide which has a screw top. by which it is attached
ceiling of a car, usually with screws.
to the car, and a pulley on the side. See fig. 464.
Bell-cord Guide, icith Flange and side Pulley. A bell-
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Bell-cord Guide, with two Pulleys, top cmd bottom. A bellcord guide with a pulley above and below the rope, for
the latter to run on. See fig. 460.
Bell-cord-guide Washer. An ornamental washer for
making a finish for a bell-cord guide where it is attached
to a car roof. See fig. 466.
Bell-cord Hanger. A metal bar or bracket, or a strap made
of leather or some textile material, and attached to the
ceiling of a car, and by which a bell-cord is suspended
from the roof of a car. See figs, 430-453 ; also, Bellcord Fixed-hanger. Bell-cord Strap-hanger.
Bell-cord Hanger Screw-top. A screw attached to a
metal clip for fastening a bell-cord hanger to the ceiling
of a car. It is screwed into one of the rafters and the
bell-cord hanger is fastened in the clip with screws or
rivets. See 3, fig. 452.
Bell-cord Pulley or Sheave. A wheel in a bell-cord
guide over which a bell-cord runs. See 1, figs. 451, 453,
455, 458, 459, 463, 464 and 465.
Bell-cord Sheave. A Bell-cord Pulley, which see.
Bell-cord Splice. A metal coupling with right and lefthand screws for splicing the ends of a broken bell-cord.
See ng. 468.
Bell-cord Strap. The narrow piece of leather, woven or
flexible metallic fabric, of a bell-cord strap-hanger, by
which a bell-cord is suspended. See 2, figs. 451-453.
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Bell-cord Strap-hanger. A support made of leather,
orsome textile material which is attached by a screv.top, flanges, or brackets to the ceiling of a car, and by
which a bell-cord is suspended from the roof. See figs.
451-453.
Bell-cord Strap-hanger Bracket. A metal bracket which
is attached to the ceiling of a car, and with a suitable
clip to which the upper end of a strap-hanger is fastened.
See 3, figs. 451 and 453.
Bell-cord Strap-hanger Screw-top. A metal clip which
holds the upper end of a strap-hanger, and which is fast
ened to the ceiling of a car by a screw attached to the
clip. See 3, fig. 452.
Bell-cord Thimble. A Bell-cord Bushing, which see.
Bell-crank, for Hand-car. A short iron crank attached to
the shaft which forms the fulcrum of the levers of a
hand-car. It is connected by a rod with another crank,
which is geared into one of the axles of the car. The
bell-crank has a reciprocating motion, whereas the other
crank revolves. See 23, figs. 773 and 775.
Bell-punch. An instrument for punching a hole on a re
cording slip of paper or tickets so as to register the fares
collected by a conductor. The instrument has a bell
attached which is rung every time a fare is recorded by
punching the paper or ticket. The bell is intended to in
dicate or announce to the passengers that the conductor
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has recorded the fares collected. These instruments are
made in a variety of forms.
Bell-rope. A Bell-cord, which see.
Bell-strap. A leather strap which extends along the under
side of the rafters, from a signal ball on one end of a
street-car over the platform to one on the other end. The
strap is used by the conductor on the rear platform to
ring the bell in front and thus signal tc the driver, and
by the driver in front to signal to the conductor. See
98, fig. 750.
Bell-strap Bracket. A Bell-strap Guide, which see.
Bell-strap Guide. A metal loop or bracket attached to the
ceiling of a street car for carrying a signal-strap. See 99,
figs. 750 and 752, and figs. 754 and 755.
Bell-strap Guide, with Roller. A metal loop or eye with
a roller attached which carries a signal-strap. See fig.
757.
Bell-strap Guide, with Screw-end. A bell-strap guide
with a screw attached to it by which it is fastened to the
car. See fig. 756.
Belt. See Belt-rail. ■
Belt-rail. A strip of wood on the outside of a passenger or
street-car frame below the windows extending the
whole length of the car-body and attached to each post.
See 65, figs. 215-226, and 19, fig. 752. Also, Upper Beltrail.
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Belt-rail Band. An iron band on the outside of a belt-rail
of street-cars, and which covers the joint of the latter
with the panel. It extends around each corner of the
car to the door posts. See 20, figs. 750 and 753.
Belt-rail Cap. A thin strip of wood nailed to the top of
a belt-rail, and which forms a seat for the window sill.
See 81, figs. 225 and 226.
Bend, for iron pipes. A short cast or malleable iron tube
of U shape for uniting the ends of two wrought-iron
pipes. The latter are screwed into the casting. See figs.
617 and 618. Also, Close-return Bend. Open-return
Bend. Return Bend.
Berth. A bed in a sleeping-car. The term is also used to
designate the shelf or support on which a sleeping-car
bed rests. Usually there are two such beds in the space
occupied by two double seats which is called a section.
The lower berth is made upon the seats as shown at
1, 1, figs. 296 and 297, and the upper one on a shelf, 2, 2,
which can be raised or folded up out of the way in day
time, as shown at 3, 3. See Lower berth. Upper-berth.
Berth-arm. A Berth-brace, which see.
Berth-bolt. See Berth-latch Bolt.
Berth-brace. A metal rod, chain or wire rope attached to
the side and near the tcp of a sleeping-car, and which ex
tends down diagonally and is fastened at the other end
near the outer edge of a berth, which is supported by the
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brace. When a metal rod is used, it usually has a joint
so that it can fold up like an ordinary two-feet rule, when
the berth is raised up. See 4, figs. 296 and 297.
Berth-brace Eye. A metal plate with suitable lugs for
fastening the brace to the top of the car, or to the berth.
The brace is attached to the lugs by a pin, and the plate
is screwed fast either to the side or roof of the car or to
the berth. The former is called a Berth-brace Upper-eye,
and the latter a Berth-brace Lower-eye. See 5. fig. 297.
Berth-bracket. A bracket on which an upper-berth of a
sleeping-car rests when lowered and the bed is made and
in use. See fig. 356.
Berth-chain. A chain by which an upper sleeping-car
berth is supported when it is lowered. The chain is
usually wound on a spiral spring-case by which the
weight of the berth is counter-balanced. See 6, fig. 298.
Berth-chain Pulley. A pulley attached to the roof of a
sleeping-car, and over which a berth-chain runs. See 7,
fig. 298.
Berth-curtain. A cloth of some kind of textile material
hung in front of a sleeping-car section to hide the occu
pants from sight. See 13, fig. 298.
Berth-curtain Hook. A metal hook attached to a berthcurtain of a sleeping-car, and by which the latter is hung
on a rod above the berths. Such hooks are usually cov
ered with leather or other soft material to prevent them
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from rattling on the metal rod on which they are hung.
See fig. 374.
Berth-curtain Bod. A rod or bar usually made of metal
tubing, fastened above a section of a sleeping-car and
to which a berth-curtain is hung. See 14, figs. 296298.
Berth Curtain-rod Bracket. A metal bracket attached to
the side of the clear-story of a sleeping-car, and which
forms a support for a berth-curtain rod. Such brackets
often have a coat and hat hook attached to them. See
15, figs. 296-298 and fig. 371.
Berth Curtain-rod Coupling. A fastening by which a
berth-curtain rod of a sleeping-car is secured to a
bracket. It usually consists of a bolt or screw. See 1,
fig. 371.
Berth Curtain-rod Socket. A metal flanged ring which
is fastened to some part of a sleeping-car, and which
forms the attachment for a berth-curtain rod. See fig.
373.
Berth Curtain-rod Tip. A metal ornament at the end of
a berth curtain-rod. See fig. 372.
Berth-handle. A Berth-latch Handle, which see.
Berth Head-board. A light partition which separates one
berth in a sleeping-car from that next to it. See 16,
figs. 296-298.
Berth-hinge. A hinge or joint by which the back edge
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of an upper berth of a sleeping-car is attached to the
side of a car, and on which the berth turns. See figs.
331 and 352. See Loose Berth-hinge. Fast Berth-hinge.
Berth-hinge Bushing. A hollow metal socket which
forms a bearing on which the spindle of a loose berthhinge of a sleeping-car works. See fig. 353.
Berth-latch. A spring bolt for holding the upper berth of
a sleeping-car up in its place when not in use. See figs.
857 and '358.
Berth-latch Bolt. The bar or pin of a berth-latch which
engages in a corresponding catch, plate or keeper, and
which holds the berth up. See fig. 358.
Berth-latch Face-plate. A metal plate attached to the
under side of a berth with a suitable hole or bearing in
which the spindle of a berth-latch works. See 1, fig.
357.
Berth-latch Handle. A projecting metal bar or knob
which is connected with a berth-latch bolt and of con
venient form to take held of, and by which the latch is
disengaged from its catch. See 12, fig. 296 ; fig. 857.
Berth-latch Keeper. A metal plate attached to a part of
of sleeping-car either above or on the side of an upperberth, and which forms a catch in which a berth-latch
bolt engages, and which holds up the berth. See fig. 359.
Berth-latch Shell. A metal covering made in the form
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of a sea shell for covering and protecting the handle of a
berth-latch in a sleeping-car.
Berth-lock. A Berth-latch, which see.
Berth-numbers. Figures or numbers, usually made of
metal or porcelain, for numbering the berths or sections
of sleeping-cars. See fig. 860.
Berth-rest. —See Upper-berth Rest.
Berth Safety-rope. A wire rope which is attached to an
upper-berth of a sleeping-car, by one end, and to the seat
under it by the other, so as to prevent the berth from
closing up in case of an accident if the car should over
turn. See 11, figs. 296-298.
Berth Safety-rope Fastener. A metal lug which is fast
ened to the upper-berth of a sleeping-car, and to which
one end of a safety-rope is attached. See fig. 363.
Berth Safety-rope Holder. A metal catch attached to a
seat-frame or other part of a sleeping-car, to which a
safety-rope is fastened so as to hold the upper-berth in
its place in case of an accident, and prevent it from
closing up and thus injuring the occupant of the berth.
See fig. 364.
Berth Safety-rope Knob. A metal attachment to the end
of a berth safety-rope by which one end of the latter is
fastened so as to hold the berth down in its place in case
of an accident. The knob engages with a catch called a
Berth Safety-rope Holder.
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Berth-spring. A spring usually made in a spiral form
like a watch spring, and attached to the upper berth of a
sleeping-car by a cord or chain, so as to counteract the
weight of the latter and make it easy to raise and lower
it. See 8, figs. 296-298 ; figs. 361 and 362.
Berth-spring Frame. A metal support which holds a
berth-spring and fusee in its place in a sleeping-car. See
9, figs. 293-298; 1, fig. 361.
Berth-spring Fusee. A cone, or conical metal shell, re
sembling the fusee of a watch, on which a berth-spring
rope is wound, and which incloses a berth-spring of a
sleeping-car. See 2, fig. 361.
Berth-spring Rope. A cord, usually made of wire, which
is connected to an upper-berth of a sleeping-car at one
end, and to the berth-spring at the other, and by which
the tension of the spring is transmitted to the berth, thus
counteracting its weight. See 10, figs. 296 and 297; 3,
fig. 361.
Berth Striker-piate. A Berth-latch Keeper, which see.
Bevelled-bushing. See Bell-cord BeveUed-bushing.
Bevelled-washer. A washer used on truss or other rods
which stand at an acute angle to the surface on which
the nut or head on the rod bears. Such washers are used
so that the bearing for the nut or head may be brought
at right angles to the bolt. See fag. 786. Sometimes two
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such washers which come near together are cast in one
piece, and are then called double-bevelled washers.
Bibb. A curved nozzle for conveying water or other
liquids and changing the direction of their flow usually
from a horizontal to a vertical current as from the end of
a pipe or cock. See figs. 427-429.
Bibb-cock. A cock with a curved nozzle or spout. See
figs. 427-429.
Blind. A Window-blind, which see. See also
Double Window-blind.
Single Window-blind.
Lower Window-blind.
Upper Window-blind.
Block. 1. "A heavy piece of timber or wood, usually
with one plane surface : or it is rectangular and rather
thick than long."— Webster.
2. "A pulley or system of pulleys mounted on its frame
or shell, with its band or strap. A block consists of one or
more pulleys or sheaves, in a groove of which the rope
runs, fastened in a shell or frame by pins, on which they
revolve ; of a shell or frame inclosing the pulley or
pulleys; and of a strap or band, consisting of a rope, encom
passing the shell, and attached by an eye of rope or a hook
to some object."—Ed. Ency. See fig. 803. See
Body-bolster1 Truss-block. Bumper-block.
Brake-block.
Centre-plate Block.
Buffer-block.
Dead-block.
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Swing ■ hanger
hind. Such cars are usually drawn by one horse only.
Distance-block.
FrictionFloor - timber Distanceblock.
See fig. 41.
Body. The main or principal part of a car, in or on which
Transom Bearing-Block.
block.
the load is placed. American cars for steam railroads
Transom Truss-block.
Guide-block.
usually consist of a body carried on two trucks. Street
Truck-bolster Guide-block.
Safety-beam Block.
cars are usually carried on four wheels only. See CylinderTruck-bolster Truss-block.
Spring-block.
Truss-block.
body, for Westinghouse Car-brake.
Stirrup-block.
Body-bolsters. Cross beams attached near the ends of the
Stop-block.
under side of a car-body which is supported on two
Board. " A piece of timber sawed thin, and of consider
trucks. The body centre-plate and side-bearings, which
able length and breadth, compared with the thickness,
rest on the truck, are fastened to these bolsters. Such
used for building and other purposes."— Webster.
beams are made of wood, or of iron trussed, or of wood
See
and iron combined. See 12, figs. 5-5-76 ■ 10, figs. 215-281
Berth Head-board.
Letter-board.
and figs. 233-241. See Iron Body-bolster. Double Iron
Brake Foot-board.
Roof-boards.
Body-bolster.
Clear-story Soffit-board.
Roof Running-board.
Body-bolster Compression-bar. The bottom bar of an
Eaves Fascia-board.
Running-board.
iron body -bolster which is subjected to a strain of com
Scat-back Board.
Fender-board.
pression. See 1. fig. 235.
Inside-cornice
Fascia- Soffit-board.
Body-bolster Tension-bar. The top bar of an iron bodySplash-board.
board.
bolster which is subjected to a strain of tension. See 2,
Inside-cornice Sub-fascia- Tread-board.
fig. 235.
board.
Body-bolster Thimble. A small casting used as a dis
Boarding-car. A car fitted up for cooking and serving
tance-piece between the upper and lower truss-bars of
meals to men at work on the line of a road.
an iron body-bolster. See 3, fig. '235.
Bob-tail Street-car. A term used to designate a street Body-bolster Truss-block. A block of wood or distancecar with a platform in front only and a small step be
piece, on the top of a wooden body-bolster, between the
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centre floor-timbers and underneath the bolster trussrods. See 15, figs. 58, 72 ; 13, figs. 218-222 ; 4, fig. 233.
Body-bolster Truss-rod. A rod attached to the ends of a
wooden body-bolster, usually with nuts, and which ex
tends lengthwise to it and passes above it at its centre so
as to form a truss ; generally two or more such rods are
used for each bolster and are intended to strengthen it.
See 13, figs. 55-59, 69-72 ; 11, figs. 218, 220, 222; 6, fig. 233.
Body-bolster Truss-rod Bearing. An iron plate or cast
ing, placed on top of a body-bolster truss-block, to pre
vent the truss-rods from crushing into the wood. See
5, fig. 283.
Body-bolster Truss-rod Washer. An iron bearing for a
nut on the end of a truss-rod of a body-bolster. This is
often made in the form of a long plats so as to take two
or more rods. See 14, figs. 55-59 ; 12, figs. 215, 218, 219
and 222 ; 7, fig. 233.
Body-brace. An inclined beam or strip of timber In the
side or end frame of a car-body which acts as a brace.
See Body-counterbrace, End Body-brace and Side Bodybrace.
Body Brace-rod. An inclined iron rod in the side or end
of a car-body frame, which acts as a brace. See 34, fig.
61; 52, fig. 221. See also
Body-counterbrace-rod.
End Body Brace-rod.
Brace Straining-rod.
Side Body Brace-rod.
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Body Centre-plate. A metal plate attached to a bodybolster of a car, and which rests in a corresponding plate
on the centre of a truck. The weight of the car-body
usually rests on the centre-plates, and they form a pivot
about which the truck turns. A king-bolt passes
through the centre of the two centre-plates. See 17,
figs. 55-72; 15, figs. 216, 219, 229, 230-232; 8, figs. 233
and 235.
Body Check-chain Eye. An eye-bolt, clevis or other sim
ilar attachment for fastening a check-chain to the carbody. See 19, figs. 218-224. See also Truck Check-chain
Eye.
Body Check-chain Hook. An iron hook or similar means
of attachment, by which check-chains are fastened to a
car-body.
Body Counter-brace. A brace in the side frame of a carbody between the bolsters and end of the car. These
braces are inclined in a direction opposite to those be
tween the bolster and centre of the car. See 37, figs. 56,
61, 09; 55, figs. 215 and 229. See also Body Counterbrace Rod.
Body Counter-brace Rod. An inclined iron rod in the
side-frame of a car-body, between the bolster and the end
of the car. See 56, fig. 221.
Body Hand-rail. An iron rod or bar attached to the end of
passenger and street cars for persons to take hold of in
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getting on or off the cars. See-44, figs. 215, 219, 223; 113,
figs. 750, 753.
Body-post. An upright timber which is framed into the
sill and plate of a freight car. The posts form the ver
tical members of the frame of the sides of a car-body.
See 42, figs. 56-82. In passenger cars such posts are
called Window-posts, which see.
Body Queen-post. An iron rod, bar, or casting, on the
under side of a car-body and against which the truss-rods
bear. See 22, figs. 215, 216, 228 and 229. See also Queenpost.
Body Queen-port Stay. An iron bar attached to the
lower end of a body queen-post and extending diagonally
upward to the cross-frame tie-timber to which it is fast
ened. The purpose of the brace is to hold the queenpost and prevent it from bending sideways. See 2, fig.
242.
Body Side-bearings. Plates or castings which are
attached to the body-bolsters, one on each ,side of the
centre-pin, and which bear on corresponding plates on
the truck. See 16, figs. 57, 58, 63, 70, 72 ; 14, figs. 222,
230 and 231.
Body-spring. A Bolster-spring, which see.
Body Truss-rod. A rod under a car-body to truss or
strengthen it, and prevent it from sagging in the centre
between the body-bolsters or points at which it is sup
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ported on the trucks. See 19, figs. 55, MS, 60, 61, 69 ;
20, figs. 215, 216, 219, 228, 229. See also Inverted Body
Truss-rod. Centre Body Truss-rod. Outside Body Trussrod.
Body Truss -rod Bearing. A cast or wrought-iron plate,
on the under side of a truss- block or of a cross-frame tietimber, and against which the truss-rod bears. See 21,
figs. 55, 56, 60, 61, 69.
Body Trass-rod Saddle. A block of wood or casting
which forms a distance-piece on the top of a bolster, and
on which a body truss-rod bears. See 20, figs. 61, 62, 64,
6a, 70, 72 ; 21, fig. 215.
Bcgie. A term used in England to designate a Car-truck,
which see.
Bogus-plate. A horizontal timber, attached to the posts of
a refrigerator-car, on the inside of the car, a short dis
tance below the plate. The bogus-plates support hori
zontal cross-timbers to which hooks are attached for
hanging meat and other articles to be transported.
Bolster. A cross timber or trussed beam on the under side
of a car-body, and in the centre of a truck. The bodybolster rests on the truck-bolster.
See Body-bolster.
Iron Body-bolster.
Compound Bolster.
Swing-bolster.
Double Iron-bodyTruck-bolster
bolster.
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Bolster-bridge. A Side-bearing Bridge, which see.
Bolster-plates. "Wrought-iron plates bolted or riveted to
the sides of wooden body-bolsters to strengthen them.
Bolster-springs. Springs which are carried on the trans
verse beams of a truck and on which the truck-bolster
and the weight of the car-body rests.. See 80, figs. 91-104,
108-129.
Bolster-spring Cap. A cast or wrought-iron plate or sock
et attached to the under side of a truck-bolster, and
which bears on top of a bolster-spring and holds the
latter in its place. See 75, figs. Ill, 121, 126.
Bolster-spring Seat. A cast or wrought-iron plate or
socket on top of a sprir.g-plank, on which a bolster-spring
rests or bears. S:e 74, figs. Ill, 121, 126.
Bolster-truss Block. See Body-bolster 2'russ-block. Truckbolster Truss-block.
Bolster Truss-rod. See Body-bolster Truss-rod. Truckbolster Truss-rod.
Bolster Truss-rod Washer. See Body-bolster Truss-rod
Washer. Truck-bolster Truss-rod Washer.
Bolt. Generally a pin, rod or bar of metal used to hold or
fasten anything in its place ; ordinarily a bolt is a metal
rod, having a head on one end and usually a screw and
nut on the other end, as shown in figs. 776-784.
See Barrel Door-bolt.
Brake Safety-chain EyeBerth-latch BoH.
bolt.
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King-bolt.
Carriage Bolt.
Cupboard-bolt.
Lug-bolt.
Discharge-valve Stop-bolt.
Machine-bolt.
Door-bolt.
Piston-follower Bolt.
Door-latch Bolt.
R?vsrsing-valvz-pldte
Door-lock Bolt.
Bolt.
Door-sash Bolt.
Seat-lock Bolt.
Draw-bar Bolt.
Sofa-bolt.
Eye-bolt.
Stake-pocket U-bott.
Flush-bolt.
Stop-bolt.
Head-board Bolt.
Strap-bolt.
Tire-bolt.
Hub-bolt.
Joint-bolt.
V-bolt.
Journal-box-cover Bolt.
Window-blind Bolt.
Key-bolt.
Window-latch Bolt.
Bolt Draw-bar. A draw-bar to which the draw-spring is
attached by a bolt. See figs. 251-253, 266, 267.
Bonnet. A Platform-hood, which see.
Bottom. " The lowest part of anything; as, the bottom of
a well, vat, or ship."— Webster.
See Alcove-bottom.
Fire-proof Bottom.
Candle-lamp Bottom.
Lamp-bottom.
Drop-bottom.
Seat-bottom.
Bottom Arch-bar. See Inverted Arch-bar.
Bottom-chord. See Lower-chord.
Bottom Cylinder-head, for Westinghouse Driving-wheel
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Brake. A circular cast-iron plate or cover for tho lower Bowl. See Wash-bowl.
end of a cylinder. It has an opening in the centre Box. See Journal-box.
through which the piston-rod works. See 4, fig. 749.
Master-car-builders Stand- Top-reservoir Journal-box.
Bottom Door-rail. The lower transverse piece of a door
ard Journal-box.
Wlieel-box.
Box-car. A freight car which is covered with a roof, and
frame.
inclosed on the sides to protect its contents from the
Bottom Door-track. A door-track below a sliding-door.
weather and from being stolen. See Four-wheeled Box
It is usually a metal bar which supports the door and on
car, fig. 13. Eight-wheeled Box-car, fig. 12. Combined
which the latter moves. Such door3 are usually provided
Box-car, fig. 14. Four-wheeled Box-car.
with rollers or slides which rest on the track. See 66, figs.
55, 59, G9, 72.
Box Csttlc-car. A ccttle-car of which the sides are board
ed up tight and which has grated doors and windows,
Bottom-rail. Tho lowermost horizontal bar or member of
similar to figs. 14 and 16. See Slat Cattle-car.
a frame, as of a sash or door. See 147, figs. 218, 222, 223,
280: 5, fig. 502.
Boz-cover. See Journal-box Cover.
Bottom-ratchet of Drum, for Creamer Brake. A ratchet Box-cushion. A cushion for passenger-car seats, made on
a wooden frame. Box-cushions are sometimes stuffed
on the under side of the drum of a Creamer brake. The
side pawl engages into the ratchet to retain the tension on
with hair or other elastic material alone, and sometimes
steel springs are used in addition to the hair or other elas
the brake produced by the momentum of the drum when
tic material. Fig. 414 shows a frame for a box-cushion.
the spring is released. Sse 15, fig. 646.
Bottom Stove-plate, for a Baker Heater. An iron casting 1 Box-guide. See Journal-box Guide.
shaped somewhat like a dinner plate and which forms the Box-packing. Journal-packi7ig, which see.
under aide of a Baker stove or heater. See 1, fig. 53 1; fig. Box-room, on Axle. A Dust-guard Seat, which see.
Box-steps. Passenger-car steps made with wooden
582.
Bottom Stove-plate, for a Spear Heater. A circular cast
stringers or sides. See fig. 244.
ing which rests on the floor of a car and forms the base Brace. An inclined beam, rod or bar of a frame, truss,
girder, etc., which unites two or more of the points,
or pedestal of the stove. See 14. figs. 550-554; fig. 575.
where other members of the structure are connected to
Bow. See Platform-hood Bow.
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gether, and which prevents them from turning about Brace-rod Washer. An iron plate which forms a bearing
their joints. A brace thus makes the structure incapable
for the nut or head of a brace-rod. Such washers are
of altering its form from this cause, and it also distrib
sometimes made of triangular or bevelled shape and in
utes or transmits part of the strain at one or more of the
other cases are made of a flat bar of iron bent to fit into
joints toward the point or points of support, or resistance
a notch cut into the timber, as shown at 38, figs. 61, 69.
to that strain. A brace may be subjected to either a
See also 57, fig. 221; and also Triangular Washer. Bev
strain of compression or tension. If the former, in car
elled Washer.
construction, it is called simply a brace ; in the latter it is Brace Straining-rod. A vertical iron rod in the side or
called a brace-rod. See 8, figs. 805, 807, 809.
end frame of a car-body by which the upper end of a
brace is connected, or tied to the sill of the car. The
See Berth-brace.
Door-brace.
brace-rods are members of the truss of which the sill,
Body-brace.
End Body-brace,
braces, posts or plates, etc., form parts. Such rods often
Brake-lever-bracket Brace. ' Floor-timber Brace.
have hook-heads at the upper ends against which the
Brake-shaft Brace.
Pedestal-brace.
braces bear, and nuts at the lower ends by which they
Brake-shaft-step Brace.
Roof-brow.
are screwed up, and are thus brought into a state of ten
Compression-beam Brace.
Seat-bracket Brace.
sion and the braces into compression. See 53, figs. 215,
Corner-post Brace.
Side-lamp Brace.
229.
Stop-brace.
Brace-pocket. A casting which forms a step or socket Bracket. " An angular stay in the form of a knee to sup
port shelves and the like."— Webster.
for holding the ends of braces, especially of car-bodies.
See Basket-rack Bracket.
Brake-shaft Bracket.
See 39, fig. 61 ; 40, fig. 69; 41, figs. 69, 71. See also
Double-brace Pocket.
Left-hand Brace-pocket.
Bell-cord Strap-hanger
Brake-step Bracket.
Right-hand Brace-pocket.
Bracket.
Coupling-spring Bracket.
Brace-rod. An inclined iron rod which acts as a brace.
Bell-strap Bracket.
Cylinder-lever Bracket.
See 34, fig. 61; 52, fig. 221; 10, fig. 808.
Berth-bracket.
Door-track Bracket.
See Body Brace-rod.
Side Body-brace-rod.
Berth-curtain-rod Bracket. Inside-hand-rail Bracket.
Counterbrace-rod.
Side Counterbrace-rod.
Brake-lever Bracket.
Lamp-bracket.
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Lamp-chimney Bracket.
Seat-bracket.
Brake for Drop-bottom Car. A brake arranged so that
Longitudinal-step
Side-lamp Bracket.
none of the rods or levers will interfere with the drop
Bracket.
Sliding-door Bracket.
doors through which the contents of the car are emptied.
Tender-spring Bracket.
Fost-bracket.
See figs. 77-80, 640.
Towel-bracket.
Release-spring Bracket.
Brake-beam. A transverse iron or wooden bar to which
Roof Running-board
Window-curta in- rod
the brake-block and shoes are attached. It is suspended
Bracket.
Bracket.
near the wheels so that the brake-shoes can conveniently
Running-board Bracket.
be applied to the treads of the wheels. See 143, figs. 77Bracket Gas-burner. A gas-burner attached to the side
84 ; 84, figs. 88-135 ; 4, figs. 629-631 , 1, figs. 637-645 ;
of a car by a suitable pipe or metal bracket.
133, figs. 750-753. See also Trussed Brake-beam.
Bracket-lamp. A Side-lamp, which see.
Brake-beam Chafing-plate. A plate attached to a brakeBraided Bell-cord. See Bell-cord.
beam and against which a brake-spring bears. The ob
Brake. The •whole combination of parts by which the
ject of the plate is to resist the wear due to the action of
motion of a car is retarded or arrested.
the spring.
Loughridge Air-brake.
See Air-brake.
Brake-beam Eye-bolt. An eye-Dolt for fastening a lower
Atmospheric Brake.
Outer-hung Brake.
brako-rod to a brake-beam on trucks having but one
Automatic Air-brdi.e.
Single-lever Brake.
brake-lever. These bolts have threads cut nearly their
Compression-rod Brake.
Smith's Vacuum, Brake.
entire
length and usually a nut is placed, on each side of
Continuous-brake.
Stevens Brake.
the brake-beam, which can be screwed up so as to take
Creamer Safety-brake.
Tanner Brake.
up the wear of the brake-shoes. See 85, figs. 89, 93, 116.
Double-levzr Brake.
Tyler Brake.
Brake-beam Fulcrum. See Brake-lever Fulcrum.
Driving-wheel Brake.
Vacuum Brake.
Eames Vacuum Brake.
Westinghouse Air-brake. Brake-beam King-pcst. A post or distance-piece, which
Elder's Brake.
Westinghouse Automatic
forms a bearing for the truss-rods of a brake-beam.
Bodge Brake.
Air-brake.
Sometimes the brake-lever is attached to it and it then
Inner-hung Brake.
forms also a fulcrum for the latter. See 6, fig. 631.
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Brake-beam Truss-rod. A rod used to truss or strengthen
a brake-beam. See 5, fig. 631.
Brake-block. A piece of wood or metal which carries a
removable shoe which bears directly against the tread of
the wheel when the brake is applied. The brake-blocks
are attached to the ends of a transverse beam extending
from one wheel to the one opposite and called a brakebeam. See 82, figs. 100, 105, 115, 118, 122, 127, 128, 129;
1, figs. 629-631, fig. 633.
Brake-block, for Westinghouse Driving-wheel Brake. An
iron casting to which a brake-shoe is attached and which
acts as a support for the latter. They are made separate
from each other so that when the shoe is worn out it can
be replaced without destroying the block. See 17, fig.
747.
Brake-block Pin, for Westinghouse Driving-wheel Brake.
A pin by which the suspending and supporting links are
attached to a brake-block. See 26, fig. 747.
Brake-block Suspending-link, for Westinghouse Drivingwheel Brake. An iron bar attached to a locomotive
frame and to which a brake-block is hung. See 23, fig.
747, 748.
Brake-block Suspending-plates, for Westinghouse
Driving-wheel Brake. A wrought-iron plate bolted to a
locomotive frame and which forms a support or means of

attachment for the upper end of a brake-block suspend
ing-link. See 24, figs. 747, 748.
Brake-block Suspetding-stud, for Westinghouse Driving
wheel Brake. A bolt or pin by which the upper end of r
brake-bolt suspending-link is attached to a suspending
plate. See 25, figs. 747, 748.
Brake-block Tie-rod, for Westinghouse Driving-whee>
Brake. A rod by which the brake-blocks on opposite
sides of the engine are tied together and prevented from
spreading apart. The lower ends of the supporting-link,
are attached to the tie-rod. See 27 figs. 747, 748.
Brake-carrier. See Brake-hanger Carrier.
Brake-chain. See Brake-shaft Cliain.
Brake-chain Worm. A conical casting attached to the
brake-shaft with a screw-shaped groove on it, in which a
brake-chain is wound. The object of it is to produce
a rapid motion in first applying the brakes, and to in
crease the power when the brake-shoes are brought ir
close contact with the wheels. See 160, figs. 215, 217:
1, fig. 244.
Brake-clevis. A Brake-lever Fulcrum, which see.
Brake-cylinder, for Westinghouse Automatic Car-brake
A hollow cast-iron cylinder which is usually attached tc
the under side of a car-frame. It is accurately bored out
and fitted with two heads and a piston, against which the
compressed air exerts its pressure and thus applies the
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brakes to the wheels. The piston-rod is connected with
a lever (5, fig. 661; 12, fig. 729), which is provided with a
spiral spring, 15, which is compressed by the action of
the piston, and the movement of the lever, so that when
the air which has forced out the piston is allowed to
escape tlie elasticity of the spring forces the piston back
to the end of the cylinder and thus releases the brakes.
See 2, figs. 6C0, 661, 663, 729, 730. The main cast
ing, 2, figs. 729, 730, is called the cylinder-body for
Westinghouse car-bi-ake. The whole arrangement of
cylinder, springs, lever, etc., represented in figs. 729, 730,
is designated as a brake-cylinder with releasing appar
atus complete, for Westingliouse automatic car-brake.
Brake-cylinder, for Westinghouse Automatic Tenderbrake. A cylinder similar to the above which is used on
tenders, but without a releasing-lever and spring. See 2,
figs. 655-657, 727, 728.
Brake-cylinder, for Westinghouse Driving-wheel Brake.
A hollow cast-iron cylinder which is attached to a loco
motive in a vertical position between the driving-wheels.
It is accurately bored out and fitted with two heads and
a piston, against which the compressed air exerts its
pressure, the force of which is transmitted to two eccen
tric-levers, which act against the brake-heads and thus
apply the brakes. The main casting, 2, fig. 749, of the
cylinder is called the cylinder-body for Westinqlwuse
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driving-wheel brake. See 12, fig. 655; 1, fig. 747, and
fig. 749.
Brake-cylinder Pipe, for Westinghouse Automatic Brake.
A pipe which connects a brake-cylinder with the triplevalve. See 25, figs. 661, 663.
Brake-dog. A Brake-pawl, which see.
Brake-drum. A Brake-shaft Drum, which 6ee.
Brake Foot-board. A Brake-step, which see.
Brake-hanger. A link or bar by which brake-beams and
attachments are suspended from a truck-frame or carbody. See 144, fig. 77 ; 86, figs. 88-129 ; 7, figs, 629, 630 ;
134, fig. 750. See also Parallel Brake-hanger.
Brake-hanger Bearing. A casting which is held by a
Brake-hanger carrier, and which forms a bearing for a
brake-hanger. See 14, figs. 629, 630.
Brake-hanger Carrier. An eye or U bolt, a casting or
other fastening by which a brake-hanger is attached to
the truck or body of a car. See 87, fig. 129 ; 8, figs. 629,
630. fee also Parallel Brake-liangcr Carrier.
Brake-hanger Timber. A short transverse timber between
the floor-timbers of a car-body, and which is framed into
them, and to which the brake-hangers, which are hung
from the body of a car, are attached. See 6, figs. 62,
64. 78.
Brake-bead. A piece of iron or wood attached to a brakebeam and which bears against the wheels, and combinaB
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both a brake-block and brake-shoe in ono piece. So? 142,
fig. 77 ; 83, fig. 91 ; fig. 632 ; 135, figs. 7.-.0-753.
Brake-hose, for Westinghouse Car-brake. Flexible tubes
made of india-rubber and canvas by which the different
vehicles in the train are connected together and by which
the compressed air which operates the brakes is con
ducted from the engine to the cars, and from one car to
another. The hose is made in two pieces with a coupling
between each two vehicles, so that they can readily be
connected or disconnected. See 30, figs. 6C0, 001 ; fig.
725. See Armored Brake-hose.
Brake-hose Armor. A woven wire covering on the out
side of brake-hose to protect it from injury or abrasion.
See fig. 726.
Brake-hose Clutch-coupling, for Westinghouse-brake. A
brake-hose coupling formed by two parts which lap over
each other, as shown in figs. 715. 716.
Brake-hose Coupling. A contrivance for coupling or con
necting the ends of a pair of brake-hose together so that
the air by which the brakes are operated can pass from
one vehicle in a train to another. See figs. 715, 710.
Brake-hose Coupling-cap, for Clutch-coupling of West
inghouse-brake. A screw-plug which is screwed into a
coupling-case and which holds the coupling-valve in its
place. See 4, figs. 715, 716, and fig. 718.
Brake-hose Coupling-case, for Clutch-coupling of West
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inghouse-brake. A hollow casting which joins the main
part of one piece of a pair of couplings and to which the
hose is attached. See 3, figs. 715, 716.
Brake-hose Coupling' Packing-expander, for Clutchcoupling of Westinghouse-brake. A metal bushing or
cage which is inserted in a coupling-case to expand the
packing when the valves are removed. This is used in
place of the valves in the ordinary brake. See fig. 734.
Brake-hose Coupling-valve, for Clutch-coupling of "West
inghouse-brake. A puppet-valve which i3 contained in a
chamber in a coupling-case to prevent the escape of air
from the hose when the latter are uncoupled. See 5, fig.
715, and fig. 719.
Brake-hose Coupling-valve Spring, for Clutch-coupling
of Westinghouse-brake. A spiral-spring in a couplingcase which bears on the valve to close it promptly when
the hose are uncoupled. See 6, fig. 715, and fig. 720.
Brake-hose Nipple, for Westinghouse-brake. A tubular
elbow which is attached by one end to the hose and by
the other to a car or engine. See fig. 723.
Brake-lever. A lever by which the power employed to
apply the brakes is transmitted to the brake-beams. The
brake-levers are connected to the brake-beams at or
near the short ends of the former, and the brake-chains,
or rods, are connected to the opposite end.
See 145,
figs. 77, 78, 82, 84 ; 92, figs. 88-129 ; 11, figs. 029, 030 ; 15.
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fig. 661. In some cases the upper end of one of the brakelivers on each truck is attached to a brake-lever stop.
Such levers are called fixed brake-levers to distinguish
them from those which are movable. See Centre Brakelever. Fixed Brake-lever
Brake-lever Bracket. A wrought-iron knee fastened to
the under side of a car, and to which the fulcrum of a
brake-lever is attached. See 148 figs. 77, 78.
Brake-lever-bracket Brace. A diagonal wrought-iron
brace, attached to a brake-lever-bracket to stiffen it. See
149, fig. 77.
Brake-lever Clevis. A Brake-lever Fulcrum, which see.
Brake-lever Fulcrum, A forked iron attached to a
brake-beam by means of which a brake-lever is connected
to the beam. Usually it consists of a bolt which passes
through the beam and is fastened with a nut, and at the
other end it has a forked end or clevis in which the lever
is fastened with a pin or bolt. In some cases a casting is
used for this purpose. See 146, figs. 77-80 ; 93, figs. 88.129; 12, figs. 629, 631. ■
Brake-lever Guide. A bar of wood or iron which holds or
supports the upper end of a brake-lever in its place. See
147, figs. 77, 79 ; 94, figs. 101, 102, 123. 124.
Brake-lever Sheave. A pulley attached to a brake-lever.
over which a chain by which the brakes are applied runs.
See 96, fig. 102, 103.
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Brake-lever Stop. An iron Dar or loop attached to a truck
or car frame, and which holds the upper end of a fixed
brake-lever. It usually has holes in it in which a pin is in
serted against which the end of the lever bears. By moving
the pin from one hole to another the position of the lever
is adjusted so as to take up the wear of the brake-shoes.
See 95, figs. 92, 118, 123. 124; 13, fig. 630.
Brake-pawl. A small pivoted bar for' engaging in the
teeth of a brake ratchet-wheel to prevent the latter from
turning backward. It is usually placed in such a posi
tion as to be worked by the foot. See 159, figs. 216, 220;
fig. 636.
Brake-pipe, for Westinghouse Automatic-brake. An iron
pipe attached to the under side of a car-body and extend
ing from one end of the car to the other, and connected
to the pipes on the adjoining cars by flexible hose. The
purpose of these pipes is to convey the air from the airpump on the engine to the auxiliary reservoirs attached to
the cars. These pipes are filled with compressed air
when the brakes are not on. When the latter are to be ap
plied, the air is allowed to escape from the pipes which
causes the triple-valves to open communication betweer.
the auxiliary reservoirs and the brake-cylinders, so that
the compressed air stored up in the reservoirs acts on the
pistons and brake-levers. See 20, figs. 6G1, 663.
Brake Ratchet-wheel. A wheel attached to a brake-sliaft
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having teeth shaped like saw teeth, into which a pawl en
gages, thus preventing the wheel and shaft from turning
backward. See 103, figs. 55-84; 158, figs. 215, 216, 217,
219, 220, 223; fig. 636; 125, fig. 750.
Brake-rod. See Lower Brake-rod. Secondary Brake-rod.
Main Brake-rod.
Brake-rod Guide. A hook, eye, roller or other contriv
ance attached to a car-truck or body for supporting a
brake-rod.
Brake-rubber. A Brake-shoe, which see.
Brake Safety-chain or link.
A chain attached to a
brake-beam, and to the truck or body of a car. It is in
tended for the same purpose as a brake safety-strap; that is,
to hold the brake-beams in case a brake-hanger should
break. Sometimes these are made of a single link or bar.
See 88, figs. 94, 101, 103, 105 ; 9, figs. 629, C30.
Brake Safety-chain Eye-bolt. An eye-bolt attached to a
truck or car-body, and which holds a brake safety-chain.
See 89, figs. 103, 105 ; 10, figs. G29, 630.
Brake Safety-strap. A strap of iron fastened by its ends
to the end-piece or transom of a truck and bant into
such a shape as to embrace the brake-beam. In caseany
of the hangers should give way the safety-strap is in
tended to catch and hold the beam, and prevent it from
falling on the track. Sjmetim:s it is made of steel, and
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used as a brake-spring for throwing off the brake. See
90, figs. 88-90, 115-129.
Brake-shaft. A vertical or horizontal shaft on which a
chain is wound and by which the power of a hand-brake
is applied to the wheels. See 94, figs. 55-84 ; 95, figs.
55, 56, 69, 72 ; 152, figs. 215, 217, 219, 223 ; 122, figs. 750,
753. See Horizontal Brake-shaft. Long Brake-shaft.
Brake-shaft Bearing. A metal eye by which a brakeshaft is held in its place, and in which it turns. See
Brake-shaft Step. Lower Brake-shaft Bearing. Upper
Brake-shaft Bearing.
Brake-shaft Brace. A brace on the Miller platform which,
holds the bottom of the brake-shaft, and forms a step for
it. See 1, figs. 282, 285.
Brake-shaft Bracket. A support made in the form of a
bracket for holding a horizontal brake-shaft in its place,
used mostly on freight cars. See 99, figs. 55, 56, 69.
Brake-shaft Bracket, for Creamer-brake. A cast-iron
bracket attached to the hand-rail, and which forms a
support or bearing for the upper end of the brake-shaft.
See IS, fig. 616.
Brake-shaft Bushing. A thimble on a brake-shaft on a
Miller platform.
Brake-shaft Chain. A chair, connected with the brakelevers, and which is wound up on a shaft, called the
brake-shaft. The force exerted en the shaft is trans
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mitted to the other connection of the brake by this chain.
See 150, fi^. 77; 3, figs. 637-545; 127, figs. 750, 751.
See Horizontal Brake-shaft Chain.
Brake-shaft-chain Sheave. A roller over which a brakeshaft chain passes. See 105, figs. 55, 56, 69.
Brake-shaft Connecting-rod. A rod which is attached
at one end to a brake-chain, and at the other to a brakelever, or to the centre-lever of the Tanner or Elder brake
or to a floating-lever of the Hodge brake. See 181,
figs. 77, 80 ; 4, figs. 637-645 ; 13, fig. 661 : 1588, figs.
750, 751, 753.
Brake-shaft Crank. An elbow attached to the upper end
of the brake-shaft of street-cars for turning the brakeshaft and operating the brakes. See 120, figs. 750, 753.
Brake-shaft Crank-handle. That part of a brake-shaft
crank which is held in the hand, when the crank is used.
See 121, figs. 750, 753.
Brake-shaft Drum. The part of a brake-shaft on which
the brake-chain is wound, in applying the brakes. The
shaft is sometimes enlarged at this part, and sometimes a
cast-iron sleeve is put on it to increase the diameter of
the part on which the chain is wound. See Brake-chain
drum.
Brake-shaft Hanger. A Brake-shaft Bracket, which see.
Brake-shaft Holder. A Brake-shaft Bearing, which see.
Brake-shaft Step. A bearing which holds the lower end
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of a brake-shaft. It usually consists of a U-shaped bar
of iron, the upper ends of which are fastened to the carbody, and a hole in the curved part of the bar, which
receives the end of the shaft. See 08, figs. 60-84 ;
153, figs. 215, 217, 223. See also Brake-shaft Holder.
Brake-shaft-step Braco. A wrought-iron brace attached
to a brake-step to resist the pull of the brake chain.
Brake-shaft Thimble. An iron bushing attached to some
portion of the car to form a bearing for a brake-shaft.
See 44, fig. 285.
Brake-shoo. A piece of metal or wood shaped to fit the
tread of a car-wheel and attached by a key or otherwise
to a brake-block. It rubs against the tread of the wheel
when the brakes are applied. Such shoes are made cf
wood, cast, wrought, or malleable iror., and sometimes
of a combination of cast and wrought iron. See 08, figs.
88, 89, 105, 107, 115, 118 ; 2, figs. 630, 631 ; fig. 633. See
Congdon Brake-slioe. Malleable Brake-shoe.
Brake-shoe, for Westinghousc Driving-wheel Brake. A
wrought, cast, or malleable iron plate attached to a brakeblock, and which bears against the driving-wheel. Such
shoes are sometimes made of a combination of cast and
wrought iron. See 16, fig. 747.
Brake-shoe Key. A key or wedge by which a brake-shoe
is fastened to a brake-block. See fig. 633.
Brake-spring. A Release-spring, which see.
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Brake-staff. A Brake-shaft, which see.
Brake-step. A small shelf or ledge on the end of a freightcar near the top, on which the brake-man stands when
applying the brake from the top of a car. Also called a
brake foot-board. See 100, figs. 55-71.
Brake-step Bracket. An iron bracket to support a brakestep. See 101, figs. 55-71.
Brake-windlass. A shaft with a hand- wheel attached by
which the former is turned, and a chain, connected with
the brake-levers, is wound up on a part of the shaft
called a drum. The shaft also Las a ratchet-wheel and a
pawl to prevent it from being turned backward by the
tension on the chain when it is wound up. The term wind
lass is used to designate all of these parts combined. See
Brake-shaft.
Brake-wheel. A hand-wheel attached to a brake-shaft,
and by which the latter is turned in applying the brakes.
See 93, figs. 5o-84 ; 157, figs. 215, 216, 217, 219, 220, 223;
fig. 635.
Brass. " An alloy of copper and zinc. The term is com
monly applied to the yellow alloy of copper with about
half its weight of zinc, in which case it is called by engi
neers yellow-brass ; but copper alloyed with about oneninth its weight of tin is the metal of brass ordnance or
gun-metal. Similar alloys used for the ' brasses ' or bear
ings of machinery arc called hard brass, and when em
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ployed for statues and medals they are called bronze,"
—Tomlinsoris Cyclopedia of Useful Arts. The term
brass is often used to designate a Journal-bearing, which
see.
Brass-wire-covered Bell-cord. See Bell-cord.
Bridge. In car-construction the term bridge means a
timber, bar, or beam which is supported at each end. See
Bolster-bridge. Centre-bearing Bridge. Side-bearing
Bridge.
Bridging. The cross-pieces or " nailers " in the floor, to
which the flooring is nailed. See 6, figs. 215, 216, 229,
231.
Broad-gauge. The distance between the heads of the rails,
when it is greater than 4 ft. 8J^ in. See Gauge.
Broad-tread Wheel. A wheel of which the periphery or
tread is wider than usual so as to be able to run over
tracks which vary somewhat in width such as 4-ft.-8J^in., 4-ft.-9-in., and 4-ft.-10-in. gauges. Also called com~
promise-wheels.
Brush. See Car-window Brush.
Brush-and-comb Back. A metal or wooden receptacle
fastened to the side of a car or a partition of a passenger
or sleeping-car for holding a brush and comb. See fig.
385.
Buffer. An elastic apparatus or cushion attached to the
end of a car to receive the concussions of other cara
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running against it. The term is generally applied to
those attachments in which springs are used to give the
apparatus elasticity. The Miller buffer is shown at 35,
figs. 282-285, and the Janney buffer at F. figs. 290-292.
The term is often applied to a Draw-bar, which see.
Buffer-arm. A Draw-bar Timber, which see.
Buffer-bar. A wrought-iron bar at the end of a car- to re
sist the concussions of one car against another. Such
bars are usually provided with springs so as to offer an
elastic resistance when two cars come in contact with
each other. In this country they are used chiefly with
the Miller and Janney platforms. See 2, figs. 282, 285 ;
F., figs. 290-292.
Buffer-beam. A transverse timber bolted to the outside of
an end-sill of a car and to which the dead-blocks are at
tached. See 32', fig. 78. This term is also used to
designate a platform end-timber of a Miller platform.
Buffer-block. A wooden block or stick of timber attached
to the end-sill or platform end-timber of a car above the
draw-bar, and intended to protect persons between the
cars from injury by preventing the cars from coming to
gether in case the draw-bar or its attachments should be
broken or fail in any other way. See 29, figs. 60-65, and
1, fig. 278. The terms buffer-block and dead-block are
often confused in meaning. A buffer-block is a single
peice of timber bolted to the end-sill of a car above the
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draw-bar, as shown in fig. 278, while dead-blocks are used
in pairs, one on each-side of the draw-bar, as shown at
2, 2, fig. 279.
tuffer-block Face-plate. A metal plate bolted to the out
side or face of a wooden buffer-block, and which forms
a bearing for the buffer-blocks of other cars when they
come in contact with each other. The object of the
plate is to protect the wood from wear.
Buffer-head. The broad, flat part of the buffer which is
used with the Miller platform, and which bears against
another similar one on the adjoining car. See 35, figs.
282-287.
Buffer-plate. An iron plate with which the buffer-beam
on the Miller platform is faced, and through which the
buffer-shank passes. See 3, figs. 284, 285.
Buffer-shank. The square part of a Miller buffer, between
the buffer-head and the buifer-stem. See 36, fig. 2S7.
Buffer-spring. A spring used with the buffer of the Miller
and Janney couplers to resist the concussions of one car
against another, and which gives elasticity to the bufferbar. See 5, figs. 282, 283, 284.
Buffer-spring Beam, for Miller Platform. A short trans
verse piece of timber framed between the draw-timbers
and against which the buffer-soring bears. See 24, figs.
282, 283. 284.
Buffer-spring Cup. An iron washer or seat in which the
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inside end of the Miller buffer-spring rests. Such cups are
used with a volute spring; when a spiral spring is used
the spring-cup is the same as the spring-washers. See 6,
figs. 282. 283, 284.
Buffer-spring Washer. A plate or washer on the bufferstem of a Miller buffer which bears against the outside
end of the buffer-spring. When spiral buffer-springs are
used, washers of the same kind are used at each end.
See 7, figs. 282, 283, 284.
Buffer-stem. The round part of a Miller buffer-bar which
passes through the.buffer-springs. See 37, fig. 287.
Buffer-stem Washer. A metal ring or plate on the inside
end of a Miller buffer-bar, and which is intended as a
bearing for a key in the end of the buffer-bar. See 8,
figs. 283, 284.
Buffer-thimble. A cast-iron thimble or bushing in a plat
form end-timber through which a Miller buffer-shank
passes. The buffer-thimble and buffer-plate are now
made in one piece. See 9, fig. 284.
Bull's-eye, A convex glass lens, which is placed in front
of a lamp, and which diffuses the light so as to make it
more conspicuous for a signal. They are used to close
the opening in fixed lamps at the ends of cars, and also
in signal lanterns. See 26, figs. 495, 496.
Bull's-eye Lamp. A lantern, with a bull's-eye lens, gen
erally used for a signal-lamp. See figs. 495. 496.
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Bumper. An indefinite term used to designate a Buffer or
Draw-bar, or a Buffer-block, which terms see.
Bumper-block. A Buffer-block, which see.
Bunk. A Berth, which see.
Burlaps. A coarse canvas used for upholstering the seats
of passenger cars.
Burner. "That part of a lighting apparatus at which com
bustion takes place."—Knight. See
Bracket Gas-burner.
Mineral-oil Burner.
Dual Burner.
Screw Burner.
Gas-burner.
Spring Burner.
Hinge Burner.
Sun Burner.
Lamp-burner.
Bushing. "A lining for a hole."—Knight. Usually a
metal cylindrical ring which forms a bearing for some
other object, as a shaft, valve, etc., which is inserted in
the hole. See
Bell-cord Bevelled BushHead-board-bolt Bushing,
ing.
Lower Steam-valve BushBell-cord Bushing.
ing.
Berth-curtain-rod BushReversing-valve Bushing.
ing.
Steam-valve Bushing.
Berth-hinge Bushing.
Upper Steam-valve BushBrake-sliaft Bushing.
ing.
Clear-story Window-pivot
Window-latch Bushing.
Bushing.
Window-pivot Bushing.
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Bushing, for Pipes. A short tube with a screw cut inside
and outside, and used to screw into a pipe to reduce its
diameter when it is necessary to connect it with a smaller
pipe. Generally, a bushing has a hexagonal head by
which it is turned. Such bushings are sometimes called
reducers. See fig. 624.
Butt. A contraction of Butt-hinge, which see.
Butt-hinge. A hinge for hanging doors, etc., which is
fastened with screws to the edge of a door, so that
when the latter is closed the hinge is folded up between
the door and its frame. A hinge like that represented in
fig. 509, the two parts of which are so fastened together
that they cannot readily be detached, is called a fastjoint butt-hinge. See also Loose-joint Butt-hinge, and
Loose-pin Butt-hinge.
Button. This term, besides its usual meaning, is some
times used to designate an Axle-collar, which see. See
Door-button.
L-window Button.
Door-case-sash Button.
V-window Button.
Eccentric Window-button.
Wheel-box Button.
Window-button.

Cabin-car. A Conductor's Car, which see.
Caboose-car. A Conductor's Car, which see.
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Cage. See Tank-valve Cage.
Camber. The upward deflection or bend of a beam, girder,
or truss.
Candle. See Car-candle. Hydraulic-pressed Car-candle.
Candle-bottom. A Candle-lamp Bottom, which see.
Candle-holder. The inside part of a candle-lamp bottom,
which is provided with a spring to feed or push the can
dle up as it burns away. See fig. 486.
Candle-holder Cap. A thimble in a candle-holder against
which the top of a candle bears. See 21, fig. 2 6.
Candle-holder Cup. A metal cup which forms the bottom
of a candle-holder. See 22, fig. 486.
Candle-lamp. A lamp in which candles are burned.
See fig. 470.
Candle-lamp Bottom. A tubular arrangement which holds
the candle in a candle-lamp. It has suitable clips or
catches so that it can easily be attached or detached to or
from the under side of the lamp. It also has a spiral
spring in the inside by which the candle is pushed up as
it burns away. See fig. 485.
Candle-rods. Metal rods, which have a cup attached at
one end and a cap at the other, the whole, with a spring,
forming a candle-holder for a candle-lamp. See 23, fig.
486.
Candle-spring. A spiral spring which is placed in a candlo
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holder to feed or push the candle up as it burns away. !
See engraving of candle-holder. See 24, fig. 480.
Cane-seat. A seat made of woven strips of cane. See fig.
404.
Cannon-car. A car especially constructed for carrying
heavy cannon. Also called gun-car.
Canopy. See Lamp-canopy. A platform-hood is some
times called a canopy.
Canvas. A coarse cloth made of cotton, used for the out
side covering of street-car roofB and for upholstering
seats. See Roofing-canvas.
Cap. The top or covering of anything. See
Arm-cap.
Lower Cap of Triple-valve.
Belt-rail Cap.
Main Cap of Triple-valve.
Bolster-spring Cap.
Reversing-cylindcr Cap.
Brake-hose Coupling-cap. Reversing-valve Cap.
Candle-holder Cap.
Right-chamber Cap.
Coupling-cap.
Smoke-pipe Cap.
Equalizing - bar - spring Spiral spring Cap.
Spring-cap.
Cap.
Tank-nozzle Cap.
Inside-liyiing Cap.
Leakage-valve Cap.
Trimming Cap.
Truss-plank Cap.
Left-chamber Cap.
Upper Cap of Triple-valve.
Lever-frame Cap.
Window-sill Cap.
Car. A term used in the United States to designate any
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vehicle or carriage for running on a railroad. As the
term is usually employed it denotes any vehicle used for
transportation and not belonging to the motive power of
a railroad. See
Derrick-car.
Baggage-car.
Boarding-car.
Double-deck Cattle-car.
Bob-tail Street-car.
Double-deck Street-car.
Drawing-room Car.
Box-car.
Drop-bottom Car.
Box Cattle-car.
Dump-car.
Cabin-car.
Eight-wheeled Box-car.
Caboose-car.
Eight - wheeled Gondola
Cannon-car.
Coal-car.
Cattle-car.
Eight-wheeled HopperCoach.
bottom Coal-car.
Coal-car.
Excursion Street-car.
Coal Dump-car.
Express-car.
Coal-hopper.
Express Hand-car.
Combined Baggage and
Fare-box Street-car.
Express or Mail Car.
Combined Box a nd Cattle
Ferry Push-car.
First-class Car.
Car.
Combined Passenger and
Flat-car.
Mail, Baggage, or Ex
Folding-side Gondola-car.
Four-wheeled Box-car.
press Car.
Four - wheeled GondolaConductor's Car.
car.
Crank Hand-car.
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Four-wheeled Hopperbottom Coal-car.
Freight-car.
Gondola-car.
Grain-car.
Gravel-car.
Gun-car.
Hand-car.
Hay-car.
Hopper-bottom Coal-car.
Hopper-bottom Gondola
Coal-car.
Horse-car.
Hotel-car.
House-car.
Ice-car,
Inclined-plane Car.
Inspection car.
Inspection Hand-car.
Iron-hopper Coal-car.
Lever Hand-car.
Lodging-car.
Mail-car.
Milk-car.
Mine-car.
■Oil-car.
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One-horse Street-car.
Train-car.
Wrecking-car.
Ore-car.
Car-axle. A shaft made of wrought-iron or steel to which
Palace-car.
a pair of car-wheels are attached. See 2, figs. 88-129
Passenger-ear.
and figs. 143, 144. In nearly all cases the wheels are both,
Post-office Car.
rigidly fastened to the axle, but sometimes one, or both
Push Baggage-car.
of them, is made so that it can turn independently of the
Push-car.
axle. The following are the names of the parts of an
Postal-tar.
axle indicated by numbers in fig. 143.: 1, Centre of Axle;
Railroad-car.
2, Neck of Axle; 3, Wheel-seat ; 4, Dust-guard Bearing ;
Refrigerator-car.
5, Collar; 6, Journal. See Hammered Car-axle. Master
Restaurant-car.
Car-builders' Standard Axle. Standard Car-axle.
Reversible Street-car.
Car-box. A Journal-box, which see.
Second-class Car,
Car-candle. A candle made especially for lighting cars.
Slat Cattle-car.
Such candles are usually made of larger diameter than
Sleeping-car.
those ordinarily used. They are commonly burned in
Steam-car.
candle-lamps. See Hydraulic-pressed Car-candle.
Stock-car.
Car-coupler.
An appliance for connecting or coupling cars
Street-car.
together. The term is used generally to designate an
Suburban Excursion-car.
apparatus which acts automatically. See Janney CarSummer Street-car.
coupler. Miller Car-coupler.
Sweeping-car.
Car-door Lock. A lock for a car-door. Usually the term
Tank-car.
is used to designate a lock for a passenger-car door. See
Three-wheeled Hand-car.
fig. 522.
Tip-car.
Top-seat Street-car.
Card-rack. A small receptacle on the outside of a freigntTool-car.
car to receive cards on which the shipping directions for
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the freight, with which the car is loaded, is written.
See 80, figs. 55, 60.
Car-fittings. Car-furnishings, which see.
Oar-furnishings. The hardware, upholstery materials, and
other fittings, such as lamps, ventilators, water-coolers,
etc., used in finishing a passenger-car.
Car-gong. A Signal-bell, which see.
Car-heater. Any apparatus for heating cars by convection,
that is. by conveying hot water, steam, or warmed
air into, or through, the car. It generally refers to any
arrangement for warming cars other than stoves. See
Spear Anti-clinker Car-heater. Baker Car-heater.
Carline, or Carling. A transverse bar of wood or iron which
extends across the top of a car or from one side to the
other, and which supports the roof-boards. See 81, figs.
56, 58, 61, 62, 64, 69, 70, 73 ; 100, figs. 215, 221, 225, 226,
229 ; 63, figs. 750, 752. A carline is sometimes called a
Rafter, which see. See
Clear-story Carline.
Platform-hood Carline.
Compound Carline.
Platform-roof Carline.
End Carline.
Platform-roof-end Carline.
Main Carline.
Profile Carline,
Short Carline.
Car-platform. A floor at the end and on the outside of a
car, and supported by projecting timbers below the car-
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body. On passenger and street, cars such platforms are
intended to facilitate the ingress and egress of passengers
to and from the car. On freight-cars they are used for
the convenience of train-men. See 34, figs. 215, 216, 217,
219, 220, 223, 238, 229, 232; 104, figs. 700—752.
Car-pump. A Wash-room Pump, which see.
Carriage-bolt. A bolt which is made square under the head
so as to prevent it from turning when in its place, and
which has a metal thread and nut on the opposite end.
Such bolts usually have button-shaped heads and are
used for fastening wooden objects together. See fig.
778.
Carrier. That which carries or supports something. See
Brake-lianger Carrier.
Parallel Brake-hanger CarFoot-rest Carrier.
rier.
Spring-plank Carrier.
Car-root A covering for a car, consisting of rafters or carlines covered with boards or other material. See
Corrugated-metal Car - Plank Car-roof.
roof.
Tin Car-roof.
Double-board Car-roof.
Winslow Car-roof.
Carry-iron. See
Draw-bar Carry-iron.
Inner Draw-bar Carry-iron.
Car-seal. A disc of lead or other soft metal, with two holes
through it to receive a piece of twisted wire, which is
first passed through a hasp or ring in a car-door and an.
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which the weight of a car rests, and also to draw and
other in the car-door post, so as to hold the door shut.
The seal is then stamped with suitable dies so as to leave
buffer springs. See
some device on it which must be defaced before the door
Auxiliary Buffer-spring.
Nest-spring.
can be opened unless the wire is cut. Either will reveal
Combination EllipticParagon Spiral-spring.
Quadruple-coil Spiralthat the door has been opened. See figs. 539, 540. Seals
spring.
made of glass, hard rubber and other material are also
Compound Spiral-spring.
spring.
used. These are attached to some kind of latch or lock
Couplet of Springs.
Quadruplet of Springs.
• Cluster-spring.
so that when the latter is fastened the car-door can
Quintuplet of Springs.
not be opened without breaking or defacing the
Dinsmore Spiral-spring.
Round-bar Spiral-spring.
Rubber- centre SpiralDouble-coil Nest-spring.
seal.
Car-seat. This term is applied to the complete set of fix
Draft-spring.
spring.
tures on which passengers sit in a car. It consists of a
Rubber-spring.,
Draw-spring.
Edge-rolled Spiral-spring.
Set of Springs.
seat-frame, cushions, back, arm-rest, foot-rest, and their
Elliptic-spring.
Sextuplet of Springs.
attachments. Ordinarily, the seats in American cars
Equal-bar Nest-spring.
Spiral-spring.
used on steam roads are placed cross-wise of the car; and
Equalizing-bar Spring.
Spool-shaped Spiralare made so that two passengers can sit on one seat, and
Flat-bar Spiral-spring.
the backs of the seats are generally made reversible
spring.
Group-spring.
Square-bar Spiral-spring.
so that passengers can sit and face either way, and are
Gum-spring.
Triple-coil Nest-spring.
sometimes called reversible seats. See 122, figs. 215, 216,
Half Elliptic-spring.
Triplet of Springs.
218, 219, 220, 229, 280 ; figs. 400-407. The seats of street
Hibbard-spring.
Volute-spring.
cars are usually placed longitudinally on each side of the
India-rubber Car-spring.
Wool-packed Spiralcar as shown in figs. 750-752, extending its full length,
Journal-spring.
spring.
and the passengers sit facing each other. See
Keg-sliaped Spiral-spring.
Cane-seat.
Rattan Car-seat.
Car-truck. A group of two or more pairs of wheels and axles
Perforated-veneer Seat.
Side-seat.
attached to a frame with suitable journal-boxes, springs,
Car-spring. This a general term applied to springs on
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jaws, etc., to form a complete carriage, and intended to
to or shrunk on cast-iron centres, and also with wooden
carry one end of a car-body. The latter is attached to
or paper discs, or centres, and steel tires. See 1, figs.
the truck by a pair of centre-plates, and a centre-pin or
88^127; 25-25, fig. 138. The parts of wheels are the
king-bolt, about which the truck can swivel. Most
flange, tread, rim, face of rim, tire, retaining rings,
American cars are carried on two trucks, one placed near
plate, ribs, spokes, centre, hub, and axle-seat. See
each end of the car-body. In Europe, a truck is often
Broad-tread Wheel.
Paper-wheel.
called a bogie. Figs. 88-129 are illustrations of different
Combination Plate-wheel.
Plate-wheel.
kinds of car-trucks.
Combination- wheel.
Sax and Rear Wheel.
Car-washer. A brush made for washing the outside of
Compromise-wheel.'
Single-plate Wheel.
passenger cars. They are made of bristles or feathers.
Double-plate Wliecl.
Spoke-wlieel.
See fig. 792.
Elastic-wheel.
Steeled-wheel.
Car-whoeL A wheel for a railroad car. Such wheels are
Hand-car Wheel.
Steel-tired Wheel.
usually made in this country of cast-iron with a chilled
Hollow-spoke Wheel.
Steel-wheel.
tread and flange. The portion of such wheels between
Narrow-tread Wheel.
Street-car Wheel.
the hub and tread generally consists of one or two castOpcn-platc Wheel.
Washburn Wheel.
iron discs or plates. "When one is used they are called
Pair of Wheels.
Wrought-iron Wheel.
single-plate wheels, and when two, double-plate wliecls.
Car-window Brush. A brush used for washing carWhen one disc is used, it is sometimes made flat, with
windows. See fig. 793.
ribs on the back, and sometimes corrugated, without ribs.
The discs of double-plate wheels are generally corrugated. Case. "A covering, box, or sheath; that which incloses
or contains: as, a case for knives; a case for books;,
What is known as the Washburn pattern of wheel has two
a watch case; a pillow case."— Webster. See
corrugated discs extending from the hub about half way
to the tread, and a single plate, with curved ribs on the
Brake-hose Coupling-case.
Lamp-case.
back, between the tread and the double plates. CastCoupling-case.
Leakage-valve Case.
iron wheels are also made with spokes, which are either
Door-case.
Spring-case.
solid or tubular, with, steel tires either ,Avelded or bolted
Triple-valve Case.
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Casing. That which forms a case. See
Heater-pipe Casing.
Perforated Smoke-pipe
Inside-casing.
Casing.
Outside-easing.
Smoke-pipe Casing.
Window-casing.
Casing, for Spear heater. A cylindrical sheet-iron cover
by which the fire-pot is inclosed so as to leave an air
space between the two. See 16, figs, 550-554.
Casting. Any piece of metal which lias been cast in a
mould. See
Corner-casting.
Roof Corner-casting.
Draw-bar Side-casting.
Side-casting.
Eccentric-lever Casting.
Transom-casting.
Roller Side-bearing Casting.
Cast-iron Top, for Baker heater. A plate which forms the
top of the fire-chamber of a Baker heator. Jt is made
■with perforations around the outside, and has an opening
in tha centra through which the fire in the stove is sup
plied with coal. See 8, fig. 581 ; fig. 589.
Castor. A small wheel on a swivel, attached to furni
ture, and on which it is rolled on the floor. See Clmircastor. Sofa-castor. Socket-castor.
Catch. See Door-holder Catch. Sliding-door-holder Catch.
Catcher. See Mail-catcher.
Cattle-car. A car made for transporting live-stock. Such
cars are made with grated doors and windows as well 0=
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tight doors for closing in cold weather. They are also
made with slats which leave about one-half the sides and
ends open. The former are called box cattle-cars, and
the latter slat cattle-cars. Cattle-cars are also called stockcars. See figs. 15, 69-72. See Double-deck Cattle-car.
Combined Box and Cattle-car.
Ceiling. The inside or under surface of the roof or cover
ing of a room or car opposite the floor. This term is
sometimes used to mean sheathing, which see. See also.
Deafening Ceiling.
Ceiling-veneers. Thin boards with which the ceilings of
passenger-cars are covered.
Centre. See Wheel-centre.
Centre-bearing. The place in the centre of a truck where
the weight of a car-body rests. A plate attached to the
car-body—called a body centre-plate—here rests on an
other fastened to the truck, called a truck centre-plate.
The general term, centre-bearing, is used to designate
the whole arrangement and the functions which it per
forms. See Body Centre-plate. Truck Centre-plate.
Centre-bearing Arch-bar. The upper or compression
member of a centre-bearing bridge which supports the
centre-bearing of a six-wheeled truck. See 66, figs. 129,
130.
Centre-bearing Beam. A transverse beam which forms
the centre member of a bolster for a six-wheeled truck.
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and to which the centre-plate is attached. See 65, figs.
129, 130.
Centre-bearing Bridge. A longitudinal iron bar, truss, or
wooden beam, the ends of which rest on the springbeams of a six-wheeled truck, and by which the truck
centre-beam is supported. See 66, 67, figs. 129, 180.
Centre-bearing Inverted Arch-bar. The lower or tension
member of a centre-bearing bridge which supports the
centre-bearing block of a six-wheeled truck. See 67,
figs. 129, 130.
Centre-block. A Centre-plate Block, which see.
Centre-body Truss-rod. When two or more body trussrods are used under each side of a car-body, those nearest
the centre are called centre-body truss-rods.
Centre Brake-lever. A horizontal lever placed underneath
the bottom of a car-body, and attached to the latter by a
fixed fulcrum in the centre of the body and of the lever.
It is connected to each of the brake-beams by rods attached
to it near the fulcrum, and its ends by rods and chains,
with a brake-windlass on each platform. See 9, figs.
641, 644, 045 ; 1139, figs. 750-753.
Centre Brake-lever Chain. A chain used on the Elderbrake, which runs over pulleys on a lever attached un
derneath the centre of the car-body. See 10, fig. 645.
Centro-brake-lever Sheave. A pulley attached to a centrebrake-lever of an Elder-brake, over which a chain runs
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which is used in applying the brakes. See 11, fig.
645.
Centre-brake-lever Spider. A wrought-iron support,
resembling the letter H in form, by which a centrebrake-lever is attached to a car-body See 130, figs. 750,
751.
Centre Door-rail. See Middle Door-rail.
Centre-draft Draw-bar. A draw-bar which is connected
directly with the king-bolt of a truck. See 33, figs. 229232.
Centre Floor-timbers. The two main longitudinal tim
bers underneath the floor which are nearest the centreof the car. See 4, figs. 55-84, 216-230.
Centre-lamp. A lamp suspended from the centre of the
ceiling of a car. The term is used to distinguish centrelamps from side-lamps; the latter being attached to thesides of cars. See 135, fig. 218; figs. 470-478.
Centre-piece, for Engine and Air-pump of Westinghousebrake. An iron casting which forms the lower head of
a steam-cylinder, and the upper head of an air-cylin
der, and which has suitable projecting recesses cast with
it, which form stuffing-boxes for the piston-rod. See 4,
figs. 664, 665. fig. 668.
Centre-pin. A King-bolt, which see.
Centre-plate. One of a pair of plates, usually made of
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cast-iron, which support a car-body on the centre of a
truck. See
Body Centre-plate.
Male Centre-plate.
Female Centre-plate.
Truck Centre-plate.
Centre-plate Block. A piece of wood placed under a
truck centre-plate to raise it up to the proper height.
See 64, figs. 109-111 ; figs. 119-126.
Centre-shaft. A Winding-sluift, which see.
Centre-stop, for Tip-car. An iron bracket or wooden block,
which is attached to a draw-timber, and holds the body
of a tip-car from moving longitudinally on the running
gear. See 161, fig. 81.
Chafing-plate. A metal plate interposed to resist wear be
tween two surfaces which rub or wear against each
other. Such plates are used on brake-beams, trucktransoms, and swinging spring-beams. See
Brake-beam CliaflngDraw-bar Clitifing-plate.
plate.
Transom Chaflng-plate.
Check-chain ChafingTruck-bolster Cliajing-plate.
plate.
Coupling-pin CUafing-2)lhte.
Chain. "A series of links or rings connected, or fitted in
to one another, usually made of some kind of metal."—
Webster. See
Basin-cliain.
Brake-sliaft Chain.
Berth-chain.
Centre Brake-lever Chain.
Brake Safety-chain.
Check-chain.
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Coupling-chain.
Man-hole-cover Chain.
Coupling-pin Chain.
Platform-railing Chain.
Door-pin Chain.
Railing-chain.
Drop-bottom Chain.
Safety-coupling Chain.
Horizontal-brake-shaft
Tank-nozzle-cap Chain.
Chain.
Uncoupling-chain.
Lock-chain.
Wedge-chain.
Chain Coupling-link. Two or more coupling-links at
tached together like a chain. See 1, fig. 271.
Chain-holder. See Basin-cliain Holder.
Chain-pulley, for Creamer-brake. An inclined pulley on
top of the iron pipe which guards the connecting-chain,
and over which it runs.
Chair. See Revolving-chair.
Chair-arm Cap. An Arm-shield, which see.
Chair-castor. A small wheel and swivel attached to the
legs of chairs so that they can be easily moved on the
floor. See fig. 390.
Chair-leg Socket. A hollow casting which fits on the end
of a chair-leg and forms a foot or shoe for the latter.
Such sockets are sometimes provided with wheels on
which the chair is rolled and sometimes they are with
out them. See fig. 392.
Chamber. See Dust-guard Cliamber.
Chamber-cap. See Right Chamber-cap.
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Chaplet. A piece of iron used in a mould for casting, to
hold a core in its place.
Check-chain. A chain attached to a truck and the body
of a car to prevent the former from swinging crosswise
on the track in case the wheels leave the rails. Such
chains are usually attached either to two, or to each of
the four corners of a truck and to the sills of the cars.
See 68, fig. 122 ; 18, figs. 215, 218.
Check-chain Chaflng-plate. A plate attached to a trucktimber to resist the wear of a check-chain.
Check-chain Eye. See Body Check-chain Eye. Truck
Check-chain Eye.
Check-chain Hook See Body Clieck-ehain Hook. Truck
Check-chain Hook.
Check-valve, for Westinghouse Driving-wJieel Brake. A
valve which is placed in the pipe which connects a
driving-wheel brake-cylinder with the air-reservoir. The
pressure in the reservoir causes the valve to seat itself or
close. The air must then flow through a small hole
which is drilled in the valve, which prevents the brakes
from being applied too suddenly. When the brakes are
released, this valve unseats, and permits a quick escape
of the air. See fig. 731. See Double Check-valve.
Chill. The state of hardness which is produced when
some kinds of melted cast-iron are allowed to solidify in
contact with a metal (usually iron) mould. The hardened
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part of a car-wheel is called the chill. The mould in
which a chill is produced is sometimes called a chill,
but the name chill-mould has been given to this, which
see.
Chill-mould. A mould, as for the tread of a car-wheel,
into which melted cast-iron is poured in order to chill or
harden the portions which solidify in contact with the
mould.
Chilson's Stove. A stove for heating cars, which is named
after the manufacturer. See fig. 546.
Chimney. A passage, tube, or duct for conveying smoke
and other volatile matter from a stove or lamp, etc. See
Globe-chimney.
Lamp-case Chimney.
Lamp-Chimney.
Lamp-globe Chimney.
Chord. The outside top or bottom member of a truss. See
Bottom- chord. Lower-chord Top-chord.
Circulating-drum, for Baker heater. A cast-iron cylin
drical vessel, with hemispherical ends, which is placed
on top of a car and is filled with water. It is connected
by a pipe with the coil in the stove, and also with the pipes
which extend through the car to heat it. As the water
in the coil becomes heated it ascends to the drum and
from there it descends through the other pipe to the
radiating pipes in the car, and after passkig through
them it is brought back by return pipes to the coil in the
stove, when it is again heated, and thus a continuous.
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current or circulation of the water is kept up. See 23,
fig. 581 ; fig. 602.
Clamp. 1. "In general, something that fastens or binds;
a piece of timber or of iron used to fasten work together."
— Webster.
2. (Joinery). "A frame with two tightening screws
by which two portions of an article are tightly compressed
together, either while being formed, or while their glue
joint is drying."—Knight. See Clear-story Windowsector Clamp. Platform-timber Clamp.
Clapper. See Signal-bell Clapper.
Clear-story. " An upper story or row of windows in a
church, tower or other erection, rising clear above the
adjoining parts of the building."— Webster. Hence, the
portion of a car-roof which rises above the main roof,
with windows or openings for ventilation on the sides.
This portion of a car has been called the raised-roof,
monitor-top, dome, upper-deck, lexas, and other incon
gruous names. See 110-110, figs. 215-230; 56-56, figs.
750, 752, 758.
Clear-story Bottom-rail. A horizontal timber running
lengthwise of a car and fastened to the rafters or carlines
of the main roof, or to the clear-story sill, and which
forms the base into which the posts of the clear-story
are framed. See 112, fig. 227; 57, figs. 750, 752.
Clear-story Carline. A timber on top of a clear-story, and
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which extends from one side to the other, and supports
the roof boards. See 118, fig. 215, 218, 219, 221, 222, 224,
227, 229, 230; 60, figs. 750, 752.
Clear-story Eaves-moulding-. A wooden moulding at
tached to the outside edge of the roof of a clear-story.
See 110, fig. 227.
Clear-story End-panel. A panel in the end of a clear-story .
See 116, figs. 218, 219, 221, 222, 224.
Clear-story End-sill. A horizontal timber running cross
wise of a car and secured to the rafters or carlines or to
the end of a car-body, and which forms the base for the
end of the clear-story. See 113, figs. 215, 219, 221.
Clear-story End-ventilator. An aperture in the end of a
clear-story for the admission or escape of air. This
aperture is usually opened or closed by a swinging panel.
See 116, figs, 215, 218, 219, 221, 222, 224; 61, figs. 750,
753.
Clear-story End-ventilator Hood. A projecting screen,
made of tin or sheet-iron, placed over the aperture of an
end-ventilator of a street-car to prevent snow and rain
from blowing into the car. See 63, fig. 750.
Clear-story Inside-cornice. A moulding on the inside of
a passenger-car, which fills the angle formed where the
ceiling or roof of the clear-story joins the side. See 120,
fig. 227.
Clear-story Plate. A horizontal timber running le -g h
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wise of the car on top of the clear-story posts, or mullions,
and to which the clear-story carlines are attached. See
117, figs. 215, 218, 219, 221,222, 224, 227. Also called a
Clear-story Top-rail.
Clear-story Post. An upright piece of wood which con
nects the clear-story plate with the bottom-rail. In
street-cars they are attached to the main rafters or carlines at the lower end, and to the clear-story carlines at
the upper end. See 115, figs. 215, 219, 221, 229; 53, figs.
750, 752.
Clear-story Side. A wooden frame, consisting of a plate,
rail, posts and panels, or windows, which forms the side
of a clear-story, and occupies the space between the main
roof and that of the clear-story.
Clear-story Side-panel. A panel in the side of a clear
story between the windows or ventilators.
Clear-story Side-ventilator. An opening in the side of a
clear-story for the admission or escape of air to or from a
car. See 143, fig. 215; fig. 348. This term is also used to
designate the door or valves and their attachments for
opening and closing the aperture.
Clear-story SilL A horizontal timber attached to the in
ner ends of the roof, ribs, or short carlines, and on which
the clear-story side rests. See 111, figs. 215, 218, 221,
222. 224, 226.
Clear-story-sill Facing. Thin boards or mouldings at
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tached to the inside of a clear-story sill, for ornament.
See 114, fig. 227.
Clear-story Soffit-board. A board on the under side of
the overhanging cornice of a clear-story roof. See 121,
fig. 227.
Clear-story Top-raiL A Clear-story Plate, which see.
Clear-story Ventilator. A ventilator in the clear-story of
a car. See Clear-story End-ventilator. Clear-story Sideventilator.
Clear-story "Window An opening covered with a glazed
sash in the sides of a clear-story. See 144, figs. 215, 219,
221, 228, 229; 59, fig. 250.
Clear-story 'Window-latch. A spring-bolt attached to a
clear-story window-sash to fasten it or hold it shut. See
fig. 330.
Clear-story Window-latch Keeper. A plate attached to a
clear-story window-frame with a suitable opening in
which the bolt of a clear-story window-latch engages.
See fig. 331.
Clear-story Window-opener. A lever or rod by which a
window, ventilator, sash, or panel in a clear-story is held in
any desired position. See fig. 333.
Clear-story Window-pivot. A metal stud or spindle at
tached to a suitable flange by which it is fastened to a
clear-story window-sash, and on which the latter turns.
See figs. 327, 770.
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Clear-story Window-pivot Bushing. A ring or lining
for the hole in a clear-story window-post in which a win
dow-pivot works. Same as fig. 310.
Clear-story 'Window-pivot Plate. A plate attached to a
window-post, or frame with a hole or eye in which a
window-pivot works. Sometimes they are provided with
springs so as to prevent the sash from rattling. See fig.
771.
Clear-story Window-pulL A screw-ring attached to a
clear-story window-sash to open and close it. See fig.
332.
Clear-story Window-sector. A bar or plate of metal of the
form of pirt of a circle, and which is used as a guide or
stop to control the movement of a clear-story window.
See 2, fig. 3C0.
Clear-story Window-sector Clamp. A metal band at
tached to a clear-story window, and which embraces a
clear-story window-sector, and on which the latter slides.
See 1, fig. 326.
Cleat. " 1. A narrow strip of wood nailed on in joinery.
2. A term applied to small wooden projections in tackle
to fasten ropes by."— Webster.
Cleveland-truck. A Diamond-truck, which see.
Clevis. " A stirrup-skapod metallic strap used in connec
tion with a pin to connect a draft-chain or tree to a plow
or other tool.''—Knight. The term is applied to various
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kinds of irons resembling a plow clevis in sliape, and also
to bolts with forked ends. See Drake-lever Clevis. Drawclevis.
Clinch-nail. A wrought-iron nail, so named because it
can be bent or clinched without breaking.
Closed-door-stap. A block or strip of wood or piece of
iron fastened to the side of a freight car to prevent out
side sliding-doors from moving too far when they are
closed. See 72, fig. 53; 60.
Close Return-bend. A short cast-iron tube made of a (Jshape, for uniting the ends of two wrought-iron pipes.
It differs from an open return-bend in having the two
branches in contact wi!h each other. See fig. 617.
Closet. See Water-closet.
Cluster-spring. A GroiLp-spring, which see.
Clutch-coupling. See Brake-hose Clutch-coupling.
Coach. This term is used to designate a first-class pas
senger-car in distinction from second-class, smoking,
drawing-room, sleeping, and other cars for carrying pas
sengers. See fig. 4.
Coal-car. A car especially designed for carrying coal.
Ordinary platform-car3 with sideboards are much used
for that purpose. Four-wheeled cars, with drop-bottoms,
and iron cars, with four, six and eight wheels, also with
drop-bottoms, are made for that purpose. See
Coal Dump-car.
Coal-hopper.
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Four-wheeled HopperEight-wheeled Gondola
bottom Coal-car.
Coal-car.
Hopper-bottom Coal-car.
Eight-wheeled HopperHopper-bottom Gondola
bottom Coal-car.
Four-wheeled Gondola
Coal-car.
Iron-hopper Coal-car.
Coal-car.
Coal Dump-car. A term applied to all coal-cars with dropbottoms or tilting arrangements for unloading the coal
which they carry. See figs. 24, 25, 26, 27.
Coal-hopper. Sco Hopper-bottom Coal-car. Iron-hopper
Coal- car.
Coal-oil Burner. See Mineral-oil Burner.
Coat and Hat-hook. A metal hook with two prongs, one
for hanging a coat on and the other for a hat. See fig.
446.
Coat-hook. A hock with one prong used for hanging a
coat or other light article on. See fig. 444.
Cock. " A spout; an instrument to draw out or discharge
liquor from a cask, vat, or pipe."— Webster. See
Bibb-cock.
Reservoir Drain-coci:.
Combination-cock.
Self-closing cock.
Drain-cock.
Stop-cock.
Draw-off Cock.
Telegraph-cock.
Four-way-cock Plug.
Three-way Cock.
Vertical Telegraph-cock.
Cocoa Floor-mat. See Floor-mat.
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Coil, for Baker Car-heater. An iron pipe which is bent
into a spiral form and placed inside of a Baker heater
next the fire, for heating water which circulates through
the coil. See 20, fig. 581; 601.
Cold-air Pipe, for Spear Heater. A pipe by which cold
air is conduct* d from a hood on top of the car to the
bottom of the stove, and into the air-space between the
stove and the stove casing.
See 2-2, figs. 550, 551, 554.
Cold-shot. Small globules of iron resembling ordinary
gun-shot, which are found in the chilled portion of castiron wheels.

Collar. " A ring or round flange upon or. against an ob
ject."—Knight. See Axle-collar. Deck-collar. Dustcollar.
Collar, for Creamer-brake. A cast-iron ring which is fast
ened to the brake-shaft under the cross-bar by a setscrew to prevent the shaft from being lifted up by the
action of the jointed-top pawl. See 11, fig. 646.
Combination-cock, for Baker Car-heater. A cock at
tached to the circulating drum of a Baker car-heater to
fill it with water. See 25, figs. 581; 604.
Combination Elliptic-spring. An elliptic-spring with
which auxiliary rubber bearings at the ends are com
bined. The load, instead of resting on the centre of the
spring, bears on two rubber bearinps each placed about
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one-third the length of the spring from the end. See
fig. 188.
Combination Plate-wheel. A wheel with a single centreplate, but with a recess cast around the hub as shown in
the engraving. See figs. 159, 1G0.
Combination-wheel. A term applied by Mr. Lobdell to a
wheel which he patented, and which has a projection
cast on the inside of the rim opposite to the flange.
Combined Bagjjago and Express or Hail-car. A car
divided into two or three compartments, one of them
for carrying baggage and the other one or two for car
rying either express or mail matter or both. See fig. 7.
Combined Box and Cattle-car. A car so constructed as
to be suited for carrying either cattle or other kinds of
freight and merchandise. See fig. 14.
Combined Passenger and Hail, Baggage or Expresscar. A car divided into two or more compartments for
carrying passengers in one, and baggage, mails, or ex
press-matter in others. See fig. 8.
Compound-bolster. A bolster composed of one or more
sticks of timber stiffened with vertical plates of iron. See
fig. 239.
Compound-carline. A tarline of which the main or cen
tral portion is made of wrought-iron with a piece of
wood on each side. They are commonly used for cars
with clear-stcries, and either extend directly from one
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plate to the other, or are bent to conform to the shape of
the clear-story. In the latter case, they ore called Profde-carlhiea, which see. See 100, figs. 215, 221, 229, 248.
Compound Epiral-flpring. A Spring made of a flat bar
of metal coiled edgewise on a mandrel, and with the.
spaces between the coils filled with India-rubber. See
fig. 207.
Compression-bar. A bar which is subjected to a com
pressive strain. See Body-bolster Compression-bar.
Compression-beam. A horizontal timber in the side of a
car-body, which acts as the compression-member of a
truss for strengthening the body. See 1, fig. 245.
Compression-beam Brace. A brace used in connection
with a compression-beam to form a truss in the side of a
passenger-car. See 2, fig. 245.
Compression-member. Any bar, beam, brace, etc., which
is subjected to strains of compression, and forms part of
a frame, truss, beam, girder, etc. Struts, body-braces,
etc., are compression-members. See Tension-member.
Comprossion-rod Brake. An inner-hung brake with a
single lever, which is connected with the brake-beam far
thest from it by a rod or bar which is subjected to a
strain of compression when tho brakes are applied. See
fig. 639.
Compromise-wheel. A Broad-tread Wheel, which see.
Conductor's Car. A car attached to freight trains for the
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accommodation of the conductor and train-men, and used
for protecting them from undue exposure to the weather,
and for carrying lanterns, flags, ropes and various stores,
tools, etc., required on freight trains while on the road.
Also called caboose-car and cabin-car. Such cars are
often made with a clear-story, which is used for display
ing train-signals which can be seen by the locomotive
runner, and also by following trains. An elevated seat is
arranged in the clear-story to give the conductor a good
position to see the condition of the train. Conductors'
carsare made with four or eight wheels. See figs. 10, 11.
Conductor's Lantern. A lantern with a large ring or bail
attached to it, by which it can be held on the arm by a
conductor while he is collecting tickets and attending to
his other duties. See fig. 501.
Conductor's-valvc, for Westing7iov.se Automatic-brake.
A valve placed at soma convenient point in a car and
operated by a cord extending through the train within
reach of the conductor. See fig. 734.
Ccnductor'3-valva Discharge-pipe, for Westinghouxe Automat'e-brckc. A pipe leading from the conductor'svalve down through the floor of the car. See 28, fig. 661.
Conductor's-valve Pipe, for Wcstinghouse Automaticbrake. A pipe which connects a brake-pipe with the
conductor's-valve. See 27, fig. 661.
Con~don Brake-shoe. A brake-shoe invented and pat
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ented by Mr. J. H. Congdon, Master of Machinery of the
Union Pacific Railroad. It consists of a cast-iron shoe,
with pieces of wrought-iron cast in it in the face or rub
bing surface, so as to give it greater endurance than it
would have if made of cast-iron alone. See fig. 634.
Connecting-rod. A rod which connects two or more parts
or objects together. See Brake-shaft Connecting-rod.
Connecting-rod, for Creamer brake. A vertical rod con
nected at the lower end to the tripping lever and at the
upper end with a branch line to the bell-cord, and by
which the side-pawl is disengaged from the drum and the
brakes are applied. See 8, fig. 646.
Connecting-rod, for Hand-car. An iron rod which con
nects the bell-crank and crank-shaft of a hand-car to
gether, and by which the latter is operated.
See 24,
figs. 772, 773, 775.
Continuous-brake. A system of brakes so arranged that
by connecting together the brake apparatus on the differ
ent vehicles forming a train it can be operated on all of
them from die or more points on the train, as from the
engine or from any of the cars. See
Air-brake.
Smith's Vacuum-brake.
Eaines1 Vacuum-brake.
Vacuum-brake.
Empire Vacuum-brake.
Westinghoute Air-brake.
Loughridge Air-brake.
Westinghouse Automatio
Air-brake.
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Continuous-frame Truck. A car-truck with an iron
frame, tho sides and ends of which are all made in one
piece. Figs. 105-107 are engravings of such a truck.
Continuous Truck-frame. An iron bar which is welded
together in a rectangular shape so as to form the sides
and ends of a track-frame. See 9, figs. 105-107.
Cooler. See Water-coder.
Corner-band. See Corner-plate.
Cope. The upper portion of a mould or flask used in mak
ing metal castings.
Cord. '"A suing or small rope, composed of several
strands twisted together."— Webster.
See Hat-cord.
Window-curtain Cord.
Corner-casting. A Knee-iron, which see. See also Roof
Corner-casting.
Corner-handle. A handle attached at or near the corner
of a freight-car for men to take hold of in climbing on and
off cars. Such handles are usually made of iron bars bent
into a suitable shape. See 102, figs. 60, 65, 69, 71, 82, 84.
Corner-plate. A wrought or cast iron angle-plate or knee
on the ou:cide corner of a freight-car body to strengthen
it at that point and to protect the side and end sills and
sheathing from injury in case the car should come into
collision with another car or other object.
See Upper Comer-plate. Lower Corner-plate. Middle
Corner-plate.
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Corner-post. The upright stick of timber at the comer of
a car-body which forms the corner of the frame. See
43, figs. 55-84 ; 61, figs. 215-229 ; 17, fijrs. 750-758.
Corner-post Brace. A bar of wrought-iron which is at
tached to the corner-post, and extends diagonally from
it to the sill, which projects beyond the body. See 163,
%. 81.
,
Corner-post Ornament. An ornamental casting on the
outside corner of a passenger-car.
Corner-post Pocket. A casting on top of the sills of a
car-body to receive a corner-post. See 45, figs. 69, 71, 72
77, 78, 79.
Corner-seat. A seat for the corner of a car, the back of
which is not reversible. See figs. 406, 407. See Lefthand Seat. Eight-hand Seat.
Corner Seat-end, A seat-end which forms a bracket that is
secured to the wall of a passenger-car for supporting the
outer end of a corner-seat. See figs. 406, 407. They are
of two kinds: right-hand and left-hand. A right-hand
end is one which would be on the right-hand side of a
person when seated in tho corner-seat. See figs. 40G, 408.
A left-hand end is one which would come on tho lefthand side of a passenger in a similar position. See figs.
407, 409.
Corner-urinal. A urinal shaped so as to fit into the
corner of a ear or room. See fig. 438.
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Comer Urinal-handle. A handle attached in the corner
of a water closet. See fig. 443. See Urinal-handle. Side
Urinal-handle.
Cornice. The mouldings at the eaves of the roof outside
of a car, and where the ceiling joins the sides and ends
of the car inside. There is, therefore, an inside and out
side cornice. Sse 93 and 94, figs. 225, 226. See Clear
story Inside-cornice. Window-cornice.
Corrugated-metal Car-roof. A roof for freight-cars, con
sisting of iron, steel, or zinc plates or sheets which extend
across the car and are fastened to the rafters and CErlincs.
The plates are covered with boards, which run length
wise, and rest on roof-strips on top of the rafters and
carlines. See fig. 07.
Counter-brace. A brace which transmits strains in an
opposite direction to a main-brace. See 9, figs. 807, 809.
In car-building a counter-brace is a brace in the side of
the body, between its ends and the body-bolster. See
Body Counter-brace.
Counter-brace Bod. An inclined rod which acts as a
counter-brace in a frame, truss, girder, etc. See 11, figs.
806, 808. See also Body Counter-brace-rod.
Coupler. That which couples. In relation to cars the
term usually designates the appliances for coupling or
connecting cars together. See Car-coupler. Janney-car Coupler. Miller Car-coupler.
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Couplet of Springs. Two elliptic springs, placed side by
side, and united in such a way as to act as one spring.
See 80, figs. 100, 108. Three springs united in this way
form a triplet, four a quadruplet, five a quintuplet, six a
sextuplet.
Coupling. "That which couples or connects, as a hook,
chain, or bar."— Webster. A coupling-link is often called
simply a Coupling. See
Basin-coupling.
Brake-hose Coupling.
Bell-cord Coupling.
Clutch-coupling.
Berth Curtain-rod CoupCoupling-link.
ling.
Head-board Coupling.
Brake-hose Clutch-coupHose-coupling,
ling.
Pipe-coupling.
Reducing Pipe-coupling.
Coupling-cap. See Brake-hose Coupling-cap.
Coupling-case. See Brake-hose-coupling Case.
Coupling-chain. See Safety-coupling-chain.
Coupling-hose. Brake-hose, which see.
Coupling-hook. A hook for coupling cars together. See
Draw-bar Coupling-hook. Draw-hook.
Coupling-link. A wrought-iron link or open bar by which
cars with ordinary draw-heads are connected or coupled
together, The links are fastened to the draw-heads by
coupling pins. Coupling-links are often called simply
links or couplings. See 2 ; figs. 267, 269, 272. See
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Chain Coupling-link.
Fast Coupling-link.
Crooked Coupling-link.
Triple Coupling-link.
Coupling-link Rivet. A pin by which a fast coupling-link
is attached to a draw-bar. The pin is riveted fast in the
bar. See 1, figs. 267, 369.
Coupling-pin. A short bar of iron with which a coup
ling-link is connected to a draw-bar. See 140, figs. 56,
60, 69, 73 : figs. 274-277. See
Eye-liead Coupling-pin.
Flat Coupling-pin.
Fast-Coupling-pin.
Oval Coupling-pin.
Solid-head Coupling-pin.
Coupling-pin Chafing-plate, for Miller-platform. An iron
plate attached to the outside of a platform end-timber
opposite the hole which receives the coupling-link when
it is not in use. The purpose of the plate is to protect
the timber from being worn or chafed by the chain by
which the pin is fastened to the platform. See 40, figs.
283, 235.
Coupling-pin Chain. A small chain for fastening a
coupling-pin to the car-body to prevent the pin from
being lost. See 41, fig. 285.
Coupling-pin-chain Eye. An iron eye attached to the end
of a car for fastening a coupling-pin chain. See 42,
fig. 285.
Coupling-pin Plate, for Miller-platform. An iron plate
which is attached to the top of a platform end-timber
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near the outside end, and which forms a guard or shield
for a hole in the timber to hold the pin when it is not in
use. See 39, figs. 283-285.
Coupling-spring, for Miller-coupler. A steel spring made
of two or more flat and nearly straight plates of Bteel
which bear against the back of a Miller draw-bar coup
ling-hook so as to cause it to engage with the hook of the
adjoining car. See 49, fig. 282.
Coupling-spring Bracket, for Miller-platform. A castiron lug attached to one of the draw-bar timbers, and to
which a bolt is fastened for drawing up or increasing the
tension on the coupling-spring. See 50, figs. 282, 283.
Coupling-valve. See Brake hose-coupling Valve.
Coupling-valve Spring. See Brake-hose Coupling-valve
Spring.
Cover. See
Drum-cover.
Urinal-cover.
Journal-box Cover.
Window-moulding-joint
Man-hole Cover.
Cover.
Moulding-joint Cover.
Crank. "Literally abend or turn; hence an iron axis with
a part bent like an elbow, for producing a horizontal or
perpendicular motion by means of a rotary motion or the
contrary.''— Webster. See Bell-crank. Brake-shaft crank.
Door-shaft crank.
Crank Hand-car. A hand-car which is worked by one or
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two cranks connected by gearing with the axles of the
car. See figs. 43, 45.
Crank-shaft, for Hand-car. A short wrought-iron shaft
to which a crank of a hand-car is attached, which is
turned by suitable levers and is connected by gear-wheels
with one of the axles of the car. See 6, figs. 773-775.
Crank-shaft Bearings, for Hand-car. Iron boxes or
clamps which hold the crank-shaft of a hand-car in its
place, and in which it turns. See 7, figs. 773-775.
Creamer Safety-brake. A brake represented by figs. 646648, invented by William G. Creamer, of New York, and
which consists of an involute spring which is attached to
and acts on the brake-shaft. This spring is contained in
a case, or drum, 1, fig. 646. Before a train starts on
a trip the spring is wound up and held in a state of ten
sion by a pawl, 6. In case of danger, the pawl is dis
engaged by a lever, 7, connected to the rod 8, which
is operated by the bell-cord. By this means the loco
motive-runner, conductor, or brakemen can at any time
apply all the brakes, or they will be applied by the sep
aration of the train.
Cricket-iron. A Seat-stand, which see.
Crooked Coupling-link A coupling-link bent in such a
way as to couple draw-bars whicli vary considerably in
height. See fig. 273.
Crooked End-piece, of Truck-frame.
An outside end-
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piece of a truck which is bent or hollowed out on top so
as to clear the draw-timbers and draw-bar fixtures. See
17, figs. 90, 94.
Cross-bar. for Creamer-brake. A horizontal cast-iron bar
fastened to the platform-posts, and to which the bearings
for the brake-shaft and the pawls which hold the spring
are attached. See 2, figs. 646, 647.
Cross-bearer. A Cross-frame Tie-timber, which see.
Cross-frame King-post or Truss-block. A bearing for a
cross-frame truss-rod at the centre of the cross-frame tietimber.
Cross-frame Tie-timber. A transverse timber bolted to
the under side of the longitudinal sills and floor timbers
of a car-body between the bolsters, and to which the body,
king or queen posts, or truss-blocks are attached when
truss-rods are used under a car-body. See 22, figs. 55-72 ;
26, figs. 215, 216, 219, 221, 228, 229.
Cross-frame Truss-rod. A rod with which a cross-frame
tie-timber is trussed. See 3, fig. 242.
Cross-frame Truss-rod Washer. A plate on the end of a
cross-frame tie-timber which forms a bearing for a nut
on the truss-rod. See 6, fig. 243.
Cross-head, for Westinghouse Driving-wheel Brake. A
wrought-irou T-shaped head attached to the lower end
of a piston-rod of a driving-wheel brake, and to which
two links are attached, which connect the piston-rod
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with the eccentric-levers which work the brake-heads.
See 6, figs. 747, 749.
Cross-head, for Westinghouse Car-brake. A forked cast
ing attached to the outside end of a piston-rod for West
inghouse car-brake, and to which one of the brake-levers
and also the releasing-lever are connected. See 3, figs.
660, 661 ; 6, figs. 729.
Cup. " A small vessel of capacity used commonly to drink
out of, but the name is also given to vessels of like shape
used for other purposes."— Webster. See
Buffer-spring Cup.
Drinking-cup.
Candle-holder Cup.
Oil-cup.
Drain-cup.
Side-bearing Cup.
Cupboard-bolt. A Flush-bolt, which see.
Cupboard-latch. A small metal lift-latch attached to a
cupboard-door to hold it shut. See fig. 538.
Cup-holder. A stand or rack for holding a drinking-cup.
See Alcove Cup-holder. See fig. 425.
Cup Side-bearing. A side-bearing for trucks, with a re
ceptacle for holding oil and waste for lubricating the two
bearings. See 61, figs. 89, 112, 113, 116, 117, 124-126.
Cup-washer. A Socket-washer, which see.
Curled-hair. Hair from the tails or manes of cattle,
horses, etc., which is first spun into ropes, then wound
into coils, and either steeped or boiled in water. After
this the coil is dried and the hair unwound, which
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leaves it in a curly and elastic state, suited for stuffing
cushions, etc.
Curtain. A cloth hanging in front of or around any
space or object, as a window or sleeping-car berth, and
which may be contracted or spread at will. See Berthcurtain. Summer Street-car Curtain.
Window-cur
tain.
Cushion. A soft pad to be placed on a seat. See Boxcushion. Seat-cushion. Squab-cushion.
Cushion-frame. A wooden frame to which the seatsprings and upholstery of a car-scat are attached. See
fig. 414.
Cuspador. A vessel to receive discharges of spittle, and
having a wide rim so that if it is upset its contents will
not be spilled. See fig. 888.
Cylinder. A chamber or vessel whose ends are circular,
and with straight parallel sides, as the cylinder of a steamengine. The cylinders used in connection with cars and1
locomotives are made oi cast-iron, and have pistons fitted
so as to work air-tight in them. See
Air-cylinder.
Reversing-cylinder.
Brake-cylinder.
Steam-cylinder.
Cylinder-body, for Westinghouse Car-brake. A hollow,
cylindrical casting, which is accurately bored out and
fitted with two heads or covers, and a piston and rod by
which the car-brakes are operated. See 2, figs. 729, 730^
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■Cylinder-body, for Westinghouse Driving-wheel Brake.
Same as above for driving-wheel brake. See 2, fig. 749.
Cylinder-body, for Westinghouse Tender-brake. Same as
above for tender-brake. See 2, figs. 727, 728.
Cylinder-head. A metal cover for the end of a cylinder.
See
Air-cylinder Head.
Front Cylinder-head.
Back Cylinder -liead.
Steam Cylinder-head.
Bottom Cylinder-head.
Top-cylinder Head.
Cylinder-levers, for Westinghouse Automatic Car-brake.
Two levers which are connected together by a rod at
tached near their centres. One end of the one lever is
attached to the cross-head of the brake-cylinder and the
corresponding end of the other lever is attached to a
bracket on the brake-cylinder head at the opposite
end of the cylinder. The other ends of the le ?ers are con
nected with the floating levers by rods. See 11, fig. 661.
Cylinder-lever Bracket, for Westinghouse Car-brake. A Tshaped piece of iron bolted to the front cylinder-head,
and to which one of the brake-levers is attached. See 4,
fig. 661 ; 7, fig. 729.
Cylinder - lever Support, Jor Wcstinghouse-brake. A
wrought-iron bar bolted to one of the centre floor-tim
bers, and on which tho ends of the cylinder-levers rest.
See 19, figs. 660, 661.
Cylinder-lever Tie-rod, of Westinghouse-braJce. A rod by
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which the two cylinder-levers are connected together.
See 18, fig. 661.
Cylindrical-gauges. Gauges made for measuring the size
of cylinders and cylindrical holes, and which were made
by Whitworth, of England, and are therefore often called
Whitworth gauges. They consist of steel cylinders and
rings hardened and ground very accurately to standard
sizes. These fit into each other. The first is used for
measuring the size of holes and the last for measuring the
outside of cylindrical objects, and they are called inter
nal and external cylindrical-gauges. They are generally
used as standards alone, from which other tools and
gauges are made of the proper size. See External Cylin
drical-gauge. Internal Cylindrical-gauge.
Cylindrical-stove. A stove made of the form of an up
right cylinder. See fig. 544.

Samper. See Stove-pipe Damper.
Damper-handle. See Stove-pipe Damper-handle.
Dash-guard. A plate or sheet of metal attached to the
platform railing of street-cars to prevent water, mud, or
snow from being thrown upon persons on the platform.
See 111, figs. 750-758.
Dash-guard Straps. Small clamps or iron bands which are
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riveted to a dash-guard, and by which the latter is fast
ened to the platform-po6ts See 113, fig. 750.
Dead-blocks. Two blocks of wood or iron, attached either
to the end-sill or buffer-beam of a freight-car, and in
tended to resist the concussion of two cars when they
come together after the buffer-springs are compressed.
They are placed somewhat above the draw-bar and one
on each side of it, with a space of about one or two
feet between them, as shown at 32, figs. 55-59, 69-84; fig.
276. The term dead-blocks and buffer-blocks are often con
fused with each other. Dead-blocks are always used in
pairs, one on each side of the draw-bar, as shown in the
figs, referred to above, while a buffer-block is a single
piece of wood directly over the draw-bar, as shown at
29, figs. 60-65. Dead-blocks have probably been so
named because so many men have been killed by them.
They are also called man-killers.
Dead-block Face-plate. A metal plate bolted to the out
side or face of a wooden buffer-block, and which forms
a bearing for the buffer-blocks of other cars when they
come in contact with each other. The object of the plate
is to protect the wood from wear.
Dead-locks. A lock in which the bolt is thrown each way
by the key, and not by a spring, in one direction, as is
the case with a spring-lock or night-latch. See fig. 523.
Dead-padlock. A padlock in which neither the bolt nor
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hasp has a spring, but the former is thrown each way by
the key and the hasp must be opened by the hand.
Dead-wood. A Buffer-block, which see.
Deafening-ceiling. Boarding on the under side of the.
floor-timbers of a passenger-car to exclude or deaden the
noise of the car. See 28, figs. 215, 216, 218, 219, 221.
Deafening-floor. See Deafening-ceiling.
Deck-collar, for Spear Heater. A sheet-metal ring or
collar with which the opening in the roof for the smoke
or cold air pipes is lined, and through which these pipes
pass. It is large enough to leave an air space between it and
the pipes, and thus protect the roof from the heat of the
pipe and from danger of taking fire. The collar has a
flange or lip on top of the roof to exclude rain from leak
ing tlirough the opening into the car. See 6, figs. 050-553.
Deflector. See Ventilator-deflector.
Derrick-car. A strong platform-car which carries a derrick,
which is used for removing wrecked cars and engines,
erecting bridges, or handling any heavy objects. See
fig. 81.
Detachable Globe-hclder. A globe-holder arranged so
that a lamp-globe can readily be attached to or removed
from the lamp. See 7, fig. 475.
Diagonal Floor-timbers. Floor-timbers which are placed
in an inclined position to the longitudinal floor-timbers.
See 1, fig. 249.
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Diagonal Roof-straps. A baud of hoop-iron placed dia
gonally on the top of the roof-boards of street-cars to
stiffen the roof.
Diamond-truck. A car-truck with iron side-frames
which are diamond-shaped.
The journal-boxes are
rigidly bolted to the sides, and have no vertical motion
in the frame. Figs. 95-114 are illustrations of different
kinds of diamond-trucks.
Diamond-truck Side-frame.
A diamond-shaped frame,
formed of two or more bars of iron to which the journalboxes are bolted, and which is attached to the transoms
or spring-beam of a diamond-truck. The bars of the
side-frame form a truss which bears a part of the weight
of the car-body and rests on the journals of the axles.
Such frames are shown in figs. 95-114 ; also by fig. 133.
Dinsmore Spiral-spring. A spiral-spring invented and
patented by C. Dinsmore in 1862, 1803, and 1871. It is
formed of a bar of steel, whose section resembles the
outline of a figure 8 which is wound flatwise on a man
drel to form the coil. They are used both singly or in
nests. See figs. 201, 202.
Discharge-pipe, of Air-pump for Westinghouse-brake. A
pipe by which the compressed-air is conveyed from the
air-pump to the main air-reservoir. See 9, 9, fig. 053 ;
48, fig. 064, 665.
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Discharge-valve, ofAir-pump for Westinghouse-brake. See
Upper Discharge-valve. Lower Discharge-valve.
Discharge Valve-seat, of Air-pump for Westingliousebrake. A brass ring which is screwed into the chamber
which receives the upper discharge-valve, and which
forms a bearing1 for the latter. See 31, fig. 665; fig. 693.
Discharge-valve Stop-bolt, for Air-pump of Westinghousebrake. A bolt which is placed transversely across the
discharge-passage above the lower discharge-valve to
limit or stop its movement. See 26, fig. 665; fig. 688.
Dish. See Soap-dish.
Distance-block. A short, thick piece of wood placed be
tween two or more objects to keep them apart, or to
preserve an interval of space between them. See Floortimber Distance-Block.
Distance-piece. A piece of wood, metal, or other material
placed between two or more objects to keep them apart
or to preserve an interval of space between them. See
Draw-bar Distance-piece.
Division. See Seat-division.
Dog, for Pawl of Winding-shaft. A disc or button
which is pivoted in such a way as to hold the ratchetwheel pawl connected with a winding-shaft in its place,
and arranged so that the pawl can readily be detached
from the ratchet wheel. See 132, fig. 77. See also
Brake-dog.
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Dome. A clear-story is sometimes erroneously called a
Dome. See Tank-dome.
Dome-head. The top of the dome of a tank-car. See 109,
figs. 73-76.
Door. A frame of boards for closing a doorway. See fig.
602. See
Ash-pit Door.
Orated-door.
Double-door.
Lamp-ease Door.
Double Fire-door.
Overhung-door.
Dust Hand-hole Door.
Platform Trap-door.
Fare-wicket Door.
Sliding-door.
Feed-door.
Tip-car Door.
Fire-door.
Underhung-door.
Grain-door.
Ventilator-door.
Door-apron. A sheet-iron cover attached to a swinging
door of a street-car to inclose the step. See 1, fig. 43.
Door-bolt. A metal bar attached to a slide and fastened
to a door so as to hold it shut from the inside. See figs.
614-517. See also
Barrel Door-bolt.
Square Door-bolt.
Neck Door-bolt.
Square-neck Door-bolt.
Door-bolt Keeper. A catch attached to a door-frame, in
which the bolt engages to hold the door shut. See fig.
616.
Door-brace. A diagonal piece of timber framed in a freightcar door to stiffen it. See 69, figs. 61, 69.
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Door-butt. A Butt-hinge, which see.
Door-button. " A small piece of wood or metal swiveled
by a screw through the middle, and used as a fastening
for a door or gate."—Knight. See figs. 518, 519.
Door-button on Plate. A door-button attached by a rivet
or pin to a metal plate which is fastened to a door with
screws. See fig. 519.
Door-case. 1. A frame which incloses or surrounds the
sides and top of a door.
2. A partition at the end of a street-car which incloses
a sliding door when it is open. See Fare-wicket Door
case.
Door-case Intermediate-rail. A rail of a door-case above
the window of a street-car. See 84, fig. 753.
Door-case Panel. A panel in a partition which incloses a
sliding-door at the end of a street-car. See Door-case
Top-panel. Door-case Seat-panel.
Door-case Sash. A window-sash in the partition which
incloses a sliding-door of a street-car. This sash opens on
hinges and is placed opposite to another in the end of the
car on the outside of the door. See 86, fig. 752.
Door-case Sash-button. A fastening, consisting usually
of an eccentric metal disc, used for holding the door
case sash shut. Sometimes the fastening is similar to an
•old-fashioned door-button. See 87, fig. 752 ; fig. 768.
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Door-case Seat-panel. A panel in a door-case next to
the seat in the car. Similar to 43, fig. 752.
Door-case Top-panel. A panel in a door-case of a street
car above the window. In some cases a mirror is used
in place of a panel. See 85, fig. 752.
Door-casa Top-raiL An upper rail of a door-case which
extends from one sida of the car to the other. See 83, fig.
752.
Door-frame. The structure in which the panels of a door
are fitted. It is composed of the stiles, or upright pieces
at the sides; the mullions, or central upright pieces; the
bottom-rail ; the lock, or central rails, and the top-rail, —
Knight. See fig. 502. See Fire-door-frame for Spear
Heater.
Door Friction-roller. See Sliding-door Friction-roller.
Door-guards. Strips of wood which inclose the space oc
cupied by sliding-doors in baggage, express, and freight
cars to keep the baggage or freight from interfering
with the movement of the doors. See 77, figs. 56, 57, 58.
Door Guard-band. A metal band fastened crosswise on
the middle rail of the door of a street-car to protect the
door from being chafed in opening and closing. See 88,
fig. 753.
.Door-handle. An attachment to a door to take hold of in
opening or closing it. See 78, figs. 55, 60, 63, 64. See
Sliding-door Handle.
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Door Hand-rail. A rail attached to the inside of a
swinging-door of a street-cai for passengers to take hold
of in getting on and off the car. See 2, fig. 42.
Door-hanger. A hook-shaped piece of metal by whish a
sliding-door is suspended at its top and which slides on
an iron track at the top of the door. For freight-cars
they are usually made of wrought-iron, but sometimes of
cast-iron with friction rollers, or sheaves, on which the
door rolls. They are also used in sleeping and drawingroom cars, and are tben generally made of brass and
plated. See 68, figs. 60, 63, 64, 69, 72.
Door-hasp. A metal clasp attached to car-doors, and by
which they are fastened to a staple or eye-bolt on the
body of the car. They are used chiefly on freight-car
doors when these are secured with padlocks. See 73,
fig. 55.
Door-hinge. A metal joint on which a door turns and by
which it is connected to the jamb of a door, door-frame,
or post. See 16, figs. 502, 509, 513.
Door-holder. A catch or hook to hold a swinging passen
ger-car door open. It usually consists of two parts, one
of which is attached to the door, and the other to the
floor or other part of the car, so that one piece will hook
into the other and thus hold the door open. See fig. 507.
See also Lamp-case Door-holder. Sliding-door Holder.
Door-holder Catch. A metal bracket attached to the
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floor or side of a car, with which a door-holder engages
to hold a door open. See. fig. 508.
Door-hook. A Sliding-door Holder, which see.
Door-jamb. The side piece or post of a door opening. See
1, fig. 502. Also see Door-post.
Door-knob. A ball attached to the end of a spindle of a
door-latch to take hold of in moving the latch or opening
the door. See 17, fig. 502 ; 6, figs. 524-581.
Door-latch. An attachment to a door to hold it shut. A
door-latch usually consists of a spring-bolt, held in a
suitable metal case, and a spindle and knobs by which
the bolt is disengaged from a keeper attached to the
door-post. See figs. 526-530. A door-latch is often
made in combination with a lock, having a separate bolt
and key to secure or fasten the door from the outside, as in
figs. 522, 524, 529. See Sliding-door Latch. Spring Doorlatch.
Door-latch Bolt. A metal pin or bar attached to a door
or door-latch, and which engages with a keeper to hold
the door shut. See 1, figs. 522-528.
Door-latch Arbor. A Door-latch Spindle, which see.
Door-latch Keeper. A metal plate attached to a door
post, and into or with which a door-latch engages. See
9, figs. 526, 530. Also see Sliding-door-latclifKeeper.
Door-latch Hook. The part of a sliding-door latch which
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engages with the keeper and holds the door shut. See 2,
figs. 529, 580.
Door-latch Rose or Escutcheon. A plate fastened to a
door, and in which a door-latch spindle works. The es
cutcheon acts as a guard or bearing for the spindle. See
4, figs. 524, 528, 529, 531.
Door-latch Spindle. A small metal shaft to which a door
handle or knob and the latch are attached, and by which
the latter is turned by means of the power exerted on the
former by the hand. See 10, figs. 524. 531.
Door-latch Spring. A spring attached to a door-latch, and
which acts on the latch-hook or bolt and causes it to en
gage with its keeper. The spring is usually made of a
flat piece of cast-steel.
Door-lintel. The horizontal part of a door-frame above
the door. This part is usually made of wood, but in
passenger-cars it is sometimes made of a thin shell of
cast-iron. See 99, figs. 217, 219, 221, 222, 224, 229,
230 ; 18, fig. 502.
Door-lock. An attachment to doors to fasten them, with
a separate piece called a key. A door-latch is usually
combined with a passenger-car door-lock. See 19, fig.502; figs. 522-530. See Sliding Door-lock. Spring Doorlock.
Door-lock Bolt. The piece in a lock which is moved or
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" shot" out by the key, and which fastens that which the
lock is intended to secure. See 7, figs. 522-534, 529.
Door-lock Bolt-spring. A spring which moves and holds
a lock-bolt in place.
Door-lock Keeper. A metal plate or catch into which the
bolt of a lock protrudes, and which holds the door shut.
See 8, figs. 522-524, 529.
Door-lock Nosing. A Door-lock Keeper, which see.
Door-mullion. A vertical bar or partition of wood be
tween the panels of a door. See 146, figs. 218, 222, 223 ;
2, fig. 502 ; 79, fig. 753. See Door-window MullionDoor Name-plate. A metal plate placed on the inside of
a passenger-car door with the name of the builder or
manufacturer of the car inscribed on it. See 3, fig.
502.
Door-panel. "A piece of board whose edges are in
serted into the groove of a thicker surrounding frame of
a door."— Webster. See 151, figs. 218, 222, 223 ; 10 and
11, fig. 502. See
Lower Door-panel.
Twin-door Panel.
Middle Door-panel.
Upper Door-panel.
Door-pin. A pin used in connection with a hasp and an
eye-bolt or staple to fasten a freight-car door shut.
Leaden seals are sometimes attached thereto. See 74,
figs. 55, 60.
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Door-pin Chain. A chain by which a door-pin is attached
to a car. See 75, fig. 55.
Door-plate. See Door Name-plate. Water-closet Doorplate.
Door-post. A vertical post which forms the side of a door
way. See 44, figs. 55-84 ; 62, figs. 215-232 ; 1, fig. 502 ;
18, figs. 750, 752.
Door-pull A D-shaped handle attached to a door to take
hold of in opening or closing it. See figs. 520, 521.
Door-raiL A horizontal member or bar of the framing of
a door. The upper one, 4, fig 502, is called the top-rail ;
the lower one, 5, the bottom-rail ; 6, the middle or
lock-rail ; 7, the parting-rail. See fig. 502.
Door-roller. A Door-sheave, which see.
Door-sash. A wooden frame, containing one or more
panes of glass, placed in a door. In some cases one of
these sashes is made to slide, so that it can be opened for
ventilation. See 12 and 13, fig. 502. See
Lower Door-sash.
Ventilating Door-sash.
Upper Door-sash.
Ventilator-sash.
Door-sash Bolt. A metal pin attached to a sliding-door
sash to hold it any desired position. See 14, fig. 502; fig.
505.
Door-sash Plate. A metal plate attached to a door-sash
with suitable holes in it in which a door-sash bolt en
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gages to hold the sash in any desired position. See 15,
figs. 502, and fig. 504.
Door-shaft. An iron shaft, which extends from the front
to the rear platform of a street-car, for the purpose of en
abling the driver to open the rear-door from the front
platform.
Doer-shaft Crank. An arm on the back end of a doorshaft which is connected with the back-door and forms a
part of the mechanism by which the door of a street-car
is opened by the_ driver.
Door-shaft Crank-plate. A slotted plate attached to a
sliding-door of a street-car, to which a crank is connected
for moving the door.
Door-shaft Lever. An arm on the front end of a doorshaft of a street-car, by which the driver operates a shaft
which opens the back-door.
Door-sheave. A roller or wheel on which a sliding-door
rolls. Such sheaves are sometimes placed at the bottom
and sometimes at the top of the door. See 2, figs. 397399. See Sliding-door Sheave.
Door-sheave Holder. A frame or plate which holds the
sheave or roller in its place, and by which it is attached
to a door or other object. See 1, figs. 897-399.
Door-shoe. A casting on the bottom of a sliding-door
which slides on the door-track. See 70, fig. 55.
Door-silh A cross-piece attached to the floor on the under
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side of a door-opening. In car construction the term is
usually applied to an iron plate used under passenger-car
doors. See 64, figs. 61, 62 ; 93, figs. 750, 752.
Door-slide. A Door-shoe, which see.
Door-stile. One of the two upright pieces on the outer
edgesof a door-frame. See 150, figs. 218, 222, 223, 230 ;
8, fig. 502 ; 78, fig. 753.
Door-stop. A peg or block against which a door strikes
when opened. The stop is often provided with a rubber
cushion, especially for swinging-doors. See fig. 506. See
Closed-door Stop. Open-door Stop.
Door-strap. A leather strap or cord by which the back
door of a street-car is opened and shut by the driver in
front.
Door-strap Sheave. A grooved wheel or pulley which is
hung in a frame and forms a guide or carrier for a doorstrap of a street-car.
Door-track. A metal bar or guide which supports a slid
ing-door, and on which it moves, or by which it is held
in its place. See Top Door-track. Bottom Door-track.
Door-track Bracket. An iron or wooden block or support
which is fastened to the side of a freight-car, and to
which a door-track is attached or which holds a slidingdoor in its place. See 67, figs. 55, 59, 60, 63, 64, 69, 72.
Door-way. The passage or opening which is closed by a
door.
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Door-window Mullion. A middle upright bar in the sash
or frame of a door-window. See 80, fig. 758.
Dope. A term used to designate any mixed grease which
is not fluid and is used for lubricating.
Double-board Roof. A roof made of two layers of boards,
each of which extends from the comb of the roof to the
eaves ; the one layer being laid so as to lr oak or cover
the joints of that underneath. See fig. 68.
Double Brace-pocket. A casting which forms a socket for
holding two braces or two braces and a post. See 41,
figs. 69, 71.
Double Check-valve, for Westinghouse-brake. A valve
attached to the pipes underneath a car which is equipped
with both the old and the automatic brake, so that either
can be used. See fig. 735.
Double-coil Nest-spring. A spiral-spring with another
smaller coil inside of it. See figs. 190, 212.
Double-cone Lamp-globe. A glass or porcelain lampglobe, conical in form at the top and bottom, as shown in
the engraving. See fig. 491.
Double-deck Cattle-car. A cattle-car with two floors, or
stories, one above the other, for carrying small cattle—
that is sheep, hogs, etc. See fig. 69.
Double-deck Street-car. A street-car with seats on top of
the roof. See fig. 38.
Double-door. A door made in two parts. These are some
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times fastened together by hinges, so as to fold back on
each other, and sometimes each part is hinged to one of
the door-posts. Such doors are used for mail, baggage,
and postal cars. Sliding-doors are also sometimes made
in two parts.
Double Fire-door, for Spear Heater. Two doors attached
to the same frame to close the opening for the fire-door.
The inside door is usually perforated to admit air and is
intended to close the opening, so that in case of accident
the fire would not fall out of the stove. See fig. 579.
Double Iron-body-bolster. A body-bolster composed of
two iron trusses placed parallel to each other, and con
nected by iron plates or bars. See figs. 237, 238.
Double-lens Tail or Signal-lamp. A lamp, with two
lenses on opposite sides, to be attached to the last car of
a train so that the light through the one lens can be
seen by the following trains, and that through the other
by the locomotive runner of the train to which the lamp
is attached. See fig. 496. In some lamps of this kind
glass of different colors can be placed behind the lenses
so as to change the color of the light.
Double-lever Brake. A brake whicli has two levers to a
truck or a four-wheeled car, as shown in fig. 638. The
object of using two levers is to equalize the pressure on
the two brake-beams. In some cases such brakes are ap
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plied to but one of the trucks of a car, in other cases to
both. See fig. 638.
Double Pipe-strap and Back. An iron band made with
two bends for holding two pipes (as heater pipes) in their
place. See fig. 615. See also Single Pipe-strap.
Double-plate Wheel. A cast-iron car-wheel, the rim and
hub of which are united by two cast-iron plates or discs.
See figs. 163, 164.
Double Release-spring, for Westinghouse Car-brake. A
release-spring which consists of two coiled springs, one
within the other.
Double-washer. A cast-iron washer made to take two
rods or bolts. Also called a twin-washer. See fig. 789.
Double Window-blind. A window-blind made in two
parts. It is made in this way so that, when raised up, it
will occupy less room than if made in one piece. See
140, figs. 215, 219, 223 ; 17, 18, fig. 301.
Double Window-blind Lift. A metal finger-hold at
tached to the inner part of a blind, and which has a pro
jection for raising the outer part. See fig. 325.
Double Window-sash Spring. A metal plate fastened at
the centre to the edge of the stile of a window-blind to
prevent it from rattling. See fig. 302.
Draft-spring. A Draw-spring, which see.
Drain-ccck of Engine, for Westinghouse-brake. A faucet
attached to the lower end of the steam-cylinder for draw
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ing off water which collects there. See 44, fig. 665 ; fig.
740. See also Reservoir Drain-cock.
Drain-cock of Triple-valve, for Westinghouse-brake. A
faucet attached to the lower end of the drain-cup for
drawing off the water which collects in the latter. See
18, fig. 708.
Drain-cup, for Westinghouse Car-brake. A globular recep
tacle or vessel attached underneath a triple-valve to col
lect water which may accumulate in the latter. See 10,
fig. 663; 3, fig. 703.
Draw-bar. An open-mouthed bar at the end of a car to
which the coupling-links are attached and from which
the car is drawn. The draw- bars are usually provided
with springs, to give elasticity to tho connection between
the cars, and arranged so as to resist both the tension and
compression to which the draw-bar is subjected. See S3, .
figs. 55-84 ; 29, figs. 215-231 ; 1, figs. 251-263 ; figs. 266270. See
Bolt Draw-bar.
Potter Draw-bar.
Centre-draft Draw-bar.
Safford Draw-bar.
Height of Draw-bar.
Spring-pocket Draw-bar. '.
Open-mouth Draw-bar.
Three-link Draw-bar.
Draw-bar Bolt. A bolt which connects a draw-bar to a
draw-spring and follower-plates. See 7, figs. 252, 258,
255, 257, 266 ; 4, fis. 267.
Draw-bar Carry-iron. A transverse iron bar bolted to tho.
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under side of the draw-tiuibers, and on which the draw
bar rests. It is often mode of a (J shape, and the ends
are bolted to the end-sills. See 9, figs. 251-263.
Draw-bar Chafing-plate, for Miller-coupler. An iron plate
framed into the platform-truss-beam above the draw-bar
coupling-hook to protect it from abrasion by the- latter.
See figs. 48, 284.
Draw-bar Coupling-hook. A draw-bar made in the form
of a hook for coupling cars together. This is the form of
the Miller-coupler. See 11, figs. 282-285 ; figs. 288, 289.
Draw-bar Cross-timber, for Coal-car. A transverse tim
ber framed into the centre floor-timbers of a coal-car,
and to which the ends of the draw-timbers are attached.
Such timbers are used on four-wheeled cars which have
no body-bolsters. See 138, figs. 77, 78.
Draw-bar Distance-piece. A block or bar of iron or wood
between the upper and lower plates of a wrought-iror
draw-bar to stiffen it. In many cases, it serves as a
thimble for the rivets which pass through the plates.
See 4, fig 257 ; 2, figs. 268, 270.
Draw-bar Face-plate. A wrought-iron plate attached to
the outer end of a draw-bar, and which bears against a
similar plate on the car next to it. When such a plate is
made in one piece with the draw-bar, it is called a draw
bar liead. See 2, figs. 257. 259 ; 3, fig. 268.
Draw-bar Follower-plate. An iron plate which bears
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against the end of a draw-spring. One plate of this kind
bears against each end of the draw-springs. The tension
and compression on the draw-bar is transmitted by the-,
follower-plates to the draw-springs. See 14, figs. 251—
264. See Auxiliary Draw-bar Follower-plate.
Draw-bar Friction-plate. A cast-iron plate attached to
the platform end-timber of street-cars, and through
' which the draw-bar passes. The plate protects the tim
ber and dash-guard from the abrasion and wear of the
draw-bar.
Draw-bar Guides. Wrought-iron bars which are fastened
in pairs to lugs or stops bolted to the draw-timbers on
each side of a draw-bar, forming guides in which
the draw-bar follower-plates move.
See 13, figs251-264.
Draw-bar Head. The outer end of a solid draw-bar,,
which bears against a similar head on the adjoining car.
When it is nlade in a separate piece from the draw-bar,,
it is called a draw-bar face-plate. See 3, figs. 251-263r
266, 270.
Draw-bar Jaw. An iron strap which forms a guide, and
also a stop, for the draw-bar followers or draw-spring;
plates. See 16, figs. 251, 252, 255.
Draw-bar Pocket. A Draw-spring Pocket, which see.
Draw-bar Sector. A support which is fastened underneath,
the platform of a car for carrying a centre-draft draw
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bar. It consists of an iron bar shaped like an arc of a
circle. See 33, figs. 231, 232.
Draw-bar Side-Casting. An iron casting of which a pair
form guides for the draw-bar followers and hold them
in their places. See fig. 265.
Draw-bar Spring-pocket. The space at the back end of a
draw-bar which receives the draw-spring and followerplates. See 1, figs. 268, 270.
Draw-bar Stem. A Draw-bar Bolt, which see.
Draw-bar Stirrup. A Draw-bar Carry-iron, which see.
Draw-bar Stop. A casting which limits the movement of
the draw-bar followers. These castings are bolted to the
draw-bar timbers and form distance-pieces to which the
draw-bar guides are bolted. See 17, figs. 257-259, 261,
263.
Draw-bar Yoke. A Draw-bar Carry-iron, which see.
Draw-clevis. A wrought-iron bar with a forked end at
tached to the platform of a street-car and to which the
horses are attached and by which the car is drawn. Two
kinds of these are used, the one fastened to the platform
so as to be immovable, whereas the other can slide
lengthwise and its motion is resisted by a spring. The
latter is called a Spring Draw-clevis, which see. Similar
to a Draw-liook, which see.
3)rawer-pull. A wooden or metal attachment to a drawer
to take hold of in pulling it out. See fig. 431.
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Draw-gear. A term used to designate the draw-bars,
draw-timbers, buffing apparatus, and all their attach
ments—in short, the whole of the arrangements by which
a car is drawn and which resists concussions. See figs.
251-292.
Draw-gear Tie-rod. A rod which connects an end-sill or
platform end-timber with a body-bolster or draw-bar
cross-timber to tie them together. See 139, figs. 61-64,
74, 78.
Draw-head. A Draw-bar Head, which see. A draw-bar
is sometimes called a draw-liead.
Draw-hook. An iron hook attached to the end of a car,
from which it is drawn and by which it is coupled to
other cars. They are used chiefly on coal-cars and street
cars. See fig. 271; 106, figs. 750, 751,753. See also
Draw-bar Coupling-hook.
Draw-hook and Link. A coupling-hook combined with
several links, one of which is welded in a hole in the
hook. They are used chiefly on coal-cars. See fig.
271.
Drawing-room Car. A passenger-car fitted up and fur
nished in a more luxurious manner than ordinary cars.
Drawing-room cars are generally intended for day travel
and are furnished with arm-chairs, sofas, carpets, etc.,
and an extra charge is usually made to passengers who
travel in them. See fig. 2.
. .c . .
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Draw-off Cock, for Baker Heater. A cock attached to the
pipe A, fig. 581, for drawing off the water or emptying
the pipes of a Baker heater. See fig. 619.
Draw-rod. A rod which unites two draw-bars, or the
draw-gear at the opposite ends of a car, and which bears
the strain or pull required to draw the train. See 4,
figs. 280, 281.
Draw-spring. A spring attached to a draw-bar to give
the latter an elastic connection with the car. Such
springs are usually so arranged as to resist either tension
or compression on the draw-bar. See 24, figs. 61-77.
78-82 ; 30, figs. 215, 219, 229, 232 ; 5, figs. 251-253, 257,
261. See Auxiliary Buffer-spring.
Draw-spring Pocket. A Draw-bar Spring-pocket, which
see.
Draw-spring Stop. A metal sleeve or thimble in the cen
tre of a spiral or volute draw-spring to resist the press
ure to which the spring is subjected after the latter has
been compressed a given distance. See 8, fig. 257.
Draw-timbers. A pair of timbers attached below the
frame at the end of a car, and which usually extends from
the platform end-timber of passenger-cars, or the end-sill
of freight-cars, to the bolster. The draw-bar attach
ments are bolted to the draw-timbers. In passenger-cars
these timbers are usually the principal supports of the
platform. On street-cars only one draw-timber is ordi
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narily used, which is placed in the" centre of the ccr, and
to which the draw-bar is attached. See 26, figs. 55-84,
31, figs. 215-232 ; 10, figs. 251-264 ; 100, figs. 750, 751,
752.
Draw-timber Guards.
Cast-iron lugs or wrought-iron
straps or plates bolted to the sides of draw-timbersnear their outer ends. They resist the lateral strains on
the draw-bar, and protect the draw-timbers from abra
sion. The carry-iron, which supports the outer end of
a draw-bar, is sometimes bolted to the draw-timber
guards. See 11, figs. 252, 254, 258, 259, 260.
Draw-timber Pocket. A casting which is attached to tho
body-bolster or centre-sills of a car and which receives
and holds the end of a draw-timber. See 18, figs. 257259.
Draw-timber Tie-bar. A transverse iron bar attached to
the under sides of a pair of draw-timbers to tie them
together. See 12, figs. 251-255, 257-259.
Drilling. A term used in New Jersey to designate the
act of moving cars from one track to another—as in
making up or separating trains, and placing the cars on
the tracks in the places where they are needed. See
Switching. Shunting. Regulating.
Drinking-cup. A metal cup used for drinking water—or
other liquids.
Drip. A receptacle to collect the waste or superfluous
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liquid, as of a water-cooler. See Urinal-drip. Waterdrip.
Driving-wheel Brake, or Driver-brake. A brake ap
plied to the driving-wheels of a locomotive. See figs.
747-749.
Drop, of Lamp. " The drop of a centre lamp is its extreme
length," measured from the ceiling to the lowest part of
the lamp. See 9, 9, fig. 470.
Drop-bottom. A door arranged at the bottom of a car for
unloading it quickly by allowing the load or contents of
the car to fall through the door-opening. See 123, figs.
77-79.
Drop-bottom Car. A car so constructed that its contents
can be readily unloaded from the bottom by means of
drop-doors. See figs. 24, 25, 26, 27, 77.
Drop-bottom Chain. A chain which is wound on a shaft,
and which holds up the drop-bottom of a coal-car. See
184, figs. 77, 78.
Drop-bottom Hinge. A hinge which connects the dropdoor or drop-bottom with the body of a coal-car. See
125, fig. 77.
Drop-door. See Drop-bottom.
Drop-door Beam, for Coal-car. Apiece of timber which
extends transversely across the top of a coal-car, and
which acts as a support for the winding-shaft and a tie
for the sides of the car-body. See 126, figs. 77, 79.
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Drop-letter-box Plate. A metal plate for a letter-box,
with a suitable opening in which letters are deposited,
and a door or valve by which the opening is closed. See
fig. 435.
Drum. 1. "A cylinder over which a belt or band passes.
2. "The barrel of a crane, windlass, winch, or capstan
on which the rope or chain winds.
8. " A chamber of a cylindrical form used in heat
ers, stoves, and flues. It is hollow and thin, and generally
forms a mere casing, but in some cases, as steam-drums,
is adapted to stand considerable pressure."—Knight. See
Brake-stliaft Drum. Circulating Drum.
Drum, for Creamer-brake. A cast-iron case, with a
ratchet attached, and which holds the involute spring
used to apply a Creamer-brake. The spring is wound up
in the drum, and is then held by a pawl acting on the
ratchet on the drum. See 1, fig. 646.
Drum-cover, for Baker Car-heater. A sheet-iron cover
ing for the circulating drum on the outside of the car.
See fig. 608.
Drum-cover, for Creamer-brake. A circular cast-iron lid
for the drum with a ratchet on top, with which the
jointed top-pawl engages. See 12, figs. 646, 647.
Drum-support, for Baker Car-heater. A bracket at
tached to the roof of a car to hold the circulating drum
of a Baker-heater. See fig. 603.
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Dual-burner. A coal-oil lamp-burner with two wicks, by
which a larger supply of oil can be fed to the flame than
is possible with one wick only. See fig. 478.
Dump-car. A term used to designate both Drop-bottom
and Tip Cars, which see.
Dust-collar. A grooved wrought-iron ring placed on a caraxle between the hub of the wheel and the journal to re
ceive and hold a dust-guard. See 16, fig. 151.
Duster. See Feather-duster.
Dust-guard. A thin piece of wood, leather, or other ma
terial inserted in a chamber at the back of a journal-box,
and made to fit closely around the axle. Its use is to ex
clude dust and dirt from the back of the box and pre
vent the escape of oil and waste from it. Sometimes
called axle-packing or box-packing. See 15, figs. 138,
145, 146, 151.
Dust-guard Bearing. That portion of a; car-axle between
the journal and the wheel-seat on which the dust-guard
bears. See 4, fig. 148.
Dust-guard Chamber. The space in the back side of a
journal-box occupied by the dust-guard. See 15, figs.
138, 145, 146, 151.
Dust Hand-hole. An opening in a door-casing, under
the seat of a street-car, to give access to the space ir~s
which the door slides for the purpose of removing dirt]
wiucii accumulates there. '
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Dust Hand-hole Door. A gate or covering for a dust
hand-hole.

Eames Vacuum Brake. A system of continuous brakes,
invented and patented by Mr. Fred. W. Eames, which is
operated by exhausting the air from behind -flexible in
dia-rubber diaphragms attached to the trucks of each car.
These diaphragms are connected to the brake-levers and
the pressure of the air on the outside of the diaphragms
is communicated to the levers, and from them to the
brake-shoes. The rubber diaphragms cover the mouth of
a large cast-iron shell or bowl, from which the air is ex-r
hausted by an ejector on the engine, which is connected
with the shells by pipes and flexible hose, between the
cars. See figs. 653, 654.
Eaves Fascia-board. A projecting board on the outside
of a passenger-car body, immediately under the eaves,
and which forms an ornament or moulding in conneotion with the eaves-moulding. See 91, figs. 55, -60, 63;
92, figs. 219, 235, 226.
Eaves-moulding. A moulding attached to the outside of
a car-body at the point where the roof joins the side of
- the car. See 90, figs. 55, 59; 93, figs. 215, 218, 219, 222.225.
' 226 ; 48, figs. 750, 752, 733. See Clear-story Eaves-mould
ing:_.:...:.•■ , ..-..■. . '„.,
.:
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Eccentric-lever, complete) for Westinghouse Driving-wheel
Brake. An arm consisting of a casting and screw or
stud, one end of which is attached to a brake-head and
the other connected with the piston-rod. The end or
head of the casting is made of a cam-shaped or eccentric
form and bears against another lever of the same kind,
bo that, when the two are raised upward, the brakeshoes are forced against the driving-wheels. The stud or
screw is intended to either lengthen or shorten the lever
so as to adjust the pressure of the brake-shoes against
the wheels when the shoes become worn. See 13, fig.
747.
Eccentric-lever Casting, for Westinghouse Driving-wheel
Brake. A casting which forms part of an eccentric-lever,
and which has a cam-shaped or eccentric head, which
bears against another corresponding casting opposite to
it, both of which are connected to the brake piston-rod,
so that, when the two are raised upward by the piston,
the "brake-shoes are forced against the driving-wheels.
See 15, fig. 747.
Eccentric Lever-links, for Westinghouse Driving-wheelBrake. Short iron bars by which an eccentric -lever
is connected with a piston cross-head. See 28, fig.
747.'
Eccentric-lever Nut, for Westinghouse Driving-wheel
Brake. A lock-nut which screws on an eccentric-lever
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stud, and which is intended to hold the latter and pre
vent it from unscrewing. See 18, fig. 747.
Eccentric-lever Stud, for Westinghouse Driving-wheel
Brake. A bolt with an eye at one end, which is attached
to a brake-block, and a screw at the other, which is fast
ened to a casting, the two forming an eccentric-lever.
See 19, fig. 749.
Eccentric Window-button. A metal fastening for hold
ing a hinged window or door shut. It consists of, a
round disc which is fastened by a screw which is not in
.the centre of the disc, but is eccentric to it. See fig. 768.
Edge-rolled Spiral-spring. A spiral-spring formed by
rolling a flat bar of metal edgewise on a mandrel, See
fig. 200.
Egg-shaped Lamp-globe. A lamp-globe resembling some
what an egg in form. See fig. 483.
Egg-shaped Stove. A stove resembling an egg in form,
for burning coal and for warming a car or other apart
ment. See fig. 543.
Eight-wheeled Box-car. A box-car having two trucks
and eight wheels. See fig. 12.
Eight-wheeled Gondola-car. A gondola-car mounted on
. two trucks and eight wheels. See fig. 19.
Eight-wheeled Hopper-bottom Coal-car. A car with
eight wheels and a bottom shaped somewhat like a millhopper, with a drop-door underneath for unloading or
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dumping the coal with which the car is loaded. See fig.
25 ; also Coal Dump-car.
Ejector. An appliance for operating a vacuum-brake by
exhausting or "ejecting" air. It consists of a pipe, 1,
fig. 652, placed in the centre of a surrounding shell or
casing, 2, with an annular opening, 3, between the pipe
and the casing. When a current of steam is admitted at
the lower end of 1, and escapes at the upper end, the
air in the casing at 4 is drawn out through the annu
lar opening by the current of the escaping steam. The
space, 4, is connected by a pipe, 5, with the appliances
on the cars for operating the brakes. Suitable valves are
also used in connection with the ejector to shut off and
admit steam and air. See figs. 651, 652.
Elastic-wheel. A car-wheel in which some elastic material
is interposed between the tire and the wheel-centre or
hub to resist the concussions. Different substances are
used, such as paper, wood, india-rubber, oakum, etc. See
figs. 168, 1G0.
Elbow. A short L-shaped cast-iron tube for uniting the
ends of two pipes, generally at right angles to each other.
The pipes are screwed into the casting. See fig. 620.
Elder-brake.
A brake for eight-wheeled cars, with a
horizontal lever having a fixed fulcrum under the carbody, at its centre, and pulleys at each end, over which
a chain passes, which is connected with the brake-levers
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of each truck. One lever on each truck also has a pulley
or sheave at its end, over which a chain runs which is
connected with the opposite lever, and also with the cen
tral lever. The latter is connected by rods and chains
with brake-windlasses by which the brakes are applied
at each end of the car. See fig. 645.
Elliptic-spring. A spring of elliptical form made of two
sets of steel plates. Such springs are generally used for
bolster-springs for passenger-cars. See figs. 185, 186. See
Combination Elliptic-spring.
Enclosed Step. A step of a street-car which is covered or
enclosed by a sheet-iron apron attached to a swinging
door to prevent persons from riding on the step. See 8,
fig. 43.
End. See Seat-end.
End Body-brace. An inclined brace, or stick of timber, on
the end-frame of a car-body, which acts as a brace. See
35, figs. 58, 64, P4.
End-body Brace-rod. An inclined iron rod in the end-franio
of a car-body which acts as a brace.
End-carline. A carline at the end of a car-body. See
54, figs. 750, 752, See also End-plate. Platform Boofend Carline.
End-frame, of a Car-body. The frame which forms the end
of a car-body. It includes the posts, braces, end-rail,
end-girth, etc.
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End-girth. A girth in the end of a box-car. See 50, figs.
55-72.
End-girth Tie-rod. A tie-rod extending across the end of
a freight-car-body along the end-girth, and from one
corner-post to the other, and intended to tie them to
gether. See 61, figs. 50, 58, 61, 64.
End-hook, fee Bell-cord End-hook.
End-panel. A panel at the end and on the outside of a
passenger or street car. See 70, figs. 217, 223. See Lower
End-panel. Upper End-panel.
End-piece, of Truck-frame. A transverse timber or bar of
iron by which the ends of the two wheel-pieces of a
truck-frame are connected together. Seo 17, figs. 88-94 ;
115-125. See Crooked End-piccc. Inside End-piece.
Outside End-piece.
End -plate. A timber across the end and top of a car-body
and which is fastened to the two side-plates. This piece
is usually made of the proper form so as to serve the
purpose of an end-carline. See 48, figs. 55-72.
End-play. The movement, or space left for movement,
of a part of machinery, endwise, as of a shaft or axle.
See Lateral-play. Lateral-motion.
End-rafter. This term is erroneously applied to the Endcarlines, which see.
End Roof-lights. Small triangular -shaped glasses placed
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on each side of the end-ventilators of street-cars. See
62, fig. 753.
End Scat-panel. A panel at the end of a street-car on the
inside and at the end of a longitudinal or side seat. See
43, fig. 752.
End-sill. The main outside transverse-timber of ,i carbody into which all the floor-timbers of box and pas
senger cars are framed. See 2, figs. 55-84, 215-232 ; 9,
figs. 750-751.
End-step, of Street-car. A ledge, consisting usually of a
wooden tread, supported on wrought-iron brackets, placed
at the end and opposite, or under, the door of a street carbody, and used by persons in getting on or off the car.
See 1, fig. 41.
End-timber. See Platform End-timber.
End-ventilator. An aperture for the admission or escape
of air at the end of a car, and usually placed over the
windows. See also Clear-story End-ventilator. See 142.
fig. 218.
End Window-paneL A panel at the end and on the out
side of a passenger-car alongside of the window. See
71, fig. 217.
Engine and Air-pump complete, for Westinghouse-brake.
A machine attached to a locomotive for compressing the
air used to operate the brakes. It consists of a steam
and an air cylinder, the pistons in which are connected
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to the same piston-rod, so that the air-piston is Worked
directly by the steam-piston. Suitable valves are pro
vided for admitting and exhausting the steam and air to
and from the cylinders. See figs. 664, 665.
Equal-par Nest-spring. A nest-spring of any number of
coils, each bar of which is of such a size that the resist
ance of the coil is proportioned to its diameter. See fig.
•198.
• . .
Equalizer. An Equalizing-bar, -which see. ■
Equalizing-bar. A wrought iron bar which rests or bears
on top of the journal-boxes, and extends from one to the
other on the same side of a truck. The springs rest on
the equalizing-bar between the two boxes. This bar is
used to transfer part of the weight on one wheel to the
other, and thus equalize it on both; hence its name. See
71, figs. 115-129. Equalizing-bars are sometimes used' to
connect the ends of semi-elliptic springs, as shown in
figs. 82, 127.
'
Equalizing-bar Pedestal. A casting which holds the cen
tre of an equalizing-lever in its position. These are used
on the Pennsylvania Railroad condxietor's-cars. See 164,
.fig. 83.
Equalizing-bar Seat. The surface on top of a journal-box
on which an equalizing-bar rests. See 17, figs. 138,
139.
'
Equalizing-bar Spring. A spring which rests on an equal
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izing-bar and carries the weight of a car. Rubber, spiral,
group-spiral, or volute springs are generally used .for thia
purpose. See 79, figs. 115-129.
Equalizing-bar Spring-cap. A oasting on top of an equal
izing-bar and which bears against the under side of a
wheel-piece or truck-frame, and holds the equalizing-bar
spring in its place. See 72, figs. 115-129. Equalizing-bar Spring-seat. A casting which is attached
to the top of an equalizing-bar and on which its spring
rests. See 73, figs'. 115-129.
Equalizing Brake-lever. A Floating-lever, which see.
Equalizing-lever. An Equalizing-bar, which see. A float
ing-lever is also called an equalizing-lever.
Escutcheon. A plate or guard for a key^hole- of a lock.
Similar plates for the holes through which the spindles
to which the knobs or handles of a lock are attached are
also called escutcheons. See figs. 534, 535. See Seatlock Escutcheon. Door-latch Escutcheon.
Excursion Street-car. A Summer Street-car, figs. 39, 40,
which see. Also see Suburban Excursion-car.
Exhaust-pipe of Engine, for Westinghousc-brahe. A pipe
through which the exhaust steam is conveyed from the
steam-cylinder of the engine and air-pump to the chim
ney. See 7, 7,. fig. 655 ; 46, figs. 6(54,605.
Expander. See Brake-hosc-coupling Packing-expander.
Packing Expander. Piston-paclcing Expander.
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Express-car. A car for carrying light packages of freight
for express companies. Such cars are usually run with
passenger trains. See fig. 6. Also see Combined Baggape and Express or Mail Car, fig. 7. Combined Passen
ger and Mail, Baggage, or Express Car, fig. 8.
Express Hand-car. A hand-car with large wheels to run
at a high speed, and used for carrying light packages, as
newspapers or for similar service. See fig. 46.
Extension. See Roof Running-board Extension.
External Cylinder-gauge. A steel ring with a cylindrical
hole which is very accurately made of a precise size, and
used as a standard of measurement for the diameters of
solid cylindrical objects.
External Screw-gauge. A steel ring with a screw-thread
in the inside which is very accurately made of a precise
size for measuring the diameters of male screws. See
fig. 797.
Eye. " A small hole or aperture."— Webster. See
Body Clicck-chain Eye.
Lamp-case Eye.
Berth-brace Eye.
Parallel Brake-hanger
BulTs-eye.
Eye.
Check-chain Eye.
Switching-eye.
Coupling-pin-chain Eye.
Truck Check-chain Eye.
Eye-bolt. " A bolt having an eye or loop at one end for
the reception of a ring, hook, or rope, as may be re
quired."—Knight. See Gg. 784. See
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Brake-beam Eye-bolt.
Lock Eye-bolt.
Brake Safety-cliain EyeLock-chain Eye-bolt,
bolt.
Eye-head Coupling-pin. A coupling-pin with a hole or eye
in its head. See fig. 275. See also Solid-head Coupling- ■
pin.

Face. See Register-face.
Face of Sim, vf Car-wheel. The horizontal surface of the •
outside of the rim. See 24, fig. 138.
Face-plate. A metal plate by which any object is covered,
so as to protect it from wear or abrasion. A journal-box
cover is sometimes called a face-plate. See
Berth-latch Face-plate.
Dead-block Faceplate.
Buffer-block Face-plate,
Draio-bar Face-plate.
Facing. " A covering in front, for ornament."— Webster.
See Clear-story Sill-facing.
Fancy-braidod Bell-cord. See Bell-cord.
Fare-box Street-car. A street-car in which the fare is col
lected in a box provided for the purpose, and under the
observation of the driver. Such cars usually have an in
closed platform in front, so that access to the car can
be had only from the rear. They are turned around at
the end of each trip and are run without conductors.
See fig. 37.
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Fare-wicket. An opening in the main door of a street-car,
through which the conductor collects fares from passen
gers on the platform without opening the main door.
See 89, fig. 753.
Fare-wicket Door. A cover or gate for a fare-wicket. See
89, fig. 753.
Fare-wicket Door-case. A frame which incloses a farewicket and in which it 6lides. Such frames are made of
either metal or wood. See 90, fig. 753.
Fascia-board. See Eaves Fascia-board. Inside-cornice
Fascia-board. Inside-cornice Sub-fascia-board.
Fast Berth-hinge. A berth-hinge, the two parts of which
are fastened together and are not detachable. See Berthhinge. Loose Berth-hinge. See fig. 351.
Fast Coupling-link. A coupling-link fastened to a draw
bar, so that it cannot be removed or lost. See 2, figs.
267, 269.
Fast Coupling-pin. A coupling-pin fastened to a draw-bar
so that it can be used for coupling and uncoupling, but
cannot be removed from the bar. See 3, fig*. 267.
Fastener. That which fastens or holds any object, as a
window, or a rope. See
Berth Safety-rope FastHat-cord End-fastener,
ener.
Sash-fastener.
Windoiv-fastener.
Fast-joint Butt-hinge. A butt-hinge, the two parts of
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which are so fastened together that they cannot be de
tached. See fig. 509. See Loose-joint Butt-hinge.
Loose-pin Butt-hinge.
Fast Lamp-globe. A lamp-globe which is fastened to a
lamp so that it cannot be detached.
Faucet. "A form of valve or cock in which a spigot or
plug is made to open or close an aperture in a portion
which forms a spout or pipe for the discharge or passage
of a fluid."—Knight. See 3, fig. 426; figs. 427-429.
See
Alcove-faucet.
Telegraph-faucet.
Lever-faucet.
Vertical Telegraph-faucet.
Faucet-alcove. A Water-alcove, which see.
Feather-duster. A brush made of feathers used for dust
ing the inside of passenger cars. See fig. 449*
Feed-door, for Baker Heater. A door for closing the
aperture in which the supply of fuel is fed to the fire.
See fig. 594.
Feed-door Handle, for Baker Heater. A handle for open
ing and closing the feed-door. See fig. 595.
Female Centre-plate. The body and truck centre-plates
are sometimes called male and female plates. See Body
Centre-plate. Truck Centre-plate.
Female-gauge. An External-gauge, which see.
Fender. See Door-fender.
Fender-board. A board placed at the ends of passenger
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car stepa to prevent mud and dirt from being thrown on
the steps by the wheels.
Fender-guard. An iron band attached to the outer edge
of a fender-rail, extending around each corner of a
Btreet-car to the door-posts. See 22, figs. 750-753.
Fender-rail. A longitudinal "wooden rail on the outside of
a street-car body between the belt-rail and the sill, and
to which a fender-guard is attached to protect the panels
from contact with the wheels of other vehicles. See 21,
figs. 750-753.
Perry Push-car. A platform-car which is made very long
and used for pushing or pulJing other cars on or off a
ferry-boat when the latter must be approached by an in
cline which is too steep for locomotives. The ferry-cars
are used to connect those cars which are to be taken on
or off the boat with the locomotive, so that the latter
can push or pull the cars on the boat without running on
the incline. See fig. 82.
Fillings-funnel, for Baker Car-heater. A funnel attached
to the combination-cock of a Baker heater for filling the
circulating drum with water. See 28, fig. 581; fig.
607.
Fire-door, for Spear Heater. The door through which the
fuel is put into tho stove. See 17, figs. 550-553 ; figs.
667, 579. See Double Fire-door.
Fire-door-frame, for Spear Heater. A rectangular cast-iron
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plate which is attached to the casing of the heater and
incloses or surrounds the doors, and to which the latter
is attached. See 18, figs. 550-553 ; fig. 566.
Fire-pot. A cast-iron vessel or receptacle which holds tho
fuel or fire in a stove. See 12, 12, fig. 554 ; fig. 564; 4,
fig. 581 ; fig. 585.
Fire-proof Bottom, for Spear Hea ter. A plate with circu
lar corrugations, which is placed inside of the bottomplate, on top of the floor, to protect it from the fire. See
fig. 575.
First-class Car. A car used for carrying passengers who
pay the regular rates of fare. The term is used to dis
tinguish the passenger-car in ordinary use from those of
an inferior grade for the accommodation of passengers
who pay less than the regular fare, but does not include
sleeping and drawing-room cars, in which an extra charge
in addition to the ordinary fare is made. Fig. 4 repre
sents a first-class car.
Fittings. Furnishings, which see.
Fixed Brake-lever. A brake-lever the upper end of which in
fastened to a brake-lever stop.
Fixed Freight-car-lock. A lock which is attached to the
side of a car. The bolt or hasp is fastened to the
door.
Flag-holder Plate, for Corner-post of Passenger-car. A
cast or malleable iron plate attached to the outside of a
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corner-post of a passenger-ear to hold a socket for a sig Floating-lever. One of two horizontal brake-levers which
nal-flag staff. See 161, fig. 219.
i are used under the centre of a car-body, aDd form a part
of the Hodge-brake. They are each connected at one
Flag-holder Socket, for Corner-post of Passenger-car. A
end with one of the brake-levers on the truck, and at the
cast or malleable iron receptacle to receive and hold a
other end with the brake-windlass. The centres of tho
signal-flag staff. It has a suitable lug cast on it which
floating-levers are connected together by a rod called a
engages into a plate attached to the corner-post of a pas
floating connection-rod. See 7, fig. 642 ; 16, fig. 661.
senger car.
Flag-holder, for Corner-post of Passenger-car. A cast or Floor. 1. " That part of a building or room on which we
malleable iron receptacle to receive and hold a signal-flag
walk ; the bottom or lower part consisting, in modern
staff. It has a suitable lug cast on it, which engages into
houses, of boards, planks, or pavement.
a plate attached to the corner-post of a passenger-car.
2. "A platform of boards or planks laid on timbers, as
in a bridge or car ; any similar platform."— Webster.
Flange. See Wheel-flange.
Flanger. See Snow-Jlanger.
3. The boards which cover the floor-timbers of a car,
Flat-bar Spiral-spring. A spiral-spring which is made by
and form the bottom on which passengers walk or freight
winding a flat bar of steel on a mandrel. See fig. 198.
is carried. In passenger-cars, the floor usually consists
of two courses of boards. See 27, figs. 55-84, 215-282 ;
Flat-car. A car, the body of which consists simply of a
12, figs. 750-752. Also see
platform, which is not inclosed on the sides or top. See
Inclined End-floor.
Main-floor.
figs. 20, 21.
Flat Coupling-pin. A coupling-pin, the cross section of
Inclined Side-floor.
Platform-floor.
which is of an oblong form. See figs. 275, 276.
Intermediate Floor.
Upper-floor.
Floor-beam. A Floor-timber, which see.
Flax Bell-ccrd. See Bell-cord.
Floating Connection-rod. In the Hodge-brake, a horizon Floor-frame. The main frame of a car-body underneath
the floor, including the sills, floor-timbers, etc.
tal rod which connects the two floating-levers together.
See 8, fig. 642. In the Westinghouse-brakc, a rod which Flooring. A term used to designate the boards or lumber
of which a floor is made.
connects a brake-cylinder-lever with a floating-lever. See
Floor-mat. A texture or structure of hemp, cocoa-fibre,
12, fig. 601.
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rattan, india-rubber, wood, or other material, laid on the Flush-handle. A handle for a lock or latch which is placed
floor of a car for passengers to clean their boots and
in a recess, as of a door, sash, or berth, and which does
shoes on. Mats are placed on the floors of street-cars to
not project beyond the surface of the object to which i:
take up the dirt and dust. See Wood Floor-mat.
is attached. See figs. 530, 532.
Flush Window-lift. A metal plate with a recess, to take
Floor-Bill. See Sill.
hold of, which is let into the sash so as to be flush with
Floor-timbers. The main timbers in the frame of a carbody between the sills and underneath the floor, and on
its surface. See fig. 318.
which the latter rests. See 3, 4, figs. 55-84, 215-232 ; Folding-side Gondola-car. A gondola-car, the sides of
which are attached with hinges, so that they can bo
10, figs, 750-752. See
Centre Floor-timber.
Intermediate Floor-iimfolded up or down.
Diagonal Floor-timber.
ber.
Follower. A Follower-p'atc, which see,
Inclined Floor-timber.
Short Floor-timber.
Follower-bolt. A Piston Follower-bolt, which see.
Transverse Floor- Amber.
Follower-plate. See Draw-bar Follower-plate. Auxiliary
Floor-timber Braces. Diagonal timbers let into the floorDraw-bar Folloicer-plate. Piston Follower-plate.
timbers and sills under the floor to stiffen the floor- Foot-board. See Brake Foot-board.
frame laterally. See 8, fig. 83; 7, fig. 220.
Foot-board Bracket. See Brake Foot-board Bracket.
Floor-timber Distance-block. A short transverse piece of Foot-rest. A horizontal wooden bar underneath a cartimber placed between adjoining floor-timbers and sills to
seat for the passengers who occupy the next seat to rest
stiffen them, the whole being fastened together with
their feet on. See 172, fig. 218; 8, fig. 401. See Movable
bolts. See 7, figs. 73, 79, 81; 5, fig. 220.
Foot-rest. Side Foot-rest.
Flush-bolt. A bolt attached to a slide which is let into a Foot-rest Carriers. A pair of iron bars which are attached,
door, sash, or window so as to be flush with its surface.
one of them to the seat-stand and the other to th:
side of the car, and which carry or support a pair of
See fig. 517, 537.
movable foot-rests. The latter are fastened to the ends of
Flush-bolt Keeper. A plate which is attached to a door,
of the carriers and can be tipped up or down by moving
sash, or window frame, and has a suitable hole, in which
the carriers on their pivots. See 9, fi^. 400.
a flush-bolt engages. See fig. 51
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Fount. See Lamp-fount.
Four-way-cock Plug, for Triple-valve of Westinghouse
Car-brake. A tapered conical spindle, with two passages
in it which form a faucet for opening and closing
communication between the brake -cylinder reservoir,
brake-pipe, and triple-valve. See 17, fig. 704.
Four-wheeled Box-car. A box-car carried on four wheels.
See fig. 13.
Four-wheeled Gondola-car. A gondola-car mounted on
four wheels. See fig. 23.
Four-wheeled Hopper-bottom Coal-car. A car with four
wheels and a bottom shaped somewhat like a mill-hopper
with a drop-door underneath for unloading or dumping
the coal with which the car is loaded. See fig. 27. Also
see Coal Dump-car.
Frame. See
Berth-spring Frame.
Match-striker Frame.
Continuous Truck-frame.
Mirror-frame.
Cushion-frame.
Name-panel Frame.
Diamond-truck SidePlatform-hood Frame.
frame.
Register-frame.
Door-frame.
Side-frame.
End-frame.
Signal-bell Frame.
Fire-door Frame.
Truck-frame.
Floor-frame.
Truck Side-frame.
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Framed Spring-plank. A spring-plank composed of seve
ral different pieces framed together. See fig. 134.
Franklin Institute System of Screw-threads. The Sellers
system of screw-threads is often called the Franklin In
stitute system because the former was first proposed in a
report to, and was recommended by, the Franklin Insti
tute. See Sellers System of Screw-threads.
Freight Barrow-truck. A two-wheeled vehicle for mov
ing freight by hand about a freight-house or station. See
fig. 51. Sometimes called freight-Jtouse truck.
Freight-car. A general term used to designate all kinds
of cars which carry goods, merchandise, produce, miner
als, etc., to distinguish them from those which carry
passengers. See figs. 12, 30.
Freight-car Lock. A lock for fastening the doors of
freight-cars. See 79, fig. 59. See Fixed Freight-car Lock.
Freight-house Truck See Freight Barroic-truck, fig. 51,
and Freight Wagon-truck, fig. 50.
Freight-truck.
See Freight Barroiv - truck, fig. 51.
Freight Wagon-truck, fig. 50.
Push Baggage-car,
fig. 48.
Freight Wagon-truck A four-wheeled vehicle for mov
ing freight by hand about a railroad station or ware
house. See fig. 50.
Fresnel Lantern. A lamp inclosed in a cylindrical Fresnel lens. See fig. 499. See Fresnel Lens.
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Fresnel liens. A lens formed of concentive rings of glass
or other transparent substances, one or both sides of
which are bounded by spherical surfaces. The object of
making a lens in this form is to reduce its thickness in
the centre.and thus lessen the liability of having flaws and
impurities in the glass, and also to reduce the absorption
and aberration of the luminous rays which pass through
the lens. Such lenses are also made of a hollow, cylin
drical form and used to inclose signal-lamps. The out
side of the glass is formed of successive rings, the exter
nal surfaces of which are bounded by spherical surfaces.
See figs. 497, 498.
Friction-block. See Swing-hanger Friction-block.
Friction-plate. A metal plate attached to any object or
surface to resist abrasion or friction. Side-bearings are
sometimes called friction-plates.
Sue Chafing-plate.
Draw-bar Friction-plate.
Friction-roller. A wheel or pulley interposed between a
sliding object and the surface on which it slides to di
minish the friction. See Door Friction-roller. Slidingdoor Friction-roller.
Frieze. That portion of a passenger or street car-body on
the outside, between the cornice or eaves of the roof and
the tops of the windows. See Letter-board.
Frieze-ventilator. A ventilator placed in the frieze of a
car. See 141, fig. 315.
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Frieze Ventilator-plate. A perforated metal plate placed
en the outside of a frieze-ventilator to exclude rain and
cinders from the car. See figs. 343, 344.
Frieze Ventilator-register. A register for a ventilator in
the frieze or letter-board of a car. See fig. 846.
Front. See Ash-pit Front. Alcove-front. Water-alcove
Front.
Front Cyl ind er-head, for Westinghouse Car-brake. A cir
cular cast-iron plate or cover for the end of a cylinder
opposite to the piston-rod. See 5, figs. 729, 730. For
convenience of designation, the end of the cylinder oppo
site to the piston-rod is called the front-end, and that
adjoining the piston-rod, the back-end, as in locomo
tives.
Front Cylinder-head, for Westinghouse Tender-brake.
Same as above for car-brake. See 5, figs. 727, 728.
Front Seat-bottom Rail. A wooden strip at the front edge
of a seat to which a wooden sfat-bottom is attached. See
37, figs. 750-752. See Back Seat-bottom Rail.
Front Seat-rail. A longitudinal strip of wood which ex
tends along the front edge of ordinary passenger and
street car-seats, and which supports the seat-bottom. See
36, figs. 750, 752.
Fulcrum. " In mechanics, that by which a lever is sus
tained, or the point about which it moves."— Webster.
See Brake-lever Fulcrum.

FUN
Funnel. " A vessel fcr conveying fluids into close vessels ;
a kind of inverted hollow cone with a pipe ; a tunnel."—
Webster, See Filling-funnel. Poke-hole Funnel.
Furnishings. This term is used to designate the smaller
fixtures, hardware, etc., such as locks, latches, basket
racks, seat-back arms, window-fastenings, hinges, etc.,
which are used in the inside of cars. See also Car-fun
nishings.
Furring. Pieces of wood placed in a wall or other position
to nail something to as a panel or moulding. See Win
dow-panel Furring. Panel-furring.
Fusee. The cone or conical part of a watch or clock, round
which is wound the chain or cord. See Berth-springFusee.

G
Gagger. A Chaplet, which see.
Gain. " In architecture, a beveling shoulder ; a lapping of
timbers, or the cut that is made for receiving a timber."
— Webster. In car work the term generally means a
notching of one piece of thnberinto another.
Gasolie.-. An ornamental arrangement of pipes and burn
ers for lighting a railroad-car with gas. It is a chande
lier for a railroad-car.
Gas-burner. ' ' The jet-piece of a gas-lighting apparatus
at which the gas issues and combustion takes place."—
Knight. See Bracket Gas-burner.
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Gasket. " A strip of leather, tow, or textile fabric, to form
a packing or caulk a joint."*—Knight. See Journal-boxcover Gasket.
Gasket, for Top Steam-cylinder of Engine for Westinghouse-brake. A piece of sheet copper, cut to the shape
of the surfaces of contact of the steam-cylinder and its
head, and placed between the iwo to make a steam-tigh'c
joint. See tig. 699.
Gasket, for bottom of Air-cylinder for Westinghouse-brake.
Same as above for joint between the bottom of the aircylinder and its head. See fig. 702.
Gasket, for bottom of Steam-cylinder of Engine for West
inghouse-brake. Same as above, for joint between the
lower end of the steam-cylinder and centre-piece. See
fig. 700.
Gasket, for top of Air-cylinder for Westinghouse-brake.
Same as above, for joint between top of air-cylinder and
centre piece. See fig. 701.
Gate. See Platform-gate.
Gate, of a Casting-mould. The opening in the mould
through which the melted metal is poured. See Ingate.
Gauge. The distance between the heads of the rails of a
railroad. The usual distance, 4 ft. 8J£ or 9 in., is called the
standard-gauge; if greater than this, a broad-gauge or
wide-gauge ; if smaller, a narrow-gauge.
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Also a tool or instrument used as a standard of measure
ment. See
Air-gauge.
Narrow-gauge.
Broad-gauge.
Pressure-gauge.
Cylindrical-gauge.
Screw-gauge.
External CylindricalScrew Pitch-gauge.
gauge.
Screw-thread Gauge.
External Screw-gauge.
Standard-gauge.
Internal CylindricalWhitworth-gauge.
gauge.
Wide-gauge.
Gauze. See Wire-gauze.
Gear. Apparatus: In mechanics the term is used to desig
nate a combination of appliances for effecting some re
sult, as valve-gear. See Draw-gear. Swing-motion
Gear.
Gear-wheel, for Hand-car. The larger cog-wheel of a
hand-car which is attached to the crank-shaft and gears
into a pinion on the axle of the car. See 5, figs. 772-775.
Gib, for Journal-bearings. A Journal-bearing Key, which
see.
Girdsr. " In architecture, the principal piece of timber in
a floor. Its ends are usually framed into the summers, or
breast-summers, and the joists are framed into it at one
end. In buildings entirely of timber, the girder is fast
ened by tenons into the posts."— Webster.
"The term girder is restricted to beams subject to
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transverse strain, and exerting a vertical pressure merely
on their points of support."—Stoney. The term in this
country is often used synonymously with truss. Thus,
engineers speak of a "Howe Truss," a "Pratt Truss,"
a " Warren Girder," and a " Lattice Girder." The
term truss is never applied to a plate-girder, so that
the distinction seems to be that a truss always consists
of some system of open framing, whereas a girder may
be either of open work or solid, as in a plate-girder.
Girth.. A long horizontal piece of wood on the side of a
box-car body fitted on the inside of the posts and braces
so as to embrace them. In box-cars it is placed about
half-way between the floor and the roof. See 49, figs.
55-72. See also End-girth.
Girth. Tie-rod. A horizontal rod extending from the door
to the corner-post along the girth of a freight-car and in
tended to tie the two posts together.
Gland. A cover of a stuffing-box, as for a piston-rod etc.
See Piston-rod Packing-gland.
Glass. See Windoic-glass.
Glass-seal. See Lock-seal.
Globe. See
Double-cone Lamp-globe.
Loose-globe.
Egg-shaped Lamp-globe.
Melon-shaped LampFast Lamp-globe.
globe.
Lamp-globe.
Pear-shaped Lamp-globe
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Grain-car. A box-car, with tight inside doors, made for
Globe-chimney. A Lamp-globe Chimney, which see.
carrying grain.
Globe-holder. Any contrivance for holding a globe on a
lamp. Usually it consists of a metal ring, at the base of Grain-door. A close-fitting movable door on the inside of
a box-car by which the lower part of the door-opening in
the globe, on which the latter rests, and to which it is
closed, when the car is loaded with grain, to prevent the
fastened with springs, screws, or by the pressure of the
latter from leaking out at the door-way. Such doors are
globe-chimney on top when the latter is adjustable. See
usually made so that they can be thrown over on one
7, figs. 470, 475. See Detachable GMbe-liolder.
side of the door-wa/ and thus be out of the way when
Gondola-car. A car with a platform-body which is in
they are not used. A great variety of mechanical de
closed with low side-boards. These side-boards are usu
vices is used for accomplishing this purpose. See 62,
ally fixed, but are sometimes hinged so that they can be
fig. 61.
let down, and in some cases are removable. See figs. 19,
Grain-door
Bod. An iron rod attached to the door-posts
28. Also see Folding-side Oondola-car. Eight-wheeled
on the inside of a box-car, and to which a grain-door is
Oondola-car. Four-wheeled Oondola-car.
fastened or hinged. The door and rod are generally ar
Gong. A Signal-bell, which see.
ranged so that the former can be moved to one side and
Graduating-spring, of Triple-valve for Westinghouse Carout of the way when the car is not loaded with grain.
brake. A spiral-spring which acts against a collar on the
See 63, fig. 61.
graduating-stem to hold the latter against the triple- Grate. A frame of iron bars for holding coals in a stove,
valve-piston when it is forced downward. See 8, fig.
fire-place, etc. See Anti-clinker Grate. Safety-grate.
704; fig. 710.
Stove-grate.
Graduating-stem, of Triple-valve for Westinghouse-brake. Grate, for Baker Heater. An iron casting with slots and
A slender rod or pin which works in a hole drilled in the
bars on which the fire is made in a Baker heater. See
centre of the triple-valve-piston, and which, by the
3, figs. 581 ; fig. 584.
movement the latter, opens and closes communication Grate, for Spear Heater. A circular cast-iron perforated
from the chambers above and below the piston. See 7,
plate on which the fire rests. Air is admitted to the fire
through the openings. See 18, fig. 554 ; figs. 570, 576.
figs. 704, fig. 709.
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Grate-bar, for Spear Heater. A cast-iron bar below the
grate, and on which tho latter rests. See 20, figs. 554,
fig. 571.
Grated-door. A door, consisting of a wooden frame with
iron or wooden bars, used on cars for carrying live
stock. See fig. 55. Grated-doors are also shown in figs.
14, 15, 16.
Grats-ring, for Spear Heater. A cast-iron ring which sur
rounds the grate. See 19, fig, 554; fig. 577.
Grate-shaker. An iron bar which can be attached to a
grate to move it in shaking the fire. See fig. 600.
Grating. See Window-grating.
Gravel-car. A car for carrying gravel ; usually a Tip-car,
which see.
Grease-box. A Journal-box, which see.
Group-spring. A spiral car-spring formed of a number of
separate springs, united together so that they all act as
one spring. When it consists of two, three, or four
. springs united it is called a double, or tivo-group, a
three-group, four-group spring, etc. See figs. 211, 212.
Guard. See
Dash-guard.
Dust-guard.
Door-guard.
Fender-guard.
Draw-timber Guard.
Heat-guard.
Window-guard.
Guard-band. See Door-guard Sand.
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Guard-pipe, for Creamer-brake. A piece of %-in. gas-tub
ing attached to the hand-rail, and leading to the plat
form roof of a car to protect the wire connection of the
brake. See 10, fig. 646.
Guide. " That which leads or conducts."— Webster: See
BeUrCord Guide.
Brake-lever Guide.
Bell-strap Guide.
Brake-rod Guide.
Bell-strap Guide, with
Draw-bar Guide.
Holler.
Journal-box Guide.
Strap-hanger Guide.
Guide-bar. See Truck bolster Guide-bar.
Guide-block. See Truck-bolster Guide-block.
Guide-rail. A Door-track, which see.
Gum-spring. A term used by Philadelphians to designate
India-rubber Car-springs, which see.
Gun-car. See Cannon-car.

Hair. See Hard-liair. Curled-hair.
Half-elliptic Spring. A spring composed of one set of
plates in a form resembling the half of an ellipse. See
figs. 82, 127 ; 2, fig. 132 ; fig. 187.
Half-elliptic Spring-bearing. A cast or wrought iron
plate on which the end of a half-elliptic spring rests.
See 1, fig. 182.
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Half-round-bar Spiral-spring. A spiral spring made of a
half-round bar of steel. See figs. 192, 193.
Hammered Car-axle. An axle made by forging under a
hammer. Sometimes called faggoted-axle. Hammered
axles are made either of slabs or bars of iron, which are
piled together and then heated, welded, and forged into
the form of the axle by hammering, usually under a
steam hammer. The slabs are made by piling small
pieces of scrap-iron, which are then heated and welded to
gether by forging. The bare used for making such axles
are sometimes made of rolled iron.
Hand-car. A small and light car arranged with cranks or
levers and gearing so that it can be propelled by hand by
persons riding on the car. Such cars are usually used for
carrying workmen and tools. See Crank Hand-car, fig.
43; Lever Hand-ear, fig. 44; Inspection Hand-car, fig.
45; Express Hand-car, fig. 46; Three-wheeled Hand-car,
fig. 47.
Hand-car Lever. A pivoted iron bar which is connected
with a crank of a hand-car and by which the car is pro
pelled. The lever is worked by hand. See 19, figs. 772,
773.
Hand-car Truss-rod. A transverse or longitudinal rod by
which the floor-frame of a hand-car is trussed. See 26,
figs. 772-775.
Hand-car Wheel. A light wheel for hand-cars, with cast-
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iron rim and hub and wrought-iron spokes. See fig.
184.
Hand-hole. See Dust Hand-hole. Fare-wicket.
Handle. That part of any object, instrument, or deviccwhich is held in the hand when it is used. See
Ash-pit Door-handle.
Ladder-handle.
Berth-latch Handle.
Lever-handle.
Brake shaft Crank-hanRegister-handle.
die.
Saloon-handle.
Corner-handle.
Sliding-door Handle.
Conier-nrinal Handle.
Side-urinal Handle.
Door-handle.
Stove-pipe-dampcr HanFeed-door Handle.
die.
Flush-handle.
Tank-valve-rod Handle.
Urinal-handle.
Hand-rail. A bar or rail to take hold of with the hand.
See
Body Hand-rail.
Inside Hand-rail.
Door Hand-rail.
Step Hand-rail.
Hand-rail, for Tank-car. An iron pipe supported on posts
on the outside of a tank-car for train-men to hold on in
passing over the cars. See 121, figs. 73-76.
Hand-rail Bracket. See Inside Hand-rail Bracket.
Hand-rail Post, for Tank-car. Vertical iron posts or stan
chions attached to the outside of a tank-car, and which
form a support for the hand-rail. See 122, figs. 73-76.
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Hand-straps. Straps made of leather, or other flexible
material, and attached to the inside hand-rail for passen
gers to hold on by. They are generally made in the
form of a double loop and are used chiefly in street
cars. See 06, figs. 750, 753.
Hand-wheel. A Brake-wheel, which see.
Hanger. 1. " That by which a thing is suspended."—
Webster.
2. " A means for supporting shafting of machinery."
—Knight. See
Bell-cord Hanger.
Parallel Brake-hanger.
Bell-cord Fixed-hanger.
Rocker-bearing-timber
Bell-cord Strap-hanger.
Hanger.
Bell-cord Double-strapSafety-hanger,
hanger.
Spring-hanger.
Brake-hanger.
Step-hanger.
Door-hanger.
Strap-hanger.
Hat-cord Hanger.
Swing-hanger.
Link-lianger.
Swing-link Hanger.
Hanger-link. A Swing-hanger, which see.
Hard-hair. A quality of curled-hair which is very stiff
or rigid. See Curled-hair.
Hasp. " A fastening clamp or bar fast at one end to an
eye-bolt or staple, the other end passing over a staple,
where it is secured by a pin, key, button, or padlock."
—Knight. See Door-hasp. Head-board Coupling-hasp.
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Hat-cord End-fastener. A metal plate, with a centrehole and wedge-bushings, by which a hat-cjrd i: fast
ened to the end of a car.
Hat-cord Hanger. A metal eye, or fastening, by which a
hat-cord is attached to the ceiling of a car.
Hat-cords. Cords which are placed under the ceiling of a
passenger-car and to which hats can be hung up by their
rims. These are seldom used now.
Hat-hook. A metal hook for hanging hate on. See fig.
445.
Hat-poet. An upright metal pin for hanging hats on.
These are used chiefly in sleeping-cars. See 18, figs. 296,
297; 2, fig. 371.
Hat-post and Hook Combined. A hat-post made in com
bination with a hook. The latter is used for hanging
clothing or other light articles on. See fig. 447.
Hat-rack. A Basket-rack, which see.
Hay-car. A box-car for carrying baled hay. Such cars
are usually made with larger bodies and doors than ordi
nary box freight-cars.
Head. See
Back Cylinder-head.
Dome-head.
Bottom Cylinder-head.
Draic-bar Head.
Brake head.
Front Cylindcr-liead.
Buffer-head.
Piston-head.
Cross-head.
Steam-piston Head.

'
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Tank-head.
Top Cylinder-head.
Head-board. See Berth Head-board.
Head-board Bolt. A belt for holding a head-board in its
place. See fig. 367 ; 2, fig. 369.
Head-board-bolt Bushing. A socket for receiving a head
board bolt. See fig. 368.
Head-board Coupling. A metal hasp and keeper by
which two parts of a head-board of a sleeping-car are con
nected together, or one part is fastened to the seat-back
or side of the car. See figs. 365, 366.
Head-board-coupling- Hasp.
A hook which engages
into a corresponding eye in a head-board-coupling
keeper. See fig. 305.
Head-board-coupling Keeper. The portion of a head
board coupling which forms an eye for a corresponding
catch. See fig. 366.
Head-lining. Painted cloth lining with which the ceilings
of passenger-cars are covered. The painting on headlinings is intended to be of an ornamental character.
Head-lining NaiL A nail with a large button-shaped
head especially made for fastening head-linings to the
ceilings of cars. See fig. 448.
Heater. Any apparatus for warming a car, room, or build
ing by convection; that is, by conveying hot water,
steam, or warmed air into or through the apartments.
The term generally refers to any arrangement for warm-
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ing apartments other than stoves, which heat by direct
radiation. See Baker Car-heater. Car-heater. Spear
Anti-clinker Car-heater.
Heater-pipe Casing. A wooden or iron covering over a
heater-pipe in a passenger-car to prevent the feet of pas
sengers from coming in contact with the hot pipes. The
casing also forms a foot-rest. See 10, fig. 401.
Heat-guard A sheet-metal covering for the wood-work
of a passenger-car, to protect it from the boat of a stove.
Sometimes this covering is nailed to the side and ends of
the car, and in other cases it is made to surround the
stove. It is usually made of tin plates or zinc.
Heat-guard, of Baker Car-heater. A Russia-iron casing
around the back of the upper part of a Baker heater to
protect the wood-work of the car from the heat. See
11, fig. 581; fig. 592.
Height of Draw-bar. This is the vertical distance meas
ured from the centre of a draw-bar to the tops of the
rails. At the meeting of the Master Car-builders' Associ
ation held at Richmond, Va., June 15, 1871, a resolution
was unanimously adopted recommending that a height
of 2 feet 9 inches be adopted as a standard height for
the draw-bars of all cars.
Helper. A term used to designate an assistant engine or
horse to help trains or cars up grades.
Helper-ring. An iron ring fastened to the platform end
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timber of a street-car and used to attach an extra horse to
the car to pull up steep places.
Hemp Bell-cord. See Bell-cord.
Hemp Floor-mat. See Floor-mat.
Hibbard-spring. A spiral spring composed of several
coils of steel of rectangular section. The coils are placed
inside of each other and are made of different diameters
and wound in opposite directions, or ''right and left."
The spring is named after the inventor. See fig. 199.
Hinge. "The hook or joint on which a door, gate, etc.,
turns."— Webster. See
Berth-hinge.
Loose-joint Butt-hinge.
Butt-hinge.
Loose-pin Butt-hinge.
Door-hinge.
Man-hole Hinge.
Drop-bottom Hinge.
Seat-hinge.
Fast Berth-hinge.
Sofa-hinge.
Fast-joint Butt-hinge.
Strap-hinge.
Loose Berth-hinge.
"["'-hinge.
Hinge-burner, for Mineral-oil Lamp. A burner of which
the chimney-seat is hinged to the lamp-top so as to give
access to the wick.
Hodge-brake. An arrangement invented by Nehemiah
Hodge and patented by him in 1849, for operating the
brakes on each truck of a car simultaneously, and equal
izing the pressure on all the wheels. The brake may
Lave either one or two levers, on each truck. Underneath
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the car-body are two levers called floating-levers, with
movable fulcrums in their centres, which are connected
together by a rod. One end of each of these levers is
connected by a rod and chain to the brake-shaft, and the
other end of the floating-lever is connected by a rod
with the long arm of a brake-lever on a truck. See fig.
642.
Holder. " Something by which a thing is held."— Web
ster. See
Alcove Cup-holder.
Lamp-chimney Holder.
Basin-clmin Holder.
Lamp-holder.
Berth Safety-rope Holder.
Mirror-sash Holder.
Brake-shaft Holder.
Side-lamp Holder.
Candle-holder.
Sliding-door Holder
Cup-holder.
Soap-holder.
Detachable-globe Holder.
Spring Window-holder.
Door-holder.
Ticket holder.
Door-sheave Holder.
Tumbler-Jiolder.
Clobe-holder.
Window-curtain Holder.
Lamp-case Door-holder.
Window-sash Holder.
Window-spring Holder.
Hollow-spoke Wheel. A cast-iron car-wheel made with
hollow spokes. See figs. 166, 167.
Hood. See Platform-hood. Ventilator-hood. A roofapron is sometimes called a hood.
Hood, for Spear Heater. A horizontal tube or covering
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on the outside of a car, and on top of the cold-air pipe,
so as to give the latter a "]" shape. The air is admitted
to the pipe through the ends of the hood which are cov
ered with wire netting or perforated plates so as to ex
clude cinders. The hood has a valve which is moved by
the current of air produced by the motion of the car, so
as to admit air which ever way the car runs. See 1, 1,
figs. 550, 551, 552.
Hook. See
Bell-cord End-hook.
Draw-hook.
Berth-curtain Hook.
Hat-post and Hook.
Lamp-case Hook.
Body Check-chain Hook.
Seal-hook.
Check-chain Hook.
Stake-hook.
Coat-and-hat Hook.
Table-hook.
Coat-hook.
Coupling-hook.
Table-leg Hook.
Tank-band Hook. '■
Door-hook.
Tassel-hook.
Door-latch Hook.
Truck Check-chain hook.
Draw-bar Coupling-hook.
Window-curtain Hook.
Hopkins Journal-bearing. See Lead-lined Bearing.
Hopper. See Coal-hopper. Soil-hopper. Water-closet
Hopper.
Hopper-bottom Coal-car. A car with a bottom shaped
somewhat like a mill-hopper, and with a drop-door under-
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neath for unloading or dumping the coal with which the
car is loaded. See figs. 34-27. See
Coal Dump-car.
Hopper -bottom Gondola
Eight-wheeled HopperCoal-car.
bottom Coal-ear.
Iron-hopper Coal-car.
Four-wheeled Hopperbottom Coal-car.
Hopper-bottom Gondola-car. A Gondola-car made with a
bottom shaped somewhat like a mill-hopper, and a dropdoor underneath for unloading or dumping the coal, ore
etc., with which the car is loaded, and which it is in
tended to carry. See fig. 24. Also see Coal Dumpcar.
Horizontal Brake-shaft. A brake-shaft usually at the end
of a car-body, whose position is horizontal instead of ver
tical. See 95, figs. 55, 56. 69, 72.
Horizontal Brake-shaft Chain. A chain attached to a
brake rod at the end of a car and running over a pulley
to a horizontal shaft on which it ;s wound. See 104,
figs. 55, 56.
Horizontal Telegraph-cock or Faucet. See TelegraphFaucet.
Horns. See Pedestal-horns.
Horse-car. A box-car fitted up especially for carrying
horses. See fig. 16. Street-cars drawn by horses are also
sometimes called horse-cars. See Street-car.
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Hose. Flexible tubing, made of leather, canvas, or in
dia-rubber, for conveying water, air, or other fluids. See
Armored-hose.
Coupling-hose.
Brake-hose.
Tender-hose.
Hose-couplings. See Brake-hose Couplings.
Hot-air Pipe, for Spear Heater. A pipe by which the hot
air is conducted from the heater and distributed through
the car by registers at each seat. See 3, figs. 550, 554.
Hotel-car. A sleeping car with a kitchen for cooking and
arrangements for serving meals. See fig. 1. Restaurantcars have kitchens, etc.. but no sleeping-berths.
House-car. A Box-car, which see.
Housing-box. A Journal-box, which see.
Hub-bolts. Bolts by which the hub of a wheel is fastened
to the wheel-plate. They are used with paper wheels.
See 3, figs. 176, 177.
Hub of Wheel. The central portion of a wheel into which
the axle is fitted. The hub of a car-wheel is usually cyl
indrical in form, and projects beyond the discs or spokes
of the wheel on each side. See 21, fig. 138 ; figs. 154184.
Hydraulic-jack. A tool or machine in which the power
is exerted by means of the pressure of some liquid act
ing against a piston oi plunger, for raising heavy weights,
like a car. The pressure on the liquid is produced
by a small pump worked by hand. See figs. 801, 802.
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Hydraulic-pressed Car-candles. Candles made of parafr
fine which are subjected to hydraulic pressure.

Ice-car. A car for transporting ice. Such cars are usually
constructed with double roofs, floors, and sides, the space
between which is filled with saw-dust or other non-con
ducting substance to prevent the ice from melting.
Ice-pan. A receptacle for carrying ice in refrigeratorcars.
Inclined End-floor, of Coal-cars. The sloping wooden
floor at the end of a coal-car. See 134, figs. 77-79.
Inclined Floor-timbers, for Coal-car. The wooden sills
to which the inclined floor of a coal-car is nailed. See
153, figs. 77, 79.
Inclined-plane Car. A car for carrying passengers which
is drawn by a wire rope on a steep inclined-plane. The
car is so arranged that the floor will be level when the
wheels are on the incline. This is done by making the
wheels at one end larger than at the other, or by raising
up one end of the car-body higher than the other, when
the car stands on a level track. See fig. 35.
Inclined Side-floor, of Coal-cars. The sloping wooden
floor on the side of a coal-car. See 135, figs. 78, 79.
India-rubber Car-spring. A spring consisting of a cylin
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drical block of india-rubber. Such springs are used both
for carrying the weight of cars and for buffer and drawsprings. See fig. 214.
India-rubber Floor-mat. See Floor-mat.
Ingate. " The aperture in a casting-mould at which the
molted metal enters."—Knight. Often called a Gate,
which see.
Inner Draw-bar Carry-iron, for Miller-coupler. A Ushaped strap of wrought-iron bolted to the suspenderbeam to support the draw-bar or draw-hook of a Millercoupler. See 32, figs. 282, 284.
Inner-hung Brake. When the brake-shoes and beams are
attached to a track, or four-wheeled car, between the
wheels, it is called an inner-hung brake. When they are
attached on the outside, it is an outer-hung brake. Figs.
100, 101, 639, 645 represent inner-hung brakes.
Inscription-plate. A metal plate with any kind of letter
ing or record on it. The cast-iron plate attached to the
top of the platform end-timbers of the Miller-platform,
with the dates of the patents on it. See 46, figs. 283, 284,
285.
Inside-casing, of Baker Heater. Sheet-iron bent and riv
eted into the shape of a frustrum of a cone which forms
the chamber for the fire in a Baker heater. See 5, fig.
581 ; fig. 536.
Inside-cornice. A moulding on the inside of passenger-
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cars which fills the angle formed where the ceiling or
roof joins the side of the car. See 94, figs. 218, 225, 226 ;
38, fig. 301.
Inside-cornice Facia-board. A projecting board on the
inside of a passenger-car at the cornice, which forms a
moulding or ornament under the cornice. See 95, figs.
225, 226; 37, fig. 301.
Inside-cornice Sub-facia Board. A projecting board
under the inside-cornice facia-board. See 96, figs. 225,
226; 38, fig. 301.
Inside End-piece, of Truck-frame. The cross-piece at the
end of a truck-frame which is next to the centre of the
car.
Inside Frieze-panel. A panel on the inside of a street-car
over a window. These panels are usually disfigured by
advertisements and sometimes by verv bad paintings.
See 31, fig. 750.
Inside Hand-rail. A rail, usually made of wood, attached
to the rafters on the inside of passenger and street cars
by metal brackets, and intended for passengers to hold
fast to. In street-cars leather straps made in the form of
loops are attached to these rails. See 94, figs. 730,
752.
Inside Hand-rail Bracket. A metal knee or support
which is fastened to the rafters of passenger and street
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cars and which forms a support for a hand-rail which is
attached thereto. See ©5, figs. 750, 752; fig. 758.
Inside-lining. The boarding which is nailed to the insides
of the posts of freight, baggage, and other cars. See 53,
figs. 61, 64, 82, 84; 97, figs. 225, 226.
Inside-lining Cap. A Girth, which see.
Inside-ring, for Spear Heater.
A perforated circular
casting which is placed between the fire-pot and the cas
ing of the heater. See 15, fig. 554; fig. 560.
Inside Top-plate, of Spear Heater. A cast-iron plate, with
a hole in the centre to which the smoke-pipe is attached,
and which forms a cover for the fire-pot. See 11, fig.
554 ; fig. 561.
Inside Wheel-piece Plate. An iron pl.ite fastened to the
inside of a wheel-piece to strengthen it. See 12, figs.
128, 129.
Inside Window-panel. A panel inside of a passenger-car,
between the windows. See 89, figs. 215, 219, 226 ; 24,
fig. 298 ; 35, figs. 300, 301.
Inside Window-sill. A horizontal piece of wood under
the window, on the inside of a car. See 78, figs. 225,
226 ; 5, figs. 299, 301.
Inside Window-stop. A wooden strip attached to a win
dow-post on the inside of a window-blind or an inner
sash of a double window. It forma a groove in which
the blind or window-sash slides. Sometimes the window-
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moulding forms a stop on the inside. See 86', fig. 225.
Inspection-car. A car used for inspecting the track of a
railroad. One form is that of a gondola-car, which is in
closed and roofed over, but left open in front, and fur
nished with seats. In inspecting the track, it is pushed
in front of a locomotive with the open end forward, from
which the track is in full view of the occupants of the
car. The term inspection-car is also used to designate a
hand-car used for very much the same purpose. See In
spection Hand-car, fig. 45.
Inspection Hand-car. A hand-car which is usually pro
vided with comfortable seats, and is used by officers in
inspecting the track. See fig. 45.
Intermediate-floor. A floor consisting of boards placed
between the sills and floor-timbers of passenger-cars and
between the deafening or under floor and the upper
or main floor. The purpose of the intermediate-floor is
to exclude noise and stiffen the floor-timbers.
Intermediate Floor-timbers. The two main longitudinal
timbers underneath the floor, which lie between the outside-sills and the centre floor-timbers. See 3, fig. 55-84 :
216-231.
Internal Cylindrical-gauge. A solid steel cylinder which
is very accurately made of a precise size and used as a
standard of measurement of cylindrical holes.
Internal Screw-gauge. A solid steel cylinder with a
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screw-thread on it, which is very accurately made of a
precise size, for measuring thediameterof female screws.
See fig. 798.
Inverted Arch-bar. A wrought-iron bar bent into some
what the form of an inverted arch, and which forms the
tension member of a truss of an iron side-frame of a
truck. The ends of an inverted arch-bar rest on top of
the journal-boxes and the arch-bar is on top of it. See
15, figs. 95-112.
See Centre-bearing Inverted Archbar.
Inverted Body-queen-post. A post in the side of a carbody which supports the body end-truss-rod. With the
rod it forms a truss for holding up the end of the carbody. See 24, figs. 750, 752.
Inverted Body-truss-rod. A truss-rod used to prevent the
ends of a car-body from sagging. The rod is placed on
the side of the car-body and rests on two queen-posts
placed on top of the sill, and is attached to the latter at
each end. See 23, figs. 750, 752.
Inverted Truss-rod Plate. A wrought or cast iron bear
ing at the end of the sill of a street-car and through
which the truss-rod passes and against which the nut on
the rod bears. See 25, fig. 750.
Iron. See
Carry-iron.
Knee-iron.
Cricket-iron.
Pull-iron.
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Safety-beam Iron.
Truck-frame Knee-iron.
Step-iron.
Truss-rod Iron.
Switching Iron.
Iron Body-bolster. A body-bolster made of iron, usually in
the form of a truss. See 12, figs. 60-64; 10, figs. 228-231;
figs. 235-237, 240. See Body-bolster Compression-bar.
Body-bolster Tension-bar.
Iron-hopper Coal-car. An iron car for carrying coal, tha
body of which is made somewhat of the form of a millhopper, and with a drop-door on the bottom for unload
ing the coal. See fig. 26.
Iron-truck. A car-truck of which the side-frames are
made wholly of iron. These are often made of iron with
wooden transoms and spring-planks, although iron
transoms are now used in many cases. Figs. 95-114 are
illustrations of different kinds of iron-trucks.
Italian-hemp Bell-cord. See Bell-cord.

Jack. See
Hydraulic Jack.
Smoke-jack.
Lamp-jack.
Stove-pipe Jack.
Water-closet Ventilating-jack.
Jamb. See Door-jamb.
Janney Car-coupler. A draw-bar arranged to couple cars
automatically, invented and patented by Mr. Janney.
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The outer end of the draw-bar is made of a forked or JJ
the brake-shaft. The pawl acts on a ratchet on the
drum-cover in winding up the brake-spring by the brakeshape and to one arm an L-shaped knuckle or clutch is
pivoted so that when the two draw-bars come together
shaft and wheel. See 6, figs. 646, 647. The reserve
power of the spring is communicated to the brake-shaft
the two knuckles engage into each other A buffing or
through this pawl.
compressing device, consisting of two buffers, one on each
side of the draw-bar, is also used in connection with the Journal. The part of an axle or shaft on which the jour
nal-bearing rests, or which rests on the journal-bearing,
self-coupling apparatus described. See figs. 290-25>~
and is exposed to the friction caused by the revolution of
Jaw. See Draw-bar Jaw. Pedestal-jaw.
the axle or of the journal. See 6, fig. 143.
Jaw-bit. A bar extending across the mouth of a jaw un
derneath a journal-box and bolted to the horns of the Journal-bearing. A block of metal, usually some kind of
brass, in contact with a journal, and on which the latter
pedestal. See 77, fig. 131 ; 5, fig. 750.
turns. See 7, fig. 138; fig. 141. In car construction the
Jaw-spring. A Journal-spring, which see.
term journal-bearing usually means a car- axle journalJoint-bolt. A bolt used for fastening two timbers when
bearing. See
the end of one joins the side of another. Such bolts
Hopltins Journal-bearMaster Car-builders'
have nuts which are let into the first timber and the bolt
is inserted in a hole which is bored" through both and
ing.
Standard Journalscrewed into the nut. See fig. 783.
Lead-lined Journal-bearbearing,
Joint-cover. See Window-moulding Joint-cover.
ing.
Stop-key Journal-bear
Jointed Side-pawl, for Creamer-brake. A pawl which
ing.
acts on a ratchet on the side of the drum to hold the latter
Stop Journal-bearing.
when the spring is wound up by the brake-shaft. In ap Journal-bearing Key. A plate on top of a journal-bear
plying the brake, this pawl is detached from the ratchet or
ing and which holds the latter in place. It is used so
drum which allows the spring to act on the brake-shaft
that the bearing can be readily removed from the box.
Also called a wedge, liner, slide, saddle, keeper, etc. See
and thus wind up the brake-chain. See 6, figs. 646, 647.
8, figs. 138, 139 ; fig. 143. Also see Master Car-builders'
Jointed Top-pawl, for Creamer-brake. A pawl with a
Standard Journal-bearing Key.
knuckle-joint attached to the top arm which is keyed to
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Journal-bearing Stop-key. A journal-bearing key with a
projection to which a stop-plate is attached that bears
against the end of the axle to resist its lateral motion and
wear. See 27, figs. 146, 147 ; figs. 148-150.
Journal-box. A cast-iron box or case which incloses the
journal of a car-axle and the journal-bearing and key,
and which holds the oil and waste or packing for lubri
cating the journal. See 165, figs. 77-84 ; 3, figs. 88-127 ;
10, figs. 138, 139 ; figs. 140-153 ; 4, figs. 750, 753. Also
see Master Car-builders' Standard Journal-box. A jour
nal-box is also called an axle-box, car-box, grease-box,
housing-box. oil-box, and pedestal-box. See Top-reser
voir Journal-box.
Journal-box Cover. A door or lid covering an aperture
on the outside of a journal-box, by means of which oil
and packing are supplied and journal-bearings are in
serted or removed. Such covers are usually made of castiron, sometimes of wood. See 4, figs. 88-125 ; 11, figs.
138, 153.
Journal-box-cover Bolt. A bolt used to fasten the.cover to
the box. Two of these are usually employed to each cover.
Journal-box covers are, however, ofteii held on by hinges
and springs or some arrangement of lugs or 'grooved
joints.
Journal-box-cover Gasket. A lining of canvas, indiarubber, leather, or other soft material which is interposed
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between the cover and the journal-box to make a tight
joint.
Journal-box-cover Hinge-pin. A wrought-iron pin, by
which a box-cover is connected to the box, and which
forms rart of the hinge. See 12, figs. 138, 189.
Journal-box-cover Spring. A steel spring attached either
to the box or cover for holding the latter open or shut.
See 13, figs. 138, 139.
Journal-box Guides. Iron bars or blocks placed one on
each side of the journal-boxes of some iron-frame trucks
in which journal-springs are used. These irons, while
holding the box in place longitudinally and transversely,
allow it to have a vertical motion between them. See
99, fig. 127. When a pair of these guides are cast in one
piece it is called a Pedestal, which see.
Journal-brass. A Journal-bearing, which see.
Journal-packing. Waste, wool, or other fibrous mate
rial saturated with oil or grease, with which a journal-box
is filled to lubricate the journal. See 14, figs. 188, 139.
See Side-journal Spring.
Journal-spring. A spring which supports part of the
weight of a car and is placed directly over the journal,
and whicli usually rests on the journal-box under the
truck-frame. Such springs are sometimes placed above
the truck-ixame and supported by straps, and the weight
of the car is transmitted to the journal-box by a vertical

KEE
pin or stirrup.
132.

See 78, figs. 88-90, 105, 106; 2, fig.

Keeper. " A ring, strap, pocket, or the like device for-detaining an object; as
1. "A jamb nut.
2. "The box on a door-jamb into which the bolt of a
lock protrudes when shot.
8. "The latch of a hook, which prevents its accidental
disengagement."—Knight. See
Berth-latch Keeper.
Flush-bolt Keeper.
Clearstory Window-latch
Head-board-coupling
Keeper.
Keeper.
Door-bolt Keeper.
Sliding-door-latch
Door-latch Keeper.
Keeper.
Door-lock Keeper.
Sofa-bolt Keeper.
Keg-shaped Spiral-spring'. A spring wound into a coil.
the iorm of which resembles a keg or cask. This was
patented by W. P. Harwell in 1876. See fig. 196.
Key. " In r general sense, a fastener ; that which fastens ;
as a piece ol wood in a frame of a building."— Webster.
Hence, a pin inserted in a hole in a bolt, and used to se
cure the bolt or its nut.
" An instrument for opening or shutting a lock by
pushing the bolt one way or the other."— Webster. See
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Master Car-builderc'
Brake-shoe Key.
Standard JournalJournal-bearing Key.
bearing Key.
Journal-bearing StopMaster-key.
key.
Seat-lock Key. Stop-key.
Key-bolt. A bolt perforated near the end to receive a key
which takes the place of a nut. See fig. 782.
Key-hole Plate. An Escutcheon, which see.
King-bolt. A large bolt which passes through the bolster
of a car-body and the centre of a truck, and which unites
the one to the other so that the truck can turn about
the bolt. Often called a centre-pin. See 18, figs. 55-72;
16, figs. 216, 219, 222, 229, 281 ; 0, figs. 233, 235.
King-bolt Plate. A plate attached to the top of the floor
of a car and which covers the head of the king-bolt. By
removing the plate the king-bolt can be withdrawn. See
17, figs. 216, 219, 220, 239, 10, fig. 233.
King-post. A post or distance-piece between a truss-rod
and the chord of a truss or a trussed beam. If one such
piece is used in the centre of a rod or a pair of rods, it is
called a king-post; if two, they are called queen-posts.
In car construction they are made in two ways ; one ad
justable, so that they may be lengthened or shortened,
and the other without adjustment. See 6, fig. 804.
Also see
Brake-beam King-post.
Cross-frame King-post.
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Truck-bolster King-post.
Truck-frame King-post.
the head so that they can be turned after they enter the
Knee. See Platform-hood Knee.
wood. See fig. 779.
Knee-iron. An L-shaped or angle-iron casting or forging Lambrequin. A cloth or drapery fastened over the upper
which is fastened to the corner where two timbers are
part of a window. It covers the rod and rings or roller
of the window curtains. See 28, fig. 300.
joined to strengthen the joint. See Sill Knee-iron.
Truck Knee-iron.
Lamp. "A vessel for the combustion of liquid inflam
Knob. See Berth Safety-rope Knob. Door-knob.
mable bodies for the purpose of producing light."—
Knob-escutcheon. A Door-latch Hose, which see.
Webster. See
Adjustable-globe Lamp.
Mail-car Lamp.
Alcove-lamp.
Plastered-lamp.
Bull's-eye Lamp.
Post-office-car Lamp.
Ladder. Bars of wood or iron attached to the side or end
Candle-lamp.
Side-lamp.
of a box-car so as to form steps by which persons may
Centre-lamp.
Signal-lamp.
climb to and from the top of the car. See 59, figs. 59,
Double-lens Tail-lamp.
Tail-lamp.
60-63, 65.
Loose-globe Lamp.
Train-signal Lamp.
Ladder-handle. A bent bar of iron fastened to the side, Lamp-alcove. A metal casing or lining for a recess in the
side of a car to contain a lamp. See Alcove. See fig.
end, or top of a car for persons to take hold of in going up
or down the ladder. See 60, figs. 59, 60, 63, 65.
492.
Ladder-rod. An iron Ladder-round, which see.
Lamp-arms. Rods by which a lamp is attached to the
Ladder-rounds. Bars of wood or iron which form the
ceiling of a car. See 4, figs. 470-472.
steps of a ladder. See 2, fig 14; 59, figs. 59-65.
Lamp-bottom. The lower portion of a lamp which is re
Ladder-sides. Vertical wooden pieces to which laddermovable, and which usually contains the wick, burner,
rounds are attached. See 1, fig. 14.
and oil, or the candle, which is burned. See 20, figs. 470,
Lag-screw. An iron bolt with a square or hexagonal head
472, 475, 476 ; figs. 483-485. See Candle-lamp Bottom.
and with a wood screw-thread cut on it and intended to Lamp-bracket. See Side-lamp Bracket.
screw into wooden objects. Lag-screws are round under Lamp-burner. That portion of a lamp by which the
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opening on the top of the reservoir is closed, which holds
the wick, and by which the latter is adjusted. See 8,
figs. 471-474 ; figs. 478-482.
Lamp-canopy. A Smoke-bell, which see.
Lamp-case. A box at the end of a street-car in which a
lamp is placed. The case has a glazed door on the inside
and usually colored glass on the outside for a signal or
to designate the line to which the car belongs. See 74,
figs. 750, 752.
Lamp-case Chimney. A metal pipe through which the
smoke and gases of a lamp escape from a lamp-case. See
76, figs. 750, 753. This is very similar to a Lamp-jack,
which see.
Lamp-case Door. A hinged sash which forms the front
of a lamp-case facing the inside of the car. The sash is
glazed with clear glass so as to allow the light of the
lamp to illuminate the car. See 75, fig. 752.
Lamp-case Door-holder. A hook or similar contrivance
for holding a lamp-case door open. The latter is usually
hinged on top so that the holder is attached to the ceil
ing of the car, so as to hold up the door. See fig. 769.
Lamp-case Eye. A metal catch or eye into which a lampcase hook engages in order to hold the lamp-case door
shut. See fig. 767.
Lamp-case Hook. A metal hook for fastening the lampcase door or holding it shut. See fig, 767.
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Lamp-chimney. A glass tube which incloses the flame
of a lamp and which conducts away the Bmoke and
gases. See 10, figs. 471, 474.
Lamp-chimney 'Bracket. A projecting metal arm at
tached to the side of a car by one end and which has a
chimney-holder at the other end by which a lamp-chim
ney is supported or held in its place on a lamp. See 12,
figs. 474, 475.
Lamp-chimney Holder. A short conical tube or ring made
of sheet metal, the upper edge of which is cut or serrated
or otherwise provided with projecting points, which act
as springs and grasp a lamp-chimney so as to hold it in its
place on the lamp. See 11, figs. 472, 474.
Lamp-chimney Reflector. A bright or polished metal
ring or plate which is placed near the top of a lampchimney to reflect the light downward. Usually it has
a hole in the centre in which the chimney is inserted.
See 15, figs. 472, 474.
Lamp-fount. A sentimental term for a Lamp-reservoir,
which see.
Lamp-globe. A glass or porcelain case or vessel inclosing
or surrounding the flame of a lamp or candle, and in
tended to protect the latter from wind. Lamp-globes are
usually globular in form but are often made of different
shapes, as pear-shape, melon-shape, etc. See figs. 487491. See
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Dcnible-cone Lamp-globe.
Melon-shaped LampEgg-shaped Lamp-globe.
globe.
Pear-shaped Lamp-globe.
Lamp-globe Chimney. A metal tube attached to the top
of a lamp-globe for conducting away the smoke. See 3,
figs. 470, 475.
Lamp-holder. See Side-lamp Holder.
Lamp-jack. A cap or covering over a lamp-vent on the
outside of a car to exclude rain and prevent downward
currents of air in the lamp. See 136, fig. 218 ; 27, figs.
296, 297. Also see Lamp-case Chimney.
Lamp-reflector. A polished surface placed either above
or on the side of a lamp to reflect the light. See 14, figs.
470, 493. See also Alcove-lamp Reflector.
Lamp-reservoir. The receptacle or vessel of a lamp, which
holds the oil or other combustible liquid. See 6, figs.
471, 474 ; 4:3, 484.
Lamp-ring. A metal ring at the base of a lamp, to which
the lamp-bottom or reservoir and lamp-globe are attached.
In centre-lamps the ring is supported by the lamp-arms.
See 5, figs. 470-472.
Lamp-shade. A conical-shaped reflector placed over -a
lamp to reflect the light downward, or hide it from the
eyes of those near. See 2, figs. 471, 494.
Lamp-stay. A horizontal bar of wood or metal by
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which a car-lamp is held so as to prevent it from swing
ing or shaking sideways, dee 1, fig. 470.
Lamp-vent. An opening, usually in the roof, through
which the gases and smoke from a lamp escape from a
car.
Lantern. A portable lamp, the flame or light in which is
protected from wind and rain by glass, usually in the
form of a globe. See figs. 500, 501. See
Conductor 's-lantern.
Railroad-lantern.
Fresnel-lantern.
Train-signal Lantern.
Tri-colored Lantern.
Latch. The primary sense of this word is—to catch, to
close, stop, or make fast ; hence, an attachment to a door,
window, etc., to hold it open or shut, is called a latch.
The ordinary distinction between a latch and a lock is
that a lock is opened with a separate key, whereas a
latch has no separate key. See
Berth-latch.
Rim-latch.
Clear-story WindowSafety-grate Latch,
latch.
Safety-strap Latch.
Cupboard-latch.
Saloon Stop-latch.
Door-latch.
Sliding-door Latch.
Lift-latch.
Spring Door-latch.
Night-latch.
Water-closet Latch.
Window-latch.
Lateral-motion. A movement sideways ; lateral-play ; end
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play. The terra is generally applied to the side or swing
motion of a truck transversely to the track. See Swingmotion.
I^ateral-motion Spring. A spring which acts between the
end of a truck swing-bolster and the truck-frame to pre
vent the former from swinging too freely. Usually, such
springs are of spiral form and are let into the end of the
truck-bolster. See 40, figs. 124, 126.
Lateral-motion Spring-pin. A pin in the centre of a
spiral lateral-motion spring which holds the latter in its
proper position. See 41, fig. 126.
Lateral-play. The side-motion of any part of a car or
machinery. The term is also used to designate the space
left to permit of such side-motion ; as, the difference in
length between a journal and its bearing, or the space
left between a swing-bolster and a truck-frame to allow
the bolster to swing sideways. See Lateral-motion. Endplay.
Lead-lined Journal-bearing. A journal-bearing which
has the surface which comes in contact with the axle
covered with a thin layer of lead. The object in using
a soft metal like lead is that it may fit itself to the jour
nal as soon as the bearing is subjected to wear. Such
bearings were patented by Mr. D. A. Hopkins, and are
often called Hopkins journal-bearings.
Lead-seal. A lead disc made with two holes, which pass
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through the seal edgewise, in which the two ends of a
piece of twisted wire are inserted. The lead is then
pressed down on the wire with a seal press so that the wire
cannot be withdrawn without defacing the seal. See
figs. 539, 540.
Leakage-valve, for Westinghouse Car-brake. A small
valve placed between the triple-valve and the brake-cyl
inder to prevent the leakage from the pipes from operat
ing the triple-valve and thus applying the brakes. See
26, fig. 663 ; figs. 705, 737.
Leakage-valve Cap, for Westinghouse Car-brake. A
screw-plug which is screwed into the top of the chamber
which contains the leakage-valve. See 18, fig. 705.
Leakage-valve Case, for Westinghouse Car-brake. A
small hollow metal cylinder, the inside of which forms
a chamber which contains the leakage-valve plug. See
15, fig. 705.
Leakage-valve Plug, for Westinghouse Car-brake. A cyl
indrical piece of metal which forms the moving part of
a leakage-valve. See 14, fig. 705.
Leather. See Piston-packing Leather. Packing-leather.
Piston-rod-packing Leather.
Leather Bell-cord. See Bell-cord.
Leather-seat. A Dust-guard Bearing, which see.
Ledge. See Window-ledge.
Left-chamber Cap, of Air-pump for Westinglwuse-braice.
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A screw-plug which is screwed into the top of a discharge
passage, over the lower discharge-valve, and which forms
a cover to the passage. See 30, fig. 065 ; fig. 692.
Left-hand Brace-pocket.
A brace-pocket for a brace
which inclines from the bottom toward the left, when a
person on the outside is looking toward the car. If the
brace inclines toward the right it is called a right-hand
pocket. The same kind of pockets can be used at each
end of the same brace. A right-hand pocket is shown at
40, fig. 69. If the brace were on the other side of the
post and inclined the opposite way the pocket would be
left-hand.
Left-hand Seat. A car-seat with a stationary back in such
a position that the seat-end is on the left side of a per
son sitting on the seat. In fig. 229, 123 is a right-hand
w.t, and 123' a left-hand seat. In figs. 296-298, 26 is a
right-hand, and 26' a left-hand seat. See also figs. 406,
407.
Left-hand Seat-end. A seat-end which is on the left side
of a person sitting in a seat which has a stationary or
non-reversible back. See figs. 407, 409.
Leg. See Seat-leg.
Lens. See Fresnel-lens.
Letter-board. A horizontal board under the cornice on the
outside of a passenger-car body, and extending its whole
length, on which the name or initials of the company to
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which the car belongs, or other lettering, is usually
painted. Also called a frieze. The term frieze, how
ever, applies more properly to the space between the cor
nice and windows. See 91, figs. 215, 219, 225, 226 ; 46,
figs. 750, 752, 753.
Letter-box Plate. See Drop-letter-box Plate.
Lever. " In mechanics, a bar of metal, wood, or ether sub
stance, turning on a support called a fulcrum."— Web
ster. See
Brake-lever.
Floating-lever.
Centre Brake-lever.
Hand-car Lever.
Cylinder-lever.
Release-lever.
Door-shaft Lever.
Roof-lever.
Eccentric-lever.
Tripping-lever.
Uncoupling-lever.
Lever-casting. See Eccentric-lever Casting.
Lever-faucet. A self-closing faucet wliich is shut by a
spring and opened by the movement of a handle or lever.
Also called telegraph-faucet. See fig. 428.
Lever-frame, for Hand-car. A wooden frame, shaped
somewhat like a letter A, on top of a hand-car, which
supports the lever-shaft and lever. See 17, 18, figs. 772775.
Lever-frame Cap, for Hand-car. A short horizontal piece
of timber, which forms the top member of a lever-frame
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of a hand-car, and to which the lever journal-bearings
are fastened. See 18, figs. 772-775.
Lever-frame Post, for Hand-car. An inclined wooden
post which forms the upright member of a lever-frame
of a hand-car. See 17, figs. 772-775.
Lever-frame Tie-rod, for Hand-car. A vertical rod by
which the lever-frame cap of a hand-car is bolted to the
floor-frame of the car. See 25, figs. 772, 773.
Lever-guide. See Brake-lever (Juide.
Lever Hand-car. A hand-car which is worked by levers
connected to cranks. These levers are sometimes placed
horizontally, and sometimes they are vertical. See figs.
44, 46.
Lever-handle, for Hand-car. A cylindrical wooden bar
attached to the levers of a hand-car to take hold of in
working the levers and propelling the car. See 20, figs.
772, 775.
Levor-shaft, for Hand-car. A short iron shaft to which
the levers of a hand-car are attached and which forms a
fulcrum on which they work. See 21, figs. 772, 773.
Lever-shaft Bearings,/or Hand-car. Cast-iron boxes or
clamps by which the lever-shaft of a hand-car is held in
its place and in which it works. See 22, figs. 772-775.
Lid. See Water-closet-seat Lid.
Lift. A finger-hold attached to windows and windowblinds to take hold of in raising or lowering them. Seo
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Double Window-blind
SingleWindow-blind Lift.
Upper Window-blind
Lift.
Lift.
Flush Window-lift.
Window Bar-lift.
Lower Window-blind
Lift.
Window-blind Lift.
Window Lift.
Lift-latch. A lock, the latch of which is lifted by turning;
the knob instead of sliding it. See figs. 529, 530.
Lift-latch Lock. " A lock in which the latch is pivoted
and lifted free of the keeper, passing through a notch in
the box instead of being simply retracted."—Knight.
Similar to figs. 529, 530.
Light. " A window ; a place that admits light to enter ; a
pane of glass."— Webster. See End Roof-light.
Lining. See Head-lining. Inside-lining.
Lining-strips. Wooden or metal strips put on the inside
of freight or baggage cars to protect the inside of the car
from being injured by freight or baggage. See 54, figs.
56, 58. Lining strips serve very much the same purpose
as inside-lining.
Link, " A short connecting piece of circular or other
equivalent shape ; as one of the oval rings or divisions of
a chain."—Knight.
A short bar with an eye at each end for connecting:
two things together or for supporting one from another.
See
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Brake-block SuspendingDraw-hook ancTLink.
Eccentrir.-lever Link.
link.
Fast Coupling-link.
Chain Coupling-link.
Coupling-link.
Hanger-link.
Crooked Coupling-link.
Triple Coupling-link.
Link-hanger. A Swing-hanger, which see.
Lintel. See Door-lintel. Window-lintel.
Lock, " In its primary sense, is anything that fastens, but
we now appropriate the word to an instrument composed
of springs, wards, and a bolt, used to fasten doors,
chests, and the like. The bolt is moved by a key."—
Webster. See
Barrel Seat-lock.
Mortise-lock.
Berth-lock.
Padlock.
Car-door Lock.
Babbeted-lock.
Dead-lock.
Rim-lock.
Door-lock.
Sash-lock.
Freight-car Lock.
Seal-lock.
Fixed Freight-car Lock.
Seat-lock.
Lift-latch Lock.
Sliding-door Lock.
Spring Door-lock.
Lock-chain. A chain by which a padlock is fastened to a
car. See 76, fig. 59.
Lock Eye-bolt. An eye-bolt used instead of a staple for a
lock.
Lock-seal. A piece of glass, lead, or paper, which forms
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a seal for a lock, so that the latter cannot be opened
without its being known. The seal is so attached to the
lock that the latter cannot be opened, or its bolt with
drawn, without defacing or destroying the seal.
Lodging-car. A passenger or box car fitted up with sleep
ing-accommodations for men at work on the line of a
road.
Long Brake-rod. A rod on the Stevens-brake which con
nects two levers, one on each truck, together. See 12,
fig. 643.
Long Seat-end. A vertical frame of wood or iron which
supports the end of the car-seat and also forms the arm or
seat-end. See 3, fig. 401. See also Short Seat-end.
Long Brake-shaft. A vertical brake-shaft which extends
up above the top of a car and has the brake-wheel on the
upper end, so that the brakes can be applied by a person
on the roof of the car. See 94, figs. 55, 84 ; 152, figs. 215,
217, 219, 223.
Longitudinal-seat. A seat which extends lengthwise of a
car. Such seats generally have their backs against the
sides of the car. See 34, figs. 750-752.
Longitudinal-step. A board which extends along the side
of an open car, or a car with doors on the side. The board
is used as a step in getting on or off the car, and also for
passing from one end of the car to the other. Shown in
figs. 39, 40.
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Longitudinal-step Bracket. A bar of iron which is bent
at right-angles and attached to the side of a car-body and
supports a longitudinal-step. Shown in figs. 39, 40.
Loose Berth-hinge. A berth-hinge the two parts of which
are detachable. See fig. 352. See Berth-hinge. Fast
Berth-hinge.
Loose-globe. A lamp-globe which can be readily removed
from a lamp. See fig. 475.
Loose-globe Lamp. A lamp or lantern in which the globe
is attached to the frame by springs, screws, or catches,
so that it can be easily removed. See fig. 473.
Loose-joint Butt-hinge. A butt-hinge the two parts of
which are fastened together by a pin in such a way that
they can be readily detached or so that a door can be
lifted off its hinges when desired. See fig. 510. See also
Fast-joint Butt-hinge.
Loose-pin Butt-hinge. A butt-hinge the two parts of
which are fastened together by a pin which can be
readily lifted out and the two parts thus be detached.
See fig. 511.
Loughridge Air-brake. A system of continuous brakes,
invented and patented by Mr. Wm. Loughridgo, which is
operated by compressed air. The air is compressed by
an air-pump worked by an eccentric on one of the axles
of the engine and is stored up in a tank on the engine or
tender. When the brakes are applied, the compressed
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air is conveyed from the tank by pipes connected to
gether between the cars by flexible hose to cylinders
with pistons under each car, by means of which the press
ure of the air is communicated to the brake-levers and
thence to the brake-shoes.
Lower Arch-bar. See Inverted Arch-bar.
Lower-berth. The bed nearest the floor in a sleeping-car.
See 1, figs. 296-298. See Berth.
Lower Brake-rod. A rod which connects the two brakebeams or levers on the same truck. When one brakelever only is used on each truck the rod is attached at one
end to the lever and at the other end to the opposite
brake-beam. When two levers are used, the rod is at
tached to each lever. See 97, figs. 88-129 ; 5, figs. 687644 ; 14, figs. 660, 661.
Lower Brake-shaft-bearing. An eye or support near the
lower end of a vertical brake-shaft, on or against wliicb
the latter revolves, and which is thereby held in its place.
The support for a brake-shaft at the lower end is
called a brake-shaft step. A lower bearing is above the
step. See 97, figs. 60,61, 63; 155, figs. 215, 217; 124,
figs. 751, 753.
Lower-cap, of Triple-valve for Westinghovse Car-brake. A
screw-plug which is screwed into the lower end of the
main cap of a triple-valve. The lower-cap closes the
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chamber which contains the graduating-spring and forms
a bearing for the latter. See 9, figs. 704, 711.
Lower-chord. The lower outside member of a truss. See
14, figs. 805, 807, 808, 809. (The distinction between a
lower-chord and a truss-rod, in trusses like that repre
sented in figs. 804, 806, is not very clear.)
Lower Corner-plate. A corner-plate attached to the out
side of a car at the lower end of a corner-post, or to the
outside and end sills where they join each other. See
57, figs. 55, 59.
Lower Discharge-valve, of Air-pump for Westinghousebrake. A puppet-valve at the bottom of the air-pump,
through which the air below the piston escapes. See 33,
fig. 665 ; fig. 695.
Lower Boor-panel. The panel next above the bottom-rail
of a door. See 10, fig. 502.
Lower Door-sash. The lower section or part of a doorsash which is made in two parts. See 13, fig. 502.
Lower End-panel. The lowermost outside-panel on the
end of a street-car. See 30, fig. 753.
Lower Outside-paneL The lowermost panel in the outside
of a street-car. It is usually made concave. See 28, figs.
m. 752.
Lower Seat-back Bail A horizontal wooden strip which
forms the bottom rail of a seat-back. See 40, figs. 750,
752. See Upper Seat-back Rail.
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Lower Steam-valve, for Engine of Westinghouse-brake.
A small piston by which 6team is admitted to and ex
hausted from the lower end of the steam-cylinder of an
engine for a Westinghouse-brake. See 14', figs. 666,
677.
Lower Steam-valve Bushing, for Engine of Westing
house-brake. A ring or hollow metal cylinder in which
the piston that forms the lower steam-valve works.
See 18, fig. 665 ; fig. 681.
Lower Swing-hanger Pivot. A pin, bolt, or bar, by
which a spring-plank is attached to the lower end of a
swing-hanger and on which it swings. See 48, figs.
108, 127.
Lower Wainscot-rail. A longitudinal wooden bar or rail
fastened to the posts on the inside of a passenger-car
immediately above the truss-plank, and extending from
one end of the car to the other. See 74, figs. 225, 226 ;
2, figs. 299-301.
Lower Window-blind. The lower section of a windowblind which is made in two parts. See 140, figs. 215, 219,
222; 18, fig. 301.
Lower Window-blind Lift. A metal catch or finger-hold
attached to a lower window-blind for raising and lower
ing it. The lifts for lower blinds differ from those for a
single-blind in having a lug or ledge which engages
with the upper blind when the lower one is raised up
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cylinder or chamber which contains the triple-valve-pis
half-way, and thus the upper one is raised with the
lower one. See 26, fig. 301 ; flg. 323.
ton. See 6, fig. 704 ; fig. 708.
Main-carline. A carline which is made stronger than the
Lubricant. A substance used for lubricating.
Lubricator. An instrument used for applying a lubricant.
ordinary carlines so as to support the roof of a freightSee Automatic-lubricator.
car and tie the two plates together. See 82, figs. 61, 64.
Lug-bolt. See Strap-bolt.
Main-rafter. A Main-carline, which see.
L-window-button. A catch shaped somewhat like a letter Main-reservoir, of Westinghouse-brake. A cylindrical
vessel or tank made of boiler-plate and usually carried
'L, and attached to a window-post for holding up a win
dow. See fig. 307.
on a.locomotive to hold a supply of compressed-air for
operating the brakes. See 1, figs. 055-657.
Male Centre-plate. The body and truck centre-plates are
M
sometimes called male and female. See Body CentreMachine-bolt. A bolt with a metal thread cut on it and plate. Truck Centre-plate.
with a square or hexagonal head. See figs. 776, 777.
Malleable Brake-shoe. A brake-shoe made of cast-iron
Hail-car. A car for carrying mails. See fig. 6. Such cars
and then annealed so as to give it some of the properties
are used only for carrying mail-bags and are not used for
of wrought- iron.
distributing mail-matter. Distributing mail-cars are Man-hole. An opening in a boiler or tank through which
a man can creep to the inside. The tanks for tank-cars
called Post-office Cars, which see, See also Combined
Baggage and Express or Mail Car.
always have man-holes on top. See 110, figs. 73, 76.
Mail-car Lamp. See Poat-office-car Lamp.
Man-hole Cover. A plate or lid to close a man-hole. See
Hail-catcher. A contrivance consisting of a bent iron bar,
111, figs. 73-76.
attached to the door of a mail or post-office car, for tak Man-hole Cover-chain- A chain with which a man-hole
cover is fastened to a tank to prevent it from falling off
ing up or " catching " mail-bags while the train is in mo
the tank when the man-hole is opened.
tion. See figs. 5. 250.
Main-cap of Triple-valve, for Westinghouse-brake. A Man-hole Hinge. A hinge by which a man-hole cover is
attached to a man-hole ring. Seu 113, figs. 73, 74.
screw-plug which is screwed into the lower end of the
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Man-hole Ring. A metal ring riveted around a man-hole,
and which forms a seat for the cover. See 112, figs.
78-76.
Man-killers. Dead-blocks, -which see.
Master Car-builders' Standard-axle. This term is used
to designate the form and dimensions for car-axles recom
mended by the Master Car-builders' Association in 1873.
These are given in fig. 143.
Master Car-builders' Standard Journal-bearing. A form
and size for journal-bearings recommended by the Master
Car-builders' Association. Its dimensions are given in a
lithograph published by that Association. See 7, figs.
138, 139 ; fig. 141.
Master Car-builders' Standard Journal-bearing Key. A
form and size for -journal-bearing keys recommended by
the Master Car-builders' Association. Its dimensions are
given in a lithograph published by that Association. See
8, figs. 138, 139 ; fig. 142.
Master Car-builders' Standard Journal-box. A form and
size for journal-boxes recommended by the Master CarBuilders' Association. It is represented in a lithograph
published by the Association. See 10, 10, figs. 138, 139 ;
fig. 140.
Master Car-builders' Standard Pedestal. A form and
size for pedestals recommended by the Master Car-Build
ers' Association. Its dimensions are represented in a
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lithograph published by the Association. See 18, figs.
138, 139.
Master-key. "A key which commands many locks of a
certain set, the keys of which are not interchangeable
among themselves. While neither one of a series of keys
may suffice to open any lock, besides the one for which it
is constructed, a master-key is one which may operate
any one of the set."—Knight.
Mat. See Floor-mat. Wooden Floor-mat.
Match-lighter. A Match-striker, which see.
Match-plate. A Match-striker, which see.
Match-striker. A metal plate with a rough surface, or a
piece of sand-paper, for rubbing matches on. See fig. 432.
Match-striker Frame. A metal frame for holding a piece
of sand-paper on which matches are lighted. See fig.
433.
Melon-shaped Lamp-globe. A glass or porcelain globe
shaped like a melon. See fig. 488.
Member. See Compression-member. Tension-member.
Metal Screw-thread. A form of screw-thread used when
both the male and female screws are made of metal.
Metal threads are made oi the same size as the spaces be
tween them, whereas the spaces between wood screwthreads are made wider than the projections. Metal
threads are shown in figs. 776-778, 794-798. See also
Sellers System of Screw-threads.
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Metal-seal. See Car-seal. Lead-seal.
Middle Corner-plate. An outside corner-plate attached to
a corner-post of a freight-car about half-way between its
upper and lower ends. See 56, figs. 55, 59.
Middle Door-panel. A panel near the middle of a door.
See 11, fig. 502.
Middle Door-rail. A horizontal piece or bar of wood in
termediate between the top and bottom rails of a door.
See 148, figs. 218, 222, 223, 230 ; 6, fig. 502 ; 81, fig. 753.
Middle of Axle. The portion of a car-axle between the
hubs of the wheels. See 1, fig. 143. See Car-axle.
Middle Safety-beam. A safety-beam which is intended to
hold the centre-axle of a six-wheeled truck in case it
should break. It is attached to the two transoms. See
52, fig. 120.
Middle-transoms, for Six-wheeled Trucks. ' The two crosspieces of a six-wheeled truck-frame nearest its centre.
These are sometimes made of iron to allow the two
swinging spring-beams to be connected to each other by
the bolster-bridge. See 21, fig. 129.
Milk-car. A car for carrying milk in cans. Such cars are
usually built with end-platforms, similar to baggage-cars,
and are provided with the same kind of springs aspassenfcr-cars. See fig. 17.
Miller Car-coupler. An arrangement for coupling cars au
tomatically, used
w;tii the Miller platform
It
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consists of two heavy iron hooks, which act as draw-bars
and which are made to engage with each other by two
springs when the cars come together. See figs. 282-289.
Miller-platform. A platform for passenger-cars designed
and patented by Mr. E. Miller, and arranged so that the
line of draft and the compressive strains on the car are
in a direct line with the sills of the car. See figs. 282-289.
Mine-car. A small car used for carrying minerals in coal,
iron, or other mines. Such cars usually have four wheels.
See fig. 80.
Mirror. A looking-glass.
Mirror-frame. A frame for holding the glass of a mirror.
Mirror-frame Spring. See Mirror-sash Holder.
Mirror-plate. A looking-gla>-s without a frame. When
such glasses are used to form a panel in the side of a car
they are generally set without a frame.
Mirror-sash. A frame of a mirror which covers a lampalcove in the side of a car. The frame is made to slide up
and down like a window-sash. See fig. 375.
Mirror-sash Holder. A spring for holding up a mirrorframe when the latter is arranged .as a sliding panel in
the side of a car. See fig. 376.
Monitor-top. A Clear-story, which see.
Mortise-lock. " A lock adapted to be inserted into a mor
tise in the edge of a door, so as only to expose the selv
age or edge-plate."'—Knight. See fig. 525.
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Motion. See Lateral-motion. String-motion.
Mould. See Chill-mould.
Moulding. " A mode of ornamentation by grooved or
Bwelling bands or forms, following the line of the ob
ject."—Knight.
A strip of wood which forms an ornamental band,
"following the line of the object," as of a cornice, a
window, or door. See
Clear-story Eaves-mouldSeat-baek Moulding.
ing.
Window Cove-moulding.
Eaves-moulding.
Window-moulding.
Platform-hood Moulding.
Window-sill Moulding.
Moulding-joint Cover. A piece of wood, metal, or other
material usually made in some ornamental design for
covering the joints of two pieces of moulding. See
Window-moulding-joint Cover.
Movable Foot-rest. Two horizontal wooden bars under
neath a car-seat, and attached to two iron bars which are
pivoted in the centre so that one of the former can be ad
justed to a comfortable position for the passengers occu
pying the next seat, or be moved out of the way, if de
sired. See 8, fig. 400.
Muley-axle. An axle without collars on the outer ends of
the journals. See fig. 144.
Mullion. A slender bar between panes of glass or panel
work. See
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Door-mullion.
Window-blind Mullion.
Door-window Mullion.
Window-mullion.
Muntin. A corruption of the word mullion.

N
Nail. " A small pointed piece of metal, usually with a
head, to be driven into a board or other piece of timber,
and serving to fasten it to other timber."— Webster. See
Clinch-nail. Head-lining Nail.
Name-panel. A panel, usually of a circular or elliptical
form, on the outside of a passenger-car body below the
windows, on which the name or number of the car is
usually painted. See 72, fig. 219.
Name-panel Frame. A wooden moulding which incloses
a panel on the centre and outside of a passenger-car body
below the windows. The panel usually contains the num
ber or name of the car, and is commonly of an oval or
circular form. See 73, fig. 219.
Name-plate. A metal plate with the name of a person or
thing on it, as of the maker or patentee of a car or part of
a car, the name of a railroad, etc. See Door Natne-plate.
Narrow-gauge. The distance between the heads of the
rails of a railroad when it is less than 4 ft. 8% in. See
Gauge.
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Narrow-tread WheeL A wheel with the ordinary width
of tread, which is usually about 5 inches.
Neck Door-bolt. A door-bolt made with an off-set or bend
as shown in fig. 515.
Neck of Axle. The portion of a car-axle just inside of the
hub of the wheel See 2, fig. 143.
Needle-beam. A Cross-frame Tie-timber, which see.
Nest-spring. A spiral spring with one or more coils of
springs inside of it. See figs. 190, 193, 195, 198, 199. Also
sec
Double-coil Nest-spring.
Quadruple-coil NestEqual-bar Nest-spring.
spring.
Triple-coil Nest-spring.
Netting. See Basket^rack Netting.
Night-latch. A spring door-lock which requires a key to
be opened from the outside, but which can be opened from
the inside without one. See fig. 527. Also called a
spring door-lock.
Nipple. A short wrought-iron pipe with a screw-thread
cut on the outside of each end. It is used for connecting
pipe-fittings, such as couplings, tees, etc. , of wrought-iron
pipes together or with some other object, as a tank, a
heater, etc. See fig. 622. See Auxiliary-reservoir Nip
ple. Brake-hose Nipple.
Nosing, of a Lock. A Keeper, which see.
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Nosing, of a stairs. The part of a tread-board which pro
jects beyond the riser. See 2, fig. 244.
Notice-plate. A plate placed on a door or other part of a
passenger-car with a notice of some kind to passengers
inscribed thereon. See fig. 503.
Nozzie. See Tank-nozzle.
Number. See Berth-number.
Nut. "A small block of metal or wood containing a con
cave or female screw."— Webster. See 1, figs. 776-778.
See
Eccentric-lever Nut.
Piston-rorl JYirf.
Packing-nut.
P.ston-rod-packing Nut.
Release-rod Nut.

Oil-box. A Journal-box, which see.
Oil-car. A car made especially for the transportation of
mineral oil. Some cars intended for this purpose are
made with large tanks for receiving the oil in bulk ;
others are made for carrying barrels of oil. See Tankcar, figs. 22, 73-76.
Oil-cellar. A cavity in the lower part of a journal-box for
collecting the oil and dirt which runs off the axle at the
dust-guard. See 28, fig. 151. The oil-cellar is below the
space occupied by the axle-packing.
Oil-cup, for Air-cylinder of West inghouse-brake. A small
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metal cup attached to an air-pump to hold oil for lubri
cating an air-piston. See fig. 739.
One-horse Street-car. A street-car which is drawn by one
horse. See fig. 41. See Bob-tail Street-car.
Open-door Stop. A block of iron or wood fastened to the
side of a freight-car to prevent a sliding-door from sliding
too far when it is opened. See 71, figs. 55, 60, 69.
Opener. That which opens. See Clear-story Windowopener. Ventilator-opener. Windovxrpener.
Open-mouth Draw-bar. A draw-bar with a head which is
open on the sides.
Open Plate-wheel. A light cast-iron single-plate wheel,
for street-cars, with openings cast in the plate between
the ribs, as shown in figs. 172 and 173.
Open Return-bend. A short cast-iron tube made of a (Jshape for uniting two wrought-iron pipes. The pipes are
screwed into the casting. It differs from a close returnbend in having the arms separated from each other, See
fig. 618.
Ore-car. A car made especially for carrying iron or other
ores. Ordinary gondola cars, which are sometimes lined
with sheet-iron, and drop- bottom and tip cars are also
used for this purpose.
Ornament. See Corner-post Ornament.
Outer-hung Brake. When the brake-shoes and beams are
attached to the outside of the wheels of a truck or four-
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wheeled car it is called an outer-hung brake. When theshoes and beams are between the wheels it is an innerhung brake. Figs. 637, 638, 640-644 represent outer-hung
brakes.
Outside Body-truss-rod. When two or more truss-rods
are used under each side of a car-body, those farthest
from the centre are called outside body-truss-rods.
Outside-casing, for Baker Car-heater. The outside shell
or covering for a Baker heater. It is made of Russia
iron, and bent and riveted into the form of a frustrum of
a cone. See 6, figs, 581, 587.
Outside End-piece, of Truck-frame. The cross-piece of a
wooden truck-frame next to the end of the car.
Outside-panel. A panel in the outside of a passenger or
street-car under the windows. Those between the win
dows are called outside window-panels. See 67, figs.
215, 219, 228 ; 27, figs. 750, 752. Also see Lower Outsidepanel.
Outside Top-plate, for Spear Heater. A cast-iron plate
which forms the top of the outside casing of a Spear
heater. See 10, figs. 550-554 ; fig. 557.
Outside-transoms, for Six-wlieeled Truck. The two tran
soms farthest from the centre of the truck. See 22, fig.
129.
Outside Wheel-piece Plate. An iron plate fastened to the
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outside of a wheel-piece to strengthen it. See 11, figs.
128, 129.
Outside "Window-panel. A panel on the outside of a
passenger-car between the windows. See 68, figs. 215,
219, 226.
Outside Window-sill. A horizontal piece of wood or iron
under a window on the outside of a car and on which the
sash rests. See 77, figs. 225, 226.
Outside Window-stop. A wooden strip attached to a
window post on the outside of a window-sash to hold the
latter in its place. See 84, figs. 225; 51, figs. 750, 752.
Oval Coupling-pin. A Flat Coupling-pin, which see.
Over-hung Door. A sliding-door which is hung from or
supported on a rail above the door. The door in figs. 60
and 09 is over-hung. If the door is supported by a rail
below it is called an under-hung door.

Packing. Journal-packing, which see.
Packing-expander. A spring or other contrivance for
spreading out the packing of a piston or valve so as to
make them fit air-tight. See Brake-hose-coupling Pack
ing-expander.
Packing-gland. See Piston-rod Packing-gland.
Packing-leather. A dust-guard is sometimes called a
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packing-leather. See Piston-packing Leather. Pistonrod Packing-leather.
Packing-nut. See Piston-rod Packing-nut for Westinghouse-brake.
Packing-ring. See Piston-packing Ring. Rubber Pack
ing-ring.
Packing-ring, of Clutch-coupling of Westinghouse-brake.
An india-rubber ring in a coupling-case which forms a
seat for a coupling-valve, and also makes a tight joint
between the two parts of the coupling. See 8, figs. 715,
722.
Packing-ring Washer, for Clutch-coupling of Westing
house-brake. A circular metal ring or washer which
rests on the packing-ring of a clutch-coupling and which
forms a bearing for the projections on the coupling-cap
by which the packing-ring is held in place. Sec 7, figs.
715. 721.
Padlock. A lock having a semi-circular link jointed at
one end so that it can be opeDed, the other end of the
link being fastened by a bolt. Such locks are used to
secure a hasp or the like on a staple or similar device by
passing the link through the staple. See fig. 536. See
Dead Padlock. Spring Padlock.
Pair of Trucks. A pair of truc!;s means two truckframes, each with two or more pairs of wheels, etc.,
complete for an entire car, and does not mean one
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truck-frame with wheels and axles for one end of a car
only.
Pair of Wheels. This term is used to designate two car
wheels fitted on one axle. Two pairs of wheels means
two axles, with two wheels fitted to each of them.
Palace-Car. An extravagant term used to designate a car
which is fitted up with more than ihe ordinary amount
of ornament and elaborate finish and furniture. The
term is applied to sleeping as well as day cars. See figs.
1, 2, 3.
Pan. See Water Alcove-pan. Ice-pan.
Panel. 1. .A board inserted in the space left between the
stiles and rails of a frame or between mouldings. Some
times metal plates are used for this purpose.
2. The space between two vertical posts or braces and
the. two chords of a truss. The distance a, b, figs. 808,
809 is a panel. See
Clear-story End-panel.
Inside Frieze^panel.
Clear-story Side-panel.
Inside Window-panel.
Door-case Panel.
Lower End-panel.
Door-case Seat-panel.
Lower Outside-panel.
Door-case Top-panel.
Middle Door-panel.
Door-panel.
Name-panel.
End-panel.
Outside-panel.
End Seat-panel.
Outside Window-panel.
End Window-panel.
Twin Door-panels.
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Upper Door-panel.
Ventilator-panel.
Upper End-panel.
Wainscot-panel.
Window-panel.
Panel-furring. Horizontal bars or strips of wood between
the posts of a passenger-car, and to which the outside
panels are nailed. When a strip is made continuous and
extends from one end of the car to the other, and is
notched into the posts, it is called a panel-rail. See 59,
figs. 215, 218, 221, 226 ; 33, fig. 752. See Windowpanel
Furring.
Panel-frame. See Name-panel Frame.
Panel-lamp. An Alcove-lamp, which see.
Panel-rail. A long wooden bar which extends the whole
length of a passenger-car body on the outside, and is
notched into the posts under the windows, and to which
the panels are nailed. See 66, figs 215, 218, 221, 225, 226.
Panel-strip. A narrow piece of wood or metal with wiicii
the joint between two panels, or a panel and a post, on
the outside of a car, is covered. See 69, figs. 215, 219,
228 ; 32, fig. 750.
Paper-wheel. A car-wheel with a steel tire and a centre
formed of compressed paper held between two plate-iron
discs, as shown in fig. 176, which represents a section of
a paper-wheel. The part 6, 6, is made of compressed
paper.
Paragon Spiral-spring. A spiral car-spring made of a
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bar of metal whose section resembles a figure 8, which
is wound on a mandrel edgewise to form the coil. See
figs. 203, 204.
Parallel Brake-hanger. A bar or link attached to a brakebeam so as to cause the latter and the brake-head and
shoe to maintain the same relative positions when the
brakes are released. The object of this is to provent the
upper end of the brake-shoes from coming in contact
with the wheel when the brakes are released. See 15,
figs. 629-631.
Parallel Brake-hanger Carrier. A bar which is attached
to the truck-frame and has an eye or other device by
means of which a parallel brake-hanger is suspended or
attached to the truck-frame, See 16, figs. 629, 630.
Parallel Brake-hanger Eye. A bar or bolt by which the
lower end of a parallel brake-hanger is attached to a
brake-beam. See 17, figs. 629-631.
Parting-rail. A rail between the bottom and middle or
middle and top rails of a door or partition. See 7, fig.
502.
Parting-strip. A long thin piece of wood which acts as a
distance-piece between two objects, as a window and
a window-blind. See Sash Parting-strip.
Passenger-car. A railroad-car used for carrying passen
gers. Such cars are fitted with seats, windows, and
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other conveniences for the accommodation of passengers.
See fig. 4.
Passenger-car Truck. A truck for carrying a passengercar body. Such trucks are made so as to give the cat an
easy and agreeable motion. They have two sets of springs,
one under the truck-bolster between the two truck-frames,
and the others attached to the outside truck-frames,
and have swing-motion bolsters. Figs. 115-129 are illus
trations of different kinds of passenger-car trucks.
Pawl. "A pivoted bar adapted to fall into the notches or
teeth of a wheel as it rotates in one direction, and to re
strain it from back-motion. Used in windlasses, cap
stans, and similar machinery."—Knight. See
Brake-pawl.
Jointed Top-pawl.
Jointed Side-pawl.
Side-pawl.
Pawl, for Ratchet-wheel of Winding-shaft. A latch which
secures the ratchet-wheel of a winding-shaft from turn
ing. See 131, fig. 77.
Pear-shaped Lamp-globe. A glass or porcelain lampglobe shaped like a pear, See fig. 490.
Pedestal. A casting of somewhat the form of an inverted
letter fl bolted to a truck-frame, and which holds the
journal-box in its place and allows it to have a vertical
movement. See 5, figs. 88-94, 115-129 ; 18, figs. 138,
189. See Equalizing-bar Pedestal. Master Car-builders'
Standard-pedestal. The two projections of a pedestal
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are called pedestal-horns, and the space between them a
jaw. In Great Britain, pedestals are called horn-plates,
and are there made of wrought-iron.
Pedestal-box. A Journal-box, which see.
Pedestal-brace. A diagonal bar or rod bolted by one end
to the lower end of a pedestal, and at the upper end to
the truck-frame, its object being to hold or strengthen
the pedestal. See 8, figs. 77-79 ; figs. 118-125, 138, 129.
Pedestal Brace-tie-bar. An iron bar or rod bolted to the
bottom of two or more pedestals on the same side of a
truck, and extending upward from the end pedestals to
the truck or car frame, and thus forming a brace. It is
& pedestal-brace And a pedestal tie-bar combined in one
piece. See 166, fig. 77 ; 8', fig. 127.
Pedestal-horns. The projecting parts of a pedestal be
tween which the journal-box works. See 100, fig. 131 ;
19, fig. 139.
Pedestal-jaw. The opening in a pedestal between the
horns, which receives a journal-box. See 101, fig. 131.
Pedestal Stay-rod. A transverse rod attached to the
pedestal tie-bar on each side of a truck so as to prevent
the lower ends of the pedestals from spreading apart.
See 167, figs. 77-84 ; 7, figs. 122-126, 128, 129.
Pedestal Tie-bar. An iron bar or rod bolted to the bot
tom of two or more pedestals on the same side of a truck
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or car, thus holding or tieing them together. See 168
fig. 82 ; 6, figs. 88-107.
Pedestal-timber. A longitudinal timber sometimes used
on four-wheeled cars, which is placed under the floor or
alongside the sill and to which the pedestals are bolted.
See 169, figs. 82-84. This term is also used to designate
the Wheel-piece of trucks, which see.
Perforated Smoke-pipe Casing. An outside pipe which
incloses a smoke-pipe of a stove. The casing is per
forated with holes through which the air circulates and
thus comes in contact with the pipe. The casing also
protects the wood-work of the car from the heat of the
pipe. See 9, fig. 553.
Perforated-veneer Seat. A seat made of several thin
boards glued together, so that the grain of the various
pieces runs in different directions and perforated with
holes. See fig. 402.
Piece. See
Centre-piece.
End-piece.
Distance-piece.
Wheel-piece.
Pillar. 1. " A kind of irregular column.
2. "A supporter ; that which sustains or upholds ; that
on which some superstructure rests."— Webster. Seo
Transom-pillar.
Pin. " A peg or bolt of wood or metal having many
uses."—Knight. See
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some couplings the thread at one end is right hand and
Brake-block Pin.
Flat Coupling-pin.
the other left hand, but generally they are both rightCentre-pin.
Journal-box-cover Hingehand threads. See fig. 633. Also see Reducing PipeCoupling-pin.
pin.
coupling.
Door-pin.
Lateral-motion SpringPipe-reducer. A Reducing Pipe-coupling, which see. See
Eye-head Coupling-pin.
pin.
also Bushing for Pipes.
Fast Coupling-pin.
Solid-liead Coupling-pin.
Pinion, for Handcar. The smaller cog-wheel for a hand Pipe Screw-threads. Screw-threads used for connecting
wrought-iron pipes together. Such screws are cut " ta
car which is attached to the axle of the car, and into
which the larger wheel on the crank-shaft gears. See 4,
pered ;" that is, the end of the pipe, or the inside of the
coupling where the thread is cut, forms part of a cone,
figs. 773-774.
so that in screwing up the pipe a tight joint can be
Pipe. " A tube for conveyance of water, air, or other
made. Pipe-threads are of a V-shape, sharp at the top
fluids."—Knight. See
and bottom, and their sides stand at an angle of 60° to
Brake-cylinder Pipe.
Hot-air Pipe.
each other. The following is the number of threads per
Brake-pipe.
Smoke-pipe.
inch for pipes of different sizes. The size given is the
Cold-air Pipe.
Steam-pipe.
diameter of the inside of the pipe.
Conductors'-valve Dis
Stove-pipe.
AMERICAN STANDARD SYSTEM OF PIPE-THREADS.
charge-pipe.
Supply-pipe.
Conductors'-valve Pipe.
Triple-valve Branch-pipe.
No. ofthreads
No. of threads
Discharge-pipe.
Waste-pipe.
Size of pipe.
Size of pipe.
per in.
per in.
Exhaust-pipe.
Water-drip Pipe.
Guard-pipe.
Urinal-drip Pipe.
Hln.
87
11M
Urinal Ventilating-pipe.
Hi!
18
11*4
18
Pipe-coupling. A short cast-iron tube with a thread cut on
11*4
2
14
2)4
to
8
in.
the inside at each end, and which is screwed on the ends
14
74 "
of two pipes and used for uniting them together, or unit
ing one pipe with another object, as a cock or valve. In Pipe-stay, for Creamer-brake. A cast-iron eye or plate
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by which the guard-pipe is fastened to the hand-rail. Piston Follower-bolt, for Westinghouse Driving-wheel
Brake. See 10, fig. 749.
See 16, fig. 646.
Pipe-strap. An iron band for fastening a pipe against or Piston Follower-bolt, for Westinghouse Tender-brake.
See 9, fig. 728.
to some other object. See Single Pipe-strap. Double
Piston Follower-plato. A meta. plate oolted to the front
Pipe-strap. See figs. 615, 616.
side of a piston to hold the packing in its place. See 8,
Pipe-support, for Baker Heater. A cast-iron stand screwed
to the floor of a car, and with a receptacle at the top to
fig. 730.
receive and hold a pipe. See fig. 612.
Piston Follower-plate, for Westinghouse Car-brake. See
Pipe-turnbuckle. A short tube with a right-hand screw
8, fig. 730.
on the inside at one end and a left-hand screw on the I Piston Follower-plate, for Westinghouse Driving-wheel
other end. The ends of two rods are screwed into the
Brake. See 7, fig. 749.
Piston Follower-plate, for Westinghouse Tender-brake.
ends of the turnbuckle. Similar to fig. 791.
Piston. An arrangement consisting usually of a metal
See 7, fig. 728.
disc with packing, etc., made so as to fit air-tight and Piston-head. A metal disc attached to a piston-rod and
which forms the main portion of a piston. See 3', fig.
work back and forth in a cylinder. See 7 and 8, fig. 665.
The metal disc is called & piston-head. See
730. See Air Piston-head. Steam Piston-head.
Piston-head, for Lower Steam^valve for Engine of WestAir-piston.
Steam-piston.
Reversing-piston.
Triple-valve Piston.
inghouse-brakc. See 14', fig. 677.
Piston-head, for Upper Steam-valve for Engine of WestPiston, for Westinghouse Car-brake. See 3, fig. 730.
inghouse-brake. See 14, fig. 677.
Piston, for Westinghouse Driving-wheel Brake. See 3,
Piston-head, for Westinghouse Car-brake. See 3', fig. 780.
fig. 749.
Piston-head, for Westinghouse Driving-wheel Brake. See
Piston, for Westinghouse Tender-brake. See 3, fig. 728.
Piston Follower-bolt. A bolt used to fasten a piston fol
3', fig. 749.
Piston-head, for Westinghouse Tender-brake. See 3', fig.
lower-plate to a piston-head. Sep 11, fig. 730.
Piston Follower-bolt, for Westinghouse Car-brake. See
728.
i Piston-packing Expander. A steel spring made of a rod
11, fi~. 7S0.
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of round steel bent into a circular form and placed in
side of the piston packing-leather so as to expand it and
keep the piston tight. See 10, fig. 730.
Piston-packing Expander, for Westinghouse Car-brake.
See 10, fig. 730.
Piston-packing Expander, for Westinghouse Drivingwheel Brake. See 9, fig. 749.
Piston-packing Expander, for Westinghouse Tenderbrake. See 10, fig. 728.
Piston Packing-leather, for Westinghouse Car-brake. A
circular piece or ring of leather which is pressed into
the cylinder so that a section of one side of the ring is of
an L-shape, and which is attached to and surrounds the
piston and bears against the inside surface of the cylin
der so as to make the former work air-tight in the latter.
See 9, fig. 730.
Piston Packing-leather, for Westinghouse Driving-wheel
brake. See 8, fig. 749.
Piston Packing-leather, for Westinghouse Tender-brake.
See 8, fig. 728.
Piston Packing-ring. A circular metal ring of rectangular
section which is placed in grooves in the edge of a pistonhead to make it wor'x air-tight in its cylinder. The rings
are cut in two diagonally at one point so that they may be
sprung apart, or, if compressed, will spring open. See
figs. 873, 678.
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Piston Packing-ring, for Air-piston of Westinglunisebrake. See 9', figs. 665 ; fig. 673.
Piston Packing-ring, for Lower Steam-valve for Engine of
Westinghouse-brake. See 16, figs. 665, 677 ; fig. 679.
Piston Packing-ring, for Piston of Triple-valve for West
inghouse-brake. See 11, fig. 704 ; fig. 713.
Piston Packing-ring, for Reversing-piston of Engine for
Westinghouse-brake. See 21, fig. 665, 683 ; fig. 684.
Piston Packing-ring, for Stetim-piston of Westinghousebrake. See 9, fig. 665.
Piston Packing-ring, for Upper Steam-valve for Engine
of Westinghouse-brake. See 15, figs. 665, 677 ; fig. 678.
Piston-rod, for Engine and Air-pump of Westinglwusebrake. A rod to which the piston in the steam-cylinder
and the piston in the air-cylinder of an engine and
air-pump of a Westinghouse-brake are attached. The
force exerted by the steam on the piston in the steamcylinder is transmitted to the piston in the air-cylinder
by the rod. See 7", figs. 665, 671.
Piston-rod, for Westinghouse Car-brake. A rod to which
the piston of a car-brake cylinder is attached, and by
which the power exerted against the piston is trans
mitted to the cylinder-levers. See 3", fig. 730.
Piston-rod, for Westinghouse Driving-wheel Brake. See 8",
figs. 747, 749.
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Piston-rod, for Westinghou.se Tendar-brake. See 3", fig.
728.
Piston-rod Nut, for Air-pump of Westinghouse-brake. A
screw-nut on the lower end of the piston-rod and which
holds the air-piston on the rod. See 25, fig. 665.
Piston-rod Packing-gland, for Engine and Air-Pump of
Westinghouse-brake. A metal ring which encircles the
piston-rod, and which is forced into the stuffing-box and
against the packing, which is thus compressed by the
packing-nut. See 28, fig. 665.
Piston-rod Packing-leather, for Westinghouse Drivingwheel-brake. A circular piece or ring of leather which is
pressed or moulded so that a section of one side of the
ring is of an L-shape, and which surrounds the piston-rod
and is attached to the lower cylinder-head by a nut. The
leather bears against the piston-rod and thus makes an
air-tight joint through which the rod works. See 12,
fig. 749.
Piston-rod Packing-nut, for Engine and Air-pump of
Westinghouse-brake. A nut which screws on the stuff
ing-box of the piston-rod and by which the packing is
compressed around the piston-rod so as to make a steamtight joint in which the rod works. See 27, fig. 665 ;
fig. 689.
Piston-rod Packing-nut, for Westinghouse Driving-wheel
Brake. A nut which is used for holding the piston-rod
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packing-leather in its place, which thus makes an air
tight joint in which the piston-rod works. See 11, figs.
747, 749.
Piston-sleeve, for Westinghouse Tender-brake. A hollow
casting resembling a tube which is attached to the end
of the piston-rod. See 6, figs. 727, 728.
Pit See Ash-pit.
Pitching-roof. A roof formed of one or more inclined
plane surfaces. The term is used to distinguish a roof
formed of plane surfaces from one formed of curved or
arched surfaces. See figs. 68, 64, 65, 71, 72.
Pivot. " A pin or short shaft on which anything turns."
— Webster. See
Clear-story WindowUpper-berth-rcst Pivot.
pivot.
Ventilator-pivot.
Lower Sioing-hanger
Window-pivot.
Pivot.
Upper Swing-hanger
Seat-back Arm-pivot.
Pivot.
Pivot-plate. See Seat-back-arm Pivot-plate. Window
Pivot-plate. Ventilator Pivot-plate.
Plank. " A broad piece of sawed timber, differing from a
board only in being thicker. In America, broad pieces
of sawed timber, which are not more than an inch or an
inch and a quarter thick are called boards ; like pieces
from an inch and a half to three or four inches thick are
called planks."— Webster. See
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Framed Spring-plank.
Swing Spring-plank.
Spring-plank.
Truss-plank.
Flank Car-root A roof made of a single layer of planks
which are tongued and grooved, and extend from the
comb of the roof to the eaves. The joints of the planks
are covered with sheet metal.
Plastered-lamp. A lamp with ai fixed globe which is fastened to a lamp-frame with plaster of Paris.
Plate. 1. "A piece of metal, flat or extended in breadth.
2. "In architecture, the piece of timber which sup
ports the ends of the rafters. "--Webster.
3. In car-building, a horizontal piece of timber on top
of the posts of a car-body, to which they are attached,
and on which the roof carlinesi or rafters rest. See 46,
figs. 55-34 ; 98, figs. 215, 218, 221, 222, 225, 226 ; 47, figs.
750, 752. See
Base-plate.
Buffer-plate.
Berth-latch Face-plate.
Centre-plate.
Body-bolster Truss-plate.
Chafing-plate.
Body Centre-plate.
Clear-story Plate.
Bogus-plate.
Corner-plate.
Bolster-plates.
Coupling-pin CJiafingBottom Stove-plate.
platc.
Brake-block SuspendingCoupling-pin Plate.
plate.
Dead-block Face-plate.
Buffer-block Face-plate.
Door-sash Plate.
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Door-shaft Crank-plate.
Draw-bar Chafing-plate.
Draw-bar Face-plate.
Draw-bar Follower-plate.
Draw-bar Friction-plate.
Drop-letter-box Plate.
End-plate.
Face-plate.
Flag-holder Plate.
Follower-plate.
Friction-plate.
Frieze ventilator Plate.
Inscription-plate.
Inside Top-plate.
Inside Wheel-piece Plate.
Inverted Truss-rod-plate.
Keyhole Plate.
Kingbolt Plate.
Letter-box Plate.
Lower Corner-plate.
Male Centre-plate.
Match-plate.
Mirror-plate.
Name-plate.
Notice-plate.
Outside Top-plate.

OutsideWlieel-pie.ce Plate.
Piston Follower-plate.
Pivot-plate.
Reversing-valve Plate.
Seat-back-arm Pivotplate.
Seat-back-arm Plate.
Seat-leg Plate.
Sliding-door-latch Plate.
Stop-plate.
Striker-plate.
Suspending-plate.
Table-hook Plate.
Table-leg-hook Plate.
Threshold-plate.
Tie-plate.
Transom Chafing-plate.
Truck-bolster Chafingplate.
Truck Centre-plate.
Uncoupling-lever Plate.
Uncoupling-lever Trun
nion-plate.
Upper Comer-plate.
Ventilator-pivot Plate.
Ventilator-pla ie.
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Water-closet Door-plate
Winding-shaft Plate.
Wlieel-pieee Plate.
Window-blind-bolt Plate.
Wheel-plate.
Window-latch Plate.
Window-pivot Plate.
Plate-rod. A horizontal metal rod which passes through
two plates of a car-body to tie them together. See 47,
figs. 69, 71, 73
Plate-wheeL A car-wheel of which the centre portion
is formed of a disc or plate instead of spokes. See figs.
154-164, 170-181. Sae
Combination Plate-wheel.
Open Plate-wheel.
Double Plate-wheel.
Single Plate-wheel.
Platform. See Car-platform. Miller-platform.
Platform End-timber. A cross-timber at the outer end of
a car-platform. See 38, figs. 213-232 ; 103, figs. 750-758.
Platform-floor. The floor at the end of a passenger or
street car, outside of the car-body. This floor is supported
by the platform-timbers and draw-timbers. See 34, figs.
215-232 ; 104, figs. 750-752.
Platform-gate. A gate used to close the entrance to a
pl.itforr.i on passenger or street cars. It is closed to pre
vent people from getting on and off at that end. See 43,
fig. 228.
Platform-hood. A cover or canopy attached to the end of
a car-body, and projecting over and covering tho plat
form to protect passengers from rain or snow. They are
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made of either wood or sheet-iron. When it consists of
an extension of the main roof of a car it is called a plat
form-roof ; but when it is a separate part, and fastened to
the car-body, as is usually the case on street-cars, it is
called a platform-hood. See 107, figs. 219, 223; 115,
figs. 750, 753.
Platform-hood Bow. A bent wooden or iron bow which
forms the outer edge of a platform-hood, and to which
the platform-hood carlines are fastened. Soe 108, figs.
219, 223 ; 116, figs. 750, 753.
Platform-hood Carlines. Transverse-timbers which sup
port the roof of a wooden platform-hood. Soe 117, tig.
750.
Platform-hood Frame. An iron frame for supporting a
hood which projects over the platform of a passengercar.
Platform-hood Knee. An L-shaped piece of wrought-iron
by which a platform-hood is fastened to the car-body.
See 118, figs. 750, 758.
Platform-hood Moulding. A small wooden moulding
used to cover the nails with which the roofing canvas
is fastened around the edge to the roof of a platformhood. It corresponds with a roof-moulding. See 110,
figs. 750, 758.
Platform-hood Post. An upright iron bar or rod which is
attached either to the platform or to the platform rail
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ing, and which supports a platform-hood. See 100, figs.
chain is intended to prevent passengers from falling off
219, 223, 228.
the platform. See 42, figs. 217.
Platform-post. An upright iron post on the end plat Platform-roof. That portion of a car -roof which projects
over the platform. When this consists of an extension
forms of cars to which the railing is attached. See 39,
of the main roof of the car it is called a platform-roof,
figs. 215, 217, 219, 223, 228 ; 108, tigs. 7.30, 751, 753.
but when it is a separate canopy or cover, fastened to the
Platform-rail. A wrought-iron bar fastened to the tops of
car-body, as is usually the case o:i street-cars, it is called
the platform-posts, the whole forming a railing on the
a platform-hood. See 103, figs. 215, 217, 228,.229.
end of a car-platform. On steam-cars an opening is gen Platform-roof Carline. A timber which 'forms part of a
erally left in the middle of the railing so as to allow per
platform-roof, and which supports the roof-boards. See
sons to pass from one car to another. The railing is
104, figs. 215, 229.
therefore made in two parts, and two platform rails are Platform-roof End-carline. The carline at the end of a
used. On street-cars no such passage-way is left, and the
roof which projects over the platform. See 105, figs.
railing is therefore made continuous, and the rail is in
215, 229.
one piece. The outside ends of the platform-rails of Platform-sills. Short longitudinal pieces of timber framed
steam-cars are usually carried down to the end-timber,
into or bolted to the end-sills and platform tend-timbers
so as to form the outside post, but on street-cars they are
of a passenger or street car to sustain the floor of the
not, but the outside end is attached to an ordinary post.
platform. See 37, figs. 215, 216, 217, 281.
See 41, figs. 215, 217, 219, 223, 223 ; 110, figs. 750, 751, Platform-steps. The stairs at each corner of a passenger758.
car which afford the means of ingress and egress. See
Platform-railing. An inclosure consisting of iron posts
45, figs. 215, 217, 219, 223. On street-cars, one step only
and rails on the end of a platform of a car to prevent
is used, and it is usually made of plate-iron. See 114,
persons from falling off. See engravings of passenger
figs. 750-753.
and street Cars, figs. 215-228 ; Z50-753.
Platform Tie-rods. Horizontal rods which pass through
the platform end-timbers for the purpose of holding
Platform Railing-chain, A chain connecting the two
them and the other portions of the frame of the car se
sections of the platform-rails of a passenger-car. The
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curely together. See 162, figs. 220, 223 ; 51, figs. 282, 283,
285.
Platform-timbers. Pieces of timber attached to the bot
tom of a car-frame at each end outside of the draw-tim
ber, and projecting beyond the end of the car, and which
help to support the platform. They extend usually from
the platform end-limbers to the bolster or, in street-cars,
to one of the transverse floor-timbers. See 35, figs.
215-231 ; 101, figs. 751-753.
Platform-timber Band. A band made of plate-iron which
covers and embraces the outer end of a platform endtimber of a street-car. See 105, figs. 750-753.
Platform-timber Clamp. A U"snaPed iron clamp or bolt
with which a platform-timber is fastened to the end-sill
of a car. See 36, figs. 216, 229, 231, 232 ; 102, figs.
750-753.
Platform Trap-door. A door which covers the space occu
pied by the steps, and thus extends the platform out to
the side of the car. See 3, fig. 244.
Platform Truss-beam, for Miller-platform. A short trans
verse piece of timber attached to the outer ends of the
draw-timbers and which forms the bearing or abutment
of the platform truss-rods. See 22, figs. 232, 2S3, 284.
Platform Truss-rod, for Miller-platform.. A rod which is
fastened at one end to the body-bolster or centre-sills,
then passes through or over the end-sill and from there
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downward, and is fastened at the other end by a nut to
the platform truss-beam. Its use is to support the plat
form and prevent it from sagging. See 23, figs. 282-285.
Play. See End-play. Lateral-play.
Plow. See Snow-plow.
Plug. Besides its usual meaning, it designates a short
solid metal cylinder, with a screw on the outside and a
square or hexagonal end to take hold of with a wrench.
It is screwed into the end of a pipe or hole in a plate,
etc., to close the opening. See fig. 625. See Basinplug. Four-way-cock Plug. Leakage-valve Plug.
Plush. " A species of shaggy cloth or stuff with a velvet
nap on one side, composed regularly of a woof of a single
thread and a double warp ; the one, wool of two threads
twisted, the other of goat's or camel's hair. But some
plushes are made wholly of worsted, others wholly of
hair."— Webster. Plush is used in car-building chiefly as
a covering for seats.
Pocket. This term is used to designate any object with a
cavity or opening which forms a receptacle to hold any
thing in its place, as a
Brace-pocket.
Left-hand Brace-pocket.
Corner-post Pocket.
Post-pocket.
Double Brace-pocket.
Right-hand Brace-pocket.
Draw-bar-spring Pocket.
Spring-pocket.
Draw-timber Pocket.
Stake-pocket.
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Poke-hole Funnel. A conical-shaped lining for an open
ing in a stove through which a poker is inserted to stir
the fire. See fig. 5,"8.
Pole. See Ridge-pole.
Post. A piece of timber or metal set upright and intended
to support something else, as the posts of a house ; the
posts of a door ; the posts of a gate ; the posts of a
fence ; the posts of a bridge. See 12, fig. 808. See
Body-post.
Lever-frame Post.
Body Queen-post.
Platform-hood Post.
Brake-beam King-post.
Platform-post.
Clear-story Post.
Queen-post.
Corner-post.
Sub-post.
Door-post.
Truck-bolster King-post.
Hand-rail Post.
Truck-frame King-post.
Hat-post.
Truck-frame Queen-pott.
Window-post.
Postal-car. See Post-office Car.
Post-bracket, for Creamer-brake. A cast-iron ledge to
which the cross-bar of a Creamer-brake is attached.
Such brackets are made with bosses which embrace the
end-posts, to which they are fastened by set-screws. See
3, fig. 646.
Post-office Car. A car for carrying mail-matter, and fitted
up with boxes ar d other conveniences for assorting and
distributing the mails. See fig. 5.
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Post-office Car-lamp. A lamp used in assorting letters and
performing the other duties of tho mail agents in postoffice cars. See fig. 494.
Post-pocket. An iron casting which is attached to the out
side of the sill of a carto receive and hold a post. Such
pockets are more commonly used with cattle-cars, and
are very similar to stake-pockets. Shown on the side of
the car in fig. 24.
Pot. See Fire-pot.
Potter Draw-bar. A draw-bar made with a pair of ears
on each side. To one pair of these a link is attached per
manently, and to the other pair, and to the centre, other
links can be coupled. The draw-bar wa3 named after
the inventor. See figs, 261-264, 269.
Press. See Seat-press.
Press-beam. A Compression-beam, which sec.
Pressure-gauge, for Baker Car-heater. An ordinary
steam-gaugo attached to one of the pipes of a Baker
heater to show the pressure in the inside of the pipt s.
See 30, fig. 581, 609.
Profile-carline. A carline extending from one plate to the
other and bent so as to conform to the shape or profile
of the sides and roof of the clear-story. See fig. 247.
Pull. '• A catch or lip upon a drawer, door, or window,
by which it is pulled open."—Knight. See
Clear-story Window-pull.
Door-pull.
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Drawer-pull.
Windmv-blind Pull.
Pulley. " A wheel with a grooved, flat, or slightly convex
rim, adapted to receive a cord or band which runs over
it. Its function is to transmit power or change the di
rection of motion."—Knight. See
Bell-cord Pulley.
Chain Pidley.
Berth-chain Pulley.
Side-pulley.
Pull-iron. A lug, socket, or eye-bolt attached to the end
or side of a car, near the corner, for attaching a hook
and chain by which the cars are pulled with horses or
mules. Often a lug or socket is cast on the lower out
side corner plate for this purpose. See 58, figs. 69,
70, 71.
Pull-ring-. A metal ring with a screw attached by which
it is fastened to any' object, as a sash, drawer, etc., to
take hold of in opening it. See fig. 332. See Clear-story
Window-pull.
Pump. See Air-pump and Engine, complete. Car-pump.
Wash-room Pump.
Punch. See Bell-punch.
Purlin. A longitudinal piece of timber over the rafters,
extending from one end of a car-roof to the other and to
which the roof-boards are fastened. Sometimes called a
roof-strip. See 83, figs. 64, 70, 71, 72.
Push. Baggage-car. A light car used at stations for mov
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ing baggage or freight from one train to another. It is
moved or pushed by hand. Similar to fig. 48.
Push-car. A four-wheeled car used to carry materials
and tools for workmen, and which is moved or pushed
by hand. See fig. 48. Also see Ferry Push-car.
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Quadruple-coil Nest-epring. A Quadruple-coil Spiralspring, which see.
Quadruple-coil Spiral-spring. A spiral-spring composed
of four coils of different diameters, the smallest ones
being successively inside of the larger ones. See fig.
199.
Quadruplet of Springs. Four elliptic springs coupled
together side by side so as to act as one spring. See.80,
figs. 122-124, 128, 129. Similar to fig. 186.
Queen-post. One or two vertical posts of a truss or trussbeam against which the diagonal members bear. When
one post only is used, it is called a King-post, which see.
Such posts are used for the truss-rods under car-bodies
and trucks. See 6, fig. 806. See Body Queen-post. In
verted-body Queen-post. Truck-frame Queen-post.
Queen-post Stay. A rod or bar attached to a queen-postrto
prevent it from moving Literally. See Body Queen-post
Stay.
Quintuplet of Springs. Five elliptic springs coupled
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together side by side in a group so as to act as one spring*
Similar to 80, figs. 122-124, or fig. 186.
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Babbet. "A rectangular groove made longitudinally along
the edge of one piece to receive the edge of another. It
is common in paneling, and in door-frames for the dcor
to shut into."—Knight. Rabbet is a corruption of the
word rebate.
Babbeted-lock. " A kind of lock whose face-plate is sunk
within a rabbet cut in tne edge of a door."—Knight. See
fig. 524.
Back. 1. ''A frame for receiving various articles."— Web
ster.
2. '* In machinery, a rectilineal sliding-piece, with teeth
cut on its edge for working with a wheel." —Brande.
See
Basket-rack.
Card-rack.
Bibce-racn.
Towel-rack.
Brush-and-comb Back.
Window-latch Rack.
Badiator, to go under seats with Baker Car-heater. A
piece of iron pipe bent into a U -shape, which is laid
under the seats of a car, and through which the hot
water from a Baker heater circulates, and from which
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the warmth is radiated. Shown in fig. 580. See also fig.
610.
Radiator-stand, for Baker Car-heater. A support for the
hot-water pipes of a Baker heater, by which the heat is
distributed or radiated in a car. See figs. 611, 618, 614.
Rafter. A timber which supports the roof of a car, and
which extends part way across the top, or from the plate
to the riuge of the roof or to the base of the clear-story.
When such timbers extend all the way across they are
called carlines. See 101, figs. 215, 218, 221, 222, 224* 228,
230. See Main-rafter.
Bail. " The horizontal part in any piece of framing or
paneling."— Webster. See
Back-seat-bottom Rail.
Guide-rail.
Back Seat-rail.
Hand-rail.
Belt-rail.
Inside Hand-rail.
Body Hand-rail.
Lower Seat-back Rail.
Bottom-rail.
Lower Wainscot-rail.
Clear-story Bottom-rail.
Middle Door- rail.
Door-case IntermediatePanel-rail,
rail.
Parting-rail.
Door-case Top-rail.
Platform-rail.
Door-rail.
Sash-rail.
Fender-rail.
Seat-back Rail.
Front Seat bottom Rail.
Seat-bottom Rail.
Front Seat-rail.
Seat-rail.
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Step Hand-rail.
Upper Seat-back Rail.
Top Door-rail.
Upper Wainscot-rail.
Top End-rail.
Wainscot-rail.
Top Side-rail.
Window-blind Bail.
Upper Belt-rail.
Window-rail.
Hailing. "A series of rails: a fence."— Webster. See
Platform-railing. Step-railing.
Bailing-chain, See Platform Railing-chain.
Railroad-car. See Car.
Railroad-lantern. A lantern used by train-men and other
employes of railroads, in the performance of their duties
at night, to give light and signals. See fig. 500.
Raised-roof. A Clear-story, which see.
Ratchet. See Bottom-ratchet. Uncoupling-lever Ratchet.
Ratchet-wheeL See Brake Ratchet-wlieel.
Windingshaft Ratchet-wheel.
Rattan Car-seat. A car-seat made of strips of rattan
woven together. See fig. 403.
Rattan Floor-mat. A floor-mat made of rattan. See
Floor-mat.
Rebate. " In architecture the groove or channel sunk on
the edge of a piece of timber."— Webster. Sometimes
written Rabbet, which see.
Receiving-valves, of Air-pump for Westinghouse-brake.
Puppet valves, one of which is placed at the top and the
other at the bottom of the air-pump cylinder, and which
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admit the air into the cylinder. See 34, fig. 665 ; fig.
696.
Recording-cell. A bell attached to a bell-punch or
other instrument on which the conductor records the
fares collected. The bell is intended to indicate or an
nounce to the passengers that the conductor has recorded
the fares received.
Reducer. A Reducing Pipe-coupling, which see. Also see
Bushing.
Reducing Pipe-coupling. A pipe-coupling which is larger
at one end than at the other for uniting two pipes of dif
ferent diameters. Similar to fig. 623.
Reducing Tee or T*. A T-shaped cast-iron tube for unit
ing one pipe at right angles with two others in the same
line, and which are not all of the same size. See fig.
621.
Reflector. "A polished surface for reflecting light."—
Webster. See Lamp-reflector. Alcove-lamp Reflector.
Lamp-chimney Reflector.
Refrigerator-car. A car for carrying perishable articles,
such as fruits, meat, etc., and constructed with com
partments in which ice is carried to preserve the freight
while in transit. Such cars are usually made with double
floor, sides, and roof, so as to keep the ice from melting.
See fig. 18.
Register. An aperture for the passage of air, provided
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with suitable valves, doors, or sliding or revolving plates,
by which the aperture is opened or closed. See fig. 846.
See Frieze-ventilator Register. Ventilator-register.
Register-face. A grating with which the opening of a
register is covered. It is usually made of some ornament
al pattern. See 4, fig. 846.
Register-frame. A metal frame or box which incloses or
surrounds a register-opening. See 2, fig. 346.
Register-handle. A metal arm, lever, or knob, attached
to a register-valve, by which the valve is opened or
closed. See 1, fig. 846.
Register-valve. A slat or plate which is pivoted or
hinged so that it can be used to open or close the aper
ture of a register. See 3, fig. 346.
Regulating. The act of moving cars from one track to
another as in making up or separating trains and placing
the cars where they are needed. See also Switching.
Shunting. Drilling.
Release-lever, for Westinghouse Car-brake. A bent lever,
one end of which is attached to the cross-head, and the
opposite end to a spiral-spring which is compressed when
the piston is moved outward. By the action of the spring
and the lever, the piston is forced inward and the brakes
are released from the wheels when the compressed-air in
the cylinder has been allowed to escape. See 5, fig. 661 ;
12, fig. 729.
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Release-lever Rod, for Westinghouse Car-brake. A rod
attached to the front cylinder-head and which forms a
fulcrum for a release-rod. See 6, fig. 661 ; 13, fig. 729.
Release-spring. A spring usually attached to the endpiece of a truck for the purpose of throwing the brakes
off or out of contact with the wheels. The name is also
applied to any spring used to throw the brakes off from
the wheels. See 91, figs. 89, 115-129.
Release-spring, for Westinghouse Car-brake. A spiralspring which acts against the end of a lever so as to
move the brake-piston inward and thus release the
brakes from the wheels after the compressed-air is al
lowed to escape from the cylinders. See 8, fig. 661 ; 15,
fig. 729. See also Double Release-spring.
Release-spring Bracket, forWestinghouse Car-brake. An
iron lug or ear bolted to a front cylinder-head and to
which one end of a release-spring rod is attached. See
17, fig. 729.
Release-spring Nut, for Westinghouse Car-brake. A nut
which is screwed on a release-spring rod, and by which
the pressure of the release-spring is adjusted. See 18, fig.
729.
Release-spring Rod, for Westinghouse Car-brake. A rod
attached at one end to the end of a release-lever, and
which passes through the centre of a release-spring. The
latter is attached to the rod by nuts and washers by
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which the pressure of the spring against the lever is ad
justed. See 7, fig. 661 ; 14, fig. 729.
Release-spring Washer, for Westinghouse Car-brake. A
washer on a release-spring rod against which the spring
bears. See 16, fig. 729.
Reservoir. A place or receptacle where anything is kept
in store, as a tank or vessel. See Auxiliary-reservoir
for Westinghouse-brake. Main-reservoir. Lamp-reser
voir.
Reservoir Drain-cock, for Westinghouse-brake. A cock
attached to the reservoir under the car or to the brake
cylinder-head for exhausting the air from the reservoir
of the automatic-brake to let off the brake if accidentally
applied when disconnected from the engine. Similar to
fig. 740.
Reservoir Journal-box. See Top-reservoir Journal-box.
Rest. That which supports something or on which it
rests. See
Arm-rest.
Side-rest.
Berth-rest.
Stake-rest.
Sash-rest.
Upper Berth-rest.
Side Foot-rest.
Window-blind Rest.
Window-sash Rest.
Restaurant-car. A car provided with a kitchen and cook
ing appliances and arrangements for serving meals as in
a restaurant. See fig. 8. Hotel-cars also have similar
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arrangements for serving meals, but they also have sleep
ing berths which restaurant-cars have not.
Retaining-ring, for Wheel-tires. A metal ring which is
fastened to a wheel-centre and to the tire so as to hold
the two together. Usually such rings have projections
which fit into corresponding grooves, turned in the tire
and in the wheel-centres, so as to hold the tire in its
place in case it should break. See 1, figs. 180, 181.
Return-bend. A short cast-iron tube made of a (J -shape
for uniting the ends of two wrought-iron pipes. See
Close Return-bend. Open Return-bend.
Reversible-seat. A seat with a back which can be turned
so as to face either way. See figs. 400-403. See Car-seat.
Reversible Street-car. A street-car with a body mounted
on running-gear on which the body can be turned, or re
versed, at the end of its route. See fig. 42.
Reversing-cylinder, of Engine for Westinghouse-brake. A
small hollow metal cylinder placed in the steam-cylinder
head and in which the reversing-pistou works. See 19,
fig. 6Go ; fig. 682.
Reversing-cylinder Cap, of Engine for Westinghousebrake. A metal screw-plug which is screwed into the re
cess which receives the reversing-cylinder and holds the
latter in its place. See 22, fig. 605 ; fig. 680.
Reversing-piston, of Engine for Westinghouse-brake. A
small piston placed above the steam-valves and which
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moves the latter in one direction. The excess of stompressure on the under side of the upper steam-valve,
owing to its being larger than the lower one, moves them
upward when the pressure on the reversing-piston is re
leased. See 20, fig. 665 ; fig. 683.
Reversing-valve, for Engine of Westinghouse-brake. A
slide-valve which works in a small cylinder in the steamcylinder head, and which is operated by the piston.
This valve controls the admission and exhaust of steam
to and from the main steam-valves. See 13, fig. 665 ;
fig. 676.
Reversing-valve Bushing, for Engine of Westinghousebrake. A hollow cylinder or tube in which the revers
ing-valve works and which forms a lining for the recess
in the cylinder-head in which the valve is placed. See
23, fig. 665 ; fig. 686.
Reversing-valve Cap, for Engine of Westinghouse-brake.
A screw-plug which is screwed into the recess in which
the reversing-valve works and which holds the reversingvalve bushing in its place. See 24, fig. 665 ; fig. 687.
Reversing-valve Plate, for Engine of Westinghousebrake. A plate attached to the top of a steam-piston
and which moves the reversing-valve stem and valve.
See 10, fig. 665 ; fig. 674.
Reversing-valve Stem, for Engine of Westinghouse-brake.
A rod attached at the upper end to the reversing-valve,
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and which extends downward into a hole bored into the
piston-rod. The reversing-valve stem and valve art
moved by the piston at each end of its stroke. The ad
mission and exhaust of steam to and from the main
steam-valve is thus changed at each end of the stroke
of the piston, and by this means the main-valves are
made to admit steam, alternately, above and below the
steam-piston. See 12, fig. 665 ; fig. 675.
Revolving-chair. A chair mounted on a stand so that it
can turn on the latter. See fig. 404.
Revolving-chair Stand. A cast-iron post which supports
a revolving-chair. The post is attached to a plate, fast
ened to the floor, in whicli it turns. See fig. 393.
Revolving-chair-stand Base. A cast-iron plate which is
fastened to the floor of a car, and to which the chairstand is attached, and on which it turns. See 1, fig. 393.
Revolving-chair-stand Socket. A cast-iron post, with a
cup-shaped receptacle, which holds the seat of a revolv
ing-chair. See 2, fig. 393.
Rib. See Wheel-rib.
Ridge. See Roof-ridge.
Ridge-pole. A longitudinal timber on top and in the cen
tre of a roof, and on which the roof-boards rest. In some
cases the rafters are framed into the ridge-pole. See 84,
figs. 61, 64, 69, 71.
Right-and-left-screw Turnbuckle. A turnbuckle shaped
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somewhat like a link of a chain, with a right-hand screw
at one end, and a left-hand screw at the other. See fig.
791.
Bight Chamber-cap, for Air-pump of Westinghouse-brake.
A screw-plug screwed into the top of the chamber,
which receives the upper discharge-valve, and which
forms a cover to the chamber and a stop for the valve.
See 29, fig. 665 ; fig. 691.
Bight-hand Brace-pocket. A brace-pocket for a brace
which inclines from the bottom toward the right when a
person on the outside is looking toward the car. When
the brace inclines toward the left, it is called a left-hand
pocket. The same kind of pocket can be used at each
end of the same brace. See 40, fig. 69.
Bight-hand Seat. A car-seat with a stationary back in
such a position that the seat-end or arm is on the rijhthand side of a person sitting on the seat. In fig. 229,
123 is a right-hand seat, and 123' is a left-hand seat.
In figs. 296-298, 26 is a right-hand seat, and 26' lefthand. See also figs. 406, 407.
Bight-hand Seat-end. A seat-end which is on the righthand side of a person sitting in a seat which has a sta
tionary or non-reversible back. See figs. 406,408.
Bigid-bolster Truck. A car-truck with a bolster which
has no lateral or swing motion. Figs. 88-107 represent
rigid-bolster trucks.
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Bim-latch. A latch which is attached to the outside of a
door and is not let into it. See figs. 526-528.
Rim-lock. ' ' A lock having an exterior metallic case which
projectB from the face of the door, differing thus from a
mortise-lock."—Knight. See fig. 523.
Bim of Wheel. That portion of a car-wheel outside of tho
plate or spokes. When a separate tire is used, it is the
portion of the wheel between the plate or spokes and the
tire. See 23, fig. 138. See Face of Rim.
Bing. See
Grate-ring.
Pull-ring.
Helper-ring.
Retaining-ring.
Inside-ring.
Rubber Packing-iing.
Lamp-ring.
Stove-pipe Ring.
Man-hole Ring.
Top-ring.
Packing-ring.
Ventilator-ring.
Window-curtain Ring.
Ring, for Smoke-top of Baker Car-heater. A cast-iron
ring which is attached to a smoke-top to stiffen it, and
also to hold the feed-door. See 18, fig. 581 ; fig. 599.
Riser. See Step-riser. Seat-riser.
Bivet. " A pin of iron or other metal with a head drawn
through a piece of timber or metal, and the point bent
or spread and beat down fast to prevent it being drawn
out, or a pin or bolt clinched at both ends."— Webster.
See Coupling-link Rivet.
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Rocker, for Tip-car. A curved or crescent-shaped casting Rod. In car-building this term generally means a slen
on which the body of a tip-car rests, and on which it
der bar of iron. It is also used to designate such a bar
with a nut on each end in distinction from f, bolt which
rolls or rocks when the body is tipped. Sec 155, fig. 81.
Rocker-bearing, for Tip-car. A cast or wrought iron
has a head on one end and a nut on the other. See
plate on which a rocker rests and rolls when the carBasket-rack Rod.
Grain-door Rod.
Berth-curtain Rod.
Grate-rod.
body is tipped. See 156, fig. 81.
Rocker-bearing Timber, for Tip-car. A horizontal tim
Body-bolster Truss-rod.
Hand-car Truss-rod.
ber at the end of a tip-car on which the rocker-bearing
Body Truss-rod.
Inverted Body-truss-rod.
rests and which supports the rocker and the body of the
Brace-rod.
Lever-frame Tie-rod.
Brace Straining-rod.
Long Brake-rod.
car. See 157, fig. 81.
Rocker-bearing-timber Hangers, for Tip-car. Vertical
Brake-beam Truss-rod'.
Lower Brake-rod.
timbers or iron bars framed and bolted to the end-piece
Brake-block Tie-rod.
Pedestal Stay-rod.
of a tip-car frame and to which the rocker-bearing tim
Brake-rod.
Piston-rod.
bers are fastened. See 158, fig. 81.
Brake-shaft ConnectingPlate-rod.
Rocker Side-bearing. A metal rocker which forms a
rod.
Platform Tie-rod.
side-bearing for a car. Such rockers are sometimes sus
Candle-rod.
Platform Truss-rod.
pended like a pendulum and sometimes placed in a re
Centre Body-truss-rod.
Release-lever Rod.
verse position. See fig. 13G.
Connecting-rod.
Release-spring Rod.
Rocker-timbers, for Tip-car. Transverse timbers attached
Cyunter-braceRod.
Safety-beam Tie-rod.
to the under side of the floor-timbers of a tip-car, and to
Cross-frame Truss-rod.
Safety-beam Truss-rod.
which the rockers are attached. See 159, fig. 81.
Cylinder-lever Tie-rod.
Secondary Brake -rod.
Rocking-bar, for Grate of Baker Car-heater. A horizontal
Draw-rod.
Side Body-brace-rod.
bar which supports the grate, and on which the latter is
End Body-brace-rod.
Sill Tie-rod.
attached by a pivot in the eentre so that it can be turned
End-girth Tie-rod.
Sill-and-Plate Rod.
and thus shake the fire. See 16, fig. 581 ; fig. 597.
Floating Connection-rod.
Stay-rod.
Rock-plank. A Truss-plank, which see.
Girth Tie-rod.
Tank-valve Rod.
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Tie-rod.
Truss-rod.
Wheel-piece Tie-rod.
Towel-rod.
Transom Truss-rod.
Wheel-piece Truss-rod.
Window-curtain Rod.
Truck-bolster Truss-rod.
Soiled-axle. An axle made of rolled iron.
Boiler. " That which rolls ; that which turns on its own
axis ; particularly a cylinder of wood, stone, metal, etc."
— Webster. See
Door Friction-roller.
Sliding-door FrictionFriction-roller.
roller.
Side-bearing Roller.
Window-curtain Roller.
Boiler Side-bearing. A side-bearing with one or more
rollers on which the car-body rests. The rollers are used
so that the body will move freely on the bearings. See
fig. 135.
Boiler Side-bearing Casting. A casting for receiving or
holding balls or rollers which form a side-bearing. See
fig. 135.
Boof* " The cover or upper part of a house or other build
ing, consisting of rafters covered with boards, shingles,
or tiles, with a side or sides sloping from the ridge for
the purpose of carrying off the water that falls in rain or
snow."— Webster. See
Arched-roof.
Corrugated-metal CarCar-roof,
roof.
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Platform-roof.
Raised-roof.
Tin Car-roof.

Double-board Car-roof.
Pitching-roof.
Plank Car-roof.
Winslow Car-roof.
Boof-apron. A vertical or inclined metal or wooden
screen attached to the end of a passenger-car roof to pre vent cinders, rain, or snow from being driven on to the
platform and into the door-way. Sec 106, fig. 215.
Roof-boards. The boards which form a covering of a roof.
See 86, figs. 55-72 ; 102, figs. 215-230 ; 55, figs. 750, 752.
Roof-braces. Diagonal strips of wood or iron attached to
the top of the rafters or carlines under the roof-covering
to stiffen the roof. See 85, fig. 70.
Boof Corner-casting. A cast-iron moulding for the cor
ners of projecting-roofs which extend over the platforms
of passenger-cars. They are made rights and lefts to be
adapted to the two corners.
Roofing-canvas. A heavy duck for covering the outside
of the roofs of cars.
Boof-lever, for Creamer-brake. A horizontal lever at
tached near the projecting rcof of a car, and to which
the branch line from the bell-cord is connected. It is
also connected by a chain and rim with the trippinglever. See 9. fig. 648.
Roof-light. A Clear-story Window, which see. See also
End Roof-light.
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Roof-ridge. The intersection of the two plane surfaces
forming a pitching-roof.
Hoof Running-board. Boards placed over the ridge or
centre of a freight-car roof, and extending the whole
length of the car, and which is provided for train-men to
walk or run on, in going from one end of a train to
the other. See 87, figs. 55, 56, 58, 59, 69, 71, 72.
Roof Running-board Bracket. An iron bracket attached
to the end of a box-car and which supports a runningboard extension. See 89, figs. 60, 61, 63, 65.
Roof Running-board Extension. The part of a runningboard on top of a box-car, which extends beyond the end
of the car-body so as to bring the ends of the runningboards on adjoining cars nearer together to facilitate
the passage of train-men from one car to another. See
88, figs. 60-62.
Roof-step. A horizontal board on top of the roof of a
freight-car and which extends from the running-board
to near the side of the car above the ladder, its object
being to assist persons in climbing to and from the top of
a car, or to give a secure foothold for brakemen, and to
protect the roof from wear by persons walking on it.
See 02, figs. 55, 56, 59.
Roof-strap. See Diagonal Roof-strap.
Roof-strips. A Purlin, which see.
Rope. ' ' A large string or line composed of several strands
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twisted together."— Webster. See Berth Safety-rope.
Bell-rope, Berth-spring Rope.
Rose. See Door-latch Rose.
Round-bar Spiral-spring. A spiral-spring made of one or
more round bars of metal. See figs 189-191, 205-212.
Rounds. See Ladder-rounds.
Rubber-centre Spiral-spring. A spiral-spring with the
space inside the coil filled with india-rubber. See figs.
205, 206.
Rubber Packing-ring, of Triple-valve for Westinghouse
Car-brake. A circular india-rubber gasket which forms
a seat for the triple-valve piston. See 10, rig. 704 ; fig.
712.
Rubber-seat, for Leakage-valve of Westinghouse-brake.
A circular ring of india-rubber, placed on the top of the
leakage-valve case, and which forms a bearing for the
leakage-valve. See 16, fig. 705.
Rubber-spring. See India-rubber Car-spring.
Rubber-tread, for Step. An india-rubber covering fastened
to a step of a car to prevent persons from slipping when
ascending or descending the steps.
Runnors. Apertures which connect the ingate of a mould
for casting metals with the spaces made vacant by the
withdrawal of the pattern.
Running-board. A plane surface made usually of boards
for men to walk or run on. See Roof Running-board.
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Runnings-board, for Tank-car. A horizontal iron plate on
a safety-beam and to which a safety-strap is attached.
It is put there to bring the safety-beam nearer to the
the side of the tank on which the train-men walk. See
axle, and is usually cut out so as to conform to the shape
119, figs. 73-76.
of the latter. See 63, figs. 115-117.
Running-board Brackets, for Tank-car. Cast-iron
brackets or knees which are attached to the main-sills of Safety-beam Iron. A wrought-iron bar or casting bolted
a tank-car, and project outward to support the runningto the transom of a six-wheeled truck, and by which the
board. See 120, figs. 73, 74, 76.
middle safety-beam is attached to the transoms. See 60,
fig. 129.
S
Safety-beam Tie-rod. A rod which is placed alongside a
safety-beam, parallel with it, and whicli passes through
Saddle. " A seat or pad to be placed on the back of an
the end-piece and transom to tie them together. See
animal to support the rider or the load."—Knight.
59, figs. 115-117, 122-125, 128-129.
Hence, a block or plate which acts as a bearing or support
Safety-beam
Truss-rod. A rod placed alongside or through
for a rod, beam, etc., in construction, is called a saddle.
a
safety-beam,
and extending from one end-piece of a
See Body Truss-rod Saddle. Spring-saddle. Truss-rod
truck to the other, and under the transoms so as to form
Saddle.
a truss for the truck-frame. See 57, figs. 98, 94.
Safety-beam. A longitudinal timber in the frame of a
truck attached to the end-piece and transom, and placed Safety-beam Truss-rod Bearings. Cast or wrought iron
pieces attached to the transoms of a truck, and against
above the axles and between the wheels-pieces or truck
which a safety-beam truss-rod bears. See 68, figs. 92, 94.
side-frames. Iron safety-straps are attached to the beam
and pass under the axles so as to hold them in position Safety-bearing. See Axle Safety-bearing.
in case of a breakage of the latter or of the wheels. Safety-chain. See Brake Safety-chain.
Such beams are placed on each side of the truck so as Safety-coupling-chain. A chain attached at one end to
to hold both ends of the axle in case of a breakage. See
the platform of a car and hooked to the platform of an
51, figs. 91-94, 105-107, 115-129. See Middle Safety-beam.
adjoining car or tender so as to prevent the train from
being separated in case the coupling should be detached
Safety-beam Block. A block fastened to the under side of
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or broken. Usually two such chains are used between
permits the steam or hot water to escape and thus relieve
the former. See 26, fig. 58 ; fig. 605.
adjoining platforms. See 4, fig. 244.
Safety-grate, for Baker Heater. A perforated-plate which Safety-valve, for Westinghouse-brake. A valve attached
is placed on top of the fire-pot over the fire to prevent
to the air-drum to prevent more than a certain pressure
the latter from falling out in case of an accident and the
being carried in the former. See fig. 732.
overturning of the car. See 9, fig. 581 ; fig. 590.
Safety-valve, for Westinghouse Driving-wheel Brake. A
Safety-grate Latch, for Baker Heater. A cast-iron fasten
valve attached to the pipe which connects the cylinder
ing for holding a safety-grate in its place. See fig.
of the driving-wheel brake with the air-reservoir and
which permits the air to escape, when its pressure exceeds
596.
a certain point, so as to prevent the slipping of the
Safety-grate Spring, for Baker Heater. A spring for
wheels. Similar to fig. 732.
holding the safety-grate in its place. See fig. 591.
Safety-valve Ball, for Baker Car-heater. An india-rubber
Safety-hanger. See Brake Safety-chain. Brake Safetyball with which an opening in the circulating-drum of a
strap. Safety-hanger for Lower Brake-rod.
Baker heater is closed, and which, by its elasticity, pre
vents the water or steam in the drum from escaping
Safety-hanger, for Lower Brake-rod. A metal loop or
until it exceeds a certain pressure. See fig. 606.
eye attached to a truck and through which the lower
brake-rod passes. It is intended to prevent the brake- Safford Draw-bar. A draw-bar invented and patented by
rod from falling on the track in case it or its connec
Mr. J. B. Safford, which consists of a peculiarly-shaped
tions should break.
head, which has a recess or " cove " in the sides so as to
Safety-strap. See Axle Safety-strap. Brake Safety-strap.
give room for a man's hand in coupling cars. See fig.
Spring-plank Safety-strap.
266.
fiafety-valve,/or Baker Car-licater. A valve formed of an Saloon. 1. The main room in a compartment-car. 2. A
india-rubber ball with which an opening on top of the
polite term to designate a Water-closet, which see.
circulatirg-drum is closed. "When the pressure in the Saloon-handle. A Urinal-handle, which see.
drum exceeds the elasticitv of the rubber-ball, the latter Saloon-plate. See Notice-plate.
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Saloon Stop-latch. A spring-latch with an attachment by
which the latch can be fastened on the inside. Similar
to figs. 527, 523.
Sash. The frame of a window or blind in which the glass
or slats are set. See
Door-case Window-sash.
Swinging-sash.
Door-sash.
Upper Door-sash.
Lower Door-sash.
Ventilator-sash.
Mirror-sash.
Window-blind Sash.
Window-sash.
Sash-fastener. A Window-latch, which see.
Sash-holder. See Window-sash Holder. Spring Windowholder.
Sash-lift. See Window-lift. Window-blind Lift.
Sash-lock. A Window-latch, which see.
Sash-opener. A Ventilator-opener, which see.
Sash Parting-strip. A strip of wood attached to the win
dow-post of a passenger-car which acts as a distancepiece between two sashes and against which the latter
slide. See 83, figs. 225 ; 16, figs. 299. 301 ; 68, fig. 752.
Sash-prop. A Window-button, which see.
Sash-rail. A horizontal piece of the frame of a window or
blind in which the glass or slats are set. See 12, 14,
figs. 299-301. See Window-rail. Window-blind Rail.
Sash-rest. See Window-sash Rest.
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Sash-spring. See
Double Window-sash
Spiral Window-sash
■ Spring.
Spring.
Single Window-sash
Window-sash Spring.
Spring.
Sash-stiles. The upright pieces which form the two sides
of a sash. See 11, 13, figs. 299-301. See Window-stile.
Window-blind Stile.
Sash-stop. See Window-sash Stop.
Sax-&-Kear "Wheel. A wheel with a steel tire which,
in the manufacture, is heated very nearly to the melting
point and is then put in a mould, and melted cast-iron is
poured in, which is thus welded to the steel-tire and
forms the centre of the wheel. See figs. 174, 175.
Scraper. See Snow-scraper.
Screen, for Hood of Spear-heatcr. A perforated plate or
wire netting, with which the openings of the hood,
through which the air is admitted to the heater, are cov
ered. The object of the screen is to exclude cinders.
See 7, figs. 550-552. See also Base-plate Screen.
Screw. 1. " A cylinder surrounded by a spiral ridge or
groove, every part of which forms an equal angle with
the axis of the cylinder, so that if developed on a plane
surface it would be an inclined plane. It is considered
as one of the mechanical powers."—Knight.
2. " A grooved piece of iron used for fastening to
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gether pieces of wood or metal ; usually called a woodscrew."— Webster. See Lag-screw. Wood-screw.
Screw-burner. A lamp-burner to which the chimney is
fastened by a screw.
Screw-gauges. Instruments for measuring the diameter
or size of screws. They are of two kinds : one, fig. 797,
an external gauge for measuring male screws, and the
other, fig. 798, an internal gauge for measuring female
screws.
Screw Fitch-gauge. " A gauge for determining the num
ber of threads to the inch on screws and taps. It con
sists of a number of toothed plates turning on a common
pivot, so that the serrated edge of each may be applied
to the screw until one is found which corresponds there
with. The figures stamped on the plate indicate the
number of threads to the inch."—Knight. See fig. 800.
Screw-thread. The groove, or the material between the
grooves, which is cut on the outside surface of a cylinder
to form a male screw, or on the inside surface of a cyl
indrical hole to form a nut or female screw. See
Franklin Institute SysStandard System of
tern of Screw-threads.
Screw-threads.
Metal Screw-thread.
United States Standard
Pipe Screw-thread.
System of ScreivSellers System of Screwthreads.
threads.
V'-shaped Screw-thread.
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Whitworth System of
Wood Screw-thread.
Screw-threads.
Screw-thread Gauge. A steel plate with notches in the
edge of the precise form of screw-threads. The gauge is
used for giving the proper form to the edges of screwcutting tools. That illustrated in fig 799 is adapted to the
Sellers system, recommended by the Franklin Institute,
and adopted by the Army and Navy departments of the
United States, and by the Master Mechanics' and Mas
ter Car-builders' associations. See fig. 799. See Sellers
System of Screw-threads.
Screw-top. See Bell-cord-hanger Screw-top. Bell-cord
Strap-hanger Screw-top.
Seal. See Car-seal. Glass-seal. Lead-seal. Lock-seal.
Seal-hook. An iron hook which is inserted into the hasp
of a freight-car door, and to which a seal wire and metalseal are attached. See fig. 542.
Seal-lock. A lock in which a seal made of glass, paper, or
other material is inserted in the lock in such a manneras
to cover the bolt or the key-hole. The lock cannot be
opened without breaking the seal.
Seal-press. A pair of levers arranged like a pair of pincers
and with two dies with which lead car-seals are com
pressed on the wire to which they are attached. The
two dies leave an impression on the lead so that if the
seals are removed or defaced it can be known. See fig. 541.
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Seal-wires. Several strands of fine wire which are twisted
together like a rope, and by which leaden seals are at
tached to car-doors. See fig. 540.
Seat. 1. " That on which one sits."— Webster.
2. " The flat portion of a chair or sofa to support the
person. "—Knight.
8. In Mechanics : "The part on which another thing
rests, as a valve-seat."—Knight. See
Perforated-veneer Seat.
Axle-seat.
Rattan Car-seat.
Bolster-spring Seat.
Reversible-seat.
Cane-seat.
Right-hand Seat.
Car-seat.
Corner-seat.
Rubber-seat.
Discharge-valve Seat.
Side- seat.
Equalizing-bar Scat.
Slat-seat.
Equalizing-bar SpringSpiral-spring Seat.
Spring-seat,
seat.
Tank- valve Seat.
Leather-seat.
Water-closet Seat.
Left-hand Seat.
Longitudinal-seat.
Wheel-seat.
Seat, for Hand-car. A horizontal board which is placed
either lengthwise or crosswise on a hand-car for the oc
cupants to sit on. See 12, figs. 772-775.
Seat-arm. The portion of a seat-ead which supports the
arm of a person sitting in the seat. See 5, figs. 400, 401.
Seat-hack. That part of a seat which forms a support for
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the backs of passengers. In steam-cars, if the seats are
placed crosswise the backs are usually made reversible so
that rassengers can sit facing the direction in which the
train is moving, if the car is running either way. In
some cases on steam-cars, and usually on street-cars, the
seats are placed longitudinally with the backs against
the side of the car. See 125, figs. 215, 216, 218, 219, 220,
229, 230 ; 11, figs. 400, 401. See Slat Seat-back.
Seat-back Arm An arm by which the back of a seat is
attached to the seat-end or the side of the car. Such
arms are usually attached to the frame, seat-ends, or side
of the car by a pivot so that the back can be reversed.
Sometimes called striker-arm, and also back-arm. See 13,
figs. 400,401 ;fig. 415.
Seat-back- arm Pivot. A metal pivot by which a seatback arm of a reversible-seat is attached to a seat-end or
the side of a car. In some cases the pivot is made in one
piece with a seat-back arm-plate. The latter then be
comes a Seat-back-arm Pivot-plate, which see. See fig.
416.
Seat-back-arm Pivot-plate. A metal plate to which a
seat-back-arm pivot is attached. The former is fastened
to a seat-end and the latter holds the end of a seat-back
arm. See fig. 418.
Seat-back-arm. Plate. A plate fastened to a seat-end with
a hole in the centre which receives and holds a seat
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back-arm pivot. In some cases the pivot is made in one
piece with the plate. The latter is then called a Seatback-arm Pivot-plate, which see. See fig. 417.
Seat-back-arm Washer. A small washer for the head of
a screw by which a seat-back arm is fastened to a seatend. See 1, fig. 415.
Seat-back Band. A wood or metal band or moulding
which is fastened around the edge of a seat-back to give
it a finish and protect it from wear. See 12, figs. 400,
401.
Seat-back Board. A board which is placed between the
two seat-back rails of a longitudinal seat, and which is
usually made in the f.inn of a raised panel so as to make
a comfortable rest for the backs of passengers. See 42,
figs. 750, 752.
Seat-back Curved-stop. A seat-back stop of a curved
form, resembling somewhat a letter S- See 14, fig. 400 ;
fig. 420.
Seat-back Moulding. A Seat-back Band, which see.
Seat-back Bail. A longitudinal wooden strip which
forms a part of a seat -back. See Upper Seat-back Sail.
Lower Seat-back Rail.
Seat-back Bound-stop. A seat-back stop with a round
flange by which it is fastened to the seat-end, and with a
lug in the centre, on which the seat-back arm rests. See
fig. 421.
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Seat-back Slats. Narrow strips of wood which are used
to form a seat-back. They are used chiefly for seats
which are not upholstered.
Seat-back Spring. A spring placed in the upholstering in
the back of a seat, and used to give elasticity to the
back.
Seat-back Stop. A metal lug or bracket attached to a
seat -end and sometimes to the side of the car and on
which the seat-back arm rests. See 14, figs. 400, 401 ;
figs. 41&-421.
Seat-bottom. The boards or floor in a seat-frame on which
a cushion rests, or on which persons sit when no cushion
is used. See 34, figs. 750, 752.
Seat-bottom Bail. A wooden strip to which a wooden
seat-bottom is attached. See Back Seat-bottom Rail.
Front Seat-bottom Rail.
Seat-bracket, for Hand-car. A wrought-iron knee which
forms a support for a seat of a hand-car. See 13, figs.
772, 775.
Seat-bracket Brace, for Hand-car. A diagonal lion bar
which braces a seat-bracket in a hand-car. See 14, fig.
775.
Seat-cushion. A soft pad, or pillow on which passengers
sit. Two kinds of cushions are used on cars : Squabcushions and Box-cushions, which sec.
Seat-division. A bar of wood or metal which is attached
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to a car-seat to separate the space occupied by a passen
ger from that adjoining it. See 126, figs. 229, 230.
Seat-end, A frame of wood or metal at the end of a carseat which supports the arm of the occupant and to
which the seat-back arm is attached. See 123, figs. 215,
216, 218, 219, 220, 229 ; 2, fig. 400 ; 3, fig. 401. See also
Aisle Seat-end.
Long Seat-end.
Corner-seat End.
Right-hand Seat-end.
Left-hand Seat-end.
Short Seat-end.
Wall Seat-end.
Seat-hinge. A strap-hinge which is used in sleeping-cars
to connect a seat with the seat-back. See also Sofahinge.
Seat-leg. A. wooden post which supports a front seat-rail.
These are not often used excepting for seats which ex
tend longitudinally along the side of a car. See 35, figs.
750, 752.
Seat-leg Plate. A metal plate with which the front of a
seat-end or leg is covered to protect it from injury. See
fig. 396.
Seat-lock. A lock for holding the back of a seat so that
its position cannot be reversed. Such locks are attached
either to the seat-end, seat-back arm, or the seat-back
stop. See Barrel Seat-lock. See also 15, fig. 401 ; figs.
419, 422.
Seat-lock Bolt. The latch cf a seat-lock, which is moved
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in and out by a key tj secure or release the seat-back.
See 1, figs. 419, 422."
Seat-lock Escutcheon. An escutcheon for the key -hole of
a seat-lock attached to a wooden seat-end. See fig.
423.
Seat-lock Key. A key or instrument for shutting or open
ing a seat-lock by pushing the bolt one way or the other.
See 2, fig. 419.
Seat-lock Spring. The spring in a seat-lock which moves
the bolt. See 2, fig. 422.
Seat-rail. A wooden rail resting on and attached to the
seat-end and to the side of the car, and which supports
a seat-cushion or seat-bottom. See 1, figs. 400, 401. See
Back Seat-rail. Front Seat-rail.
Seat-riser. A vertical board or front of a seat, which in
closes the space underneath, and which extends from the
seat-rail to the floor. Such risers are seldom used with
reversible-seats.
Seat-slat. A narrow strip of wood which forms part of a
seat-bottom.
Seat-spring. A spiral or other metal spring v.sed in a seat
to give it elasticity. See figs. 411-413. Sej Spiral Ellip
tic- seat-spring.
Seat-stand. A support, usually made of cast-iron, on
which the aisle-end of a seat rests. See 124, figs. 215,
219 ; 6, fig. 400. See also Long Seat-end.
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Secondary Brake-rod. 1. A rod which connects one end
of a floating-lever of a Hodge-brake with one of the
brake-levers. See 6, fig. 642.
2. A rod which connects the centre brake-lever of a
Tanner or Elder brake with one of the brake-levers on
the truck. On a four-wheeled car it is the rod which
connects the centre lever with one of the brake-beams.
See 152, fig. 80 ; 6, figs. 640, 641, 644, 645 ; 132, figs. 750,
751.
Second-class Car. A plainly-finished passenger-car, for car
rying passengers who pay a lower rate of fare than firstclass passengers do.
Section. See Sleeping-car Section.
Sector. In geometry : " A part of a circle included by an
arc and the two radii drawn to its extremities."—Davies.
Hence, any object whose shape is that of a part of a cir
cle is called a sector. See Clear-story Window-sector.
Draw-bar Sector.
Self-acting Ventilator. An Automatic-ventilator, which
see.
Self-closing Faucet or Cock. A faucet which is provided
with a spring by which it is closed when the plug, han
dle, or valve is released. See fig. 427.
Sellers System of Screw-threads. A system of screwthreads designed by William Sellers, of Philadelphia.
The form of the threads is shown in fig. 796. The angle

SEL
at which tho sides of the thread stand to each other is 60
degrees, and the top and bottom of the threads are made
flat. The proportions of the threads are determined by
the following rule given by Mr. Sellers: "Divide the
pitch, or, what is the same thing, the sides of the thread,
into eight equal parts ; take off one part from the top and
Jill in one part in the bottom of the thread ; then the flat
top and bottom will equal one-eighth of the pitch, the
wearing surface will be three-quarters of the pitch, and
the diameter of screw at bottom of the thread wiU be ex
pressed by the formula :
ivt

in which X> = diameter of the screw and N = the num
ber of threads per inch.
This system was recommended by a committee ap
pointed by the Franklin Institute in 1864 ; was adopted
as the standard by both the Army and Navy de
partments of the United States, and has been rec
ommended by both the Master Car-builders' and the
Master Mechanics' associations as the standard to be used
in the construction of cars and locomotives. It is often
called the Franklin Institute Standard and also the
United States Standard ; but, as it was designed by Mr.
Sellers, it should be known as the Sellers System, See
fig. 796.
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springs consists of the springs which are placed between
the truck-frames and carry the weight of the body only.
A set of equalizing-bar springs means all the springs for
a car on the equalizing-bars. A set of wheel or journal
TABLE GIVING PROPORTIONS OF THE SELLERS SYSTEM OF
springs means all the springs which are placed directly
SCREW-THREADS.
over the journal-boxes of one car. V
2. The amount of bend which is given to springs before
S
0
9
a BO
3
P O -:
6 "•&■—
8-3
E
they
are loaded. See 2, figs. 185-187.
?§
3 53
2 Is
Set of Wheels. This term means a number of wheels
IS
o2o
8-*
sufficient for one car. A set of wlieels and axles means
o
Hrfp
If
to
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3
pi""
the requisite number of wheels fitted to axles complete
: B%
: —»
S.5S
8
m 9
|
for
one car.
n
= 33
s3«
0
Sextuplet of Springs. Six elliptic springs coupled to
QB
. J.p
gether, side by side in a group, so as to act as one spring.
: r,'f
■ o-5
ft
3
: 8,3
Similar to 80, figs. 122, 128.
£.3
1
20
.185
.0062
.837
.0156 Shackle-bar. A Coupling-link, which see.
1
B
H
18
.240
.00T4
.040
.0178 Shad-bellied Tank. A Telescopie-tank, which see.
IX
7
ft
1(1
7
.0078
1.065
.0178 Shade. See Lamp-shade.
.201
1M
H
14
0
.0080
i«
1.160
.0208 Shaft. "That part of a machine to which motion is com
.344
ft
13
.0006
1.284
.0208
.400
IMS
6
H
municated by torsion."— Webster. See
.454
12
.0104
l5s
1.389
.0227
ft
Horizontal Brake-shaft.
11
Brake-shaft.
.507
.0113
1*4
1.491
.0250
5
%
10
.020
.0125
5
.0250
1«
1.616
Lever-shaft.
Crank-shaft.
M
.731
.0138
.0277
9
2
1.712
»
Winding-shaft
Door-shaft.
Shaker. See Orate-shaker.
Set of Spring*. 1. A set of springs means all the springs Shank. See Buffer-shank.
for carrying the weight of one car. A set of bolster- Sheathing. Boards which are tongued and grooved, and
The following table gives the number of threads to the
inch and the proportion of the threads of the Sellers sys
tem :
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with which the sides of cars are covered. See 52, figs.
55-«3, 82, 84.
■ Sheave. A wheel, roller, or pulley over which a cord or
rope runs, or on which any object, as a door or window,
rolls. See
Bell-cord Sheave.
Centre Brake-lever
Brake-lever Sheave.
Slieave.
Brake-shaft-cliain
Doorshcave.
Sheave.
Door-strap Slieave.
Sliding-door Sheave.
Shelf. See Spring-shelf.
Shell. See Berth-latch Shell.
Shoe. A plate, block, or piece of any material on or
against which an object moves, usually to prevent the
latter from being worn. See Brake-shoe. Door-shoe.
Short Floor-timber. An auxiliary timber used in a carfloor, but not extending its whole length. See 5, fig. 57.
Short Seat-end. A seat-end which does not extend below
the seat or support it. See 2, fig. 400. See Long Seatend.
Shot. See Cold-shot.
Shunting. A term used in England to designate the act
of moving cars from one track to another, as in making
up or separating trains, and placing the cars on the
tracks and in the places where they are needed. See
Switching. Drilling. Regulating.
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Side. See Clear-story Side. Ladder-side. Truck-side.
Side-bearings. Supports which are placed on each side of
the centre-pins of a car, and intended to prevent too much
rolling or rocking motion of the car-body. Usually
there is a plate of iron or steel attached to the body-bol
ster on each side of the centre-pin which is called a body
side-bearing, and a corresponding plate, block, or roller
on the truck-bolster whioh is called the Truck Side-bear
ing, which see. Generally there is a little space left be
tween the bearings on the body and those on the truck,
so that the truck can turn freely on the centre-plate, al
though in some casea the weight of the car-body rests on
the side-bearings instead of the centre-plates. See
Body Side-bearing.
Rocker Side-bearing.
Cup Side-bearing.
Roller Side-bearing.
Truck Side-bearing.
Side-bearing Arch-bar. A Side-bearing Bridge, which
see.
Side-bearing Bridge. An iron bar, truss, or wooden
beam which is attached to the spring-beams of a sixwheeled truck, and which supports the truck side-bear
ing. See 62, figs. 129, 130.
Side-bearing Roller. A metal roller which forms a part
of a truck side-bearing and on which a body side-bear
ing rests. These are not much used. See fig. 135.
Side Body-brace. An inclined beam or stick of timber i:i
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the side-frame of a car-body, which acts as a brace. See
33, figs. 56, 69, 77, 82 ; 51, figs. 215, 229.
Side Body-brace Bod. An inclined iron rod in the Bideframe of a car-body which acts as a brace. See 34, fig.
61 ; 52, fig. 221.
Side-casting. See Draw-bar Side-casting.
Side Foot-rest. A metal plate fastened to a truss-plank
of a passenger-car, between the seats, for passengers to
rest their feet on. Such plates are also used over heaterpipes as a guard to prevent the feet of passengers from
coming in contact with the hot pipes.
See 10, fig.
401.
Side-frame, of a Car-body. The frame which forms the
whole side of a car-body. It includes the posts, braces,
plate, rail, girth, etc.
Side-frame, of a Truck. See Truck Side-frame. Diamondtruck Side-frame.
Side Journal-spring. A spiral or rubber spring which
rests on a ledge on the side of a journal-box. These are
used chiefly on street-cars, and in pairs, one spring being
placed on each side of a box. See 6, figs. 750, 752.
Side-lamp. A lamp attached to the side of a passengercar. Such lamps are usually made with brackets by
which they can be conveniently fastened. The term is
used to distinguish side-lamps from centre-lamps which
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are suspended from the centre of the ceilings of cars. See
figs. 474-470, 493.
Side-lamp Braces. Diagonal bars attached to a side-lamp'
and to the side of a car to help to support the lamp. See
18, fig. 476.
Side-lamp Bracket. A metal bracket attached to the side
or a partition of a passenger-car, and which supports a
lamp. See 17, fig. 477.
Side-lamp Holder. A metal ring or bowl-shaped recepta
cle usually attached to a bracket and used to hold a
lamp. See 16, fig. 477.
Side-pawl, for Creamer-brake. A pawl which acts on a
ratchet underneath the drum, and which prevents the
latter from reacting. See 10, figs. 646, 647.
Side-pulley. A small wheel or pulley in a bell-cord guide,
which is placed on the side of the bell-cord to guide it in
an inclined direction. See 1, figs. 459, 464. See Bell-cord
Cuide with Side-pulley.
Side-rest, for Tip-car. A block of wood or metal on top
of the frame of a tip-car on which the body rests when it
is tipped. See 160, fig. 81.
Side-seat. A car-seat, the back of which is against the side
of a car. See Car-seat.
Side-step, for Street-car. A ledge usually made of a
wrought-iron plate and attached to the side of the plat
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form of a street-car, and used as a step by persons in get
ting on or off the car. See 114, figs. 750-753.
Side-stop, for Tip-car. A cast-iron support attached to the
wheel-piece of a tip-car, on which the body rests, and by
which it is held in a horizontal position. See 182,
fig. 81.
Side-urinal. A urinal constructed with one flat side so
that it can conveniently be attached to a partition or side
of a car. See fig. 439.
Side Urinal-handle. A handle attached to the side of a
water-closet. See fig. 442. See also Corner Urinal-han
dle. Urinal-handle.
Siding. See Sheathing.
Signal-bell. A saucer-shaped bell attached to the platform
hood of a street-car. One of these is placed over each
platform of the car, the front one being intended to
signal to the driver and the rear one to the conductor.
They are rung by a tongue or clapper, to which a strap is
attached which extends from one platform to the other,
so that the front bell.can be rung from the back platform
and the back bell from the front platform, or either bell
can be rung from the inside of the car. See 97, fig. 750 ;
2, fig. 766. A similar bell used on locomotives is also
called a signal-bell.
Signal-bell Clapper. A hammer attached to a signal-bell
to strike and ring it. See 1, fig. 766.
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Signal-bell Frame. A frame by which a street-car signalbell is attached to the roof of the car. See 3, fig. 706.
Signal-gong. A Signal-bell, which see.
Signal-lamp.
A lamp used for giving signals.
See
Double -lens Tail-lamp.
Tail-lamp.
Train Signallamp.
Signal-strap. A Bell-strap, which see,
SilL 1. " Properly, the basis or foundation of a thing ;
appropriately, a piece of timber on which a building
rests. The lowest timber in any structure, as the sills of
a house, of a bridge, of a loom, and the like.
8. "The timber or stone at the foot of a door; the
threshold.
8. "The timber or stone on which a window-frame
stands, or the lowest piece in a window-frame."— Web
ster.
4. In car-building, the main outside longitudinal tim
ber of a car-body, into which the body-posts of box and
passenger cars are framed and on which the floor rests.
See 1, figs. 55-84, 215-231 ; 8, figs. 750-752. Also, see
Clear-story End-sill.
End-sill.
Clear-story Sill.
Inside Window-sill.
Door-sill.
Platform sill.
Window-sill.
Sill-and-plate Rod. A vertical iron rod which passes
through the sill and plate of a car-body frame and ties
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the two together. See 36, figs. 61, 64, 69, 71, 72, 77 ;
54, figs. 215, 216, 221.
Sill Knee-iron. An L-sbaped cr right-angled iron casting
or forging bolted into the inside corner of a car-frame to
strengthen it. See 0, figs. 62. 64 ; 8, fig. 220.
Single-lever Brake. A brake which has but one lever to
a truck or four-wheeled car, as shown in fig. 687. In
some- cases, such brakes are applied to but one of the
trucks of a car ; in other cases, to uoth. An objection to
this form of brake is that the pressure is not equal on
each brake-beam ; and, therefore, to overcome this
difficulty, two levers are used, and the brake, as shown
in fig. 638, is then called a Dcmble-iever Brake, which see.
Sill-step. A bent bar of iron attached to the sill of a car,
below the ladder, and which forms a step for getting to
or from the ladder. See 3D, figs. 55-84.
Sill-step Stay. A diagonal iron rod or bar attached by
one end to one of the floor-timbers and by the other to a
sill-step to stiffen the latter. See 31, figs. 73, 75, 82, 84.
Sill Tie-rod. A transverse tie-rod in the floor of a car for
holding the sills together. See 10, figs. 74. 76, 83 ; 9, figs.
215-231; 11, figs. 750, 751.
Single Pipe-strap. An iron band bent or formed in a (Jshape to hold a pipe on a flat surface with screws in
serted in ears or lugs on the strap. See fig. 616.
Single-plate Wheel.
A cast-iron wheel with a centre
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made of a single plate of metal with ribs cast on the
back. See figs. 154-158.
Single-screw Turnbuckle.
A turnbuckle shaped like
a link of a chain with a screw at one end and a swivel
at the other. See fig. 790.
Single Window-blind. A blind which is made in one
piece or section and large enough for one window.
Single Window-blind Lift. A metal finger-hold attached
to the bottom rail of a single window-blind for raising
and lowering it. It is the same as a window-lift but at
tached to a window-blind. See fig. 322. See Double
Window-blind Lift. Window-blind Lift.
Single Window-sash Spring. A metal plate attached at
one end to the edge of the stile of a window sash or blind
to prevent it from rattling. See fig. 303.
Sink. See Wash-stand Sink.
Skew-back. A casting on the end of a truss or a trussedbeam, and to which a truss-rod is fastened. It is usually
made in the form of a cap, and forms a bearing for the
truss-rod nuts. See 7, figs. 808, 809. See also Truss-rod
Washer.
Slab. Sse Wash-stand Slab.
Slat. A narrow piece of board or timber. See Seat-back
Slat. Scat-slat. Window-blind Slat.
Slat Cattle-car. A car for carrying cattle, the sides cf
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which are inclosed with slats. See figs. 15, 69-72. See
also Box Cattle-car. Cattle-car.
Slat-seat. A seat composed of narrow strips of wood.
These are usually placed longitudinally on the seats with
a space between them.
Slat Seat-hack. A back of a seat made with narrow strips
of wood.
Sleer>ing-car. A car provided with sleeping-bertns or beds
for the use of passengers at nighr. These berths are
movable so that they can be changed to ordinary seats
for use in the day-time, as shown in figs. 296, 297, 298.
See fig. 1.
Sleeping-car Section. The space in a sleeping-car, which
usually iB occupied by two double-seats in day-time and by
two berths or beds at night. In figs. 296, 297, two sections
are shown, and in fig. 298, one.
Sleeve. See Piston- sleeve. Stake-sleeve.
Sliding-door. A door which is opened by sliding sideways
instead of swinging on hinges. Such doors are shown in
figs. 55, 60, 01, 69.
Sliding-door Bracket. A Door-track Bracket, which see.
Sliding-door Friction-roller. A small wheel attached to
the top of a sliding-door to make it run easily. It does
not carry the weight of the door, but its purpose is to re
duce the friction of the top of the door in case it comes in
contact with the door guides. See fig. 765.
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Sliding-door Handle. A handle attached to a slidingdoor and made of such a shape that the door can con
veniently be moved by taking hold of the handle. See
6, figs. 530, 532.
Sliding-door Handle, for Street-cars. A handle attached
to a latch for opening and closing street-car doors. See
91, fig. 753 ; fig. 759.
Sliding-door Holder, for Street-cars. A metal hook by
which a sliding-door of a street-car is fastened on the in
side. See fig. 762.
Sliding-door-holder Catch. A metal plate, eye, or keeper,
which is attached to a door-post of a street-car, and into
which a sliding-door holder engages so as to hold the
door shut. See fig. 763.
Sliding-door Latch. A latch made with a hook instead of
a bolt, for fastening sliding-doors. See figs. 530, 760.
Sliding-door-latch Keeper. A metal plate or hook at
tached to a door-post into or with which a sliding-door
latch engages. See fig. 761.
Sliding-door-latch Plates. Metal plates, usually made of
brass, which are placed on each side of a sliding-door,
and which form bearings for the latch arbor. Used on
street-cars. See 92, fig. 753 ; 1, fig. 759.
Sliding-door Lock. A lock made especially for fastening
sliding-doors. Such locks usually have a hook which en
gages in a corresponding catch attached to the door-post.
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The hook is secured in connection with the catch by means
of a bolt which is operated by a key. See fig. 529.
Sliding-door Sheave. See Door-sheave.
Sliding-door Track, See Door-track.
Slide-valve, for Triple-valve of Westinghovse Car-brake.
A small D-shaped valve, which forms a portion of the
working parts of a triple-valve. See 12, fig. 704 ; fig. 714.
Smith. Vacuum-brake. A system of continuous brakes,
invented and patented by Mr. J. Y. Smith, which is oper
ated by exhausting the air from flexible india-rubber
cylinders or bags, resembling the bellows of an accor
dion, which are placed under each car. One end or
head of these cylinders is attached to the car-body and the
other is connected by a rod to a system of brake-levers.
When the air is exhausted from the cylinder the press
ure of the air on the outside of the movable head is com
municated to the brake-levers and thence to the brakeshoes. The air is exhausted by an ejector on the engine,
which is connected with the india-rubber cylinders by
pipes and flexible hose between the cars. See figs. 653,
654.
Smoke-belL A. cover or screen, which is made of glass,
porcelain, or metal, shaped somewhat like a bell, and
placed over a lamp to protect the ceiling of a car or room
from the heat and smoke of the lamp. See 13, figs. 471,
472.
..'....-....
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Smoke-jack. See Lamp-jack. Stove-pipe Jack.
Smoke-pipe, for Spear Heater. The pipe by which the
smoke is conducted from a Spear heater to the outside of
the car. The stove-pipe of a Spear heater is called a
smoke-pipe to distinguish it from the cold-air pipe. See
4, figs. 550, 551, 563.
Smoke-pipe Cap, for Spear Heater. A covering on top of
the smoke-pipe to exclude rain and wind. See 5, figs.
550-553.
Smoke-pipe Casing, for Spear Heater. An outside pipe
which incloses a smoke-pipe leaving a space between the
two through which air is admitted from the top and de
scends and circulates around the smoke-pipe and the
stove and is thus warmed. See 8, fig. 552. See also
Perforated Smoke-pipe Casing.
Smoke-top, for Baker Car-heater. The upper part of a
Baker heater, which is made of Russia iron, and is of a
conical form. See 12, fig. 581 ; fig. 593.
Snow-flanger. A bar of iron or steel attached to a car or
engine to scrape away snow and ice on the sides of the
heads of the rails so as to make room for the flanges of
the wheels.
Snow-plow. "A machine operated like a plow, but on a
larger scale, for clearing away the snow from railroads."
— Webster. The parts of a snow-plow corresponding
with the plow-sliare and mould-board of an ordinary plow
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are mounted on running gear similar to that used for
freight-cars. See fig. 34. Snow -plows are also attached
to the cowcatchers of locomotives.
Snow-ccraper. A plate or bar of iron or steel attached to
an engine or car to scrape away the snow and ice from
the rails'. See A, fig. 33. .
Soap-dish. A dish or receptacle for holding soap on a
wash-stand. See fipr. 387.
Soap-hclder. A bracket with a receptacle attached for
holding soap near a wash-stand. Such brackets are usu
ally attached to a partition or the side of the car. See
fig. 386.
Socket. " Any hollow thing or place which receives and
holds«6omething else.''— Webster. See
Bertli-eurtain-rod
Flag-holder Socket.
Socket.
Revolving-cliair-stand
Cliair-leg Socket.
Socket.
Socket-castor. A castor attached to a metal socket which
fits on the end of a chair, table, or sofa leg, etc. See fig.
390.
Socket-washer. A large washer with a cavity to receive
the bead or nut of a bolt or rod so that it will not project
beyond the surface of the wood to which it is attached.
Also called cuprteaslier. See fig. 788.
Sofa-bolt. A sliding bolt used for holding a sofa in a sleep
ing or drawing-room car in its place.
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Sofa-bolt Keeper. A plate into which a sofa-bolt en
gages.
Sofa-castor. A castor intended for the leg of a sofa. Sec
Castor. See fig. 391.
Sofa-hinge, A hinge by which the seat and back of a sofa
are fastened together so that they can be changed from
a sofa into a bed. See fig. 350. See Seat-hinge.
Soffit-board. A board which forms the under side or ceil
ing of some subordinate part or member of a building or
a car, as of a staircase or cornice. See Clear-story Soffitboard.
Soil-hopper. A metal or porcelain hopper used in waterclosets. See fig. 440.
Solid-head Coupling-pin. A coupling-pin, the head of
which is made solid ; that is, without a hole or opening in
it. See Eye-head Coupling-pin. See fig. 274.
Solid-leather Bell-cord. See Bell-cord.
Spear Anti-clinker Car-heaters. Heaters or stoves man
ufactured by Mr. James Spear, of Philadelphia, for
heating cars, and made with a sheet-iron outside cas
ing which leaves an air-space between the stove and
casing, into which a current of air is admitted, and is
warmed by coming in contact with the stove, and then
escapes into the car. Several different patterns of these
heaters are made, designated by the manufacturers as
patterns A, B, C, and D, and represented by figs. 550,.
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551, 552. 553. In fig 550, or pattern A, the cold air is
admitted through a hood 1, 1, on top of the car, and is
carried down to the bottom of the stove by a pipe,
2, 2, and then circulates around the pipe, as shown by
the darts in the section, fig. 554, and enters the car
through a hot-air pipe, 3, figs. 550, 554, which extends
the whole length of the car. with registers at each seat.
In pattern B, fig. 551, the hot-air pipe is not used, the
warmed air escaping directly into the car through open
ings in the base of the stove. In pattern C, fig. 552, an
independent cold-air pipe is not used, but the smoke-pipe
is inclosed in a casing, with a space between the two,
through which the cold air descends and passes over the
stove and escapes at the base, as shown by the darts. In
pattern D, fig. 553, no hood is used on top of the car, but
tiic cold air enters the air-space from the inside of the
car at the base of the stove and escapes at the top, as
shown by the darts.
The " anti-clinker" feature of these heaters consists in
a peculiarly-arranged grate, shown in the section, fig,
554, with an annular opening between it and the base of
the stove, through which the clinkers can be removed
from the grate.
Spear Stove. See Spear Anti-clinker Car-heater.
Spider. See Centre Brake-lever Spider.
Spindle. See Door-latch Spindle.
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Spiral-elliptic Seat-spring. A spring made of a thin band
of steel and wound on a spiral-coil, the transverse section
of which is elliptical. See fig. 413.
Spiral Seat-spring. A light spiral-spring made of wire for
upholstering car-seats. See fig. 412.
Spiral-spring. A spring made of a metal rod or bar coiled
in the form of the thread of a screw, so that it can be
compressed or extended in the direction of the axis
around which it is coiled. See figs. 189-212. See
Compound Spiral-spring.
Quadruple-coil SpiralCluster-spring.
spring.
Dinsmore Spiral-spring.
Bound-bar Spiral-spring.
Double-coil Nest-spring.
Bubber-centre SpiralEdge-rolled Spiralspring.
spring.
Spiral-elliptic SeatEqualbar Nest-spring.
spring.
Flat-bar Spiral-spring.
Spiral Seat-spring.
Group-spring.
Spool-shaped SpiralHalf-round-bar Spiralspring.
spring.
Square-bar SpiralHibbard-spring.
spring.
Keg-shaped SpiralTriple-coil Nest-spring.
spring.
Wool-packed SpiralNest-spring.
spring.
Paragon Spiral-spring.
Spiral-spring Cap. A casting or plate which forms a
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bearing for the top of a spiral-spring, and which also
plates. These spokes are sometimes made of solid castiron, in others they are cast hollow, and in still others
holds it in its place. See 4, figs. 192, 193, 206, 208,210,
are made of wrought-iron. See Hollow-spoke Wheel.
212.
Spiral-Spring Seat. A casting or plate which forms a
Hand-car Wheel. Wrought-iron Wheel.
bearing for the bottom of a spiral-spring, and which also Spool-shaped Spiral-spring. A spring wound into a coil
holds it in its place. See 3, figs. 192, 193, 206, 208, 210,
the form of which resembles a spool on which thread is
211, 212.
wound. This form was patented by W. P. Hansell in
Spiral Window-Bash Spring. A spring made of iron bent
1874 and 1875. See fig. 197.
into a spiral form and let into the edge of the stile of a
window or blind sash to prevent it from rattling. See fig. Spring One or more elastic bodies used to resist sudden
concussion, as the springs on which the weight of a car
304.
rests, or the buffer or seat springs. Springs are also used
Spittoon. A vessel to receive discharges of spittle and
to produce motion in the reverse direction to that caused
other abominations. See fig. 388.
by a force applied in some other way, as the brakeSplash-board. A board attached in an inclined position
springs.and the spring of a door-latch. See
on the inside of passenger-car steps. It serves'very much
Auxiliary Buffer-spring.
Combination Ellipticthe same purpose as the risers of- steps, and prevents
Berth-spring.
spring.
mud and dirt being thrown on the steps by the wheels
Body-spring.
Compound Spiral-spiring*
and from the track. See 49, figs. 219, 223.
Bolster-spring.
Couplet of Springs.
Splice. "The union of ropes by interweaving the
Brake-hose CouplingCoupling-spring,
strands."—Webster. Hence, any appliance by which the
valve Spring.
Dinsmore Spiral-spring.
ends of a rope, cord, beam, or bar are united. See BellBrake-spring.
Double-coil Nest-spring.
cord Splice.
Buffer-spring.
Double Release-spring.
Spoke. "One of the radial arms which connect the hub
Candle-spring.
Double Window-sash
with the rim of a wheel."—Knight.
Spoke-wheeL A wheel the rim or tire of which is con
Car-spring.
Spring.
Cluster-spring.
Door-latch Spring.
nected with the hub by spokes instead of one or more
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uoor-lock-bolt Spring.
Dsaft-spring.
Draw-spring.
Edge-rolled Spiralspring.
Elliptic-spring.
Equal-bar Nest-spring.
Equalizing-bar Spring.
Eureka Edge-rolled
Spiral-spring.
Flat-bar Spiral-spring.
Gradtiating-spring for
Triple-valve.
Group-spring.
Gum-spring.
Half Elliptic-spring.
Half-round-bar Spiralspring.
Hibbard-spring.
India-rubber Car-spring.
Journal-box-cover Spring.
Journal-spring.
Keg-shaped Spiral-spring.
Lateral-motion Spring.
Mirror-frame Spring.
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Nest-spring.
Paragon Spiral-spring.
Quadruple-coil Spiralspring.
Quadruplet of Springs.
Quintuplet of Springs.
Release-spring.
Round-bar Spiral-spring.
Rubber-centre Spiralspring.
Safety-grate Spring.
Sash-spring.
Seat-back Spring.
Scat-lock Spring.
Seat-spring.
Set of Springs.
Scxtuplet of Springs.
Side Journal-spring.
Single Window-sash
Spring.
Spiral-elliptic Seatspring.
Spiral Seat-spring.
Spiral-spring.
Spiral Window-sash
Spring.
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Spool-shaped SpiralVolute-springs.
spring.
Vose Graduated-spring.
Square-bar SpiralWindow-blind Spring.
spring.
Wool-packed SpiralSwing-bolster Spring.
spring.
Swing-motion Spring.
Window-latch- Spring.
Triple-coil Nest-spring.
Window-sash Spring.
Triplet of Springs.
Spring-band. A wrought-iron strap which embraces the
plates of an elliptic or semi-elliptic spring at the centre.
See 1, figs. 185-187.
Spring-beam. A transverse timber which rests on top of
the body-springs of a six-wheeled truck. There are two
such beams to each truck, on which the bolster-bridges
which support the bolster rest. See 42, figs. 129, 130.
Spring-block. A piece of wood used as a distance-piece
above or below a spring. See 76, figs. 121, 126.
Spring-bracket. See Tender-spring Bracket for Westinghouse-brake.
Spring-burner. A lamp-burner to which the chimney is
fastened by a spring. See fig. 482.
Spring-cap. A cup-shaped piece of cast or wrought iron
for holding the top of a spring and against which the
latter bears. See Bolster-spring Cap. Equalizing-bar
Spring-cap. Spiral-spring Cap.
Spring-case. A cast-iron box made in two parts to hold
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one or more spiral or india-rubber springs. See fig. 210.
The upper portion, 4, of the case is called a Spring-cap
and the lower portion, 3, a Spring-seat, which see.
Spring Door-latch. A latch for a door, the bolt of which
is thrown into cop tact with a catch by a spring and is
disengaged by a knob or handle. Such latches are not
arranged so as to be fastened with a key. See fig. 526.
Spring Door-lock., A lcck with a bolt which is moved by
a spring so as to engage with its keeper, and which is
disengaged from the outside with a key, but can be
opened from the inside without one. Often called a
night-latch. See fig. 527.
Spring Draw-clevis. A draw-clevis which can slide lon
gitudinally and whose movement is resisted by a spring,
so as to give it elasticity when subjected to tension.
Used chiefly on street-cars. The term is used to distin
guish such a draw-clevis from one which is attached
rigidly to a car without a spring.
Spring Draw-hook. A draw-hook which can slide longi
tudinally, and whose movement is resisted by a spring,
so as to give it elasticity when subjected to tension.
Used chiefly on street-cars. The term is used to distin
guish such a draw-hook from one which is attached rig
idly, without a spring, to a car.
Spring-hanger. A bar or U-shaped iron strap which sus
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tains the end of a semi-elliptic spring. See 170, fig. 82 ;
102, fig. 127.
Spring-hanger Iron. A bent bar of iron or knee fastened
to a pedestal timber or wheel-piece, and to which the
spring-hangers are attached. See 171, fig. 82.
Spring-padlock. A padlock, the hasp of which is locked
without a key when pressed into the lock.
Spring-plank. A transverse timber underneath a truckbolster and on which the bolster-springs rest. See 43,
figs. 91-104, 108-129. Also see Framed Spring-plank.
Swing Spring-plank.
Spring-plank Bearing. A casting on which a springplank rests, and which is supported by the lower swinghanger pivot. See 44, figs. 108-127.
Spring-plank Safety-strap. A U-shaped strap of iron at
tached to the transoms of a truck, and which embraces
or passes under the spring-plank, so as to hold it up in
case the swing-hangers or their attachments should break.
See 45, figs. 118-126.
Spring-plank Timber. A timber forming one of the sides
of a framed spring-plank. See fig. 134.
Spring-pocket. See Dravybar Spring-pocket.
Spring-pocket Draw-bar. A draw-bar with an opening
or "pocket" at the back end in which the draw-spring is
placed. See figs. 257-259, 268, 269, 270.
Spring-saddle. A fl -shaped bar of wrought-iron, which
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is placed on top of a. journal-box and on which a spring
rests. See 103, fig. 127. On street-cars it has projecting
ledges, thus r\, and the springs rest on the ledges on
each side of the box. See 7, fig. 750.
Spring -seat. A plate or cup-shaped piece of cast or
wroug lit iron on which the bottom of a spring rests. See
Bolster-spring Seat. Equalizing-bar Spring-seat. Spiralspring Seat.
Spring-shelf. A ledge or bracket cast on the side of a
journal-box of a street-car and on which a side journalbox spring rests.
Spring-stud. A round iron bar which rests on the top of
the journal-box or spring-seat of street-cars and passes
through the centre of a spiral or rubber spring. The
upper end works in a guide and thus holds the spring in
its place. A similar bar has been used on steam-cars
for transmitting the weight from the spring to the jour
nal-box.
Spring Window-holder. A metal spring which is at
tached to a window-post to hold up a window or windowblind. See fig. S05.
Spring-yoke. A Spring-saddle, which see.
Sprue. The piece of metal which fills the gate or channel
through which the metal is poured in making a casting.
This piece is broken off when the casting is cooled. The
gate of a mould is often called a sprue.
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Sprue-hole. A gate of a mould for casting metals.
Squab-cushion. A cushion formed of a bag or case stuffed
with curled hair or other elastic material. Such cushions
are not attached to the seat, but are loose, and laid on
the seat-bottom.
Square-bar Spiral-spring. A spiral-spring made of a
square bar of metal. See figs. 194, 195.
Square Door-bolt. A door-bolt made of a square bar of
metal. See fig. 514.
Square Neck-door-bolt. A door-bolt made of a square
bar of metal, and with an offset, or "neck," in the bar,
as shown in fig. 515.
Staff. See Brake-staff. Ventilator-staff.
Stake. A stick of wood attached to the side or end of a
platform-car to keep the material with which it is loaded
from falling off. See 1, 1, fig. 21.
Stake-book. A hook on the side of a platform-car to hold
a stake in an upright position. See 3, fig. 21.
Stake-pocket. A cast-iron receptacle attached to the side
or end of a platform or fiat car to receive the end of a
stake. See 1, 1, figs. 19, 20, 86, 87.
Stake-pocket U-bolt. A U-bolt used for fastening stakepockets to the sides of platform-cars. See 2, fig. 86.
Stake-rest. A bracket or support on which a stake of a
platform-car rests when it is turned down horizontally.
See 2, fig. 21.
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Stake-sleeve. A casting with an opening to receive a
stake, and a horn-shaped projection to hold the hinged
side of a platform or gondola car. The sleeve is placed
on the stake, as shown at 2, fig. 87.
Stanchion. The primary meaning of this term is a prop
or support. On shipboard it is used to designate a metal
post hanger or support with an eye in one end which
carries a rope, railing, etc. As applied to car and loco
motive work it has a similar meaning, and is used to
designate a metal post or hanger with an eye in one end,
which holds a rod or other object, as a hand-rail or
curtain-rod. The opposite end is usually fastened by a
nut, or with a flange or lugs which form a part of the
stanchion. See fig. 436. Also see Window-curtain-rod
Stanchion.
Stand. " Something on which a thing rests or is laid."—
Webster. See
Radiator-stand.
Seat-stand.
Revolving-chair Stand.
Wash-bowl Stand.
Water-cooler Stand.
Standard Car-axle. See Master Car-builders'' Standardaxle.
Standard, for Cross-bar of Creamer-brake. An upright
brace fastened to the platform of a car and which sup
ports one of the cross-bars. See 14, fig. 646.
Standard-gauge. The usual distance between the rails of
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railroads in this country, which is 4 ft. 9>yz in. See
Gauge.
Standard System of Screw-threads. See Sellers System
of Screw-threads, also called the Franklin Institute Sys
tem of Screw-threads, Pipe-threads, and United States
Standard System of Screw-threads. Whitworth System
of Screw-threads.
Staple. A U-shaped piece of wrought-iron pointed at the
ends to be driven into wood to hold a hasp, hook, pin,
etc.
Stay. Abeam, bar, rod, etc., by which two or more ob
jects are connected together to prevent lateral deviation
of one or both of them. See
Body Queen-post Stay.
Pipe-stay.
Lamp-stay.
Sill-step Stay.
Stay-rod. A rod which acts as a stay. See Pedestal Stayrod.
Steam-car. A term used to designate cars drawn in trains
by steam-power, to distinguish tlieru from street-cars,
which are usually drawn by animal power.
Steam-cylinder, for Westinghouse-brake. A hollow castiron cylinder which is accurately bored out on the inside
to receive a piston which works the air-pump for a
Westinghouse-brake. The cylinder has suitable pas
sages cast with it for admitting and exhausting the
steam. See 3, figs. 655, 656, 664, 605 ; fig. 6C7.
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Steam-cylinder Head, for Westinghouse-brake. A castiron cover for the top of the steam-cylinder of the engine
used to work the air-pump of a Westinghouse-brake. See
2, figs. 664, 665 ; fig. 6GG.
Steam-pipe, for Engine of Westinghouse-brake. A pipe
for conveying steam from the boiler to the steam-cylin
der of the engine and air-pump. See 6, fig. 655 ; 45, fig.
664, 665.
Steam-piston, for Engine of Westinghouse-brake. An ar
rangement of a cast-iron disc with packing-rings, etc.,
made so as to fit air-tight and work up and down in the
steam-cylinder of an engine for a Westinghouse-brake.
See 7', fig. 665 ; fig, 671. The cast-iron disc is called a
piston-head.
Steam Piston-head, for Engine of Westinghouse-brake.
A short cast-iron cylinder or disc with grooves turned in
the edge to receive packing-rings, and which forms the
main portion of the piston in a steam-cylinder. See 7',
figs. 665, 671.
Steam-valve, for Engine of Westinghouse-brake. See
Upper and Lower Main Steam-valves.
Steam-valve Bushing. See Upper and Lower Steam-valve
Bushing.
Steeled-wheel. A wheel made of cast-iron to which a pro
portion of steel has been added. The process has been
patented by Mr. W. G. Hamilton.
X
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Steel-tired Wheel. A wheel with a steel tire. In somecases, the tire is welded to the body or centre of the wheel,
which is made of cast iron. Usually, however, it is either
bolted or shrunk on. Figs. 174-177 and 180-183 represent
steel-tired wheels.
Steel-wheeL A wheel which is made wholly of steel.
See figs. 178, 179.
Stem. £ee Buffer-stem. Graduating-stem. Beversingvalve Stem.
Step. 1. A ledge in stairs, or a round or rung in a
ladder.
3. A foot-piece for ascending or descending to or from
a car or other vehicle, or for standing in certain places or
positions.
3. The bottom support on which the lower end of a tim
ber or of an upright shaft or wheel rests. See
Box-steps.
Longitudinal-step.
Brake-shaft Step.
Platform-steps.
Brake-step.
Boof-step.
Enclosed-step.
Side-step.
End-step.
Sill-step.
Tank-step.
Step Hand-rail. One or two rails attached to the step of a
street-car when no platform is used. The rails are at
tached at the lower ends to the step and extend up di
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agonally, and are fastened at their upper ends to the
door-posts. See 2, fig. 41.
Step-hanger. A wrought-iron rod or bar by which the
steps are supported from the corner of a car and from
the platform-timber. See 48, figs. 215, 217, 219, 228.
Step-iron. A flat iron bar, which is bent so as to conform
to the shape of the platform-steps and their risers and to
which they are fastened. It is bolted at the upper end to
the platform-timber. See 47, figs. 215, 217, 219, 223.
Step-railing. An iron bar attached to posts on the back
end of a street-car step, on which there is no platform, to
assist passengers in getting on and off the car. It also
prevents passengers frcm being thrown off the step if
the car is started suddenly.
Step-riser. The vertical portion of a step m stairs. See 5,
fig. 244.
Stevens Brake. An arrangement of brake-levers invented
by F. A. Stevens and patented in 1852. It consists of
two levers on each truck, tho short arms of which are
connected together by a rod in the usual way, the long
arm on one of chese, on each truck, is connected by a
rod and chain with the brake-shaft, and the long arms of
the other two are connected together by a rod so that
the brakes can be applied from either end of the car, and
the pressure is equalized on all the wheels. See fig. 64S.
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Stile. An upright piece on the outer edge of framing or
paneling, as of a door or sash. See
Door-stile.
Window-blind Stile.
Sash-stile.
Window-stile.
Stirrup. A kind of ring or bent bar of iron resembling
somewhat the stirrup of a saddle. See Drawbar Stir
rup.
Stirrup-block, for Miller-platform. A block attached to
one of the centre-sills next to the platform end-timber, to
receive the bolts which hold the draw-bar stirrup. See
30, figs. 282, 283.
Stock-car. A Cattle-car, which see.
Stop. That which prevents or limits the movement of
any object. See
Brake-lever Stop.
Seat-back Curved-stop.
Blind-stop.
Seat-back Round-stop.
Centre-stop.
Seat-back Stop.
Closed-door Stop.
Ventilator-stop.
Door-stop.
Window-blind Stop.
Draic-bar Stop.
Window-latch LowerDraw-spring Stop.
Stop.
Inside Window-stop.
Window-latch Stop.
Open-door Stop.
Window-latch UpperOutside Window-stop.
Stop.
Sash-stop.
Window-stop.
Stop, for Miller Coupling-hook. A casting attached to the
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platform end-timbers of a car for the purpose of limiting
the lateral movement of the hook on the adjoining car.
See 13, figs. 282, 284, 285.
Stop-bolt. See Discharge-valve Stop-bolt.
Stop-brace, for Miller Coupling-hook. An iron bar at
tached to the lower end of a stop, and extending back
ward and upward and fastened at the other end to one
of the draw-timbers. See 14, figs. 282-285.
Stop-cock, for Brake-pipe of Westinghouse-brake. A
faucet attached to the brake-pipe of a Westinghouse
automatic-brake so that the pipe can be closed if the
brake-hose are uncoupled. In the latter case, if the com
pressed-air is allowed to escape from the brake-pipe, the
brakes would be applied. The stop-cock is used to pre
vent the brakes from being applied in case a car is de
tached from the train. See 29, fig. 661 ; fig. 733.
Stop Journal-bearing. A journal-bearing with a lug or
projection which bears against the end of the axle to re
sist its lateral motion and wear. See fig. 145.
Stop-key. See Journal-bearing Stop-key.
Stop-key Journal-bearing. A journal-bearing which has
a key to which a stop-plate is attached to resist the lat
eral motion and end-wear of the axle. See figs. 147-150.
Stop-latch. A spring door-latch with an attachment by
which the latch can be fastened on one side. See figs.
527, 528. Ako see Saloon Stop-latch.
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Stop-plate, for Journal. A metal plate in the inside of a
journal-box which forms an end-bearing for the axle
and checks its end-motion. The plate is either held in
position by flanges cast in the box, or is attached to the
journal-bearing or its key. See 3, figs. 146, 148, 149.
Stop-wedge. See Journal-bearing Slop-key.
Stop-key
Journal-bearing.
Stove. An apparatus made usually of iron variously con
structed, in which a fire is made for warming a room,
house, or car by direct radiation. See 128, figs. 216, 220 ;
figs. 543-548. When the warming is effected by con
vection, as with warm air, hot water, etc., the apparatus
is called a heater. See
Chilson Stove.
Egg-shaped Stove.
Cylindrical Stove.
Sjicar Stove.
Winslow Car-stove.
Stove-pipe. A tube, usually of sheet-iron, for conveying
the smoke from a stove or heater and for creating a draft
through the fire.
Stove-pipe Damper. A valve in the stove-pipe for regu
lating the draft of air through the fire.
Stove-pipe Damper-handle. A handle for moving a stove
pipe damper.
Stove-pipe Jack. A covering or bonnet for the aperture
of a stove-pipe on the outside of a car. See 129, fig.
218 ; 5, figs. 550-553.
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Stove-pipe King'. A metal plate or ring attached to the
ceiling of a passenger-car around the opening through
which the stove-pipe passes from the inside to the out
side of the car. It 13 used for ornament or "to make
a finish " around the opening for the stove-pipe. See fig.
549.
Stove-plate. See Bottom Stove-plate.
Stove-ring. A Stove-pipe Ring, which see.
Straight-tank, for Tank-car. A cylindrical tank made
with two ring3 or plates of metal placed alternately in
side and outside of each other, as in fig. 73. See also
Telescope-tank.
Strainer. See Air-strainer.
Straining-rod. See Brace Straining-rod.
Strap. A long narrow strip of leather, cloth, or metal.
See
Axle Safety-strap.
Door-strap.
Bell-cord Strap.
Double Pipe-strap.
Bell-strap.
Hand-strap.
Brake Safety-strap.
Pipe-strap.
Dash-guard Strap.
Roof-strap.
Diagonal Roof-strap.
Safety-strap.
Signal-strap.
Strap, for Drop-door Beam. A wrought-iron band at
tached to the top of a drop-door beam and extending
downward on the outside of the car to strengthen the
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connection of the beam with the sides of the car, and pro
tect it from wear in loading the car. See 127, figs. 77-79.
Strap, or Lug-bolt. A round bolt with a flat bar of iron
welded to it, and usually with a hook on the end which
serves the purpose of a head. Sometimes the flat bar has
holes in it, by which it is attached to a piece of timber
or other object by one or more separate bolts or screws.
See fig. 780.
Strap-hanger. See Bell-cord Double Strap-hanger. Bellcord Strap-hanger.
Strap-hinge. A door-hinge the two parts of which are
made longer than those of a butt-hinge, and of a trian
gular shape. See fig. 512.
Street-car. A light car, usually with four wheels, con
structed for carrying passengers on street-railroads and
generally drawn by horses. See figs. 36-42. See
Double-deck Street-car.
One-horse Street-car.
Excursion Street-car.
Reversible Street-car.
Fare-box Street-car.
Summer Street-car.
' "**
Top-scat Street-car.
***>
Street-car Axle. A light axle used under street-cars. See
2, figs. 750-753.
Street-car Wheel. A light cast-iron, single-plate wheel
made for street-cars. See figs. 170-173 ; 1, figs. 750, 758.
See also Open-plate Wheel.
Striker. See Match-striker.
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Striker-arm. A Seat-back Ann, which see.
Striker-plate. A keeper for a door latch or lock. See
Keeper. Door-latch Keeper.
String-board. A vertical board which supports the ends
of passenger-car steps.
Stringer. In Carpentry : " A horizontal timber connect
ing posts in a frame, as a tie- timber of a truss-bridge ;
a horizontal tie in a floor-framing."—Knight. This term
is often applied to the Floor-timbers, which see.
Strip. See
Diagonal Roof-strip.
Parting-strip
Lining-strip.
Roof-strip.
Panel-strip.
Sash-parting Strip.
Strut. An inclined bar, beam, or member of a frame. A
truss or girder, etc.. which is subjected to a strain of
compression. A vertical strut in a truss, etc., is called a
post ; 8, 9, in figs. 805, 807, 809, are struts.
Stud. 1. In Building : "A small piece of timber or joist
inserted in the sills and beams between the posts to sup
port the beams or other main timbers. The boards on
the outside and the laths on the inside of a building are
also nailed to the studs."— Webster.
2. In car construction, a short vertical wooden post
placed between the window-posts in the sides or ends of
passenger and street cars below the windows. They ex
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tend from the sills to the window-sills. See 60, figs. 210,
221 ; 16, fig. 750.
3. A standing bolt, pin, boss, or protuberance designc!
to hold an attached object in place. See
Brake-block SuspendingEccentric-lever Stud,
stud.
Spring-stud.
Suspcnding-stud.
Stud, for Jointed Side-pawl of Creamer-brake. A stand
ing bolt attached to the cross-bars which acts as a pivotfor the jointed side-pawl. See 13, fig. 646.
Suburban Excursion-car. A car with open sides and ends,
which may be closed with curtains or blinds, for carry
ing passengers on suburban steam-roads in summer. See
%. 9.
Summer Street-car. A street-car with open sides and
ends, which may be closed with curtains. Such cars are
used on street-railroads for summer travel. See figs.
39, 40.
Summer Street-car Curtain. A cloth, usually made of
heavy canvas, to iuclose open cars and exclude rain or
sunshine. Shown in figs. 39, 40.
Sun-burner, for Mineral-oil Lamp. A lamp-burner which
is provided with a chimney, which is wide at its base,
and is held in its place by a thin circular metal plate, cut
with indentations around its outer edge, which act as
springs to hold the chimney in its place. See fig. 479.
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Supply-pipe, of Air-pump for Westinghouse-brake. A
pipe through which the air enters the air-pump. See 8,
8, fig. 655 ; 47, figs. 6C4, 665.
Support. " That which upholds, sustains, or keeps from
from falling, as a prop, a pillar, a foundation of any
kind."— Webster. See Cylinder-lever Support. Drumsupport. Pipe-support.
Suspender-beam, for Miller-platform. A short transverse
piece of timber framed into the draw-bar timbers under
neath the end-sill of a car-body. See 29, fig. 284.
Suspending-link. See Brake - block Suspending - link.
Swing-hanger.
Suspending-plate, See Brake-block Suspending-plate.
Sus pending-stud. See Brake-block Suspending-stud.
Sweeper. See Sweeping-car.
Sweeping-car. A car with rotary brooms for sweeping
snow from a railroad track. The brooms are attached to
a horizontal shaft which is connected by suitable gearing
with the axles, and the brooms are thus made to revolve.
See fig. 88.
Swing-beam. See Swing-bolster. Swing Spring-plank.
Swing-bolster. A truck bolster which bears on springs
that are supported by a transverse timber called a
spring-plank which is suspended by hangers or links, so
that it can swing laterally to the truck. As the springs
rest on this pkfnk and they support the bolster, the latter
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can swing with the spring-plank. The object of provid
ing this swinging motion to the bolster is to prevent, as
much as possible, the lateral blows and shocks to which
the truck is subjected from being communicated to the
car-body, and, vice-versa, to prevent the momentum of
the car-body from acting with its full force on the truck.
See 30, figs. 108-129.
Swing-bolster Spring. See Lateral-motion Spring.
Swing-hangers. Bars or links of iron which are attached
at their upper ends to the transoms of a swing-motion
truck, and by which the spring-plank is suspended to the
lower ends so that it can swing laterally. They are made
in different ways. Sometimes they consist of solid bars
with an eye at each end ; in other cases, they are made
like a link of a chain, and are then called Swing Linkhangers, which see. They are also made with a fork or
clevis at one end and a boss at the other. See 46, fige.
108-129.
Swing-banger Friction-block. A casting, or bearing, on
which the upper end of a swing link-hanger rests. See
50, figs. 116, 117.
Swing-banger Pivot. An iron pin, bolt, or bar, by which
a swing-hanger is suspended, or which supports a springplank. See Lower Swing-hanger Pivot. Upper Swinghanger Pivot.
,'.■..
..
Swing-banger Pivot-bearing. . An eye-bolt, iron plate,
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or casting attached to a transom, on which the upper
swing-hanger pivot rests, or by which it is attached to
the transom. See 49, figs. 108-129.
Swing-hanger Shaft. A Swing- hanger Pivot, which see.
Swinging-sash. A window or blind sash which is hung
and swings on hinges. See Door-case Sash.
Swing Link-hanger. A swing-hanger made in the form
of a link of a chain. See 46, fig. 117 , fig. 137.
Swing-motion. A term applied to an arrangement of
hangers and other supports for the springs and truckbolster which enables a car-body to swing laterally on
the truck.
Swing-motion Gear. The combination of the bolster,
spring-plank, swing-hangers, pivots, and pins by which a
car-body is suspended on a truck and enabled to swing
laterally.
Swing-motion Spring. A Bolster-spring, which see. See
also Lateral-motion Spring.
Swing-motion Truck. A truck with a bolster and springplank suspended on swing-hangers so that they can
swing laterally to the truck-frame. Figs. 108-129 are
representations of swing-motion trucks.
Swing Spring-plank. A transverse timber underneath
the bolster of a four-wheeled truck, and under the springbeam of a six-wheeled truck, and on which the bodysprings rest. A swing spring-plank differs from an or
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dinary spring-plank from the fact of being supported by
hangers or links so tha' it can swing laterally to the
truck, while an ordinary spring-plank has no such
movement. See 43, figs. 108-129.
Switching The act of moving cars from one track to
another by means of switches, as in making up or sepa
rating trains, and placing the cars on the tracks and in
the places where they are needed. See also Drilling.
Regulating. Shunting.
Switching-eye. A cast-iron socket attached to the corner
of a freight-car, to which the- Jiook of a chain or a push
ing-bar can be attached, to move the car either by horses
or by an engine on an adjoining track. Such eyes are
often cast on a lower corner-plate, as shown in fig. 279.
A pull-iron is sometimes called a switching-eye.

T, or Tee. A T-shaped, cast-iron tube for uniting one
pipe at right angles to two others in the same line. The
pipes are screwed into the arms of the f. See fig. 621.
Also see Reducing -tee.
Table. See Water-table.
Table-hook. A hook attached to a movable table for
fastening it to the side of a car. Such tables are fur
nished in drawing-room, sleeping and smoking cars, for
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the convenience of passengers. See 19, fig. 298 ; fig.
894.
Table-hook Plate. An eye or plate on the side of a passen
ger-car to which a hook on a movable table is attached.
See 20, fig. 298 ; fig. 395.
Table-leg Hook. A metal hook which is attached to a
diagonal support for a table, and which engages in a
plate attached to the side of the car. See 40, fig. 300.
Similar to fig. 394.
Table-leg-hock Plate. A plate attached to the side of a
car and which forms an eye or fastening in which a tableleg hook engages. See 41, fig. 400. Similar to fig. 395.
Tail-lamp. A signal-lamp attached to the rear end of a
train. See 141, figs. 82, 83 ; figs. 495, 496. Also see
Double-lena Tail-lamp. Train Signal-lamp.
Tank A vessel or reservoir of considerable size to contain
fluids. See.
Shad-bellied Tank.
Telescopic-tank.
Straight-tank.
Water-tank.
Tank, for Tank-car. A sheet or plate iron vessel, usually
of cylindrical form, for carrying oil or other liquids on
cars specially constructed for the purpose. See 106, figs.
73-76. See also Telescopic-tank. Straight-tank.
Tank-band. A flat strip or bar of iron which passes over
the top of a tank for a tank-car, and through the frame
for holding the former to the latter. Sometimes these
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bands are fastened to a hook or eye attached to the top
of the tank. See 107, figs. 73-76.
Tank-band Hook. An iron hook riveted to the top of a
tank for a tank-car, to which the lank-bands are fastened.
The object in attaching the bands in this way is to pre
vent the tank from turning.
Tank-car. A car provided with one or more tanks for car
rying oil or other liquids. Usually the tank is made of
iron, and is cylindrical in form, as shown in figs. 22,
73-76.
Tank-dome. A cylindrical extension attached to the top
of a tank for a tank-car. See 108, figs 73-76.
Tank-head. An iron sheet or plate which forms the head
or end of a tank. See 106', figs. 93-96.
Tank-nozzle. A short pipe which is attached to the under
side of a tank for transporting oil or other liquids. The
pipe is used to draw-off or empty the contents from the
tank. See 115, figs, 93, 96. It is usually cast in one
piece with the Tank-valve Seat, which see.
Tank-nozzle Cap. A cover which is screwed on the outer
end of a tank-nozzle to prevent the escape of the con
tents of the tank in case the valve should leak. See 118,
figs. 93, 96.
Tank-nozzle-cap Chain. A chain by which a tank-nozzle
cap is fastened to the nozzle to prevent it from being

lost.
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Tank-step, for Tank-car. A metal shelf or bracket fast
ened to a tank of a tank-car, which forms a step to give
access to the top of the tank or the top of the dome.
Tank-valve. A valve, attached to the bottom of a tank for
transporting oil or other liquids, to draw off the contents
of the tank. See 114, figs. 73, 76.
Tank-valve Cage. A metal inclosure over the top of a
tank-valve, and which forms a guide in which the valve
works. See 116, figs. 73, 76.
Tank-valve Bod. A rod for opening and closing a tankvalve and which extends from the valve to the top of the
dome. See 117, figs. 73, 76.
Tank-valve-rod Handle. A lever which can be attached
or detached to or from the top of the valve-rod of a tankcar to turn it, and thus open or close the tank-valve.
Tank-valve Seat. A metal plate, with one opening in it,
which is closed by the valve. It is riveted to the under
side of the tank and has a nozzle attached 'to it to which
suitable pipes are connected for conducting the oil or
other liquid from the tank. See 115, figs. 73, 76.
Tanner-brake. An arrangement of levers and rods for
operating the brakes on both trucks at the same time,
which is said to be the invention of Mr. Henry Tanner
and which was patented by him in 1852. It is illustrated
in fig. 644. It consists of a lever, 9, having a fixed ful
crum' in its centre attached to the body of the car. The
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ends of this lever are connected by rods and chains, 4,
4, with the brake-shafts at the two ends of the car ; and
at points intermediate between the ends and the fulcrum
the lever is connected by rods, 6, 6, with the brakelevers, 2, 2. The centre-lever, 9, can thus be operated
and the brakes be applied to both trucks by the brakeshaft and wheel at either end of the car. A difficulty
with this form of brake is, that unless the adjustment of
the connecting-rods and brake-shoes is perfect the press
ure of the brakes will not be alike on the two trucks.
Tarpaulin. A painted, oiled, or tarred cloth or can
vas used on open cars to protect freight from tht
weather.
TasseL See Window-curtain Tassel.
Tassel-hook. See Window-curtain Holder.
Tee. See fTelegraph-cock, or Faucet. A self-closing cock, the lever
of which resembles the key of a telegraph instrument.
See Lever-faucet. When these are arranged to attach to
the side of a vessel they are called horizontal telegraplifaucets, as shown at fig. 428. When they are made, as
shown at fig. 382, so as to attach to the top, they are
called vertical telegraph cocks or faucets.
Telescopic-tank, for Tank-car. A cylindrical tank made
with the rings or plates of metal in the centre on the out
side, while those toward the ends are placed inside of
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those nearest the centre, analogous to the manner in
which the tubes of a telescope slide into each other.
Tender-hose, for Westinghouse-brake. A hose which con
nects the brake-pipe on the tender with the engine, and
which has no coupling, and is usually attached to the en
gine or tender by a union-joint. See 11, figs. 655,656;
fig. 743.
Tender-spring' Bracket, for Westinghouse-brake. A castiron bracket which is bolted to the tender-frame and
which acts as a bearing for a release-spring. See fig. 744".
Tension-bar. A bar which is subjected to a strain of ten
sion. See Body-bolster Tension-bar.
Tension-member. A rod, bar, or beam which is subjected
to a tensile strain and forms a part of a frame, truss,
beam, or girder. Truss-rods, brace-rods, etc., are ten
sion members. See Compression-member.
Thimble. 1 . A bushing.
2. A sleeve or tube through which a bolt passes, and
which may act as a distance-piece. See
Axle, Safety-bearing
Body-bolster Thimble.
Thimble.
Brake-shaft Thimble.
Buffer-thimble.
T-hinge. A door-hinge, one part of which is made long
and triangular-shaped, like a strap-hinge, and the other
part like a butt- hinge, so that the shape of the whole re
sembles a letter "f. See fig. 513.
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Thread. See Screw-thread.
Three-link Draw-bar. A draw-bar to which three coup
ling-links may be attached. One of these is usually fast
ened to the draw-bar by a pin, riveted fast, so that the
link cannot be detached. This is the same as a Potter
Draw-bar, which see. See figs. 261-264, 269.
Three-way Cock, for Westinghouse-brake. A cock on the
locomotive by which the runner either releases or ad.mits the compressed-air from or to the brake-pipes, and
thus either applies the brakes or takes them off, as re
quired. See 10, fig. 657 ; figs. 658, 659.
Three-wheeled Hand-car. A hand-car with two wheels
arranged to run on one rail, somewhat like a velocipede,
but with a third wheel running on the opposite rail to
steady the vehicle. They are worked either with levers
operated by the hands, or by treadles with the feet, or
with both. See fig. 47.
Threshold, or-Threshold-plate. A Door-sill, which see.
Throttle-valve, for Westinghouse Engine and Pump. An
angle globe-valve, attached to the locomotive for admit
ting steam to and shutting it off from the engine, which
works the air-pump. See fig. 736.
Ticket-holder. A metal clip or spring attached to the side
of a sleeping-car berth for holding the tickets of the oc
cupants of the berth. See fig. 31 7.
Tie. " A beam or rod which secures parts together and is
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subjected to a tensile strain. It is the opposite of a strut
or straining-piece, which acts to keep objects apart, and
is subject to a compressing force."—Knight.
Tie-bar. A bar which acts as a tie. See Draw-timber Tiebar. Pedestal Tie-bar. Transom Tie-bar.
Tie-plate. A Main-carline, which see.
Tie-rod. A rod which acts as a tie. See
Brake-block Tie-rod.
Lever-frame Tie-rod.
Cylinder-lever Tie-rod.
Platform Tie-rod.
End-girth Tie-rod.
Safety-beam Tie-rod.
Girth Tie-rod.
Sill Tie-rod.
Wheel-piece Tie-rod.
Tie-timber. See Cross-frame Tie-timber.
Tightener. See Window-curtain-cord Tightener.
Timber. A stick of wood of considerable size. See
Brake-hanger Timber.
Pedestal-timber.
Centre Floor-timber.
Platform End-timber.
Cross frame Tie-timber.
Platform-timber.
Diagonal Floor-timber.
Rocker-bearing Timber.
Draw-bar Cross-timber.
Rocker-timber.
Draw-timber.
Short Floor-timber.
Floor-timber.
Spring-plank Timber.
Intermediate Floor-timTransverse Floor-timber,
ber.
Wheel-timber.
Tin Car-roof. A roof consisting of a layer of boards which
rest on the rafters and run lengthwise to the car and are
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covered with tin plates the edges of which are soldered
together.
Tip. An ornamental knob or boss attached to the end of
a rod. See Basket-rack Tip. Berth Curtain-rod Tip.
Tip-car. A car so constructed that its body can be tipped
or inclined so as to allow its contents to slide out. Some
times called dump-car. For Four-wheeled Tip-car, see
fig. 29 : for Eight-wheeled Tip-car, see fig. 28.
Tip-car Door. A door or gate on the side of a tip-car for
unloading the contents of the car. See 154, fig. 81.
Tire. A heavy hoop or band of iron forming the ring or
periphery of a wheel to impart strength to it and to resist
the wear on the rails. In this country car-wheels are
generally cast in one piece without a separate tire, but
within a few years steel-tired wheels have come into con
siderable use. See 5, figs. 176-183.
Tire-bolt. A screw-bolt for holding a wheel-tire on a wheelcentre. When retaining rings are used the bolts pass
through the rings and hold them and the centre and tire
together. See 2, figs. 176-183.
Tool-car. A box-car arranged for carrying all kinds of
tools, ropes, etc., which are used, in case of accident to
trains on the road, in replacing or removing the cars or
engines on or from the track.
Such cars are often
used when any heavy objects are to be moved, as is nec
essary in erecting bridges, etc.
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Top. See Cast-iron Top. Smoke-top.
Top-arm, for Creamer-brake. A cast-iron arm keyed to
the brake-shaft, to which a pawl is attached which forms
the connection between the drum and brake-shaft, and
which acts on a ratchet on the drum-cover. By this
means the involute spring is wound up by the action of
the brake-shaft and wheel. See 4, tigs. 646, 647.
Top-chord. The upper outside member of a truss. See
13, figs. 804, 80«>-810. (The distinction between a topchord and braces or between a top-chord and a truss-rod,
in trusses like those represented in figs. 805, 811, is not
very clear.)
Top Cylinder-head, for Westinghouse Driving-wheel Brake.
A circular cast-iron plate or cover for the upper end of a
cylinder for a driving-wheel brake. See 5, fig. 749.
Top Door-rail. The uppermost horizontal bar or piece of
a door-frame. See 149, figs. 218, 222, 223, 230 ; 4, fig. 502 ;
82, fig. 753.
Top Door-track. A metal bar or guide at the top of a
door on which it slides or by which it is held in its place.
See 65, figs. 60, 63, 64, 69-72.
Top End-rail, for Coal-car. A horizontal stick of timber
which forms the top of the end-frame of a coal-car. See
137, figs. 77-79.
Top-plate. See Outside Top-plate.
Tcp-reservoir Journal-box. A journal-box having a res
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ervoir for oil or grease above the journal, from which
the oil flows to the journal. See fig. 153.
Top-ring, for Base-plate of Spear-heater. A cast-iron ring
which rests on top of the base-plate, and to which the cas
ing i3 attached. See 22, figs. 550-554 ; fig. 562.
Top-seat Street-car. A Double-deck Street-car, which see.
See fig. 38.
Top Side-bearing. A Body Side-bearing, which sec.
Top Side-rail, of Coal-car. The horizontal piece of tim
ber which forms the top of the side of a coal-car. See
136, figs. 77-79.
Towel-bracket. A bracket for supporting a towel-roller.
See 2, fig. 380.
Towel-rack. One or more rods or arms arranged for hang
ing towels on.
Towel-rod. A rod for hanging towels on. See figs. 378,
379.
Track. A rail or bar which forms a path on which any
thing, as a door, runs. See Bottom Door-track. Top
Door-track.
Track-sweeper. A Sweeping-car, which see.
Train-car. A Conductor's-car, which see.
Train of Cars. A number of cars coupled together.
Train Signal-lamp. A lamp attached to a car as a signal,
usually to the last one on a train. See 141, figs. 82, 88 :
figs. 495, 496. See Double-lens Tail-lamp. Tail-lamp.
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Train Signal-lanwin. A lantern used for' giving signals
at night either to or from trains. Ordinary railroad lan
terns are often used for that purpose, but they some
times have globes of colored glass. See Tri-colored Lan
tern.
Transom. One or two horizontal cross-beams which are
attached to the side-frames of a truck and between which
the swing-bolster is placed. The transoms are -usually
made of wood, but recently they have beenmade of iron.
See 20, figs. 108-127. See Middle-transoms. Outsidetransoms.
Transom Bearing-block. A piece of wood or iron placed
on top of a transom, under the attachment or bearing
of a swing-hanger, to raise it up higher.
Transom-casting. A casting attached to a truck-frame
and to which the end of one or both of the transoms are
fastened. See 28, figs. 108-114.
Transom Cbafing-plate. A plate attached to the side of
a transom to prevent the motion of the swing-hangers,
springs, and swing-bolster from abrading the transoms.
See 27, figs. 115,116-129.
Transom-pillar. A small casting placed under a transom
and resting on the lower truss-bar of an iron truck. It
acts as a distance-piece between the two. See 29, figs.
112, 114.
Transom Tie-bar. A wrought-iron bar bolted to a pair of
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transoms to hold them together. It is sometimes
placed above and sometimes below the transoms. See
23, figs. 118-126.
Transom Truss-block. A bearing or distance-piece, made
of wood or iron, underneath a truck-transom, and
against which a transom truss-rod bears. See 25, figs.
91-93, 118-121, 128, 129.
Transom Truss-rods. Bods which are attached at their
ends to the wheel-pieces, and which extend across the
truck and alongside the transoms and are inclined
downward toward the centre so as to strengthen the
transoms. Generally, two such rods are used with each
truck. See 24, figs. 91-98, 118-129.
Transom Truss-rod 'Washer. An iron bearing for a nut
on the end of a transom truss-rod. See 26, figs. 91-98,
115-129.
Transverse Floor-timbers. Timbers which extend across
the car underneath the floor and on which the latter
rests. See 11, figs. 73-76 ; 10, figs. 750-752.
Tread. 1. The part of a step on which the foot is placed.
2. The outer surface or part of a car-wheel which bears
on the rails. See 25, fig. 138 See Rubber-tread.
Tread-board. The horizontal part or board of a step on
which the foot is placed. See 46, figs. 215, 216, 217, 219,
220, 228.
Triangular "Washer. An iron plate or block, the cross
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section of which is of a triangular shape, and which
forms a bearing for the nut or head of an inclined bracerod. See fig. 787.
Tri-colored Lantern. A lantern with a cylindrical case
and an opening on one side only. This case is inclosed
by another, containing glasses of different colors, and
which cam be turned so as to bring either glass in
front of the opening and thus change the color of the
light.
Trigger. See Window-latch Trigger.
Trimming-cap. A Seat-back-rail Cap, which see.
Tripping-lever, for Creamer-brake. A small lever by
which the side-pawl is disengaged from the spring-drum.
See 7, figs. 646, 647.
Triple-coil Nest-spring. A spiral-spring with two other
coils inside of it. One of the coils is inside of the other.
See figs. 191, 198.
Triple Coupling-link. Three coupling links attached to
each other like the links of a chain. Such couplings are
used when the draw-bars differ considerably in height.
See 1, fig. 271.
Triplet of Springs. Three elliptic springs fastened to
gether side by side so as to act together. See 80, figs.
115, 118, 119, 129.
Triple-valve, for Westinghouse Automatic-brake. A small
slide-valve which is operated by a piston, the two being
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contained in a suitable body or case and placed between
the auxiliary-reservoir and the brake-cylinder of Westinghouse Automatic- brake, for admitting the air from the
former to the Inter when the brakes are to be applied,
and for releasing it from the brake-cylinder when the
brakes are to be taken off. See 9, fig. 663 ; figs. 708,
704.
Triple-valve Branch-pipe, for Westinghouse Automaticbrake. A short pipe by which the triple-valve is con
nected with the brake-pipe. See 24, figs. 661, 663.
Triple-valve Case, for Westinghouse Brake. A casting
with suitable chambers and passages cast in it, and which
contains the working parts of a triple-valve. It forms
the main body of what is called the triple-valve. See
20, figs. 703, 704.
Triple-valve Piston, for Westinghouse Car-brake. A
small piston which operates a slide-valve, the two to
gether forming the working parts of a triple-valve. See
4, fig. 704 ; fig. 706.
Truck. " A small wheel ; hence, trucks, a low carriage for
carrying goods, stone, etc., either on common roads or on
railroads. Indeed, this kind of carriage is often called a
truck, in the singular."— Webster. The term is applied
to different kinds of small vehicles used on and about
railroads, sometimes in a confusing sense. See
Baggage Barrow-truck.
Baggage Wagon-truck.
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Barrow-truck.
Pair of Trucks.
Car-truck.
Passenger-car Truck.
Cleveland-truck.
Rigid-bolster Truck.
Sunng-motion Truck.
Continuous-frame Truck.
Diamond-truck.
Wagon-truck.
Freight Barroio-truck.
Warehouse-truck.
Freight Wagon-truck.
Wlwle-frame Truck.
Wooden-frame Truck.
Iron-truck.
Truck-bolster. A cross timber or beam in the centre of a
truck to which the lower centre-plate is fastened, and on
which the car-body rests. The truck-bolster is connected
to the body-bolster by a centre-pin which passes through
it. See 30, figs. 88-128. The truck-bolster for a sixwheeled truck consists of a frame formed of two timbers
at each end, called spring-beams, which rest on the
springs, and one in the centre, called a truck centre-beam.
to which the truck centre-plate is attached. All three
are united together by longitudinal iron bars or wooden
beams. This is represented in fig. 130. See Swingbolster.
Truck-bolster Chafing-plate. A plate attached to a swingbolster to protect it from wear. See 36, figs. 115, 116,
124, 128, 129.
Truck-bolster Guide-bars. Iron castings in the iron sideframe of a truck, between the arch-bars, which form
a guide for the and of the bolster. See 37, figs.
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95-104. These are not used with trucks which have a
swing-motion, and only with rigid-bolster trucks when
the latter have bolster-springs.
Truck-bolster Guide-block A cast-iron shoe attached to
a truck-bolster, and which slides vertically between the
bolster guide-bars. See 38, figs. 95-103. They are not
used on trucks which have a swing- motion, and only
with rigid-bolster trucks which have bolster-springs.
Truck-bolster King-post. A short pillar at the centre of a
truck-bolster against which the truss-rod bears. See 33,
fig. 106.
Truck-bolster Truss-block A block of wood or iron under
neath a truck-bolster which acts as a bearing or distancepiece for one or more truss-rods. See 32, figs. 98-104.
Truck-bolster Truss-rod. A rod attached near the ends of
a wooden truck-bolster, usually with nuts, and which
extends lengthwise to it, and passes below the bolster at
the centre, so as to form a truss. Generally, two or
more such rods are used for each bolster and are in
tended to strengthen it. See 31, figs. 88-107.
Truck-bolster Truss-rod Bearing. An iron bearing placed
under a truck-bolster truss-rod to prevent it from crush
ing into the bolster or truss-block. See 34, figs. 88-90,
96-104.
Truck-bolster Truss-rod Washer. An iron bearing for a
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nut on the end of the truss-rod of a truck-bolster. See
35, figs. 88-90, 97-107.
Truck Centre-plate. A metal plate in the centre of the top
of a truck-bolster on which the body centre-plate rests
and which bears the weight of the car-body. The king
bolt, or centre-pin, passes through both centre-plates.
See 63, figs. 89-129.
Truck Check-chain Eye. An eye-bolt, clevis, or other
similar attachment for fastening a check-chain to the
the truck. See 70, fig. 122. See also Body Check-chain
Eye.
Truck Check-chain Hook, An iron hook, or similar
form of attachment by which check-chains are fastened
to a car-body. See 69, fig. 122.
Truck End-piece. See End-piece of Truck-frame.
Truck-frame. A structure composed of wooden beams or
iron bars, to which the journal-boxes or pedestals,
springs, and other portions of a car-truck are attached,
and which forms the skeleton of a truck. Such frames
are shown in figs. 88-137. See Continuous Truck-frame.
Truck Side-frame.
Truck-frame King-post. An iron post which forms a dis
tance-piece between an inverted arch-bar and the main
bar of a continuous-frame truck. See 18, figs 105, 106.
Truck-frame Queen-posts. Short iron columns between
an upper arch-bar or wheel-piece and an inverted arch-
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bar, which act as distance-pieces between these two
members. See 30, fig. 91.
Truck Knee-iron. An L-shaped or right-angle casting or
forging bolted into the inside corner of a truck-frame to
strengthen it. See 81, fig. 119.
Truck-side. A Truck Side-frame, which see.
Truck Side-bearing. A plate, block, or roller, which is
attached to the top of a truck-bolster, and on which a
corresponding bearing fastened to the body-bolster rests.
Their purpose is to prevent the car-body from having too
much rocking or rolling motion. Truck Side-bearings
are made of various forms, such as a plain metal plate,
to protect a wooden bolster from wear, a cup-shaped
casting to hold oil or grease and waste, and various
forms of rollers, balls, rockers, studs, and the like. See
61, figs. 88-129. See
Cup Side-bearing.
Roller Side-bearing.
Rocker Side-bearing.
Side-bearing.
Truck Side-frame. The longitudinal portion of a truckframe, on the outside of the wheels, which extends from
one axle to the other and to which the journal-boxes and
bolsters or transoms are attached. Such frames are
shown in figs. 88-137, 131, 133. See Diamond-truck
Side-frame.
Truss. A frame to which rigidity is given by uniting the
parts so that its figure shall be incapable of alteration by
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turning of the bars about their joints. The simplest form
of truss is that in which a rod and post are put under
neath a beam to strengthen it, as in fig. 804, or two
beams are framed together in the form of a letter A,
and tied together at their lower ends by a rod or another
beam, as shown in fig. 805. These are called king-post
trusses. Another form is that in which two posts are
used, as shown by figs. 806, 807, which are called queenpost trusses. In order to prevent this form of truss from
altering its shape when unequally loaded, counter-braces,
11 and 9, are added. The extension of the principle of
the truss represented by fig. 806, that is, by the addition
of more posts, gives the well-known form of truss rep
resented by fig. 808, in which all the braces are subjected
to strains of tension and the posts to compression. This
is known as the Pratt or Whipple truss. The extension
of the principle represented in fig. 807 gives the wellknown Howe-truss, fig. 809, in which the braces are sub
jected to strains of compression, and the vertical members
to tension. As cars are not so unequally loaded as
bridges, the trusses used in car-frames usually have
braces wliich incline in one direction only, from the cen
tre to the point of support, as shown in figs, 215, 321, 229.
Truss-arch. A timber or plank made in the form of an
arch, and set edgewise in the side of a passenger-car
frame to strengthen it. See fig. 246.
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Truss-beam. See Platform Truss-beam.
Truss-block. A distance-piece, between a truss-rod and
the compression member of a trussed beam, and which
forms a bearing for both. See 4, figs. 810, 811. See
Body-bolster Truss-block. Transom Truss-block. Truckbolster Truss-block.
Trussed Brake-beam. A brake-beam trussed with suita
ble rods to strengthen it. See 4, figs. 629, 631.
Truss-plank. A wide piece of timber bolted to and
usually locked into the posts of a passenger-car frame,
and placed on the inside of the car and immediately
above the sills. See 63, figs. 215-226 ; 1, fig. 300.
Truss-plank Cap. A strip of wood attached to the top of
a truss-plank between the seat-frames. See 64, figs. 225,
226.
Truss-rod. An inclined rod used in connection with a
king or queen post truss, or trussed -beam, to resist the
deflection of the beam. It is attached to the ends of the
beam, and is supported in the middle by a king-post,
truss-block, or two queen-posts between the beam and the
rod, See 1, figs. 804, 810, 811. See.
Body-bolster Truss-rod.
Hand-car Truss-rod.
Body Truss-rod.
Inverted Body-truss-rod.
Brake-beam Truss-rod.
Outside Body-truss- rod.
Centre Body-truss-rod.
Platform Truss-rod.
Cross-frame Truss-rod.
Safety-beam Truss-rod.
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Transom Truss-rod.
Truck-bolster Truss-rod.
of the case are cleaned by their attrition against each
Wheel-piece Truss-rod.
other and the case.
Truss-rod Bearing. An iron plate or casting on top of a
3. (Locksmithing :) " A latch engaging within a notch
truss-rod in which a king or queen post or truss-block
in a lock, bolt, or otherwise, opposing its motion until it
rests, and which forms a bearing on the truss-rod. A trussis lifted or arranged by the key so as to remove the ob
rod saddle is underneath a truss-rod and forms a bear
stacle."—Knight.
ing for the latter. See 3, figs. 804, 810, 811. See also Tumbler-holder. A bracket or stand for holding glass
Body-bolster Truss-rod Bearing. Body Truss-rod Bear
tumblers or drinking-cups.
ing. Truck-bolster Truss-rod Bearing.
Tumbuckle. A coupling with a right and left hand screw,
Truss-rod Iron. A piece or bar of iron, having a lug, eye,
or with a screw and swivel used for shortening or length
or knuckle, to which a body truss-rod is attached, and
ening rods. The commonest form is that of a link with
which is bolted to the under side of a sill opposite or
a swivel and screw. See 23, figs. 215, 216, 219, 228, 229 ;
below a body-bolster. See 24, figs. 228, 229, 231.
26, fig. 750 ; figs. 790-791. See Bight and Left Screw
Truss-rod Saddle. A wrought or cast iron bearing under
Tumbuckle. Pipe Turnbuckle. Single-screw Turnneath a truss-rod, and on which the latter bears. A trussbuckle.
rod bearing is on top of a truss-rod. See Body Truss-rod Twin Door-panels. A pair of panels side by side in a door.
Saddle.
See 10, fig. 502 ; fig. 753.
Truss-rod Washer. A large flat or beveled washer used Twin-washer, ^i Double-washer, which see.
under a nut on the end of a truss-rod. Sometimes called Twin-windcw. Two small and rather narrow windows
askew-back. See 2, figs. 804. 806, 810, 811. See Body- j placed side by side. See 138, figs. 228, 229.
bolster Truss-rod Washer.
Truck-bolster Truss-rod
U
Washer.
(J -Bolt. A double bolt made of a bar of iron, bent in the
Tumbler. 1. A drinking glass.
shape of the letter (J> with a nut and screw on each end.
2. {Foundry :) A machine for cleaning castings, loco
See fig. 781. See Brake-hanger Carrier. Stake-pocket
motive-tubes, etc. It consists of a case mounted on a
shaft on which it is made to revolve. The articles inside
U-bolt.
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TJncoupling-chain. A chain by which the uncoupling
lever of a Miller-coupler is connected with the couplinghook or draw-bar. See 16, fig. 285.
Uncoupling-lever, for Miller-coupler. A lever attached to
the platform of a car, and connected by a chain with a
Miller coupling-hook or draw-bar to disengage or un
couple it from the one on the adjoining car. See 15, fig.
285, 286.
Uncoupling-lever Plate. A plate attached to the top of
the platform end-timber of a Miller-platform, and
through which the uncoupling-lever works. See 18, fig.
285, 286.
Uncoupling-lever Ratchet. A ratchet into which the un
coupling-lever of a Miller-coupler engages, and which
holds the lever in any desired position. The ratchet is
attached to the platform-railing See 17, fig. 288.
Uncoupling-lever Trunnion-plate. A cast-iron box, or
bearing, attached to the under side of a platform endtimber, and which holds the pin on whicli the uncoup
ling-lever works. See 21, figs. 2=2, 285.
TJncoupling-lever "Wedge. An iron wedge whiah is in
serted in the opening in an uncoupling-lever plate to hold
the lever in either one of its extreme positions. See 19,
fig. 285.
TJncoupling-lever Wedge-chain. A chain by which an
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uncoupling-lever wedge is fastened to the platform endtimber to prevent it from being lost. See 20, fig. 285.
Under-hung Door. A sliding-door which is supported
and slides on a rail below the door. The door in fig. 55
is under-hung.
Union, for Engine and Pump of Westinghouse-brake. A
nut and thimble for connecting a pipe to the engine or
pump. See 35, 36, 37, figs. 664, 665, 697.
Union-joint. A means of uniting the ends of two pipes
with a nut. The latter is attached to one pipe with a
collar, and is screwed on the opposite pipe, .or on a
thimble attached to the pipe. See fig. 697. Often called
simply a union.
United States Standard System of Screw-threads. This
term is often used to designate the Sellers System of
Screut-threads, which see.
Upholstery. In passenger-car construction, the cushions,
curtains, carpets, beds, etc., and generally the material
from which they are made.
Upper Belt-rail. A horizontal wooden bar attached to
the posts on the outside and above the windows of pas
senger and street cars. See 82, figs. 225, 226 ; 44, figs.
750, 752.
Upper-berth. The top berth in a sleeping-car section. See
2, fiys. 296-298. See Berth.
Upper-berth Best. A metal ledge, lug, or shelf, which
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supports an upper-berth of a sleeping-car when it is low
ered. See fig. 354.
TJpper-berth-rest Pivot A pivot or pin attached to a
suitable plate which is fastened to an upper-berth. The
pin engages in a hole in a Berth-rest, which see. See fig.
355.
Upper Brake-shaft Bearing'. An eye or bearing by which
the upper end of a brake-shaft is held in its place and in
which it revolves. In passenger and street cars the bear
ing is usually attached to the hand-rail. On freight box
cars, when the brakes are operated from the top of the
car, the bearing is attached to the end of the body near
the top. See 96, figs. 55-84 ; 156, figs. 215, 217, 219, 223 ;
123, figs. 750, 753.
XTpper-cap, of Triple-valve for Westinghouse Car-brake.
A screw-plug which is screwed into the top of the cham
ber of a triple-valve. See 5, fig. 704 ; fig. 707.
Upper Corner-plate. An outside corner-plate attached to
the corner of a car on the outside next to the eaves of
the roof or to the top-rail. See 55, figs. 55, 59, 60, 63, 65,
77. 79.
Upper Discharge-valve, of Air-pump for Westinghousebrake. A puppet-valve at the top of the air-pump cylin
der through which the air above the piston escapes. See
32, fig. 665 ; fig. 694.
Upper Door-sash. The part of a double window-sash in a
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car-door which covers the upper part of the opening.
This upper section is usually made movable, so that it can
be lowered for ventilation. See 12, fig. 502.
Upper End-panel. A panel on the outside and end of a
street-car above the window. See 29, fig. 753.
Upper-floor, for Cattle-car. A floor in cattle-cars for carry
ing small cattle, as sheep, hogs, etc., which forms a
second story or upper deck in the car. See 28, figs. 69-72.
Upper Seat-back Rail, A horizontal wooden bar which
forms the top-rail of a seat-back. See Lower Seat-back
Rail. See 41, figs. 750, 752.
Upper Steam-valve, for Engine of Westinghouse-brake.
A small piston by which steam is admitted to, and ex
hausted from, the upper end of the steam-cylinder of an
engine for a Westinghouse-brake. See 14, figs. 665, 677.
Upper Steam-valve Bushing, for Engine of Westinghousebrake. A ring or hollow metal cylinder in which the
piston, which forms the upper steam-valve works. See
17, fig. 665 ; fig. 680.
Upper Swing-hanger Pivot. A pin, bolt, or bar, by
which the upper end of a swing-hanger is attached to the
transom, and on which it is suspended. See 47, figs. 108129. See also Lower Swing-hanger Pivot.
Upper Wainscot-rail. A longitudinal wooden bar or rail,
fastened to the posts on the inside of a passenger-car,
immediately under the window, and extending from one
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end of the car to the other. See 75, figs. 225, 226 ; 3,
figs. 299-300.
"Upper ■Window-blind. The part of a double blind which
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and communicating with the top of a car, to convey the
foul air and vile smells from a urinal.

covers the upper part of a window. See 17, fig. 301.
"Upper Window-blind Lift. A metal catch, or finger-hold,
attached to an upper window-blind for Taisingand lower Vacuum-brake. A system of continuous-brakas which is
ing it. It is distinguished from a lower window-blind
operated by exhausting the air from some appliance
lift in not having a lug or ledge, described in the defini
under each car by which the pressure of the external air
is transmitted to the brake levers and shoes. An ejector
tion of the latter term. See 25, fig. 801 ; fig. 324.
on the engine is ordinarily used for exhausting the air
Urinal. A metal or porcelain receptacle used in waterclosets to receive urine, and from which it is conveyed
and it is connected with the rest of the train by pipes
and flexible hoso between the cars. See Eames Vacuumbelow the car by a pipe leading through the floor. See
132, figs. 216, 220 ; figs. 438, 439. See Corner-urinal.
brake. Smith Vacuum-brake.
Valve. A lid, cover, or plug for opening and closing an
Side-urinal.
"Urinal-cover. A wooden or sheet-metal lid for inclosing a
aperture or passage. See
urinal.
Brake-hose Coupling-valve. Register-valve.
Urinal-drip. A pan under a urinal.
Check-valve.
Reversing-valve.
Conductor's-valve.
Safety-valve.
Urinal Drip-pipe. A pipe by which the contents of a
urinal-drip are conducted below the floor of a car.
Coupling-valve.
Slide-valve of Triple-valve
Urinal-handle. A handle in a water-closet, placed above
Discharge-valve.
Steam -valve.
Double Check-valve.
Tank-valve.
the urinal to hold on to. They are sometimes fastened
in the corner of the water-closet and are then called
Leakage-valve.
Throttle-valve.
Lower Discharge-valve.
Triple-valve.
corner urinal-handles ; and sometimes to the side, and
Lower Steam-valve.
Upper Discharge-valve.
are then called Side Urinal-handles, which see. See
Receiving-valve.
Upper Steam-valve.
figs. 442, 443.
Ventilator-valve.
Urinal Ventilating-pipe. A pipe attached to a urinal,
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Valves, for Top-plate of Spear-lieater. Two semi-circular
dampers by which the annular opening between the
smoke-pipe and its casing of Spear's pattern C stove is
opened and closed. See fig. 559.
Valve-seat. " The flat or conical surface on which a valve
rests."—Knight. See Discharge-valve Seat. Tank-valve
Seat.
Valve-stem. A rod attached to a valve, and by which the
latter is moved. See Beversing-valve Stem.
Veneer. ' ' A thin leaf of a superior wood for overlaying an
inferior wood."— Webster. See Ceiling-veneers.
Vent. " A small aperture ; a hole or passage for air or
other fluid to escape."— Webster. See Lamp-vent.
Ventilator. A contrivance for admitting or exhausting
air to or from a car or other apartment. See 116, 142,
143, flgs. 215, 218, 222, 224 ; fig. 348. See
Automatic-ventilator.
Clear-story Ventilator.
Clear-story End-ventilator. End-ventilator.
Clear-story Side-ventilator. Frieze-ventilator.
Self-acting Ventilator.
Ventilator-deflector. A metal plate or board placed in
such a position at a ventilator-opening that it will
cause a current of air to flow into or out of the car when
the latter is in motion. See 1, figs. 347, 348.
Ventilator-door. A door for closing the aperture of a ven
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tilator through which the air passes. See fig. 345. See
Ventilator-va Ive.
Ventilator-hood. A shield over the outside of a ventilator
to prevent the entrance of sparks, cinders, rain, or snow.
It is sometimes intended to direct the current of air
either into or out of the car. See also Clear-story Endventilator Hood.
Ventilator-opener. A lever, shaft, or other device for
opening and closing ventilator-sashes or panels in a clear
story. It is the same as fig. 333.
Ventilator-panel. A panel in the frame of a valve or
door for closing the aperture of a ventilator. See 116,
figs, 218, 224.
Ventilator-pivot. A pin on which a ventilator door or
sash is swung or hinged. It is the same as a Clear-story
Windotv-pivot, fig. 327.
Ventilator Pivot-plate. A metal plate which forms 8
socket in which a ventilator-pivot works. It is the same
as a Windoie-latch Plate, figs. 814, 815.
Ventilator-plate. See Frieze-ventilator Plates.
Ventilator-register. A metal plate or frame attached to a
ventilator opening, and provided with slits which are
arranged so as to turn, and thus either open or close the
ventilator opening. See fig. 346.
Ventilator-ring. A metal ring attached to the ceiling of
a car around the opening for a ventilator in the roof to
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make a finish to the opening. These are seldom used
now. See fig. 343.
Ventilator-sash. The rails and stiles which form the out
side portion of a ventilator, valve, door, or window, and
into which the panel or glass is fitted. See 116, figs. 215224.
Ventilator-staff. A stick or rod of wood or metal used to
reach the fastenings of ventilators to open or close
Ihem. See fig. 34S>£.
Ventilator-stop. A small metal bracket on which a ven
tilator-sash rests when open. Same as fig. 771.
Ventilator-valve. A door for opening or closing the aper
ture of a ventilator. Such doors are usually made to
turn on pivots at or near their centres. See1 116, figs.
215-224.
Vertical Telegraph Cock, or Faucet. A telegraph cock or
faucet made of an upright form so as to attach to the top
of a horizontal surface, as the top of a wash-stand. See
fig. 882. See Telegraph-faucet.
Volute-spring. A spring made of a flat bar of steel coiled
with a kind of scroll resembling the volutes used as an
ornament in the capitals of ancient Roman and Grecian
architecture. The coil is made in a conical form so that
the spring can be compressed in the direction of the axis
around which it is coiled. See fig. 218.
Vose Graduated-spring. A round-bar single-coil spiral-
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spring, with two conical india-rubber springs on the in
side, one attached to the spring-seat and the other to the
spring-cap. When the spiral spring is extended, there is
some space between thetwo rubber springs, rhe weight
is first supported by the spiral-spring until this is com
pressed far enough to bring the two rubber-springs in
contact, when they support part of the load. See fig.
208.
V-shaped Screw-thread. A term used to designate a
thread which is of a V-shape, and made with a sharp
edge at the top and a sharp groove^at the root, as shown
in fig. 794, and which differs in that respect from the
Sellers system, which is flat at the top and at the root,
and from the Whitworth system, which is rounded at
those points, as shown in figs. 795. 796.
V Window-button. A catch, with a V-shaped notch in
the end, which is fastened to a window-post for holding
up a window. See fig. 306.

w
Wagon-truck. A four-wheeled vehicle for moving oaggage or freight about a station or warehouse. See fig.
49. See Baggage Wagon-truck, fig. 52. Freight Wagontruck, fig. 50.
Wainscot-paneL A board which forms a panel under the
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windows and between the two wainscot-rails. See 76,
one plate which extends to the rim. The plates are all
curved so as to contract when the wheels are cooled
figs. 215, 223, 226 ; 4, figs. 299-301.
without danger of fracturing the wheel. The single
"Wainscot-rails. Longitudinal wooden bars or rails fast
plate and the rim are united together and strengthened
ened to the posts on the inside of a passenger-car below
by curved ribs cast on the inside of the wheel. See figs.
the windows and extending from one end of the car to
161. 162.
the other. See Lower Wainscot Rail. Upper WainscotWasher. 1. An annular plate of metal or other material
rail.
which is placed under the head of a bolt or under a nut
Wall Seat-end.
The seat-end next the wall or side of a
to give it a secure bearing. See fig. 785.
car. See 4, figs. 400, 401.
Warehouse-truck. A small vehicle which iB used for
2. A brush for washing objects, as windows or cars.
moving freight about a warehouse. See
See
Baggage Barrow-truck.
Freight Barrow-truck.
Base-washer.
Double-washer.
Bell-cord-guide Washer.
Packing-ring Washer.
Baggage Wagon-truck.
Freight Wagon-truck.
Beveled-washer.
Release-spring Wachcr.
Wagon-truck.
Body-bolster Truss-rod
Seat-back-arm Washer.
Wash-bowL A hollow vessel or dish to hold water for
Waslier.
Socket-washer.
washing—and for various other uses. A basin. . Wash
bowls are used in sleeping and drawing-room cars, and
Brace-rod Washer.
Transom Truss-rod
generally form a part of a fixed wash-stand.
Buffer-spring Washer.
Washer.
Wash-bowl Pipe. A pipe connected to a fixed wash
Buffer-stem Washer.
Triangular-washer.
bowl for carrying off the waste water. The pipe is
Car-washer.
TrucJ:-bolster Truss-rod
closed by a basin-plug. See 4, fig. 424.
Cross-frame Truss-rod
Washer.
Wash-bowl Stand. A support for a wash-bowl.
Washer.
Truss-rod Washer.
Washburn-wheeL A cast-iron car-wheel, designed and
Twin-washer.
patented by Nathan Washburn in 1850. It consists of Wash-room Pump. A pump used in the wash-room of a
car for pumping water up from a tank into a basin or
two plates, which extend from the hub to about half the
distance between it and the rim. There they unite into
wash-bowl. See fig. 381.
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Wash-stand Sink. A cast-iron plate with one or nore
bowls made in one piece and lined with porcelain and
used for the top of a wash-stand. See 3, fig. 434.
Wash-stand Slab. A stone slab which forms the top for a
wash-stand.
Water-alcove. A recess in the side of a partition of a pas
senger-car to receive the faucet of a water-cooler or
water-pipe and drinking-cup. The term is generally
used to designate a metal casing or lining with which the
recess is covered. See 134, figs. 219, 220 ; fig. 426.
Water-alcove Front A metal guard usually made of
some ornamental design which incloses the bottom of a
water-alcove to prevent the drinking-cup from falling off.
See 1, fig. 426.
Water-alcove Pan. The bottom of a water-alcove. See 2,
fig. 426.
Water-closet. A retiring room furnished with a urinal
and soil-hopper. Sometimes politely called a saloon. See
130, figs. 216, 218, 219,220.
Water-closet Door-plate. A metal plate attached to a
water-closet door to designate the place to which the door
leads. See also fig. 441.
Water-closet Handle. See Urinal-handle.
Water-closet Hopper. See Soil-hopper.
Water-closet Latch. A latch for water-closet doors
which consists of a spring-bolt, usually with a stop on
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the inside which locks the bolt fast, or with a separate
bolt for fastening the door from the inside. See fig.
526.
Water-closet Seat. A wooden seat with a hole in it over a
soil-hopper. See 131, figs. 216, 220.
Water-closet Seat-lid. A wooden cover for the hole in a
water-closet seat.
Water-closet Ventilating-jack. A cap or covering on the
top of a ventilating-pipe for a water-closet. See fig. 437.
Water-cooler. A tank or vessel for carrying drinking
water which is usually cooled with ice. The sides are
generally made double, and the space between is filled
with some non-conducting substance to keep the ice from
melting and keep the water cool. See 133, fig. 216. 1,
fig. 424.
Water-cooler Stand. A table, shelf, or support for a watercooler. See 3, fig. 424.
Water-drip. A pan or receptacle to receive the waste
water from a water-cooler.
Water-drip Pipe. A pipe connected with a water-drip
for conveying away the waste water from a water-cooler.
Water-table. A Window-ledge, which see.
Water-tank. A vessel or reservoir for holding water.
Those used on cars generally carry water for drinking or
washing, and are usually made of sheet-iron.
Webbing. A strong fabric, from one to four inches wide,
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made of hemp or other material which is not liable to
nected with the steam or air-pump by pipes
stretch. It is used for supporting the seat-cushions.
and flexible hose between the cars. When the
"Wedge. A Journal-bearing Key, which see. See Stopbrakes are to be applied, compressed-air is admitted
wedge. Uncoupling-lever Wedge.
from the tank on the engine to an ingeniously contrived
Wedge-chain. A chain by which an uncoupling-lever
valve called a triple-valve under each car, which releases
wedge is attached to the platform of a car. See 20, fig.
the compressed-air, stored up in the tank under that car,
285.
and admits it to a cylinder provided with a piston which
Westinghouse Air-brake. A system of continuous brakes
is connected with a system of brake-levers, and the press
invented and patented by Mr. George Westinghouse, Jr. ,
ure of the air is thus transmitted to the brake-shoes. In
which is operated by compressed-air. The air is com
this brake, the air for operating the brakes on each car is
stored up in a tank on that car, whereas in other systems
pressed by a steam-pump on the engine and is stored up
of air-brakes the compressed-air to operate the pistons
in a tank on the engine or tender. When the brakes are
under each car must all flow from the tank on the en
applied the compressed-air is conveyed from the tank by
gine, and in vacuum-brakes the air from the appliances
pipes connected together between the cars by flexible
on the car used to operate the brakes must flow forward
hose to cylinders with pistons under each car, by means
to the engine, before the brakes can be applied. This
of which the pressure of the air is communicated to the
consumes an appreciable amount of time, whereas the
brake-levers, and thence to the brake-shoes. This was
application of the automatic-brake is almost instantane
the first form of brake invented by Mr. Westinghouse ; a
later and improved form is the Westinghouse Automatic
ous. The triple-valve is so arranged, too, that the brakes
Air-brake, which see.
can be applied from each car by pulling a cord, and they
will also be applied to the rear part of a train in case it
Westinghouse Automatic Air-brake. A system of continu
should break in two parts, if one or more cars should be
ous brakes, invented and patented by Mr. George Westing
separated from the rest of the train. See figs. 655-743.
house, Jr., which is operated by compressed-air. The air is
compressed by a steam-pump on the engine, and is stored Wheel. A circular frame or solid piece of wood or metal
which revolves on an axis. See
up in a tank on the engine and in other tanks under
Brake-wheel.
Brake Ratcliet-whecl.
the tender and under each car, which are con
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Broad-tread Wheel.
Paper-wheel.
Car-wheel.
Plate-wheel.
Combination Plate-wheel.
Ratchet-wheel.
Combination-wheel.
Sax & Rear Wheel.
Compromise-wheel.
Set of Wheels.
Double-plate Wheel.
Single-plate Wheel.
Elastic-wheel.
Spoke-wheel.
Gear-wheel.
Stccled-wheel.
Hand-car Wlieel.
Steel-tired Wheel.
Hand-wheel.
Steel-wheel.
Hollow-spoke Wlieel,
Street-car Wlieel.
Narrow-tread Wheel.
Washburn-whcel.
Open-plate Wheel.
Winding-shaft RatchetPair of Wheels.
wheel.
Wrought-iron Wlieel.
W Heel-box. A covering for that part of the wheel of a
street-car which projects through the'floor. The sides
of the box are usually made of wood and the top of sheetiron, but they are sometimes made entirely of wood or
metal. See 13, figs. 750, 752.
Wnesl-box Button. A stick of wood attached by a bolt to
the top of a wheel-box of a street-car so that it can be
turned, somewhat like a door-button, to hold the wheelbox in its place. See 14, figs. 750, 752.
Wheel-centre. The portion of a car-wheel inside of the
tire. The term is used to designate the central part of
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wheels which have separate tires, and is seldom applied
to wheels which are made solid or in one piece. See 4,.
figs. 180-183.
Wheel-flange. A projecting edge or rim on the periphery
of a car-wheel for keeping it on the rail. See 26, fig.
138.
Wheel-piece. A stick of timber in a wooden-frame truck,,
which forms the side of the frame and to which the ped
estals are attached. See 10, figs. 88-94, 115-129, 131.
Wheel-piece Plate. An iron plate riveted to the inside or
outside of a wheel-piece of a truck to strengthen it. See
11, 12, figs, 128, 129. According to its position, it is
called the Inside or the Outside Wlieel-piece Plate, which
see.
Wheel-piece Tie-rod. A rod which is placed on the in
side and lengthwise along a wheel-piece and which ties
the two end-pieces together. It is almost the same as a
wheel-piece truss-rod. The latter is depressed at the
middle so as to* act as a truss-rod, while a tie-rod is
straight from one end of a truck to the other.
Wheel-piece Truss-rod. A rod which extends lengthwise
to a wheel-piece and is inclined downward toward its.
centre so as to strengthen it. It differs from a tie-rod in
being depressed at the middle so as to form a truss, whi'.>
the tie-rod runs straight from one end of the truck to the
other. See 13, figs. 118-126.
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"Wheel-plate. That part of a plate car-wheel which con
nects the rim and the hub. It occupies the place and
fulfills the same purpose as the spokes do in an open or
spoke wheel. See 22, fig. 138.
Whe:l-ribs. Projections cast usually on the inner side of
plate car-wheels to strengthen them. They are placed
in a radial position and are often curved so as to permit
the wheel to contract when it cools. Shown in figs. 155,
158, 162, 170.
Wheel-seat. The part of an axle which is inserted in the
hub of a wheel. See 3, fig. 138, 148.
Wheel-timber. A Wlveel-piece, wnich see.
Wheel-tread. The outer surface or part of a car-wheel
which bears on the rails. See 28, fig. 138.
Whitworth-Gauges. See Cylindrical-gauges.
Whitworth System of Screw-threads. A system of
screw-threads designed by Sir Joseph Whitworth, of
England, and which is almost universally used in that
country. It differs from the Sellers system in that the
sides of the threads stand at an angle of 55 degrees in
stead of 60 degrees, and the tops of the threads and the
spaces between them at the root are rounded, as shown in
fig. 795, instead of being flat, as in the Sellers system.
The number of threads per inch in the two systems is as
follows :
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The Whitworth system is used to a limited extent in
this country.
Whole-frame Truck. A Continuous-frame Truck, which
see.
Wicket. See Fare-wicket.
Wide-gauge. The distance between the heads of the rails
of a railroad when it is greater than 4 ft. 8% in. See
Gauge.
Winding-shaft, for Drop-doors of Coal-cars, etc. A shaft
extending crosswise on a car, and on which the chains
tor closing tne drop-doors are wound. See 129, figs.
77, 79.
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Winding-shaft Plate. A plate on tho side of a drop-bot
tom coal-car which forms a bearing for the windingshaft. See 133, figs. 77-79.
Winding-shaft Batchet-wheeL A notched wheel attached
to a winding-shaft, with which a pawl engages and thus
prevents the shaft from turning. See 130, figs. 77, 79.
Windlass. See Brake-windlass.
Window. "An opening in the wall of a building or car
for the admission of light and of air when necessary.
This opening has a frame on the sides, in which are set
movable sashes containing panes of glass."— Webster.
See 137, figs. 215-217, 219, 238, 228-230 ; 8, figs. 299-331 ;
64, figs. 750, 552, 753. See also Clear-story Window.
Twin-window.
Window Bar-lift. A short horizontal metal bar attached
to a heavy sash with two flanged studs or stanchions.
They are generally used for the large sashes of sleeping
and drawing-room cars. See fig. 319.
Window-blind. A wooden screen composed of a frame
and slats placed in the window to exclude sunshine.
Such blinds are made in one or more sections or parts.
See also 140, figs. 215, 219,222 ; 17, 18, fig. 301 ; 69, fig.
750. See
Double Window-blind.
Single Window-blind.
Lower Window-blind.
Upper Windoiv-blind.
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Window-blind Bolt. A bolt used for holding a windowblind in any desired position. See fig. 320.
Window-blind-bolt Bushing. A bushing for lining a hole
into which a blind-bolt slides. They are also used for
sash-bolts. Same as Window-latch Bushing, fig. 310.
Window-blind-bolt Plate. A plate attached to the post
or moulding of a car-window and in which a window-blind
bolt engages. Same as Window-latch Plate, figs. 814, 815.
Window-blind Lift. A metal hook or catch fastened to a
blind to take hold of in raising or lowering a windowblind. They are usually attached to the bottom rails of
steam-car blinds, which are raised above the window.
Street-car blinds are lowered below the window, and
therefore the lift is attached to the top rail of the blind.
Also called window-blind pull. See 25, 26, fig. 301 ; figs.
321-324 ; 78, fig. 750. See
Double Window-blind
Single Window-blind
Lift.
Lift.
Lower Window-blind
Upper Window-blind
Lift.
Lift.
Window-blind Mullion. An upright bar in the centre of
a window-blind sash. See 15, fig. 301 ; 72, fig. 750.
Window-blind Pull. A Window-blind Lift, which see.
Window-blind Bail. A horizontal piece or bar of a win
dow-blind sash. See 14, fig. 301 ; 71, fig. 750.
Window-blind Best. 1. A wooden strip placed in the
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groove in which a window-blind slides and on which it
window. See 7, figs. 299, 301. Often called an Inside
rests when down.
Window-stop.
2. A horizontal strip of wood, used on street-cars, Window-cornice. An ornamental projecting structure
■which extends from one body-post to another and on
usually made of wood and placed over a window on the
which the blind rests when it is lowered. See 49, fig.
inside. It is used for decoration only. See 34, fig. 800.
752.
Window Cove-moulding. A small concave moulding
Window-blind Sash. The frame in which the slats of a
around the sides and top of a window on the inside of a
window-blind are set or held. See 86, figs. 215, 219, 222,
passenger-car. See 87, fig. 225.
225 ; 13, 14, fig. 801 ; 70, 71, fig. 750.
Window-curtain. A cloth or some kind of textile ma
Window-blind Slat. One of a number of thin strips of
terial hung over a window to exclude sunshine, and
wood which are set in the frame of a window-blind in an
which can be either raised, lowered, spread, or drawn
inclined position, but with some space between them, so
aside at pleasure. See 23. fig. 298 ; 27, figs. 299, 800.
as to exclude the sunshine, but to permit the air to circu
late freely in warm weather. See 17, 18, fig. 301 ; 69, Window-curtain Bar. An iron bar attached to the lower
edge of a rolling window-curtain as a weight to hold the
fig. 750.
curtain down.
Window-blind Spring. The same as a Window-sash
Spring, which see.
Window-curtain Cord. A piece of twine attached to a
window-curtain roller for rolling up or raising the curtain.
Window-blind Stile. An upright piece or bar which forms
part of a window-blind sash. See 13, fig. 301 ; 70, fig. Window-curtain-cord Tightener. An adjustable metal
fixture attached to the side of a window for keeping the
750.
window-curtain cord taut. See fig. 339.
Window-blind Stop. An Inside Window-stop, which see.
Window-button. A small piece of metal swiveled by a Window-curtain Holder. A metal hook fastened to the
window-post on the side of a window for holding a cur
screw, and which supports a window when it is up and
tain when it is drawn aside. See 29, figs. 299, 300 ; fig.
holds it open. See figs. 300, 007. See L Window-button.
340.
V Window-button.
Window-casing. A frame which incloses or surrounds a Window-curtain Hook. A metal hook attached to a win
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dow curtain, and by which the latter is hung from a rod
over the window.
Window-curtain Leather. A Stripof leather sewed to the
lower edge of a rolling window-curtain, partly for orna
ment, and to take hold of in moving the curtain, and to
protect its lower edge from wear. See 28, figs. 296, 298.
Window-curtain Pulley. A small grooved wheel, which is
attached to a window-curtain roller, and on which a cord
runs to turn the roller and thus raise or lower the curtain.
Sec fig. 836.
Window-curtain Rings. Rings made of metal, wood,
india-rubber, or other material, which are attached to a
curtain and by which it is hung from a rod over the
window so that it can be drawn or withdrawn over or
from the window. See 32, fig. 299 ; fig. 335.
Window-curtain Hod. A rod placed over a window and
to which a window-curtain is hung. See 30, fig. 299 ;
fig. 334.
Window-curtain-rod Bracket. An angular knee or stay
usually made of metal and attached to the side or over a
window and which forms a support for a window-curtain
roller. See fig. 338.
Window-curtain-rod Stanchion. A metal eye, bolt, or
post, attached to the side of a passenger-car and which
holds a window-curtain rod in its place. See 31, fig. 299 ;
1, fig. 334.
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Window-curtain Holler. A wooden or metal cylinder
placed over a window and on which a curtain is rolled.
The curtains in figs. 298 and 800 are hung on rollers.
Window-curtain Roller-bearing. A small metal eye
screwed fast to the side of a window to hold the pin
or journal of a window-curtain roller, and in which the
latter turns. See fig. 837.
Window-curtain Tassel. An ornamental bunch of strings
attached to a window-curtain and used to take hold of
in pulling the curtain down. See 33, fig. 300.
Window-fastener. A Window-latch, which see.
Window-glass. Panes of glass used for windows. See 6,
figs. 299-301.
Window-grating. A wrought or cast iron partition made
of bars, or in other form placed on the outside of the
windows of passenger-cars to prevent passengers from
being injured by putting their heads or arms outside.
Window-guards. Small metal rods, usually made of iron,
placed in front of the end windows of passenger and
street cars to protect the glass from being broken. See
77. fig. 753.
Window-holder. Sec Spring Window-holder. Windowbutton. Window-latch.
Window-latch. A spring-bolt which is attached to a win
dow-sash or a window-blind and provided with a suita
ble thumb lever so that the bolt can be withdrawn with
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the finger and thumb of one hand. Such latches are
used for holding car-window sashes up in any desired
position, and also to fasten them down when the window
is closed. See 22, figs. 298-301 ; figs. 308, 309. See Clear
story Window-latch.
[A variety of terms are used to designate this part of a car.
In most of the trade catalogues it is called a sash-lock, but Web
ster says the word lock is " now appropriated to an instrument
composed of a spring, wards, and a bolt of iron or steel, used
to fasten doors, chests, and the like. The bolt is moved by a
hey." Knight says a lock is " a device having a bolt moved by
a key, and serving to secure a door, lid, or other object." The
device used for fastening car-windows is therefore not properly
a lock, because it has no Key. Of the word latch Webster says :
"The primary sense of the root is, to catch, to close, stop, or
make fast." Therefore Window-latch was the term adopted to
designate this device.]
Window-latch Bolt. A metal pin in a window-latch,
whieh holds the sash in any desired position. See 1,
figs. 808, 809.
Window-latch Bushing. A metal ring or thimble let into
a parting-strip to receive the bolt of a window-latch. It
acts as a Window-latch Stop, which see. See fig. 310.
Window-latch Lower-stop. A stop attached to a windowpost, near the bottom of a window, into which the win
dow-lock bolt engages to hold the window down, and
prevent it from being opened from the outside. See 24,
fig. 301 ; fig. 312. See Window-latch Stop.
Window-latch Plate. A metal plate attached to a window-
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post, and with a suitable hole in it, in which a windowlatch bolt engages. See figs. 314, 315.
Window-latch Back. A piece of metal attached to the
side of a window with notches on one side, shaped like
saw-teeth, against which the blind or sash-bolts catch.
The notches are intended to hold the blind or window at
any desired height. See fig. 313.
Window-latch Spring. A spring, usually of spiral form,
and made of wire, attached to a window-latch bolt to
move it out, so as to engage with the stop or plate when
the window is in the desired position. See 2, fig. 309.
Window-latch Stop. A metal lug or plate attached to the
window-post, parting-strip, or mouldings, and with which
the bolt of a window-latch engages to keep the window
up or down. See 23, 24, fig.. 301; figs. 311, 312. See
Window-latch Lower-stop. Window-latch Upper-stop.
Window-latch Bushing.
Window-latch Trigger. A thumb-piece or handle with
which a window-latch bolt is withdrawn from its stop or
keeper. See 3, figs. 308, 309.
Window-latch Upper-stop. A stop above the one which
holds the window down. See 23, fig. 301 ; fig. 311. See
Window-latch Stop.
Window-ledge. A projecting moulding outside of a car
which extends from one end of it to tho other above the
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windows, and intended to shed the rain. It is used
chiefly on street-cars. See 45, figs. 750, 752, 753.
Window-lift. A metal finger-hold or leather strap at
tached to the bottom rail of a window-sash for raising
and lowering it. Leather straps are seldom used except
ing on street-cars. See 21, figs. 298-301 ; figs. 316-319 ;
67, figs. 750, 752.
See Flush Window-lift.
Window
Bar-lift.
Window-lintel. A horizontal piece of wood on the out
side of a passenger-car between the posts and over the
window-openings. See 90, figs. 215, 221, 224.
Window-moulding. A strip of wood, usually of an orna
mental shape, around or on each side of a window,
which generally covers the joint between the panel and
post on the inside of passenger-cars, and which some
times forms a groove on the post in which a window
or window-blind slides. See 88, fig. 225 ; 8, figs. 299301 ■ 52, figs. 750, 752. See Inside Window-stop.
Window-moulding Base. An ornament made of wood,
metal, or other material which is attached to the lower
end of a window-moulding. See 10, fig. 301.
Window-moulding Joint-cover. A piece of metal, wood,
or other material, used for covering the joints of win
dow-mouldings when two pieces join each other. See 9.
fig. 301 ; fig. 341.
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Window-mullion. An upright piece or bar in the middle
of a window-sash. Similar to 146', fig. 218.
Window-opener. A contrivance, as a lever or rod, for
opening a window. It is used chiefly for the win
dows in the clear-story of a car which are out of reach.
See Clear-story Window-opener.
Window-panel. See End Window-panel. Inside Windowpanel. Outside Window-panel.
Window-panel Purring. Horizontal distance-pieces cf
wood placed between the window-posts and to which
the paneling is fastened. See 59, figs. 215, 218, 221,
226.
Window-pivot. A metal pin or pivot attached to a sash
and on which the latter turns. See Clear-story Windowpivot, fig. 327.
Window-pivot Bushing. A ring or lining for the hole in
a clear-story window-post, in which a window-pivot
works. Same as fig. 310. See Clear-story Window-pivot
Bushing.
Window-pivot Plate. A plate attached to a window-post
or frame, with a hole or eye in which a window-pivot
works. Sometimes they are provided with springs so as
to prevent the sasli from rattling. See fig. 331. See also
Clear-story Window-pivot Plate.
Window-post. A post at the side of a window-opening
against which the sash and blind slide, and which forma
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part of the frame of the side of a car-body. See 68, figs.
215, 216, 218, 221, 226, 229, 230 ; 15, figs. 730-752.
Window-rail. A horizontal piece or bar of a window-sash.
See 12, figs. 299-301 ; 65, figs. 750, 752, 753.
Window-sash. A frame which holds the window-glass.
See 85, figs. 215, 219, 225, 226, 228, 229 ; 11, 12, fiss. 299301 , 65, 66, figs. 750, 752, 753. See Door-case Windowsash.
Window-sash Holder. See Window-latch. Spring Win
dow-holder.
Window-sash Lift. A Window-lift, which see.
Window-sash Rest. A. strip of wood used on street-cars,
and which extends from one body-post to another, and on
which the sash rests when it is lowered. See 50, fig. 752.
Window-sash Spring. A metal spring attached to the
edge of the stile of a window or blind sash to prevent it
from rattling. These are made of various forms, some
of them consist of a metal plate, like that shown in fig.
303, attached to the window-sash at one end, which is
called a single window-sash spring ; others like that shown
in fig. 302, which is a metal plate fastened in its centre
to the sash, and is called a double window-sash spring.
Still others are of a spiral form, and are let into the sash,
as shown by fig. 304, and are called spiral window-sash
springs.
Window-shade. A term used to designate a window-
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curtain, which is rolled on a roller above the window,
in distinction from one which is drawn aside. See 23,
figs. 296, 298 ; 27', fig. 300.
Window-sill. A horizontal piece under a window, on
which a window or blind sash rests when down. Windowsills are made of wood and also of cast-iron. See Inside
Window-sill. Outside Window-sill.
Window-sill Cap. A thin board attached to the top of an
inside window-sill. See 70, figs. 225, 226.
Window-sill Moulding. A small wooden moulding under
an inside window-sill. See 80, figs. 225, 226.
Window-spring. See Window-sash Spring. Spring Win
dow-holder.
Window-stile. An upright piece or bar of a window sash. See 11, figs. 299-301 ; 66, figs. 750, 752.
Window-stop. See Outside Window-stop. Inside Windowstop.
Winslow Car-roof. A car-roof, patented by A. P. Winslow, which consists of metal plates which extend cross
wise to the car. They are made with corrugations and
are let into grooves in the rafters. The latter are covered
with strips of sheet-iron and the whole with a layer of
transverse boards, which are fastened to longitudinal pur
lins attached to the rafters or carlines. See fig. 66.
Winslow Car-stove. A stove which was invented and
patented by Mr. A. P. Winslow, of Cleveland. It has a
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reservoir in the base for water, which is intended to put
out the fire in case the car is overturned. See figs. 547,
548.
"Wire. See Seal-wires.
"Wire-covered Bell-cord. See Bell-cord.
Wire-gauze, for Ventilator. A fine netting made of wire
with which the outside of ventilator openings are cov
ered to prevent the admission of dust into the cars.
Wood. See Dead-wood.
Wooden-frame Truck. A car-truck, of which the wheelpieces and end-pieces are made of wood. Figs. 88-94,
115-126, 128, 129 are illustrations of wooden-frame trucks.
"Wooden Floor-mat. A sort of grating made of strips of
wood, with distance-pieces and spaces between, and
bolted together. They are placed on the floors of horsecars so that the feet of passengers will not come in con
tact with the dirt and moisture on the floor.
Wood-screw.
A small cylindrical bar of iron with a
wood screw-thread cut on it and with a slotted head so
that it can be turned with a screw-driver, and used for
fastening any object, as a hinge or a lock, etc., to
wood.
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Wood Screw-thread. A form of screw-thread used for
male screws which are intended to screw into wooden
objects. It differs from a metal thread in having the
spaces between the projections wider than the latter.
This kind of thread is shown in fig. 779.
Wool-packed Spiral-spring. A spiral-spring the centre of
which is packed with wool. See fig. 209.
Worm. See Brake-chain Worm.
Wrecking-car. See Tool-car. Derrick-car.
Wrench, for Packing -nuts of Westinghouse-brake. A
wrench for screwing up the piston-rod packing-nuts. See
fig. 745.
Wrench, for Discharge-valve Seats of Westinghouse-brake.
A wrench for screwing and unscrewing the dischargevalve seats. See fig. 746.
Wrought-iron Wheel. A car-wheel with a steel tire and
with a wrought-iron centre. Such wheels are made
either with spokes or with solid plates. See figs. 182,
183.
Yoko. See Spring-yoke,
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Engravings.
[See the Directions and Index to Engravings, following the Preface.]
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Passenger Cars.

Fig. 1.
Sleeping and Hotel Car.

Passenger Cars.

Fig. 2.
DlUWTNO-ROOH ( AR.

191

192

Passenger Cars.

Fig. 3.
Re8tacrjlnt Cab-

Passenger Cars.

Fig. 4.
Passenger Car or Coicn.

199

104

Mail Car.

Fig. 5.
Post-offics Cab.

Baggage, Express or Mail Car.

Fig. 6.
Express, Mail or Baooage Cax.

iv:>
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Baggage and Express or Mail Car.

Fig. 7.
COMBINED BAGGAGE AND EXPRESS OR MAIL CAB.

Passenger and Baggage Car.

Fig. 8.

Combined Passenger and Mail, Baggage, or Express Cab.
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IK

Passenger Cars.

Fig. 9.
Suburban Excursion Car.

Freight Cars.

Fig. 10.
ElOHT-WHEELED CONDUCTOR'S OR CABOOSE CAR.

ion

Fig. 11.
FOUR-WHEELED CONDUCTOR'S OR CiBOOjE CAR.

Freight Cars.
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Fig. 12.
Eight-wheeled Box Cir_

X

Fig. 13.
Four-wheeled Box Car.

Freight Cars.
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Fig. 14.

Combined Box and Cattle Car.
1. Ladder-sides.
2. Ladderroun'Xt.

-

an

Freight
Cars.
o

Fig. 15.
Cattle Cap.

Freight Cars.

Fig. 10.
Horse Car.

203

301

Freight Cars.

Fig. 17.
Milk C'ah.

X

Freight Cars.

Fig. 18.
Rejt.icisutor Cab.
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Freight Cars.
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Fig. 19.
ElOHT-WHEELED GoNDOLA-CAR.

1. Stake-pocket.

Fig. 21.
Flat-car, with Stakes.
1. Stake.
2. Stake-rest.
3. Stake-hoc:;.

|1. StakepochH.

Fig. 22.
Tank or Oil Car.
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Freight Cars.

Fig. 20.
FOUB-WHKELBD GONDOLA-CAH.

Fig. 24.
Hopper-bottom Gondola-car.

Fig. 25.
ElGHT-WHEELED HOPPER-BOTTOM C'OAL-CAr..

Fig. 26.
Iron-hopper Coal-car.

Freight Cars.
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Fig 27.
FOUR-WHEELED HOPPER-BOTTOBI COAL-CAR.

Fig. 28.
Eight wheeled Tip-car.

Fig. 29.
Four-wheeled Tip-car,

Work Cars
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Fig. 33.
Sweeping-car.
A. Snovj-scraper.

Fig. 33.
Ferry Posh-cap-

810

Snow Plow.

Fig. 34.
Snow-plow.

N

.

Street Cars.

Fig. 35.
Inclined-plane Cas.

Fig. 38.
Two-horse Street-car.

With two platform*.

Fig. 37.
Fare-box Street-car.

fig. 38.
DotTBLE-DECK. OB TOP-BEAT StREET-CAH.

Street Cars.
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Fig. 39.
Summer Street-car,
With seats facing one way

Fig. 41.
One-horse or Bob-tail Street-car.
1. End-step.
2. Step Hand-rail.
3. Step-iron.

-^
Fig. 40.
Summer Street-car,
With seats vis-d-vi&.

Fig. 45.
Reversible Street-car.
1. Door-apron.
2. Door Handrail.
3. Step-irotl,

Hand Cars.
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"v

Fig. 4o.
Crank Hand-cap..

Fig. 46.
Express Hand-cap.

Fig. ii
Lever Ha>d-caf_

Fig. 47.
Three-wheeled Hand-car

Fig. 45.
Inspection Hand-car.

Freight Trucks.
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Fig. 40.
Wagon-trcck.

Fig. 51.
Freight Barrow-truck.
Fig 50.
Freight Wagon-truck.

Bagrare

Fig. 53.
Baggage H.iimnw thick.

Trucks.
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Fig. 54.
Baggage Barrow-trick.
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FREIGHT-CAR

BODIES.

List of Names of the Parts of Freight-car Codies which are Designated by the
29. Buffer-block.
15. Body-bolster Truss30. Sill-ster).
block.
31. Sill-step Stay.
16. Body Side-bearing.
32. Dead-blocks.
17. Body Centre-plate.
32'. Buffer-beam.
18. King-bolt.
33. (S'f'rfe Body-brace.
19. Body Truss-rod.
34. Side Body-brace Rod.
20. Body Truss-rod Sad
35. i'HcZ Body-brace.
dle.
21. Body Truss-rod Bear
36. Sill-and-Plate Rod.
37. Body-counter-brac :.
ing.
88. Brace-rod Washer.
22. Crocs-frame Tie-lim
39. Brace-pocket.
ber.
40. Right-hand Brace23. Drawbar.
24. Draw-spring.
X>oeket.
25. Auxiliary Buffer41. Double Brace-pockd.
spring.
42. Body-post.
26. Draw-timbers.
43. Corner-post.
27. J7oor.
44. Door-post.
28. Upper-floor.
45. Comer-post Pocket.

1 Sill.
2 End-sill.
3. Intermediate Floortimbers.
4. Centre Floor-timbers.
6 Short Floor-timber.
6 Brake-hanger Timber.
7- Floor-timber Dis
tance-block.
8. Floor-timber Braces.
9 Sih Knee-iron.
10. Sih Tie-rod.
jLl. Transverse Floor-tim
bers.
12. Body-bolster.
13. Body-bolster Trussrod.
14. Body-bolster Trussrod Washer.

"X

Numbers in Figs. 55-84.
46. Ptafc.
47. Plate-rod
48. End-plate.
49. Gtrtft.

50.
51.
52.
53.
5-1.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.

End-girth.
End-girth Tie-rod.
Sheathing.
Inside-lining.
Lining-strips.
Upper Corner-plate.
3Iidile Corner-plate. '
Lo'.cer Corner-plate.
Pull-iron.
Ladder-rounds.
Ladder-handle.
Crated-door.
Grain-door.
Grain-door Rod.
Door-sill.

Freight-car Bodies.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70
71
72.
73,
74.
75
70
7?

7a
78.
80.
81
82.
83.
84.
85.
86.
87.
88.

Top Door-track.
Bottom Door-track.
Door-track Bracket.
Door-hanger.
Door-brace.
Door-shoe.
Open-door Stop.
Cwsed-door Stop.
Door-hasp.
Door-pin.
Door-pin Chain.
Lock-chain.
Door-guards.
Door-handle.
Freight-car Lock.
Card-rack.
Carline, or Carling.
Main-carline.
Purlin.
Ridge-pole.
Roof-braces.
Roof-boards.
Roof Running-board.
Roof Running-board
Extension.

80. Roof Running-board
Bracket.
00. Eaves-moulding.
91. Eaves Faccia-board.
92. Roof-step.
93. Brake-wheel.
94. Brake-shaft.
95. Horizontal Brakeshaft.
96. Upper Brake-shaft
Bearing.
97. Lower Brake-shaft
Bearing.
98. Brake-shaft Step.
99. Brake-shaft Bracket.
100. Brake-step.
101. Brake step Bracket.
102. Corner-handle.
103. Brake Ratchet-wheel.
103' Brake-pawl.
104. Horizontal Brakeshaft Chain.
105. Brake-sliaft-chain
Sheave.
106. Tank, for Tank-car.
108'. Tank-head.

107.
1C8.
109.
113.
111.
112.
113.
114.
115.
116.
117.
118.
119.
120.
121.
122.
123.
124.
125.
126.
127.
128.
129.

Tank-band.
Tank-dome.
Dome-head.
Man-hole.
Man-hole Cover.
Man-hole Ring.
Man-hole Hinge.
Tank-valve.
Tank-valve Seat, or
Tank-nozzle.
Tank-valve Cage.
Tank-valve Rod.
Tank-nozzle Cap.
Running-board.
Running-board.
Brackets.
Hand-rail.
Hand-rail Post.
Drop-bottom.
Drop-bottom Chain.
Drop-bottom Hinge.
Drop-door Beam.
Strap, for Drop-door
Beam.
Eye-bolt.
Winding-shaft.
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130. Winding-slutft Ratchetwheel.
131. Pawl, for Windingshaft Raichct-iolieel.
132. Dog, for Pawl of
Winding-shaft
Ratclut-wheel.
133. Winding-shaft Plate134. Inclined End-floor.
135. Inclined Side-floor
ing.
136. Top Side-rail.
137. Top End-rail.
138. Draiv-bar Crosstimber.
139. Draw-gear Tie-rod
140. Coupling-pin.
141. Traill Signal-lamp
142. Brake-head.
143. Brake-beam.
144. Brake-hanger.
145. Brake-lever.
146. Brake-lever Fulcrum.
147. Brake-lever Guide.
148. Brake-lever Bracket.

Freight-car Bodies.
119. Brake-lever-bracket
Srace.
150. Brake-shaft Cliain.
151. Brake-shaft Connect
ing-rod.
152. Secondary Brake-rod.
152'. Lower Brake-rod.
153. Inclined Floor-tim
bers.

154.
155.
156.
157.
158.

Tip-car Door.
.Roc&er.
Rocker-bearing.
Rocker-bearing Timber.
Rocker-bearing-timber
Hanger.
159. Rocker-tiniber.
i60. Side-rest.
161. Centre-stop.

162. Side-stop.
163. Corner-post Brace.
164. Equalizing-bar Pedes
tal.
165. Journal-box.
166. Pedestal Brace-tiebar.
167. Pedestal Stay-rod.

163.
169.
170.
171.
172.
173.

Pedestal Tie-bar.
Pedestal-timber.
Spring-hanger.
Spring-hanger Iron.
Pedestal.
Draio-bar Frictionplate.
174. Clear-story.

Freight-car Bodies.
For list of name* of the parts designated by the numbers in Vie engraving, seepage 216.

Fig. 55.
Box-car Body, Central Railroad or New Jersey.
Side View.

219

Freight-car Bodies.
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For list of names of the parts designated by the numbers in the engraving, see page 210.

~
Longitudinal Section.

5

5

7

6 ft.

Fij. 56.
Outside View, slwiciug Framing.
Bos-car Body, Central Railroad of New Jersey.

Freight-car Bodies.
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For list of names of the parts designated by the numbers in the engraving, see page 216.

Half Plan, showing Framing.

Fig. 57.

Hnlf Plan, showing Floor.

Box car Body, Cextral Railroad or Nett Jersey.

S

Freight-car Bodies.
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For list of names of the parts designated by the numbers in the engravings, see page 21ii.

-Eg..]

^-a-

--i——l-mI

F15. 58.
Transverse Section.
Box-car Body. Central Railroad op New Jersey.

Ftp. 59.
End View.

Freight-car Bodies.
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For list of names of the parts designated by the numbers in the engraving, see page 216.
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6

f

feft.

Fig. 60.
Box-cin Body, New York Central Railroad.
Side Fiew.
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Freight-car Bodies.
For lUt of names of ike parte designated by the numbers in the engraving, see page 216.

Fig. 81.
Box-car Body, New York Central Railroad.
Longitudinal Section.

X

Freight-car Bodies.
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For list of names of the parts designated by the numbers in the engraving, seepage 210.

Half Plan, showing Framing.

Fig. 02.
Box-car Body, New York Cextrat. Railroad.

Half Plan, showing Roof.
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Freight-car Bodies.
For list of names of theparts designated by the numbers in the engraving, seepage SIC.

"I
Fig. 84.
Transverse Section.
Box-on Body. Nsw York Central Railroad.

tig. 65.
End View.

Freight-car Roofs.
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Fig. 67.
CORRUGATED- METAL CAR HOOF.

Fig. C8.
Section of Double-board Car-roof.
Fig. 88. Plan.
Wixslow Cabroof.

Freight-car Bodies.
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For list of names of the parts designated by the numbers in the engraving, seepage 213.
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.FVff. 69.
Cattle-car Body. Pennsylvania Railroad.

Longitudinal Section.

Freight-car Bodies.
For list of names of the parts designated by the numbers in the engraving, see page 216.

4'5 ~-$9

Half Plan, showing Floor Framing
Fig. 70.
Half Plan, showing Roof'.
:
...... « ;.
. Cattle car Body, Pennsylvania Railboaeu.

Freight-car Bodies.
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For list of names of the parts designated by the numbers in the engravivys, see page 210.

Fig. 71.
End View.

Fig. 72.
Transverse Section.
Cattle-car Body, Phnt.-sylv.ania Railroad.

Freight-car Bodies.
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For list of names of theparts designated by the numbers in the engraving, see page S1G.

"1

Outside View.

o

4

5

s~

Fig. 73.
Tank or Oil Cab.

Longitudinal Section.

Freight-car Bodies.
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For list of names of the parts designated by the numbers in the engraving, see page 213.
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Half Plan.

122
Fig. 74.

Task or Oil Car.

•

- Half Plan, showing Floor Framing.

Freight-car Bodies.
For list of names of the parts designate'! by the numbers in the engravings, see page 216.

Fig. 76.
Transverse Section.
Ta>i or 0:l Cab.

Freight-car Bodies.
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For list of names of the parts designated by

the numbers in the engraving, see page 21G.

u6wr

Longitudinal Section.

Fig. 77.

FoUR-WEEELED HOPPER-DOTTOM COAL-CAR, NEW YoHK CENTRAL RAILROAD.

Side View.

Freight-car Bodies.
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For list of names of the parts designated by the numbers in the engraving, seepage 216.

IP
Half Flan, showing Floor Framing.
Fig. 78.
Half Plan.
Four-wheeled Hopper-bottoh Coal-car, New York Central Railroad.

Freight-car Bodies.
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For list of names of the parts designated by the numbers in the engravings, seepage 216.
0
,.t

IfcSB
SvJ \

End View.

Fi'j. 79.
Transverse Sectioi.
Fig. 80.
Four-wheeled Hopper-bottom Coal-car, New York Cextral Railroad.

Plan of Brake.

Freight-car Bodies.
For list of names of the parts designated by the numbers in the engraving, see page 210.
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2S8

Freight-car
For list of names of the parts designated by

Bodies.
the numbers in the engraving, see page 216.

Longitudinal Section.
Fin. 82.
Side View.
Focr-whezltd Condcctos's Car, Pennsylvania Railroad.

m.

Freight-car Bodies.
For list of names of the parts designated by the numbers in the engraving, see page 210.

Half P'.an, showing Floor Framing.

Fig. 83.

Half Plan, showing Inside.

Fom-wHEsLED Conductor's Car, Pennsylvania Railroad.
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Freight-car Bodies.
For list of names of the parts designated by the numbers in the engravings, see page 216.

Fig. 85.
X Car-roos\
Transverse Section.

Transverse Section. Fig. 84.
End View.
Foun-TTnEELED Conductor's Car, Pennsylvania R • tlroad.

Freight-car Bodies.
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Fig. 86.
Stake-pocket.
1. Stake-pocket.
2. Stake pocket U-oolf.
Fig. 87.
Stake-sleeve.
1. Stake-pocket.
2. Stake-sleeve.
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TRUCKS.

List op Names of the Parts op Car-trccks which are Designated by the Numbers in Fias. 88-133.
14. Arch-bar.
28. Transom-casting.
40. Lateral Motion Spring.
15. Inverted Arcli-bar.
29. Transom-pillar.
41. Lateral-motion Spring16. Auxiliary Arch-bar.
30. Truck-bolster.
pin,
31. Truck-bolster Truss453. Spring-beam.
17. End-piece, of Truckframe.
rod.
43. Spring-plank.
32. Truck-bolster Truss44. Spring-plank Bear
18. Truck-frame King
post.
block.
ing.
33. Truck-bolster Kin,45. Spring-plank Safety
19.
post.
20. Transom.
stretp.
21. Middle-transom, for
34. Truck-bolster Truss46. Swing-hangers.
Six-wlieeled Track.
rod Bearing.
47. Upper Swing-hanger
35. Truck-bolster Truss22. Outside-transom, for
Pivot.
Six-wheeled Truck.
rod Washer.
48. Lower Swing-hanger
36. Truck-bolster Chafing23. Transom Tie-bar.
Pivot.
pktie.
49. Swing-hanger Piv;t24. Transom Truss-rod.
37. Bolster Guide-bars.
25. Transom Truss-block.
bcari7ig.
38. Bolster Guide-block.
50. Swing-hanger Fric
26. Transom-trn&Szrod^
39. Truck-frame QueenWasher.
tion-block.
27. Transom Chaflng-plate
posts.
51. Safety-beam.

1. Car-wlieel.
2. Car-axle.
3. Journal-box.
4. Journal-box Cover.
5. Pedestal.
6. Pedestal Tie-bar.
7. Pedestal Stay-rod.
8. Pedestal-brace.
8'. Pedestal Brace-tiebar.
e. Continuous Truckframe.
10. Wliecl-piece.
n. Outside Wheel-piece
Plate.
12. Inside Wheel-piece
Plate.
13. Wheel-piece Trussrod.

Car Trucks.
52.
53.
64.
65.
66.
87.
58.
59.
63.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.

Middle Safety-bea.v..
Safety-beam Bloc!:.
Axle Safety-bearing.
Axle Safety-straj).
Axle Safety-bearing
Thimbles.
Safety-beam Tru-iSrod.
Safety-beam Tntssrod Searing.
Safety-beam Tie-rod.
Safety-beam Iron.
Truck.Side-bcaring.
Side-bearinij Bridge.
IVwcfc Centre-plate.
Centre-plate Block.
Centre-bearing Beam.

00. Centre-bearing Archbar.
67. Centre-bearing Inr verted Arch-bar.
68. Check-chain.
69. Truck Check-chain
Hook.
70. Truck Check-chain
Eye.
71. Equalizing-bar.
72. Equalizing-bar Springcap.
73. Equalizing-bar Springseat.
74. Bolster Spring-scat.
75. Bolster Spring-cap.
76. Spring bloc::.

77.
78.
79.
80.
81.
82.
83.
84.
85.
86.
87.
88.
89.
90.

Jaw-bit.
Journal-spring.
Equalizing-bar Spring.
Bolster-spring.
Truck-frame Kneeiron.
Brake-block.
Brake-head.
Brake-beam.
Brake Eye-bolt.
Brake-hanger.
Brake-hanger Carrier.
Brake Safety-chain.
Brake Safety-chain
Eye-bolt.
Brake Safety-sttap.

243
91.
92.
93.
94.
05.
96.
97.
93.
99.
100.
101.
102.
103.
104.
105.
106.

Release-spring.
Brake-lever.
Brake-lever Fulcrum
Brake-lever Guide.
Brake-lever Stop.
Brake-lever Sheave.
Lower Brake-rod.
Brake-shoe.
Journal-box Guides
Pedestal-horns.
Pedestal-jaw.
Spring-hanger.
Spring-saddle.
King-bolt.
Journal-bearing.
Journal-bearing lle\

*r
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Freight-car Trucks.
For list of names of the parts designated by the numbers in the engraving, see page 242.

r".tn.o.

Fig. 88.
WoDDEN FRZIOnT-CAB TRUCK, NEW YoRK & HAKLSH ElIUlOAD.

Side Vicic.

I;

'

Freight-car Trucks.
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i»\>r list of names of the ^!^z>m^ parts designated by the numbers in ^^l
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see page 243.
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Fig. 89. Kan.

4

Wooden Fbeiohtoar Truck, New YonK & Harlem Railroad.
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Freight-car Trucks.
For list of names of the parts designated by the numbers in the engraving, see page 242.

Fig. 90.
Woodeh Freight-car Truck, New York & IIarleh Railroad.
End Vism.

Freight-car Trucks.
For list of names of the parts designated by the numbers m the engravings, see page 242.

,63

Fig. 92. Longitudinal Section.
Wooden- Kreiohtcar Truck, Central Railroad of New Jersey.

247

248

Frei<rht-car Trucks.
For list of names of the parts designated by the numbers in "he cnqrawng, jgc ?rxge 24S.

• - —

~W^ 5

Wooden Freight-Car Tucck, Central Railroad cp New Jersey.

Freight-car Trucks.
For list of names of the parts designated by the numbers in the engraving, seepage 242.

End View.

Fig. 94.

Transverse Section.

Wooden Freiqht-car Truck. Central Railroad of New Jersey.
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Freight-car Trucks.
For list of names of the parts designated by the numbers in the engravings, see page 243.
y ™\3.
\

4-

,1
ion
lj 5 r5

l2tnn4
JVff. 05. Side rjcw.
u3

i<Yj. 96. longitudinal Section.
Diamond-truck, Central availroad of New Jersey.

Freight-car Trucks.
For list of names of the parts designated by the numbers in the engraving, see page 242.

Fig. 97.
Diamond-truck, Central Railroad of New Jersey.
Half Plan.
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253

Freight-car Trucks.
For list of names of the parts designated by toe numbers in the engravings, see page 242.

Fig. 99.
Section through Bolster.
Transverse Section.
DiAHOND-TRCCK. CENTRAL RaILT.OAD OF NEW JERSEY.

Freight-car Trucks.
For list of names of the parts designated by the numbers in the engravings, seepage 242

Fig. 101. Longitudinal Section.
Diamond-truck, Pexnsylvania Railroad.

2tt
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Freight-car Trticks.
For list of names of the parts designated by tie numbers in the engraving, see page £42.

Fig. 102.
Diamond-truck, Pennsylvania Railroad.
Half Plan.

"X

Freight-car Trucks.
For list of names of the parts designated by the numbers m the engravings, see page 242.

Fig. 104. Transverse Section.
Diamond-truck, Pennsylvania Railroad.
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Freight-car Trucks.
For list of names of the parts designated by the numbers in the engravings, see page 242.

-ffegg^sr

C'OXTlNUOl-S-rttAME TRUCK, BOSTON & ALBANY RAILROAD.

Freight-car Trucks.
For list of names of the £

4

C parts designated

;s

,,.

by the numbers

CONTDJCOCS-FRJUIE TRUCK, BOSTON 4 ALBANY RAILROAD.

257
in the engraving, see pije 24 .'

Freight-car Trucks.

2o8

For list of names of the parts designated by the numbers in the ingravings, see page 242.

611

Longitudinal Section..

Fig. 108.

Side View.
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Fig. 100. ffaZ/ Pta».
Iron FREtaHT-CAB Tkuck, N. Y. Central R.R.

Freight-car Trucks.
For list of namec cf the parts designated by the numbers in the engravings, seepage 242.

Transverse Section.
Fig. 111.
Section through Bolster
Iron Freight-car Truck, Kew York Central Eailkoap.

Freight-car Trucks.

260

For list of names of the parts designated by the numbers in the engravings, seepage 242.

Fig. 113.

X
Transverse Section.

TmELSEN's Taoci.

Enth Yie/W.

Freight-car Trucks.
1' or List uf names of the part* designated by the numbers in the engraving, —* page 1242.

*
JVg. 114.
Tmii.sn'3 Tkcok.

Half Plan.

301

362

Passenger-car Trucks.
For list of names of the parts designated by the numbers in the engraving, see page 242.

Side View.
Fig. 115.
Longitudinal Section.
Passenoer-car Truck, New York & Harlem Railroad.

For list of names of the part) designated by the numbers n the engraving, see page 242.

i

.124

Fig. 11G. Plan.
Passenger-car Tecck, New York & Harlem Railecac.

4

264

Passenger-car Trucks.
1 or list of ruxma of the parts designated by the numbers in the engraving see page 242.

Fig. 117.
Passenger-car Truck, New York & Harlem Railroad.
End View.

\

Passenger-car Trucks.
For list of names of the parts designated by the numbers in the engraving, see page 242.

Side View.
Fig. 118.
Longitudinal Section.
Passenger-car Truce, Central Railroad of New Jersey.

\

2C5

266

For list of names of the parts designated by t BTTJ f the numbers in the engraving, see page 241.

„. __

2iS
Passenger-car Trcck,

doti

t'

Flan.

fc±3?

b

Central Railroad of New Jersey.

Passenger-car Trucks.

2G7

For list of name* of the parts designated by ,.-. the numbers in the engravings, see page 2430

IU4JJ S3

-&r

Fig. 120.
Section through Axle.

I5T1

b=££

End View.

63jif"*

^-m%wmm

Section through Bolster.
Fig. 121.
TVanroerse Section.
Passenger-car Truck, Central Railroad or New Jersey.
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Passenger-car Trucks.
For list of names of the parte dee yniitrd by the numbere in the engraving, tee page 242.

Fig. 122.
Passenobk-car Truck, Pennsylvania Railroad.
Side View.

Passenger-car Trucks.
For list of names of the part) designated by the numbers in the engraving, tee page 242.

Fig. 123.
Passenoer-car Truce, Pennsylvania Railroad.
Longitudinal Section.

SflO

K the numbers in the engraving, see page 242.
torMofnamesofthepartsdesignatcdby VfcjHW
(,

Fig. 124.
Passesger-car Truck, 3—iJ.

Passenger-car Trucks.
For list of names of cj the parts designated by g»

10

the numbers in the

271
g| engravings, see paje 242.

.10

2

Section through Bohter.
Fig. 126.
Trvnsverse Section.6
Passenqer-cau Truck, Pennsylvania Raileoad.

Passenger-car Trucks
for list of names of the parti designated by the mmbers in the engravh g, seepage 242.

Fig. 137.
AllXH I*OM PiSgEKOBR-CAB TRUCK, ChICAOO, BTOLINOTOS & QCINCT RilLBOAD.

Side View.

Passewrcrcar Trucks.
For list qf name* of the part* detrig tated bj the numbers in tlie engraving, see page 242.

Fig 128. Perspective View.
PASSENGrE-C-Ar. Tbuck, Pcllman's Palace Car Compasy.

273
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.For list of names of the parts designated bj the numbers in the engraving, see page 242.

Fig. 129. Six-wheeled Pas3EN3=r-cah Truck, P ilman's Palace Car Company. Perspective Viem.

Passenger-car Trucks.
ior list of names of the parts designated by the numbers in the engraving, seepage S242.

Fig. 130.
Bolster for Six-wheeled Trdci.
Perspective View.

275

S7«

Details of Car-trucks.
For list of names of the parts designated by the numbers in fig. 131, seepage 242.

-IQ

. Fig. 131. Side View.
Side-frame op Woodbn Car-troci

Fig. 132. Side View.
Pedestal, with Half-kiuptio Journal-spiumg.
1. Half-elliptic Spring-bearing.
2. Half-elliptic Spring.
3. Spring-band.

Fig 133. Side View.
Side-frame of Diamond-truck.
1. Arch-bar.
«
2. Inverted Arch-bar.
3. Pedestal Tie-bar.

Details of Car-trucks.

Fig. 134.
Framed Spring-plane.
Plan.

Pig. 136.
Roller Side-bearing.
Side View.

277

Fig. 136.
Bocxkr Side-bearing.

Fig. 1S7.
Open Swiso-HANarR, or Swing Link-hanger.
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WHEELS, AXLES, JOURNAL-BOXES, ETG.
List or Names of the Farts of Wheels, Axles, Journal-boxes, etc., which are Designated by the Letters and Numbers
in Figs. 138-163.

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
3.
7.
8.

Centre, of Axle.
Neck, of Axle.
Wheel-seat.
Dust-guard Bearing.
Journal.
Axle-collar.
Stop-plate.
Journal-bearing.
Journal-bearing Key.

9. Stop-key Journalbearing.
10. Journal-box.
11. Journal-box Cover.
12. Journal-box-cover
Hinge-pin.
13. Journal-box-cover
Spring.
11. Journal-packing.

15. Dust-guard and Dustguard Cliamber.
16. Dust-collar.
17. Equalizing-bar Seat.
18. Pedestal.
19. Pedestal-horns. !
20. Pedestal-jaw.
21. Hub, of Wheel
22. Wheel-plate,

23. Rim, of Wheel.
24. Face, of Rim.
25. Tread of Wheel, or
Wheel-tread,
26. WJieel-flange.
27. Journal-bearing Stop
key.
28. Oil-cellar.
29. Stop Journal-bearing.

Wheels, Axles, Journal-boxes, etc.
For list of names of the parts designated by the numbers in the engravings, see page 2?8.

25

Fig. 138.
Section of Wheel, Axlb,
Journal-box, etc.

26
M

2T9

Wheels, Axles, Journal-boxes, etc.

280

Fig. 142.
JOtnUiAL-BEARINQ KEY.

Fig. 140.

Fig. HI.

JODRKAL-BOX.

JoERNAL-BEARIXQ.

Perspective View.

Wheels, Axles, Journal:6oxes, etc.
" The engraving herewith of the Standard Car and Tender Axle, recommended by the Master Car-Builders' and Master Mechanics'
associations, at their conventions, held in 1879, is hereby approved."
H. W. Cooper. Ind., Bloomington & West. Ry.
F. D. Adams, Boston & Albany Railroad.
Obmmittee of Matter M.
N. Forney, Railroad Gazette.
J. M. Boon, Pittsburgh. Fort Wayne & Chicago Ry.
Committee of Master
Car-Builders' Asso
John
Kikby.
Lake
Shore
<S:
Mich.
Pouth.
Ry.
W. S. Hudson, Rogers Locomotive Works.
Mechanics' Association.
ciation.
8. A. Davis, Boston, Lowell & Kashua Railroad.
M. N. Forney, Railroad Gazette.

Trre fc-nowin| art the Namea of the different Parti of an Axle aa Indicated by Letters on Drawing
A. Ca«lraof Aii«.

JL

D. Dust Guard at*.-in£,

B. Neck of Axis,

E. Journal,

C. Wheel Soat,

F. Collar.

TJie engraving represents the dimension* of the axle when finished.
Fig. 143.
Master (_\vu-Buili>kk..s' Standard Axle.

Weight, finished, 347 lbs.

Wheels, Axles, Journal-boxes, etc.
For list of names of the parts designated by the letters and numbers in the engravings, see. page 278.

Fig. 144.

Muley-axle.

Section atXX i
Fig. 145. Section.
Wright's Stop Journai^bearing.

Section aiMN

Fig. 146. Section.
Fig. 147.
Bissei/8 Stop-key Jocrnal-bearino.
27

£.7

Fig. 150. Plan,

Fig. 148. Side View.
Bissel's Journal-bearing Stop-key.

Fig. 140. Back End View.

Wheels, Axles, Journal-boxes, etc.

283

tor list of names of the parts designated by the numbers in the engravings, seepage 278.

Fig. 151. Section.
Fig. 152, Back View.
Tim's Journal-box.

Fig. 153. Section.
Top-reservoir JorRNAL-BOX.

Car-wheels.

284

Fig. 154.
Front View.

Fig. 156.

SlSUUS-l'LATE WBXKU

Car-wheels.

Fig. 157.
Section.

Fig. 158.
Back View
Single-plate Wheel.
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Fig. 159.
Section.
' Combination" Plate-wheel.

Car-wheels.

280

Fig. 161.
Section.

Fig. 162.
Back View.
" Wabbbukk" -ttheel.

JY?. 163.
Section.

JTij,. 164.
Back View.
Double-plate We eel.

"ar-whecls.

Fig. 16.5.
Front View.
iiPOKE-WHEEL.

Fig. 166.
Section.

S87

Fig. 16T.
Front Vieio.
Hollow-spoke Wheel

Car-wheels.

Fig. 1CS.
Front View.
ELASTIC-'VrHEEL.

Fig. 160
Section.

Fig. 170.
Sack View.

Fig. 171.
Front View.

Single-plate Wheel for STitEET-Ciits.

Car-wheels,

Fig. 172.
Back View.

Fig. 173.
Front Viet".
Open- Plate-wheel, for Street-cars.

290

Car-wheels.

Fig. 175.
Front Titw.
Sax A Kear Wheel.

Sitj. 1TG
Section.
2.
3.
B.
6.

Paper-wheel.
Tire-bolt.
Huh bolt.
Tire
Comprested-pci'er .

Car-wheels.

Fig. 178.
Section .

Fig. 179.
Front View
Solid Steel-wheel.

CO!

Fig. 180.
Fig. 181.
Section.
Front Vietc.
Steel-wheel with Tire a.\d RETAiNlso-riisos.
1. Retaining-ring.
2. Tire-bolt.
4. JVAeef-cenfrc.
5. Tire.

Car-wheels.

Fig. 182.
Fig. 183.
Section.
Front View,
Wrouoht-ihos Wheel with Tire.
1. Tire-Mt
4. Wheel-centre.
5. Tire.

Fig. 184.
Hand-car Wheel.

293

Car-springs.

Fig. 187.
Half ElliptiotSprixg.

Fig. 183.
ELLIPTIC-SPRING.

Fig. 188.
Combination Elliptic-spring.
Fig. 188.
Triplet of Elliptic-springs.
1. Spring-band.
2. Set of Soring.

294

Fig. 180.
RoCWD-BAR SpiRAt
i-'iNiii.K con. SpfUKa.

Car-springs.

Fig. 100.
Rocitd-bar Spiral
Dcuble-coil Nest-spk:x:

Fig. 131.
RorKD-Bir. Spiral
Triple coil NssT-sPaisa.

Fig. 192.

Fig. 163.

Section.

HALF-ROrND-BAR SrtHAI.
Dpublek3c.il NisT-araiwa.

Car-springs.

Fig. 194.
Souare-bar Spiral
Single-coil Spring.

Fig. 195.
Sqcare-bar Spiral
Triplb-coil Nest-sfriso.

Fig. 106.
Keo-shaped Spiral-sprhm.

Fig. 197.
Spool-shaped Spiral-spriko.

Car-springs.

Fig. 198.
Flat-bar or Equal-bap.
Spiral Triple-coil Nest-sprlnq.

Fig. 199.
" Hibbard " or Flat-bar
Spiral Quadrcple-coil Nest-sphixg.

Fig. 200.
Edge-rolled Spiral-sprigs.

Car-springs.

297

Fig. 201.
"Dinsmore'' SPIRALSPRING.

fVff. 20&
Paragon" Fpiral-spring.

Fig. 204.
Section op Bar of
' Paragon " Spiral spp.esg.
Section OF " DrSSMOBE '
3?IRAL-SPRINa.

Fig. 505.
Small Rubbercentre Spiralsprjnq.

Fig. 206.
R'JBBKR-CENTRE SPIRAL-SPRING.

3. Spring-seat.
4. Spring-cap.

296

Car-springs.

t «

Fig. 09.
Eioht-qp.o?p Wool packed Spip-al-sphixe.

Fig. 207.
Cootouwd Spiral-spring.

Fig. 208.
"Vosb" Graduated Fpiralsprino.
3. Spring-seat.

4. Spring-cap.

fife. 210.
ottside-view op sprixq-case for eight
groip Wool-packed Spiral spring.

Car-springs.

Fig. 211.

£S9

Fig. 212.
Six-group Double-coil 8piRAt.-rpr.nio.

TWO-OBOUP SPIRAL-SPRIKO.

3. Spring-teat.
4. Spring-cap.

Car-springs.
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Fig. 213.
Volute Spring.

Fig. SI*.
ISDiA-r.CBDEn Biriro.

302

PASSENGER-CAR

BODIES.

List of Names of the Pasts of Passenger-car Bodies which are Designated by the
32. Centre-draft Draw
1. Sill.
' 15. Body Centre-plate.
2. End-sill.
16. King-bolt.
bar.
3. Intermediate Floor17. King-bolt Plate.
33. Draw-bar Sector.
18. Check-chain.
34. Car-platform, Plat
timbers.
4. Centre Floor-timbers.
19. Body-cheek-chain Eye.
form-floor.
35. Platform-timbers.
5. Floor-timber Distance- 20. .Botfy Truss-rod.
21. Body Truss-rod Sad
36. Platform-timber
block.
6. Bridging.
dle.
Clamps.
7. Floor-timber Braces.
22. Body Queen-post.
37. Platform-sills.
23. Tnrnbuckle.
8. Sill Knee-iron.
38. Platform End-tim
24. ZVitss-rod /ron.
9. Sill Tie-rod.
ber.
10. Body-bolster.
26. Cross-frame Tie-tim
39. Platform-post.
11. Body-bolster Trussber.
40. Base-icasJier, for PZa(rod.
27. Main-floor, or Carform-post.
41. Platform-rail.,
12. Body-bolster Truss./Joor.
rod Washer.
42. Platform-railing
28. Deafening-ceiling.
13. Body-bolster TrussChain.
29. Draw-bar.
block.
30. Draw-spring.
43. Platform-gate.
44. Body Hand-rail.
14. Body Side-bearings.
31. Draw-timbers.

Numbers in Figs. 215-232.
45. Platform-steps.
46. Tread-board.
47. Step-iron.
48. Step-hanger.
49. Splash-board.
51. Side Body-brace.
62. Side Body-brace-rod.
53. Brace Straining-rod.
54. /S(7Z and Pfafe Bod.
55. Body-counterbrace.
66. Body-counterbracerod.
57. Brace-rod Washer.
58. Wtwdojoposf.
59. TrnidowJ-jjaneZ JiYipring.
\
60. -Sfud.
61. Corner-post.
62. Door-post.

Passenger-car Bodies.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.
72.
73.
74.
75.
76.
77.
78.
79.
80.
81.
82.
83.
84.
85.
86.

Truss-plank.
Truss-plank Cap.
Belt-rail.
Panel-rail.
Outside-panel.
Outside Window-panel
Panel-strips.
End-panel.
.End Window-panel.
Name-panel.
Name-panel Frame.
Lower Wainscot-rail.
Upper Wainscot-rail.
Wainscot-panel.
Outside Window-sill.
Inside Window-sill.
Wisndoio-si'ZJ Cap.
Wiwdow-si'K Moulding.
Belt-rail Cap.
Upper Belt-rail.
Sewn Parting-strip.
Outside Window- stop.
Windoio-sasfc.
Window-Wind/Sos/i.

86'. Inside Window-stop
or TPindoic-castngr.
87. TPi'wdow Cove^moulding
88. Window-mouWiTigr.
89. Inside Window-panel.
90. Window-lintel.
91. Letter-board.
92. Eaves Fascia-board.
93. Eaves-moulding.
94. Inside-cornice.
95. Inside-cornice Fasciaboard.
96 Inside-cornice Subfascia-board.
97. Inside-lining.
98. PZafe.
99. Door-lintel.
100. Carline, or Compottndcarline.
101. JJa/ter.
102. Roof-boards.
103. Platform-roof.
104. Platform-roof Carline.
105. Platform-roof Endcarline.

106.
107;
108.
109.
110.
111.
112.
113.
114.
115.
116.
117.
118.
119.
120.
121.
122.
123.
124.

Roof-apron.
125.
Pla tform-hood.
126.
Platform-liood Bow.
127.
Platform-hood Post.
128.
Clear-story.
129.
Clear-story Sill.
130.
Clear-story Bottom131.
rail.
132.
Clear-story End-sill.
133.
Clear-story Sill-facing. 134.
Clear-story Post.
135.
Clear-story End-panel, 136.
or Pren£iZa<w.
137.
Clear-story Plate.
138.
Clear-story Carline.
139.
Clear-story Eaves140.
moulding.
141.
Clear-story Inside142.
cornice.
143.
Clear-story Soffitboard.
144.
Car-seat.
145.
Seat-end., or .At'ste ySea£ -146.
end.
147.
148.
Seat-stand.

Wi

Seat-back.
Seat-division.
Foot-rest.
Stove.
Stove-pipe Jack.
Water-closet.
Water-closet Seat:
Urinal.
Water-cooler.
Water-alcove.
Centre-lamp.
Lamp-jack.
Window.
Ticin-windoic.
Small-window.
Window-blind.
Frieze-ventilator.
End-ventilator.
Clear-story Side-ven
tilator.
Clear-story Window.
Basket-rack.
Door-midlion.
Bottom-rail, of Door.
Middle Door-rail.

Passenger-car Bodies.
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149.
150.
151.
152.

Top-rail, of Door.
Door-stile.
Door-panel.
Brake-shaft.

153. Brake-shaft Step.
155. Lower Brake-shaft
Bearing.

156. Upper Brake-shaft
Bearing.
157. Brake-wheel.
158. Brake Ratchet-wheei.

159.
180.
161.
162.

Brake-pawl.
Brake-chain Worm.
Flag-holder Plate.
Platform Tie-rod.

Passenger
: 102

Outside View.

Outside View of Framing

. 113

Longitudinal Section.

forlistofi

Fig. 215. F

ar Bodies.

807

lines of tlie parts designated by the numbers in the engraving, seepage 302.

iSSENQ-R-CAR BODY, CENTRAL RAILROAD OF NEW JERSEY.

Longitudinal Section showing Framing.

f

1

Passcngcr-c
For list of names of the parts designated by t

Inverted Plan.
Fig- '.
Passenger-car Body, Cento

811

car Bodies.
the numbers in the engraving, see page 302.

Plan showing Floor Framing.
216.
ial Railroad of New Jersey.

Plan showing Floor, Scats, etc.

-\

Passenger-car Bodies.
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For list of names of the parts designated by the numbers in, the engravings, seepage 302.
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Passenger-cab Body, Central Railroad or N. J.
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Passcm
For list of names of the parts designated by the numbers in the engraving, see pagt

Side View.

Fig. 219. Passenger-r,

wer-car Bodies,
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eh-cab Body, Pennsylvania Railroad.
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Longitudinal Section.
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Passenger-car Bodies.

For list of names of the parts designa ted by tin itumj^., in ■

Half Plan, shotting Floor Framing.

Fig. 220,
P.4S8EXOERCAR P.ODY. 1JISS,», „

dies.
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era in the ens/raving, see page 302.

Half Plan, shotting Floor, Seats, etc.
■vakia Railroad.
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ited by the numbers in the

engraving, see page 302.
100
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Longitudinal Section, showing Framing.
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Passenger-car Bodies.
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For list of names of the parts designated by the num
bers in the engravings, see page 302.
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Fig. 2'22.
T ansverse Section.

\
Passknoer-car Body, Pekn. Railroad.

"j

Passenger-car Bodies.
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For list of names of the parts . ,,7 designated by the tiumbersin the engravings see page 302

Fig. 224. End View, showing Framing.

Passenger-car Body, Penn. ran-ROJO.

Passenger-car Bodies.
For list of names cf the parts designated b-j the numbers in the engravings, seepage 302.
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Passenger-cd
For list of names of the parts designated by
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Fig. 228. Passenger-cab, Metbopolii
Side V

3odzes.
imbera in the engraving, seepage 302.

ik Elevated Railroad of New Yore.
lew.
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i t>y the numbera in the engraving, seepage 303.
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pig. 228.
jtan Elevated Rad.road op New York.

Side View, showing Framing,
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Passenger-car Bodies.
F.jr List of names of the parte designated by the numbers in the engraving, see page 3o..

Fig. 2^0.
Passenoer-cak Body, Metropolitan Elevated Railroad.
Transverse Section.

S89

840

For list of names of the parts designated by the n umbers in the engraving, seepage 302

I::terted Plax or Draw-gear op Passenoer-car. Metropolitan Elevated Railroad.

Passenger-car Bodies.

841

For list of names of the parts designated by the numbers in the engraving, see page 302
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Fig. 232.
Draw-bar of Passenger-car, Metropolitan Elevated Railroad.
Longitudinal Section.

BOLSTERS, ETC.
List of Names of the Parts of Bolsters, etc.. which are designated bt the letters and numbers in Fios. 233-38S.

1'. Body-bolster.
1. Body-bolster Compres
sion-bar,
2. Body-bolster Tension.'
bar.
3. Body-bolster Thimble,

4. Body-bolster Trussblock.
6. Body-bolster Trussrod Bearing.
6. Body-bolster Trussrod,

7. Body-bolster Trussrod Washer.
8. Body Centre-plate.
9. King-bolt.
10. King-bolt Plate.

11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Body Side-bearing.
Truck Side-bearing.
Truck-bolster.
Truck Centre-plate.
Centre-plate Block.

842

Bolsters, etc.
For list of names of the parts designated by the numter« >'» the engravings, see page 341.

)>/»)/::■■■:■■:>:.■.■'■■■■-?■.-»■ ■ i.:V'>r— '--vn
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mm
Fig. 233.
Wooden Body-bolster.
Transverse Section of Floor-timbers, showing Bolsters.

13

Fig. 234.
Wooden Body-bolster.
Side View.

•i'

Fig. 235.
Iron Body-bolster.
Transverse Section of Floor-timbers, showing Bolsters.

Fig. 236.
Iron Body-bolster.
5/cte View.

o43

Bolsters, etc.
For list of names of the parts designated by the numbers in the engravings, see page 341.

2

'J-

Fig. 238.
Double Iron Body-bolster.
Cross Section.

Fig. 237.
Double Iron Body-bolster.
Transverse Section of Fioor, showing Bolsters.

«*9
Fig. 239.
Compound Body-bolster.
Cross Section.

344

List of names of the parts which are designated by the
numbers in fig. 242 :
1. Body Queen-post.
3. Cross-frame Truss-rod.
2. Body Queen-post S'ay.
4. Cross-frame Queen-post.
5. Cross-frame Tie-timber.

Bolsters, etc.

Fig. ^42.

Cross-frame Truss.

Passenger-car Steps,

I

PASSENGER-CAR
STEPS.
List op Names op th3 'iffiaaB op Passengercah Stepu, Platform, etc., Designated
by the Numbers in Fig. ,44 :
lo Brake-aiain Worm.
2. Nosinf},
'•Jlairz.
3. Ftutrorm i.-aK-door.
4. Sa/efy Oounling-cliain.
5. Step-riser.
0. Tread-board.
7. StrL.J-board.
8. Brake-shaft.
9. Brake Ratchet-wheel.
10. Brake-pawl.

Fig. 244.
Bos-steps, Platform, etc., op Pass^sqeb-car.
Perspective Fieio.

Parts of Passenger-car Bodies.
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Fig. 245.
Side View of Portion op the Side-frame of a Passenoer-car, showing—1, Compression-beam ; 2, Compression-beam Brace; 3, Counterbrace ; 4, Body Brace-rod ; 5, Body Counter-brace Rod.
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Fi'j. 24C.
Side View of Portion of the Side-frame of a Passes32r-car, showing—1, Truss-arch ; 2, Body Counter-brace.

Fig. 247.
Proitle-oarline .

Fig. 248.
Section of Compocnd-carline.

Parts of Passenger-car Bodies.

Fig. 249.
Plan of Floor-framing, showing—1, Diagonal Floor-timber.

347

348

Mail-catcher.

Ji

Draw-gear.

DRAW-GEAR.
IiiST of Names op the Parts of Draw-gear which abb
Designated by the Numbers in Figs. 351-264 :
1. Draw-bar.
11. Draw-timber Guard*.
12. Draw-timber Tie-bar.
2. Draw-bar Face-plate.
13. Draw-bar Guides.
3. Draw-bar Head.
14. Drawbar Follower4. Druiobar Distancepiece.
plates.
15. Auxiliary Draw-bar
5. Draw-spring.
6. Auxiliary BufferFollower-plates.
spring.
16. Draw-bar Jaw.
17. Draiv-bar Stop.
7 Drear-bar Bolt.
18. Draw-timber Pocket.
8. Draw-spring Stop.
19. Draw-rod.
9. Draw-bar Carry-iron.
20. Coupling-pin.
10. Draw-timbers.

Fig. 230.
Mail-catcher.

Draxv-gear.

349

For list of names of the parts designated hy the numbers in the engravings, seepage 348.

Fin. asi-

^-~ ..3.... _/"*»

Side View.

(

o
—-J—- r^

■

Fig. 253.
Ejtd View of Draw-bar Head.

u^
Fig. 252. Zojijiin:!;';'.:!. miction.

Dp-aw-gear for Freicihtcars, Pejtssylva:'!*. Railroad.

er

fiff. 25-1.
Transverse Section.

35C

Draw-gear.
lor list of name* of the parts designated by the numbers in the engravings, see page 34S.

Fig. 258.
Transverse Section.
DnAW-OFAH FCR FKKIGHT-CAH3, PENNSYLVANIA EaIIBOAD.

"

Draw-gear.
For list of names of the parts designated by the numbers in the engravings, seepage 348.

Fig. 258. Dratf-oear roa Freigfht-cars, New York Central Railroad. Side View, with Drauybar Removed.

851

352

Draw-gear.
For list of names of the parts designated by the numbers in the engravings, see page 348.

Fig. 260. Side View, with Drawbar Removed.

Draw-oear for Freight-cars, New York Central Railroad.

Draw-gear.
For list of name* of the parts designated by the numbers in the engravings, see page 34S.

Fig. 262. Longitudinal Section, with Draw-bar Removed.
Draw-gear, TrrH Potter Drawbar, for Freight-cars, Chicago, Burlington & Qdincy Eailrcad

868

334

Draw-gear.
For list of name* of the parti designated by the numbers in. the engravings, see page 348.

Fig. 264.

13

""^ 'I

" Transverse Section.

ORAW-GEAR. WITH POTTER DRAWBAR. FOR FREIGHT-CARS, CHICAGO, BURLINGTON & QCINCY RAILROAD.

Draw-gear.

Fig. 265.
Draw-bar Sidi-casttnq.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Fig. 267.
Bolt Draw-bar.
Coupling-link Rivet.
.Faaf Coupling-link.
Fast Couplingp.,. .
Draw-bar Bolt.
Drawbar tace-plais

893

Fit]. 266.
Safpord Draw-bar.
3. Draw-bar Head.
7. Draw-bar Bolt.

Fig. 26
Spring-pocket Draw-bar.
1. Draw-bar Spring-p^ ^et.
2. Draw-bar Distance-p.jce.
y. Draw-bcr Facevlafe.

856

Draw-gear.

Fig. 270. Solid-head Draw-bar.
1. Draw-bar Pocket. 2. Draw-bar Distance-piece.
3 Draw-bar Head.
Fig. 260. -Hree-link or Potter Draw-ear.
1. Coupling-link Rivet. 2. Fast Coupling-link.

Fig. 272.
COEPUSO-LISK.

1. Chain Coupling-links, or Triple
Cjupling-link.
2. Draw-hook.
3. Draw-hook Plate.

Fig. 273.
Crooked Couflino-limk,

Fig. 274.
Solid-head
Coupling-pin.

Fig. 270. Section.
Eye-head or Flat
Coupling-tin.

Fig. 277.
Bent-head
Coupling-fin-

Draw-gear.

1-1.

Fig. 278
Dead-blocks.

857

Fig. 278.
2. Buffer-block.

S

Drazu-gcar.
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=
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»

0

0

0

>J~
1. Draw-bar.

Fig. 281. Continuous Draw-bar. Longitudinal Section.
2. Draw-spring .
3. Drawbar Carry-iron.
4. Draw-rod.

10. Dratr-rtmoer.

Miller-platform.

35J

MILLER-PLATFORM.
List or Names of the Parts or the Miixer-platfobm which are Designated by the Numbers in Flos. 282-289 :
1.
2.
3.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
1L

Brake-shaft Brace.
Buffer-bar.
Buffer-plate.
Buffer-spring.
Buffer-spring Cup.
Buffer-spring Washer.
Buffer-stem Washer.
Buffer-thimble.
Draw-bar Couplinghook.
IS. Centre-sills.
13. Stop, for Couplinghook.
14. Stop-brace.

15. Uncoupling-lever.
16. Uneoupling-chain.
17. Uncoupling-lever
Ratchet.
18. Uncoupling-lever
plate.
19. Uncoupling-lever
Wedge.
20. Wedge-c/iain.
21. Trunnion-plates.
22. Platform Truss-beam.
23. Platform Truss-rod.
24. Buffer-spring Beam.
25. Draw-bar Timber.

26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.

Platform-timbers.
Platform-sills.
Platform End-timber.
Suspcnder-beam.
Stirrup-block.
Draic-bar Carry-iron.
Inner Draw-bar Carryiron.
35. Buffer-head.
36. Buffer-shank.
37. Buffer-stem.
39. Coupling-pin Plate.
40. Coupling-pin Chafingplate.

41. Coupling-pin Chain.
42. Coupling-pin-chain
Eye.
44. Brake-shaft Thimble.
46. Inscription-plate.
48. Draw-bar Chafingplate.
49. Coupling-spring.
60. Coupling-spring
Bracket.
51. Platform Tie-rods.

got

Miller-platform.
For list of names of the parts designated by the numbers in the engravings, see page 333.

Fig. 282.

Inverted Plan.

MlLLER-PLATPORH .

Fig. -83.

Plan.

Miller-platform,

!WI

For list of names of the parts designated by Vie numbers in the engravings, see page 330.
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Fig. 284. Longitudinal Section .
Fig. 287.
Bl'FFER-BAR.

Fig. 28S.

Side View.

g II J l> » H 'J N

• JTfa. 288.
JV17. 285.

L)

£"^ Vita.

UNCoqi>Lixo-:.Evrn.
MiLLER-PLATFOEM.

Fig. 280.

P'.an.

DRAW-BAR C'OUPLINO-HOOK.

IJ

lit]

Hti

yanney Car-coupler-.

■ ■ ; s

Fig. 290. Longitudinal Section.

Fig. 291. End View.
Jajj::et Cut-corPLEa.

Janncy Car-coiip/cr.

363

Jamiey Car-coupler.

3J-4

©
Fig. 293.
Plan of Draic-hooks in their Position tchen Coupled.

Fig. 203.
Eni View.

Fig. 294.
Plan of Draip-hooks in their Position :jh:n Uncoupled.
JANNKT CiH-COl'PLIB.

Sleeping-cars.

3G5

i'or list of names of the ^_ y- ixirts designated by the numbers in 2&' the engraving^ see page 366.

Berths Lowrcd.

"ImtSmIiiI

f* Berths Ea^ed.

JYj. 286. Lonoitct>:n.il Section or Sleepino-car, shotting Two Sections.

y

Sleeping-cars.

SLEEPING-CARS.
List of Names op the Parts of Sleeping-cars which are
Designated by the Numbers in Figs. 296-29S :
1. Lower-berth.
17. Head-board Bolt.
2. Upper-berth.
18. Hat-post.
3. Upper-berth, folded-up. 19. Table-hook.
4. Berth-brace.
20. Table-hook Plate.
5. Berth-brace Eye.
21. Windoic-lift.
6. Berth-chain.
22. Window-latch.
7. Berth-chain Pulley.
23. Window-curtain or
8. Berth-spring.
Window-shade.
9. Berth-spring Frame.
24. Inside Window-nanel.
10. Berth-spring Hope.
25. Ticket-holder.
11. Berth Safety-rope.
26. Arm-rest.
12'. Berth-latch.
27. Lamp-jack,
12. Berth-latch Handle.
28. Window-curtain
13. Berth-curtain.
Leather.
14. Berth-curtain Rod.
29. Seat.
15. Berth-curtain-rod
30. Might-hand Seat-end.
Bracket.
30'. Left-hand Seat-end.
16. BerM Head-board.
Berths Loicered.
Fig. 297.
Berths Raised.
Transverse Section or Sleepino-cap..

Sleeping-ca rs.

887

For list of names of the parts designated by the numbers y
in the engraving, see page 3oil,
,*

V
Pia. 298. Perspective View op Section op SLEEPiya-CiE

Car-windows.

CAR-WINDOWS.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

List of Names of the
Truss-plank.
Lower Wainscot-rail.
Upper Wainscot-rail.
Wainscot-panel.
Inside Window-sill.
Window, or Windowglass.
Window-casing, or In
side Window-stop.
Window-moulding.
Window-mouldingjoint Cover.
Window-moulding
Base.
Window-stile.

Parts of Car-windows which
12. Window-rail.
13. Window-blind Stile.- • 14/ Window-blind Rail.
15. Window-blind Midiion.
16. Sash Parting-strip.
17. Upper Window-blind,
and Window-blind
Slat.
18. Lower Window-blind.
19. Window-blind Stop.
21. Window-lift.
22. Window-latch.
23. Window-latch Upperstop.

are designated by the numbers in Figs. 299-301 :
24. Window-latch
stop* .„
Lower32. Window-curtain
Rings.
25. Upper Wi"ndo«>6Knd
33. Window-curtain. TasLift.
se/.
26. Lower Window-blind
34. Window-cornice.
Lift.
35. Inside Windoic-panel.
27. Window-curtain.
36. Inside-cornice.
27'. Window-cuj'taitt, or
37. Inside-cornice FasciaWindow-shade.
board.
28. Lambrequin.
38. Inside-cornice <Su629. Wmdoty-curtatJi
/ascia-board.
■> -Holder.
39. u4r7n-res<.
30. Window-curtain JSod.
40. Table-leg Hook.
31. Window-curtain-rod
41. Table-leg-liook Plate.
.9tanc7iion.

Car-windows.

369

"or list of names of the parts datjintal b'j the numbers, in the engravings, see page G03.

fig. 299. Perspective View of Sleeping-car Window.

Fig. 300. Pihspectitz Viet? op Dni^rn:o-R005i<AR Wnraow.

870

For list of :iamis of the parts designatsd by the numbers in ths engravinj. seepage 3^8.

Big. 3C1. Perspective View of Passenger-car Window.

37]

Window-furnishings.

Fig. 308.
Window-latch.

Fig. 304.
Spiral Window-sash
Sprinq.
Fig. 303.
Single Window-sash
Spring.

.Ftg. 305.
SPRINO tt'lNDOWHOLDEK.

Fig. 302.
Double Window-sash
Spring.

I)
Fig. 306.
V Window-button.

Fig. 307.
L WINDOW-BUTTON.

*Y». 310.
Window-latch
Bushing .

309. Window-latch.
Back View.
1. Window-latch Bolt.
2. Window-latch Spring.
S. Window-latch Trigger.

Window-fitrn ishings.

372

©

0o

Fig. 311.
window-latc2
Stop.

Fig. 314.
Window-latch
Plate.

Fig. HIT.
Window-Lift

Fig. 516.
Window- lift .

F:g. 310.
Window Bar-lift .

Fig. 312.
Window-latch
Lower-stop.

""^
Fig. 313.
Window latch Hack

Fig. 315.
Window-latch
Plate.

Fig. 318.
Flcsh Window-lift.

Fig. 320.
Window-blind Bclt.

II rindow-fum iskings.
873

Fig. 321.
Single Window-elind Lift.

Fig. 322.
slnole wtindow-blind
Lot.

Fig. 323.
Lower Window-bund
Lift.

Fig. 324.
Upper Window-blind
Lift.

Fig. 325.
Double Window-bund Lctt

Fig. 331.
Clear-story Window-latch Keeper.

Fig. 326.
Clear-stor? Window-sector
and Clamp.
1. Sector.
2. Clamp.

Fig. 327.
Clear-story Window-pivot.

Fig. 329.
Window-pivot
Plate.

Fig. 328.
Window-pivot.

Fig. 330.
Clear-story Window-latch.

Window-furnishings.

Fig. 332.

Fig. 333.

PULL-RING, OE CLEAK-STORT WlNDOW-PCLL.

WINDOW -CURTAIN P.INQ.

Fig. 334.
WlNDOW-CCRTAIN ECD.

1. Windotcnurtain-rod Stanchion.

Fig. 340.
Window-curtain
Holder.

X

Fig. 336.
Window-curtain
pullets.

Fig. 337.
Window-curtainholler bearings.

Fig. 3H8.

Fig. 339.

WlNDOW-CCRTAIN

WlNDOW-CURTAIN-

Bracket.

CORD TlGHTENEP..

JVy. 341.
Window-mouldingjcint Cover.

Ventilators,

375
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Fig. 342.
Ventilator-mug.
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Fig. 345.

o

■Wft. 343.
FRIEZE-VENTILATOR PLATE.

-Fiff- 344.

.FY?. 346.
Frieze-ventilator
Register.
1. Register-handle.
2. Register-frame.
3. Register valve.
4. Register-face.

Fig. 347.
Ventilator-Hood.
1. V>n<i7nfor-de?!ecfor.
<!. Ventilator hood.

F/s. 348.
Atjtomatic Ventilator
1. Ventilator-deflector.
2. Ventilator hood.

.«£/. 348Lfi-

Sleeping-car Furnishings*

376

-*.-•■

. Fig 355.
Upper-bexth-rest Pivct.

.
Fig. 349.
Seat-hinge.

]: Fig. 351.
Fast Berth-binge.

rv
Fig. 354.
Upper-deeth F.e

Fig. 350.
Sofa-einge.

Fig. 353.
Loose Berthhinge Bushing.

Fig. 352.
Loose Berthhinge.

Fig. 356.
Upprr.-DERTH Bracket.

Slccping-car Furnishings.

Fig. 357.
Berth-latch Handle.
1. Berth-latch Face-plate.
B

Fig. 361.

Fig. 358.
Behth-latch Bolt.

Fig. 350.
Berth-latch Keeper.

Fig. 360.
Berth-simber.

BEHTH-3PR3.-D.

Fig. CO.:.
1. Berth-spring Frame.
2. Berth-spring Fusee.
3. Berth-spring Rope.

L2KTH-SPH1XG.

Back Vietc.

Fig. 303.
Berth Safett-rcpz
Fastener.

Fig. 304.
B3RTII P.AFETY-ROPE
HcLDER.

Slccping-ciir Furnishings.

S78

Fig. 368.
Head-eoard Bushings.

Fig. 371.
Fi-j. 365.
Fig. 366.
HeadboardHead-boardcocpljno Hasp, coipliso
Keeper.

Berth-cuhtain-rod Bracket.
1. Berth-curtain-rod Coupling.
2. Hat-poet.

Fig. 367.
Head-soars
Bolt.

Fig. 379.
Berth-cdrta:n-rod Tip.

Fig. 3C0.
HEAD-3CAR3 3CLT.

Fig. 373.
3^rtb-curtain-rod Buseesq,
or Socket.

Slecping-car Fu7'iiiskings.

Fig. 37-1.
Berth-curtain Hook.

879

Fig. 376.
Mirror-sash Holder.

Fig. 378.
Towel-rod.

Fig. 375.
Mirror and Mirror-sash.

Fig. 377.
Ticket-holder.
Fig. 379.
Towel-rod.

Sleeping-ca r Furn ish ings.

380

Fig. 380.
Towel-roller and Bracket.
1 Towel-roller.
2. Towel-roller Bracket.

Fig. 382.
vertical-telegraph, or
Lever-faucet or Cock.

Fig. 383.

Bases-plug and Fixtures.
1, Basin-coupling.
2. Basin<ounling .
3 Basin-chain Holder.
4. Basin-chain.
5. Basin-plug.

Fig. 381.
Y> ASH-ROOM PUMP.

Fig. 385.
Brush and Comb Rack.

Sleep ino-ca r Fit rn isli ines.
o

881

Fig. 390.
Chair ok
Socket Caster.

Fig. 391.
Sofa-caster.

Fig. 386.
SOAP-H0LE32.

Fig. 387.
Soap-dish.

Fig. 389.
CrePADop..

Fig. 393.
Revolving-chair Stand.
1. Revolving-ehair-stcmd Base.
2. Revolving-cltair-stalld Socket

;ibi

Sleeping-ca r Fu rn ishings.

Fig. 396.
Seat-leg Plait.

Fig. 395.
Table-book Plats.

Fin. 394.
Table-hooh.

Fig. 308.

Fig. 339.

DOOR-BHEAVES AIT. HOLDERS.

1. Door-sheave Holder.

2. Doorsheme .

3. *)e:r-frack.

Car-scats.

CAR-SEATS.
List of Names op the Parts of
Car-seats which are designated
bt the numbers in flgs. 400 and
401 :
1. Seat-rail.
2. Seat-end, Aisle Seat-end, or
Short Seat-end.
3. Seat-end, Long Seat-end, or
Iron Seat-end.
4. Wall Seat-end.
5. Seat-arm.
6. Seat-stand.
7. Foot-rest.
8. Movable Foot-rest.
9. Foot-rest Carrier.
10. Heater-pipe Casing, or Side
Foot-rest.
11. Scat-back.
12. Seat-back Band.
13. Seat-back Arm.
14. Seat-back Stop.
15. Seat-lock
16. Arm-cap.
17. Cushion-frame.
18. Seat-spring.
Fig. 400. Catj-seat. with 'Wooded Entos. Perspective View.

C88

Car-scats.

884

For list of names of the parts designated by the numbers in the engraving, see page 38.; .
*12

Fig. iOl.

Car-seat, with Iron Exds.

Perftpeciive View.

Car-scats.
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For list of'names of the parts designated by the numbers in the engravings, seepage 3S3.

Fig. 402.

Perforated-veneer Car-seat.

Fig. 401. Cane-seat Rkvolvi.n-o-chair.

- a—— BranaaBBB —
Fig. 405. Section of Car-seat and Back

-"-

Car-seats.

S>6

Fig 407.
Left-hand Corker-seat.

Fig. 400.
RlOHT-HAND CORNEF.-SEAT.

Fig. 410.
ARK-CAP.

Fig. 408.
Eight hand Seat end.

Fig. 409.
LErr hand Seat-end.

Car-scats.

Fig. 411.
Elliptic Seat-spring.

Fig. 412.
Spiral Sbat-sprino.

Fig. 414.
Cushion-frame axd Seat-springs.
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Fig. 413.
Spiral-elliptic Seat-sprwq.

3-8

Car-seats.

©=>
Fig. 416.
Seat-back Arm-pivot.

Fig. 417.
Seat-back-akm Plate.

Fig. 418.
Seat-back-arm Piyar-PLAit

Fig. 415.
Seat-back Arm.
1. Seat-back-arm Washer.

Fig. 422.
Barrel Seat-lock.
1. Sect-lock Bolt.
•2. Seal-lock Spring.

Fig. 421.
Seat-back Kocnd-stop

Fig. 419.
Seat-back Stop.
1. Seat-lock Bolt .
2. seat-lock Key

Fig. 420.
Seat-back Curved-sto?,

Fig. 423.
S3AT-LOCK ESCLTCHEOS.

Passcnger-ca r Fit rn iskings.
1. Water-cooler.
2. Teiegraph-cock.
3. rVatty-tooler Stand, or
Wash-stand sink.
4. Wash-bowl Pipe.
5. Basin.
Fig. 425.
Cup ob TL-iiiiu-.il Holdeb.

Fig. 427.
Self-closing Faucet.

Fig. 428.
Horizontal Telegraph Cock or Faucet

1.
2.
X
4.
6.

\
Fig. 424.

Water-cooler and Bash

Fig. 426.
Water-alcove.
Water-alcove Front.
Water-alcove Fan or Bottom.
Alcove-faucet .
Water-drip Pipe.
Alcove Cup-holier.

Fig. 429. Bibb-cock.

Passenger-car Furnishings*
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Fig. 48L
Drawer-pull.
Fig. 433.
Match-striker Frame.

1.
2.
3.
i.

Fig. 430.
Basket-race.
Basket-rack Bracket.
Basket-rack letting.
Basket-rack Rod.
Basket-rack Tip.

Fig. 432.
Match-striker.

i<Y<7. 435.
Drop-letter-box Plate.

^
Fig. 43G.
Stanchion.

fiff. 437.
WaTER CLOSET VENTILATING JACK.

Fig. 438.
CoRNKR-CRINAL

Fig 430.
Side-urinal.

?. Urinal-pipe.

Fig. 440.
SOIL-HOPP2X.

Passenoer-ca r Fu rn isJi ings.
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SCENTS- SALOON'
Fig. 441.
Water-closet Door-plate.

1

^

Fig. 443.
Corner Urinal-handle.

Fifj. 445.
Hat- hook..
Fig. 442.
Side URINALHANDLE.

Fig. 446.
Coat and Hat Hooa.
Fig. 448.
Head-uhing Nails.

Fig. 449.
Feather-duster.

Fig. 447.
Hat-post and Hook.
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Bell-cord Fixtteres.

List of Names of Parts 07 Bell-cord Fixtures which
are Designated by the Numbers in Fios. 450-405.
1. Bell-cord
Bell-cord Strap.
Pulley.
■■!.
3. Bell-cord Strap hunger Bracket.
4. Bell-cord Guide.

Fig. 450
Bell-cord Fixed-h&xoer.

Fig. 451.
Bell-cord Strap-hanger.

Fig. 452.
Bell-cord Strap-hanger.

Fig. 453.
3ell-cord Doubly
straphanger.

Fig. 458.
Bell-cord Guide, with
Flange and Pulley.

Fig. 459.
Bell-cord Guidk,
with Flange
and Side-pulleg,

7
Fig. 454.
Bell-cord
Bushino.

Fig. 455.
*ig. 456.
Bell-cord BushBell-cord
ixa, with Pulley. Beveled-bushino.

Fig. 457.
Bell-cord Guide, with
Flange.

Bell-cord Fixtures.
For list of names of tho parts designated by the numbers in the
engravings, see page 392.

Fig. 460.
Bell-cord Guide,
with Two Palleya.

Fig. 461.
Bell-cord Guide,
with Four Pulleys.

Fig. 462.
Bell-cord Guide,
with Screw.

Fig. 463.
Bell-cord Guide,
with Screw and Pulley.

Fig. 464.
Bell-cord Guide,
with Side-pulley and
Screw-top.

Fig. 465.
Bell-cord Guide,
with Centre-pulley.

Fig. 466.
Bell-cord-quide Washer.

Fig. 467.
Bell-cord Coupling.

Fig. 468.
Bell-cord Splice.

Fig. 469.
Bell-cord End-book.

Lamps.

394

LAMPS.
List op Names of the Parts of Lamps, etc., which are Designated by the Numbers int Figs. 470-496.

1.
2.
3.
4.
8.
6.
7.

Lamp-stay.
Lamp-shade.
Lamp-globe Chimney.
Lamp-arms.
Lamp-ring,
Lamp-reservo'
Globe-holder.

8. Lamp-burner.
9-9. Drop of Lamp.
10. Lamp-chimney.
11. Lamp-chimney Holder.
12. Lamp-chimney Bracket
13. Smoke-bell.
4. Lamp-reflector.

15.
16.
17.
18.
20.
21.

Lamp-chimney Reflector.
Side-lamp Holder.
Side-lamp Bracket.
Side-lamp Braces.
Lamp-bottom.
Candle-holder Cap.

22.
23.
24.
25.
ZQ.
27.

Candle-holder Cup.
Candle-rods.
Candle-spring.
Alcove-lamp Reflector.
Bull's-eye.
Alcove-lamp.

Lamps.

395

or list of names of the porta designated by the numbers in Vie tngrauings, see page 394.

Fig. 471.
Centre-lamp.

Lamps.

396

For list of names of the parts designated by the numbers in the engravings, see page 394.

Fig. 473.
(See fig. 473.)

I

Fig. 472.
Centre- lamf.

.#

Fig. 475.
Side-lamp,
with Adjustable or Loose Globe.

Lamps.
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For list of names of the parts designated by the numbers in the engravings, seepage 394.

'**#

Fig. 477.
Side-lamp Holder and Bracket.

Fig. 479.

Fig.iSL

SUN-ECRNER.

Screw-burner.

Jty. 4S2.
Spring-burner.

Lamps,
j? or list of names of the parts designated by the numbers in the engravings, see page 3!M.

Fig. 483.
Lamp-bottom for Mineral-oil.

Fig. 485.
Lamp-bottom for Candles.

Fig. 487.
Lamp-globe.

Fig. 488.
Melon-shaped Lamp-globe

Fig. 4S9.
Ego-shaped Lamp-globe

Fig. 400.
Pear-shaped Lampgloes.

Fig 484.
hp-bottom for Lard-oil.

Fig. 486.
Candle-holder.

Lamps.
For list of names of the parts designated by the numbers in the engravings, seepage 394.

Fig. 491.
PoCBLECONE-SHAPED
LAMP-GLOBE,

Fig. 4G2.
Lamp-aicove and Laup.

Fig. 493.
Mail-car Latp.

Fig. 494.
POST-OFFICE-CAB IitlTP.

Lamps.

40C

For list of names of the parts designated by the numbers in the engravings, seepage 394.

N

Fig. 493.
Traixsignal, Tail, or Bull's ETE Lamp.

Fig. 496.
Pouble-less, Tail, Bull's-eye, or Siskal Lauf.

Fig. 497.
Front View.

Fig. 493.
Section.

F.1EJXEL-LEKS .

Lamps.

Fig. 499.
Fres.nel Signal-lantern.

Fig. cOO.
Railroad-lantern.

401

Fig. 801.
Conductor's-lantern.

Doors and Door-furnishings.

402

DOORS

AND DOOR-FUR
NISHINGS.

List of Names of the Parts of Doobs, .etc., which are
Designated by the Numbers is Fig. 502 :
1. Door-post or Jamb.
11. Middle Door-panel.
12. Upper Door-sash.
2. Door-mullion.
13. Lower Door-sash.
3. Door Name-plate.
4. Top Door-rail.
14. Door-sash Bolt.
6. Bottom Door-rail.
15. Door-sash Plate.
6. Middle or Lock Door16. Door-hinge.
rail.
17. Door-knob.
13. Door-linteL
7. Parting Door-rail.
18. Door-lock.
8. Door-stile.
10. Lower or Tiein Dcor20. Door-lock Keeper.

Fig. 502.
Pasbenger-cak Doob.

Door-furnishings.

403

*---'--■
Fig. 504.
Door-sash Plate.
Fig 505.
Poor-sash Bolt.

Fig. 503.
NOTICE-PLATE.

o %l

o.-.t

Fig. 507.

Fig. 508.

DOOR-HOLDER.

DOOR-HOLDER CATCH.

^^
O

1 0
1 "

:I

Fig. 500.
Fast-joint ButtHINOE.

Fig. 510.
Loose-joist Bdtthinoe

Fig. 511.
IiOOSE-PIS Bltthinoe.

Fig. 513.
T-HIXOE.

404

Door-furnishings.

Fig. 514.
Square Door-Bolt.

Fig. 515.
SO.UARE-NECK-DOOR-BOLT.

Fig. 518.

Fig. 519.

DOORBl'TTON.

DOOR-BCTTON AND PLATE.

Fig. 516.
Barrel Door-bolt.
1. Door-bolt Keeper.

Fig 517.
Flush Door-bolt.

Fig. 520.
Door-pull.

Fig. 521.
Door-pull.

Locks.
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LOCKS.
Li3T of Names of the Parts of Locks which are Designated by the Numbers in Figs. 523-531 .

1. Door-latch Bolt.
2. Door-latch Hook.
3. Door-latch-hook Keeper.

4. Door-latch Rose.
5. Door-knob.
6. Sliding- door Handle.

\ 7. Door-lock Bolt.
8. Door-lock Keeper.
I

9. Door-latch Keeper.
10. Door-latch Spindle.

5 4 10

#y
Fig. 522.
Car-door Loch

Fig. 523.
Rim-lock orDead-lock.

Fig. 524.
Rabbeted-lock.

fig. 525.
MORTISE-LOCK.

-•
Fig. 520.
Water closet Latch

Fig. 527.

Spreso Door-latch, or NiohtLATCH.

Fig. 528.
BAOQAaE-CAR DOOR-LOCK.

Fig. 529.
Sliding-door Lock.

406

Loci's.
For list of names of the parts designated by the numbers in the engravings, seepage lOo.

Fig. 532.
Flush Door-handle.
(Same as fig. 357.)
FtO. 530.
SLiDlNG-cooa Latch.

Fig. 531.
Door-sfindlb AND Knobs.

Fig. 533.
Door-latch Rose and
Escutcheon.

Fig. 534. Fig. 535.
Escutcheons.

Fig. 530.
Padlock.

Fig. 537.
Cupboard-catch, or Flush-bolt.

Fig. 638.
Cupboard-latch.

Locks.

Fig. 540.
Lead-seal and Seal-wire.

Fig. 539.
Lead-seal.

Pig. 542.
Seal hook.

40?

Stoves,

40S

Fig. 543.
Eog-shapzd Stove.

X

F-g. 544.
Cylindrical-stove.

Fig. 545.
Howard-stove.

Stoves.

Fig. 546.
Chilsoh Car-stove.

Fig. 547.
Wihslow Car-stove.

403

Fig. 548.
Wisslow Car-stove.
Inside.

410

SPEAR-HEATERS.

'i.
2,
?.
4.
5.
6.
7.

List op Names op the Parts op Spear-heaters which are Designated by the Numbers rw Fios. 550-554:
8. Smoke-pipe Casing.
14. Bottom Stove-plate.
19. Grate-ring.
Mood.
15. Inside-ring.
Cold- air Pipe.
20. Grate-bar.
9. Perforated Smoke-pipe
16. Casing.
21. Base-plate.
Hot-air Pipe.
Casing.
17. Fire-door.
22. Top-ring, of Base-Plate.
Smoke-pipe.
10. Outside Top-plate.
23. Ash-pit. Front
18'. ©rate.
Smoke-pipe Cap or Jack. 11. Inside Top-plate.
24. Ash-nit Door.
18. Fire-door Frame.
Deck-collar.
12, Fire-pot.
13. Ash-pit Base.
Screen, for Hood.

Spear-heaters.
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Tor list of name* o/ the partj designated by the numbers it. the engravings seepage 41*.

Fig. 550.

Spear C'AK-HEiTzr.
{.Pattern A.)

Fig. 551. Spear Car-heatei:.
(Pattern B.)

Fig. 552. Spear Car-heater.
(Pattern C.)

Fig. 553.

Spear Car-heater
(.Pattern D.)

Spear-hcaters.

41S

For list of names of the parts designated b'j the numbers in the engravings, seepage 410.

Fig. 555.
Outside Top-plate, for Stoves A and B.

Fig. 559.
Valve, for Top-plate, for Stove (?.

Fig. 580.
IssiDE-p.rao, for Stoves A, B, G and O.
Fig. 558.
Outside Top-plate, for Stove O.
Fig. 561.
Isside Top-plate, for Stoves A, B, O and J).
Fig. £57.
Outside Top-plate, for Stove D.
Fig. 563.
Top-riso, for Base-platefor Stoves O and J3.

:zvm

Fiy. 554,

Speak Av-> ' L
SecLii.i.

Fig. 558.
;■ CAr.-EEATEH.
Base-plate, -wits Tor-Rixo, for Stoves O and O.

Fig. 563.
Fnta-oooB A2cn Door-7-iaus,
for Stoves A, 3, C and D.

Spcar-hcaters.

Fig. 508.
Ashpit Base, for Stovt c A,B,
C and D.

Fig.'tTZ. Bottom Stove-plate,
for Stoves A, B, C and D.

413

Fig. 576.
Grate.

Fig. 564. Fibe-pot, for Stoves
A, B, C and D.
Fig. 577.
Grate-ring.
Fig. 573. Base-plate, with Topring, /or Stove A.
Fig. 569.
Base-plate Screens/of Stoves
C and D.
Fig. 565. Ash-pit Front, for
Stoves A, D, C and D,

Fig. 578.
Poke-hole Fcnnel.

Fig. 570.
Grate, for Stoves A. B,C and D.
Fig. 574. Base-plate, with Topring, /or Stove B.

Fig. ma. FireFig. 567. Firedoor Frame,
book.
for Stoves A, D, C and D.

Fig. 571.
Grate-bar, for Stove3 A, B, C
and D.

Fig. 575. Fire-proof Bottom,
for Stoves A. B, C and U.

Fig. 579.
DorRLE Fire-dooe

414

Baker Car-heater,

BAKER CAR-HEATER.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

List op Names of the Parts of the Baker Car-heater, which are Designated by
Bottom-plate.
6. Outside-casing.
13. Feed-door.
8. Cast-iron Top.
Ash-pit.
16. Rocking-bar, for Orate.
9. Safety-grate.
Orate.
18. Ring, for Smoke-top.
11. Heat guard.
20. CoC.
Fire-pot.
12. Smoke-top.
23. Circulating-drum.
Inside-casing.

the
25.
26.
28.
30.

Numbers in Fiq. 582
Combination-cock
Safety-valve.
Filling-funnel.
Pressure-gauge.

Baker Car-heater.

Fig. 580.

Baker Cab-heater.

Perspective View.

415

416

Bauer Car-heater.
For list of names of the varts designated by the numbers in the engraving, see page 414.

X

417

Baker Car-heater.

.FYg. 59a
Ash-pit-door Handle.
Fig. 500.
Safety-orate.

Fig. 582.
Barron Stove-plate.

.FYs. 594.
Feed-door.

Fig. 586.
Inside casing.
Fig. 591.
Safety-orate Sphino.

Fig. 595.
Feed-door Handle.

Fig. 683.
Ash-pit.
Fig. 587.
OUTSIDE-CASINO.

Fig. 384.
Orate.

Fig. 582.
Heat guard.
.Fig. 596.
Safety-orate Latch.

Fig. 588.
Ash-pit Door.

Fig. 589.
• Cast-iron Top.

Fig. 599.
Ring for Smoke-top.

Fig. 597.
Fig. 593.
Smoke-top.

ROCKINO-BAH FOR QbATE.

Baker Car-Jicatcr.
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Fi-j. G03.
Safety-valve.
Fig. 607. FuuNu-fiiNNKL.

Fiff. 600.
Pressure-gauge.

Fig. 602.
ClEClXATIKG-DBUM.

Fig. 603.
DRUM-SUPPORT.

Fig. 004.
Combination-cock .

Fig, 606.
SAFET1--VALVE BALI.

Fig.Gll. Radiator-stand.

Baker Car-hcatcr.

Fig. 616.
Single Pipe-strap

Fig. 624.
,
Bushiko for Pipes.
Fig. 020.
Elbow.

Fig. 612.
.Pipe-support.

I

-119

.Ft'!/. 625.
Pica.
/7£7. 617.
Close Return-bend.

Fig. 613.

J7g. 0*1.
Redccing-tee.

RaDIATOR-STAKD.

Fig. 62a
Tee or TFig. a: a
Open Return-bend.

Fig. 6ZZ.
Nipple.

Fig. Cli
Badiator-stahd.

Fig. 613.
l>Ot3LB PlPE-STRAP AND BiC~

Fig. 627.
ReDTCINO PlPE-COOPLINO.

Fig. 019.
Draw-off Cock.

Fig. 0:3.

«<?. 628.

PlPE-COUPLING.

l!NION-JOINT.

420

Brakes.
For list of names of the parts designated bj the numbers in the engraving, see page 4-1.

K«. 629. Trussed Brake-beam. End Yle-o.

Brakes.

421

BRAKES.
List of Names of the Parts of Brakes which are Desig
nated by the Numbers in Figs. 629-631.
10. Brake Safety-chain Eye1. Brake-block.
bolt.
2. Brake-shoe.
11. Brake-lever.
3. Brake-shoe Key.
12. Brake-lever Fidcrum.
4. Trussed Brake-beam.
5. Brake-beam Truss-rod. 13. Brake-lever Stop.
6. Brake-beam King-post. 14. Brake-hanger Bearing.
15. Parallel Brake-hanger.
7. Brake-hanger.
8. Brake-hanger Carrier. 16. Parallel Brake-hanger
Carrier.
9. Brake Safety-chain or
17. Parallel Brake-hanger
Link.
Eye,
Fig. 630.
Trussed Brake-beam.
Side View.

422

Brakes.
For list of names of the parts designated by the numbers in the engraving, see page 421.

Fig. 631.
Trussed Brake-beam.
Plan.

Brakes.

423

For list of names of the parts designated by the numbers in fig. 03.1, see page 1J1.

Fig. 634. Cosodon Brake-shoi

Fty. 836. (1) Brace Ratchet-wheel.

(2) Biukepawtl.

Fig. 635. Brake-whect.

Brakes.

424

BRAKES.
1.
2.
3.
4.

List op Names of
Brake-beam.
Brake-lever.
Brake-shaft Cliain.
Brake-shaft Connectingrod.

the Parts of Brakes which ark Designated bt the Numbers in Figs. 637-645.
I 9. Centre Brake-lever.
6. Lower Brake-rod.
11. Centre Brake-lever
6. Secondary Brake-rod.
10. Centre Brake-lever
Sheaves.
Chain.
12. Long Brake-rod.
7. Floating-lever.
8. Floating Connectionrod.

±^^zFig. 637.

Single-lever Brake.

Fig. 038. Double-lever Brake

Side View.

Side View.

Brakes.
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For list of names of the parts designated by the numbers in the engravings, seepage 424.

M J
Fig. 639. Compression-rod Brake.
Side View.

„5=
^

GN
IP»^

UJ

Fig: 840. Brahe for Drop-bottom Cab.
Plan.

426

Brakes.
For list of names of the parts designated by the numbers in the engravings, see page 424.

Fig. 641. Tyler-brake for Street-cars.

Plan.-

Fig. 642. Hodge-brake.
Plan.

Brakes.
For list of names of the parts designated by the numbers in the engravings, see vage 424.

Fig R44. Tanker-brake. Plan.

427

Brakes.

-128

For list of names of the parts designated by the numbers in the engraving, seepage 424.

Fig. 645. Elder-braze.
Plan.

CREAMER-BRAKE.
List op Names of the Parts op the Creamer-brake which are Designated by the Numbers in Figs. 646-648.

1. Drum.
2. Cross-bar.

3.
4.
5.
8

Post-bracket.
Top-arm.
Jointed Top-paid.
Jointed Side-paid.

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Tripping-lever.
Connecting-rod.
Roof-lever.
Side-paid.
Collar.
Drum-cover.

13. Stud, for Jointed Sidepawl.
14. Standard, for Cross-bar.
15. Bottom-ratchet of Drum.
16. Pipe-stay.

17. Brake-wheel.
18. Upper Brake-shaft Bearing.
19. Guard-pipe.
20. Chain-pulley.

Crcamer-brakc.
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For list of name* of the Darts designated by tte numbers in the
engravings, see page i-is.

Fig. 647. Creawer-brase. Plan.

9

Fig. 648. Side View.
Roof-lever, for Creamer-brake.
Fig. 646.

L_U Cpeamer-brake. End Fi'etp.

/

""N

Smith Vacit

Fig. F50.
SMITH V.v .

t(50. Plan.
'.Ai.-VVM -BHAKC

Vacuum-brake.

Fig. GB1. Outside View.

Ejector

435

Fig. f 02. Sectiou.

Eamcs Vaan

Fig. 354. fl„

uum-brake.

l Plan.

"N

442

Wcstinghouse-brake.

WESTINGHOUSE-BRAKE.
Lrsi of Names of the Parts of the 'Westinghouse-brake Attached to the Locomotive and Tender ahd Designated by
the Numbers in Figs. 655-657.

1. Main Air-reservoir.
2. Brake-cylinder, for
Tender-brake.
3, 4. Engine and Airpump.
3. Steam-cylinder.
4. Air-cylinder.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

^lir-sfrajner.
Steam-pipe.
Exhaust-pipe.
Supply-pipe.
Discharge-pipe.
Three-way Cock.
Tender Brake-hose.

12. Driving-wheel Brakecylinder.
13. Throttle-valve.
14. Brake-pipe.
15. Stop-cock.
16. Triple-valve.

17. Triple-valve Branchpipe.
18. Auxiliary-reservoir.
19. Brake-cylinder Pipe.
20. Air-gauge.
21. Brake-block Tie-rod

M

WestinghouseFor list of names of the parts designated by the

lad

"f1

g B E Is

f9 lr lg 'g i'° i" lB- l13 l* I'5 l'E r I13 l19 lm f

Fig. 655. Side View of Locomotive, with WESTiNOHorsE-BBAKE Attached.

-

brake.

^E

Wcstin,
For list of names of the parts desianated U,

Fig. 656.
Inverted Plan of Engine and Tender, with Westinghouse Automatic-

sc-brakc.
umbers in the engravings, see, vage 442.

k Attached.

EKD VIEW OF LOCOMOTIVE, WITH WBSTINOHOrSE Automatic-brake Attached.

Westinghouse-brake.

Fig. 60S.
Section.

Three-way Cock, for Westinghouae-brake.

461

Fig 650.
Plan.

Westinghouse-brake.

453

WESTINGHOUSE CAR-BRAKE.
Attached to the Cars and
660-668.
1. Auxiliary-reservoir, for 9. jtopfe-valve.
[ 17. Secondary Brake-rod.
18. Cylinder-lever Tie-rod.
Car-brake.
10. Drain-cup.
1 19. Cylinder-lever Support.
2. Brake-eylitider, for Car- 11. Cylinder-levers.
brake.
12. Floating Connecting20. Brake-pipe.
3. Cross-head.
rod.
21. Auxiliary-reservoir
4. Cylinder-lever Bracket. 13. Brake-shaft ConnectingBands.
5. Release-lever.
rod.
22. Auxiliary-reservoir
6. Release-lever Rod.
14. Lower Brake-rod.
Beams.
7. Release-spring Rod,
15. Brake-lever.
23. Auxiliary-reservoir
8. Release-spring.
16. Floating-lever.
Nipple,

List of Names of the Parts op

^N

THE Westinohouse-brake
IK Figs.

Designated bt thb Numbers
24. Triple-valve Branchpipe.
25. Brake-cylinder Pipe,
26. Leakage-valve.
27. Conductor's-valve Pipe.
28. Conductor's-valve Dis
charge-pipe.
29. Stop-cock, for Brakepipe.
30. Brake-hose.

Westingkowbra
For list of name, of the part, Uesianattd by ft,^
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in. the engraving see page 452.

-moHorsE ArroMAnc-BBAKD Attached.

/-'

Westinght
For list of names of the parts designated btjtl

Fig. 661.
Invkkted Pijin of Oar, with WKsracraocs

%tin?hmse-brake.
yjjxi i .•<>,• numbers in the engraving, tee page 4:52.

W-1
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Westingkouse-bra ke.
For list of names of the parts designated by the numbers in the engraving, see page 452 .

Fig. 063.
Transverse Section op Cab, -with WEsm-OHotrra
Automatic brake Attached .

461

•462

Westingkouse-brake.

ENGINE AND AIR-PUMP, FOR WESTINGHOUSE-BRAKE.
List of Names of Parts of the Engine and Air-pump of Westi nghouse-brake Designated by the Numbers in Fios. 664-666
20. Reversing-piston.
30. Left Chamber-cap.
2. £team Cylinder-head.
13. Reversina-valvc.
21. Piston Packing-ring, for 31. Discharge^calve Seat.
3. Steam-cylinder.
14. Piston-head, for Upper
Reversing-piston.
32. Upper Discharge-valve.
4. Centre-piece.
Steam-valve.
22. Reversing-cylinder Cap. 33. Lower Discharge-valve.
14'. Piston-head, for Lower
5. Air-cylinder,
23. Reversing-valve Bush34. Receiving-valve.
Steam-valve.
6. Air-cylinder Head.
tJigr.
35. Union-joint, %-inch.
15. Piston Packing-ring, for
7. Steam-piston.
24. Reversing-valve cap.
36. Union-joint, %-inch.
Upper Steam-valve.
7'. Steam-piston Head.
37. Union-joint, l}£-inch.
16. Piston Packing-ring, for 25. Piston-rod Nut.
8. Air-piston.
26. Discharge-valve Stop4A. Drain-cock, of Engiwi.
9. Packing-rings, for
Lower Steam-valve.
17. Upper Steam-valve
bolt.
45. Steam-pipe.
Steam-piston.
Bushing.
Q'. Packing-rings, for Air27. Piston-rod Packing-nut. 46. Exhaust-pipe.
18. Lower Steam-valve
28. Piston-rod Packing47. Supply-pipe.
pisto-n,
10. -Rerero'rtgr-raZve Plate.
Bushing.
gland.
48. Discharge-pipe.
29. Right Chamber-cap.
19. Reversing-cylinder.
12. Reversing-valve Stem.

Wcstinghouse-brakc.
For list of names of the parts designated by the numbers in the engraving, see page 462

Fig. 664.
Engine and Air-pump Complete, for Wkstinghopse-brake.
Side View.

463

104

Wcstinghouse-brake.
For list of names of the parts designated by the numbers in the engraving, seepage 462.

Fig. 665.
Engine and Air-pcmp Complete, for WEsTDJOHorsE-BRAKE,
Section.

Westinghonse-brake.

WestinghousC'brake.

i

Wcstinghoicse'-bra ke.
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TRIPLE-VALVE, FOR WESTINGHOUSE-BRAKE.
List of Names of the Parts of the Triple and Leakage Valves of the 'Westinghouse-brake Designated by thb
Numbers in Figs. 703-705.
17. Four-way-cock Plug,
1. Triple-valve.
6. Main-cap.
12. Slide-valve.
IS. Leakage-valve Cap.
for Leakage-valve,
7. Graduating-stem.
2. Leakage-valve.
14. Leakage-valve Plug.
18. Drain-cock.
8. Graduating-spring.
3. Drain-cup.
20. Triple-valve Case.
1 5. Leakage-valve Case.
4. Triple-valve Piston.
9. Lower-cap.
5. Upper-cap, of Triple10. Rubber Packing-ring.
16. Rubber-seat, for Leak
11. Piston Packing-ring.
age-valve.
valve.

BRAKE-HOSE COUPLING, FOR WESTINGHOUSE-BRAKE.
List of Names of the Parts of the Brake-hose Clutch-couplings for Westinghouse-bbake Designated by the Numbers
in Figs. 715 and 716.
3. Brake-hose Coupling5. Brake-hose Coupling7. Packing-ring Waslier.
10. Brake-lwse-coupling
case.
valve.
8. Packing-ring.
Packing-expander.
4. Brake-hose Coupling6. Brake-hose Couplingcap.
valve Spring.

Westinghousc-brake.

Wcstinghonse-bra ke.
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WESTINGHOUSE TENDER-BRAKE CYLINDER.
List of Names of the Parts of the Brake-cylinder for Westinghouse Tender-brake Designated by the Numbers nr
Figs. 737 and 728.
2. Cylinder-body, for
3". Piston-rod, for Tender6. Piston-sleeve, for Tender- 9. Piston Follower-bolt for
Tender-brake.
brake.
brake.
Tender-brake.
7. Piston Follower-plate,
10. Piston-paclcinrj Expand3. Piston, for Tender-brake. 4. Back Cylinder-head, for
3'. Piston-head*, for TenderTender-brake.
for Tender-brake.
er, for Tender-brake.
brake.
5. Front Cylinder-head, for
8. Piston Packing-leather,
Tender-brake.
for Tender-brake.

Fig. 727.

Brake-cylinder, for Westinglioute Automatic Tender-bralte.

Westinghousc-bra ke.

470

For list of names of the parts designated by the numbers in the engraving, seepage 40U.

10!

I

Fig. 728.
Brake-cylinder,
For Westinghouse Automatic Tender-brake
Section.

Westinghonse-bra ke.
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i or list of names of the parts designated by the numbers in ths engraving, see page 47

16

is;

Fig. 729. Brake-ctli>T)eb,
For Westinghouse Automatic Car-brake. Inverted Plan.

47a

Westinghousc-brakc.

WESTINGHOUSE CARBRAKE CYLINDER.
List of Names of the Parts of BRAKECYLINDERS FOR WESTINGHOUSZ AUTOMATIC

Car-brake. Designated by the Numbers rs
.Figs. 72b and 7S0.
2. Cylinder-body, for Car-brake.
3. Piston, for Car-brake.
3'. Piston-head, for Car-brake.
3". Piston-rod, for Car-brake.
4. Back Cylinder-head, for Car-brake.
6. Front Cylinder-head, for Car-brake.
6. Cross-head, for Car-brake.
7. Cylinder-lever Bracket, for Car-brake.
8. Piston Follower-plate, for Car-brake.
9. Piston Packing-leather, for Car-brake.
10. Piston Packing-expander, for Carbrake.
11. Piston Follou-er-bolt, for Car-brake.
12. Release-lever, for Car-brake.
13. Release-lever Rod. for Car-brake.
14. Release-spring Rod, for Car-brake.
15. Release-spring, for Car-brake.
16. Release-spring Washer, for Car-brake,
17. Release-spring Bracket, for Car-brake.
18. Release- spring Nuts, for Car-brake.

Fig. 730.
Brake-cylindeh,
For Westinghouse Automatic Car-brake.
Section.

473

Westinghouse-bra kc.
n

u
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E

Westinghouse Driving-wheel Brake.

474

WESTINGHOUSE DRIVING-WHEEL BRAKE.
List of Names op the Parts of
1. Cylinder, for Driving7.
wheel Brake.
2. Cylinder-body, for Driv- 8.
ing-wheel Brake.
3. Piston, for Drivingwheel Brake.
9.
3'. Piston-head, for Driv
ing-wheel Brake.
3". Piston-rod, for Driv- 10.
ing-wlieel Brake.
4. Bottom Cylinder-head, 11.
for Driving-wheel
Brake.
5. Top Cylinder-head, for 12.
Driving-wheel Brake.
6. Cross-head, for Drivingwheel Brake.

Westinghouse Driving-wheel Brake Designated by the Numbers in Pigs. 747-749.
Pistonfollower, for Driv 13. Eccentric-lever, com23. Brake-block Suspending-link, for Drivinging-wheel Brake.
plete, for Drivingwheel Brake.
Piston Packing-leather,
wheel Brake.
for Driving-wheel
15. Eccentric-lever Casting, 24. Brake-block Suspendingplate, for DrivingBrake.
for Driving-wheel
wheel Brake.
Piston Packing-expander,
Brake.
for Driving-wheel
16. Bralce-shoe, for Driving- 25. Brake-block Suspending-stud,for DrivingBrake.
wlieel Brake.
Piston Folloicer-bolt, for 17. Brake-block, for Driv
wheel Brake.
Driving-wheel Brake.
ing-wheel Brake.
26. Brake-block Pin, for
Piston-rod Packing-nut, 18. Eccentric-lever Nut, for
Driving-wheel Brake.
for Driving-wheel
Driving-wheel
27. Brake-block Pin-rod,for
Brake.
Driving-wheel Brake.
Brake.
Piston-rod Packing19. Eccentric-lever Stud, for 28. Eccentric-lever Links, for
leather, for DrivingDriving-wheel Brake.
Driving-wheel Brake.
wheel Brake.

Westinghouse Driving-wheel Brake.
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For list of names of the parts deiignated by the numbers in the engravings, see page 474.
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Ffg 47. Sitfe Ffcc.

Westixohqcsb D»ivtnq-wheel Brake.

Fii. 748.

Transversa Section

473

Wcstinghoiise Driving-wheel Brake.
For list of names of the parts designated by the numbers in the engraving, see page Hi.

Fig. 740.
Brake-cyltndeii,

For Westinghouse Driving-wheel Brake.
Section.

Street-cars.
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STREET-CARS.'
List or Names
1. Street-car Wheel.
2. Street-car Axle.
3. Pedestal.
4. Journal-box.
6. Jaw-bit.
6. Side Journal-spring.
7. Spring-saddle.
8. SiK.
9. End-sill.
10. lYansrerse Floor-tim
ber.
11. St7Z Ke-rod.
13. i<7oor.
13. Wheel-box.
14. Wheel-box Button.
16. PR"ndoic-posi.
16. Sfwd.
17. Corner-post.

or the Parts of Street-cabs Designated by the Numbers in Fios. 750-7CS.
18. Door-post.
48. Eaves-moulding.
33. Panel-furring.
49. Wi'ndoic-b/md ife«(.
19. Belt-rail.
34. Seat-bottom, and Lon
50. Wiwdow-sasfi. itesf.
20. Beit-rail Band.
gitudinal seat.
51. Outside Window-stop.
21. Fender-rail.
35. Seat-leg.
22. jPender-gfword.
52. Inside Window-stop.
36. Front Seat-rail.
23. Inverted Body-truss63. Carline.
37. Front Seat-bottom64. i?nd carline.
rod.
rail.
55. Poof-boards.
24. Inverted Body-queen38. Back Seat-bottom56—56. Clear-story.
post.
rail.
25. Inverted Truss-rod57. Clear-story Bottom39„ BacA; Seat-rail.
plate.
40. Lower Seat-back-rail.
rail.
26. Turnbuckle.
58. Clear-story Post.
<*1. Zipper Seat-back-rail.
59. Clear-story Window.
27. Outside-panel.
42. Seat-back Board.
60. Clear-story Carline.
28. Lower Outside-panel.
43. End Seat-panel.
44. Upper Belt-rail.
61. Clear-story End-venti
29. Upper End-panel.
30. Lower End-panel.
45. Window-ledge.
lator.
31. Inside Frieze-panel.
46. Letter-board.
62. End Roof-lights.
63. Ventilator-hood.
32. Panel-strip.
47. P/ate.

4TS

64.
65.
66.
67.
63.
69.
70.
71.
72.
73.
74.
75.
76.
77.
78.
79.
80.
81.

Window.
Window-rail.
Window-stile.
Window-lift.
Sash Parting-strip.
Window-blind.
Window-blind Stile.
Wiiidoz>blind Rail.
Wi.idow-blind Mullion.
Window-blind Lift.
Lamp-case.
Lamp-case Door.
Lamp-case Chimney.
Window-guards.
Door-stile.
Door-mullion.
Door-windoio Mullion.
Middle or Lock Doorrail.
82. Top Door-rail.
83. Door-case Top-rail.
84. Door-case Intermediaterail.

Street-cars.
85. Door-case Top-panel.
86. Door-case Sash.
87. Door-case Sash-but
ton.
83. Door Guard-band.
89. Fare-wicket and Farcwicket Door.
90. Fare-wicket Door
case.
91. Sliding-door Handle.
91. ' Door-sheave.
92. Door-latch Plate.
92. ' Sliding-door Holder.
93. Door-sill.
94. Inside Hand-rail.
95. Inside Hand-rail
Bracket.
96. Hand-straps.
97. Signal-bell.
98. Bell-strap.
99. Bell-strap Guide.
09. ' Bell-strap Guide, with
Roller.

100. Draw-timber.
102. Platform-timber
Clamps.
103. Platform End-timber.
104. Platform, or Platformfloor.
105. Platform-timber Band.
106. Draw-hook.
107. Helper-ring.
108. Platform-post.
109. Base-washer, for Plat
form-post.
110. Platform-rail.
111. Dash-guard.
112. Dash-guard Straps.
113. Boly Hand-rail.
114. Platform-etep, or Side
step.
115. Platform-hood.
116. Platform-hood Bow.
117. Platform-hood Carline.
118. Platform-hood Knee.

119. Platform-hood Mould
ing.
120. Brake-shaft Crank.
121. Brake-shaft Crankhandle.
122. Brake-shaft.
123. Upper Brake-shaft
Bearing.
124. Lower Brake-shaft
Bearing.
125. Brake Ratchet-wheel.
126. Brake-pawl.
127. Brake-shaft Chain.
128. Brake-shaft Connect
ing-rod.
129. Centre Brake-lever.
130. Centre Brake-lever
Spider.
132. Secondary Brake-rod.
133. Brake-beam.
134. Brake-hanger.
135. Brake-head.
136. Rubber-tread.

Street-cars.
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For list of names of the parts designa ted by the numbers in the engraving, see page 47
Z^Ji

Side View.

Longitudinal Section.

480

street-cars.
For list of names of the parts designated by the numbers in the engraving, seepage 47

gBSL-_.

Showing Floor-seats, etc.
Fig. 731.
Half-plan op Street-cab.

\

Showing Framing.

Street-cars.
For list of names of the parti designated by the numbers in the engravings, seepage 477'.

Fig. 752.
End Vino, slioioing Framing.

Street-oar.
Section.

481

483

Street-car Furnishings.
Fig. 754.
Bell-strap Guide.

Fig. 756.
Bell-strap Guide,
Screw-top.

Fig. 757.
Bell-strap Guide,
with Roller.

Fig. 759.
Sliding-door
Handles.

WITH

Fig. 762.
Sliding-door Holder.

Fig. 755.
Bell-strap Guide.

T^
Fig. 758.
Inside Hand-rail
Bracket.

Fig. 763.
Sliding-door*
holder Catch.

Fig. 761. Fig. 760.
Slidlno-door
Latch and Keeper.

Fig. 766.
Signal-bell.

Fig. 765.
Sliding-door Frictionroller.
Fig. 764.
Sliding-door Sheave.

Fig. 707.
T*amp-ca3e Hook and Eye.

-F«</. 768.
Eccintric Window-button.

Fig. 769.
Lamp-case Door-holdeb.

Fig. 770.
Clear-story
Window-pivot.

Fig. 771.
Clear-story
Window-pivot
Plate.

Hand-cars.

483

HAND-CARS.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

List of Names of the Parts of Hand-oaks Designated by the Numbers in Pios. 772-775.
Hand-car Wheel.
25. Lever-frame Tie-rod.
9. End-sills.
17. Lever-frame Post.
26. Hand-car fruss-rocl.
Axle.
10. Floor-timbers.
18. Lever-frame Cap.
Journal-box.
27. Brake-beam.
11. Cross-frame Tie-timber. 19. Hand-car Lever.
28. Brake-beam Hanger.
Pinion.
12. Seaf.
20. Lever-handle.
Gear-wheel.
29. Brake-head.
13. Seat-bracket.
21. Lever-shaft.
Crank-shaft.
30. Brake-rod.
14. Seat-bracket Brace.
22. Lever-shaft Bearings.
Crank-shaft Bearings. 15. Seat-riser.
31. Brake-lever.
23. Bell-crank.
32. Brake-lever Fulcrum.
Sills.
16. FJoor.
24. Connecting-rod.

Hand-cars.
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For list of names of the parts designated by the numbers in the engraving, see page 4S3.

Fig. 772.

Hand-car, Pennsylvania Railroad.
Side View.

Hand-cars.
For list of names of the parts designated by the numbers in the engraving, seepage 483.

Fig. 773.
Hand-car, Pennsylvania Railroad.
Longitudinal Section.
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486

For list of names of the parts designated by the numbers in the engraving, see page 483.

Fig. 774. Hand-car, Pennsylvania Railroad. Plan.

■*.

Hand-cars.

437

For list of names of the parts designated by the numbers in the engraving, see page 483.

Fig. 775. Handcar, Pennsylvania Railroad. Transverse Section.

/■
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Sundries.

Fig. 778.

Fig. 777.

I.UcHDfE-BOLT,

MACHINE-BOLT,

Fig. 778.

square-head.

Hexagon-head.

CARRIAGES ,

Fig. 781.
U-BOLT.

.FYflr. 782.
Key-bolt.

Fig. 779.
LA3-SCREW.

Fig 783.
Fig. 785.
Washer, oh Plate-washer.

Fig. 783.
Bevelkd-waee^r.

i^/jr. 780.
JOIST-EOLT.

Mgt. 780.
LUO-BOLT.
DOUCLE-WASHER.

JYff. 790.
SEN'DLE-SCREW TuRNBUOSLE.

Fig. 787.
Trianqi-lar-washeo.

\

Jiff. 788.
Socket-washer.

JY?. 7B2.
Car-washeii.

Fig. 791.
Right and Left Screw Tcrnbtokle.

Screw-threads, loots, etc.

489

Fig. 794.
Enlarged Section of V Schew-thiiead.

Fig. 705.
Enlarged Section or Whitworth Screw-thread.

Fig. 797.
External Screw-gauge.

Fig. 706.
Enlarged Section of Sellers Screw-thread.

Fig. 708.
Internal Screw-gauge.

Screw-threads, Tools, etc.

■190

ScRKW-THREAD GAUQ3.

Fig. 801.
Hydraulic Jack.

Fig. 802.
Hydraulic Jack.

Fig. 803.
Block, or Pulley-block.

401

Trusses.
^■1? LJ CVf^i12

TRUSSES.

'12

O
tfffir. 804.
Kihopost Truss.

a

fir

'&*
b

w

Kg. 808.
Pratt or Whipple Truss.

List of the Names op the Pakts of Trusses
Designated by the Numbers in i^iGS. 804-

811.
1. Truss-rod.
2. Truss-rod Washer.
3. Truss-rod Bearing.
3/ Truss-rod Saddle.
4. Truss-block.
5. King-post.
6. Queen-post.
7. Skeic-back.
8. Brace.
9. Counter-brace.
10. Brace-rod.
11. Counter-brace Bod.
12. Post.
13. Top-chord.
14. Lower-chord.
15. FerftcaJ-rod.

_dJL.

JYff. 806.
Queen-post Tr.nss.
JVff. 810.
Trussed-beah.

14
Fig.BOn.
Queen-post Truss.

^

a?

Fig. 811.
Trusses-beak.

r-
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Advertisements.
[See the Index to Advertisements following the Preface."]

PERFECTLY

.Fitting Jouhital Bearings
PATENTED

BY

D. A.

HOPKINS,

November 15, 1870.

These Bearings are made with an auxiliary bearing, usually a thin lining of lead, secured to the hard metal bearing and consti
tuting a yielding mould into which the journal quickly imbeds and fits itself by pressure: the lining yielding and adjusting itself to the size
and form of the journal to which the bearing is applied before the pressure becomes great enough at any point to expel the oil from be
tween the journal and bearing, and thereby cause heating.
Both the Eastern and li estern Bailroad Associations, together with other high authorities in Patent Cases, after a full and thorough
examination of the Hopkins Patent for Self-Fitting Journal Bearings {dated November 15, 1870), and of the farts and proofs as to
priority of the invention of said Bearings, have conceded the validity and defensibility of said Patent. (It will surely be defended.)
All parties are hereby cautioned against the use of Self-Fitting Journal Bearings, unless procured from said Hopkins, or from
other manufacturers duly licensed by him, whether said bearings purport to be lined with pure lead or not, and whether the lining is held
in place on the hard metal bearing by soldering or by any other means.

The Patent is for the SELF-FITTING Bearing and not for any special mode of securing the lining in
place, and is not restricted to the use of pure lead as a lining.
Steer clear of Pirates and Frauds; they will use honest men for their own advantage, desert them when legal trouble comes, and will,
in nearly all cases, palm off an inferior article. Their dishonesty toward inventors is nearly certain to be extended to all their transactions.
In ordering, send pattern of bearing, and state length and diameter of journal ( when new. ) Before applying bearings, carefully re
move from the journal ail rust and dried paint. Do not try to fit the Bearing to the Journal. It will fit itself.
Orders respectfully solicited and promptly idled by the undersigned, as well as by authorized manufacturers; a list of whom will be
furnished on application, to

D. A. HOPKINS, Patentee and Manufacturer,
,

No. 113 Liberty Street, New York.

The following cuts illustrate the working of Lead-Lined Bearings ; the heavy black line showing the lead lining, which In l>earings for
use, is best when made about one-sixteenth of an inch thick.
Bearing- not i.eai-l.inti..
Bearing Lead- Lined*
Bearing not Lead-Lined.
Bearing Leal- Lined.

Bearing too small for Journal.
Lead pressed from sides fills
up along the centre.
Sure to run cooL
Bearing- not Lead* Liner*.

Bearing too small for Journal.
Binds on the sides. Sure
to run hot.

Journal cut, rough, and small.

Sure to run hot.

Journal worn small, Bearing
touches only along centre
of top. Likely to
run hot.

[OVKE.]

Journal worn small.
Lead
pressed from centre fills
up along sides. Sur«
to run cool.

Bearing Lead-Lined.

Journal cut, rough, and small, but sure to run cool.

8
The following cuts illustrate a construction and form of journal-bearing and key by which, as compared with the bearing and key of usual
construction, the following objects are secured, viz. : Diminished first cost of bearing, without decrease in its durability. Greatly reduced
cost of renewing worn bearings. Exemption from ruinous cutting of the journal and breaking of the I ear-in ? in case of the journal becoming
heated. Perfect alignment of the bearing with the journal from the first. Proper distribution of weight along the journal at all times,
whether the journal-box does or does not tip. Diminished liability to heating of the journal, and greatly increased durability of the bearing.
An essential reduction in power required to move trains.
EXPLANATION OF ENGRAVINGS.
K is the key, its back being made circular to fit a corresponding recess oast in the under side of the top of the box, while its under Ride
has a rounded i ecess running across it for receiving the rounded ridge R A", running across the back of the bearing, and upon which the load

upon the bearing is always received, and thence properly distributed along the journal. Paid key readily turns laterally with the bearing, to
enable the latter to conform to the alignment of the journal. 1 B is the back or load-carrying part of the bearing, and is made cf steel or of
the strongest, soft can iron. In the bearing. W M is the wearing or antifriction metal for the wear of the journal, and, as shown in this ease,
is a solid brass casting with a flange at each end for the wear of the collars of the journal, until the intermediate part is worn cut by the
journal. A Bis i he soft linir.g of the bearing, by which it is made self-rttting. At the end of the axle, W M is a removable platejof brass for
receiving and restricting the end thrust of the axle, which is thereby kept within desirable limits. When the wearing metal. W M. is worn
out. a new one is substituted in its place, the same back. 1 B. being used. Thousands of these backs are now in use, in which the wearing
metal has been manv times renewed. The pendant lip at the outer end of the bearing may be omitted when desirable. These backs, made
as above, never break. Orders respecttul.y solicited and promptly filled by D. A. HOPKINS, 113 Liberty Street, New York, Patentee and
Sole Manufacturer.

THE BEST CHEAP JOURNAL BEARINGS ever offered to the public are THE HOPKINS COMBINATION BEARINGS.
They appear to be just what they are, instead of being, like so-called cheap brass bearings, made up of a villainous mixture, in which
every element of real excellence and reliability is sacrificed in the effort to make them appear like really good metal.
They wear the journal as Uttle, if not less, than any others.
They are less likely_ to cause heating of the journal than the best brass bearings.
They do not break in pieces or spread out as solid brass bearings do, in case of the journal becoming extremely hot.
Their cost is only about one half that of brass bearings.
They om-wear any brass bearings ever made.
They cost less to renew, when worn, than any others.
They are made to fit any form of journal-box, but cannot, with safety, be made as thin as brass bearings are sometimes made.
Before applying them, remove from the journal all rust and dried paint.
In ordering, send tracing of the journal (when new) for which they are wanted, as well as of brass bearings used.
No charge for trisl sets.
Orders respectfully solicited and promptly filled by D. A. HOPKINS, 113 Liberty street, New York. Patentee and Solo Manufacturer

Fig. 1.
Fig. 2.
In the above cuts, fig. 1 is a longtitudinal section, along the centre, of the Hopkins Combination Bearing, and fig. 2, is a cross section
of the same near the centre thereof.
t I. B, is the back, or load-carrying part of the bearing, and is made of the strongest soft cast-iron, or of steel. C, /?. is a contingent
hearing made ot the best brass for journal bearings, and is secured to said back by a spur S. riveted into the back. IF, M, is the wear
ing (or anti-friction) metal, part of the bearing thoroughly held in Its place, and designed to receive the principal wear of the journal.
Th'j dark heavy line, A, B. is the auxiliary, or self-fitting, part of the bearing. The wearing metal, W M. is a very hard and remarkably
grod anti-friction metal, requiring a red heat to melt it. In case of the journal becoming so extremely hot as to melt out the wearing metal
( W M\, the journal will be received and run upon the contingent (brass) bearing, which, being supported and held in place by the iron back,
cannot be broken, or escape from its position, and will last to run thousands of miles.

HOPKINS' PATENT SELF-FITTING

Journal Bearing
FOR

RAILWAY

CARS

AND

ENGINES.

The only RELIABLE, NON-HEATING BRASSES in use, and, for the same distance run, the CHEAPEST.
Patent pronounced valid by both the Eastern and Western Railroad Associations.
MADE BY

GEO. R. MEISTEELY & CO.,
West Troy, IN". "V",
ALSO MANUFACTURERS OF

MENEELY'S
Cut Showing Patent End.

PATENT

JOURNAL

BELL-METAL-ENDED
BEARINGS

(either self-fitting or plain), which greatly obviate the end-wear caused by the collar and shoulder of the axle, and the thrust and jarring
caused thereby.
Circular, with List of 350 different Patterns, sent free upon application

WILSON, WALKER & CO.,
WorKS and Office, Twenty-ninth and Railroad Sts., Pittsburgh, Pa.

MAAIFACTITRERS OF ALL KINDS OK

Car and Locomotive Forging*, including Draw-bars, Locomotive Frame3, Miller Hooks, Axles, Links,
Pins, Diamond or Truck Irons, Universal Mill Plates for Bridges,
Merchant Bar Iron, etc.,- etc.

GREATEST ECONOMY in the use of ICE.
Adopted by Several Railroads and Fast Freight Lines,
FOR TRANSPORTATION 0»

BEEF,
POULTRY,
EGGS,
BUTTER,
FEUIT,
And all kinds of Perishable Goods, Summer
and Winter.

CHARLES
T^

Washington Street,

F.

PIERCE,

Manager,
Oliioagro, HI*

ABSOLUTE PROTECTION FROM EXTREME COLE1.

cro^rciE &d OBrPT, atstid,
DAYTON, OHIO,
MANUFACTUnERS OP

Lever Jack, Compound Lever and Screw Jacks

LEVER JACK.

COMPOUND LEVER JACK.

RAPID MOVING SCREW JACK.

GREATEST ECONOMY in the use of ICE.
Adopted by Several Railroads and Fast Freight Lines,
FOR TRANSPORTATION OF

BEEF,
POULTRY,
EGGS,
BUTTER,
FRTJIT,
And all kinds of Perishable Goods, Summer
and Winter.

CHARLES
^4

"Wasliinjartoii Street,

F.

PIERCE,

Manager,
Chicago, 111,

ABSOLUTE PROTECTION FROM EXTREME COLD.

JOTOE & OIRIZDXj^ZCsTID,
DAYTON, OHIO,
MANUFACTURERS OP

Lever Jack, Compound Lever and Screw Jacks

LEVER JACK.

COMPOUND LEVER JACK.

RAPID MOVING SCREW JACK.

_

J. A. FAY & GO.
Nos. 267. 269. 271. 273. 275. 277,
279, 281, 283 & 285 FRONT ST..
CINCUSTN-jYTI, OHIO, TJ. S. A..
MANUFACTURERS OP

CAR-BUILDERS7 WOOD-WORKING MACHINERY,
SHAPING AND CORNERING MACHINES.
CAR-SILL PLANING MACHINES,
PLANING. MATCHING AND BEADING MACHINES,
CAR-SILL DRESSING MACHINES,
SINGLE, DOUBLE AND TRIPLE VERTICAL CAR-BORING MACHINES,
DANIELS AND DIMENSION PLANINO MACHINES,
HEAVY CAR TENONING MACHINES,
HORIZONTAL, STRAIGHT AND RADIAL CAR-BORING MACHINES,
DOUBLE AND TRIPLE EDGING AND RIPPING SAWS,
POWER GAINING MACHINES,
BAND AND SCROLL SAWS, BAND AND CIRCULAR RESAWS,
VERTICAL OR END TENONING MACHINES,
CARRIAGE AND TRAVERSE CROSS-CUTTING SAWS.
CAR MORTISING AND BORING MACHINES,
HAND PLANING AND JOINTING MACHINES., ETC., ETC.

PATENT UNIVERSAL WOOD WORKERS,
TO WORK FROM ONE TO FOUR SIDES AND TAKE OUT OF WIND.

TTnequaled for Strength, Solidity, Thorough
Workmanship and Efficiency.
DESIGNED SPECIALLY

TO SATE

LABOR, ECONOMIZE LUMBER, INCREASE QUANTITY AND
DIMINISH COST OE PRODUCT.

10

Thee IBtjsiiin'ei-.l Springs,
PATENTED

AND 9LANUTACTCRED BY

E. L. Bushnell, Poughkeepsie, N. Y.

These Springs are made of the best RTEET, SPRINT} WIRE, coiled small enough so that a large number can be used in a seat, and
made with four eyes at each end (as shown in the smaller engravin?) by means of which they are closely and firmly connected together,
forming a smooth, and continuoun surface, and making a I, K. II I lit. SOFTER, STRONGER and CHK.VPER seat, seat-back,
or bunk thin any other. These Springs have been thoroughly tested by lo: g use, and thousands of them are now in daily wear. They are
In use on the following lines :
THE N. Y. CENTRAL ft HUDSON RIVER R. R.
DELAWARE ft HUDSON CANAL CO.
PENNSYLVANIA RAILROAD.
CENTRAL RAILROAD OK NEW JERSEY.
CAR BUILDERS.
PULLMAN'S PALACE CAR CO.
WAGNER'S PALACE CAR CO.
GILBERT ft BUSH CO., TROY, N. Y.
MICHIGAN CENTRAL R. K.
HARLAN ft HOLLINGSWORTH CO.. WILMINGTON, DEL.
DELAWARE, LACKAWANNA & WESTERN R. R.
BOWERS, DURE ft CO., WILMINGTON. DEL.
PHILADELPHIA, WILMINGTON ft BALTIMORE R. R.
JACKSON ft SHARP CO.. WILMINGTON, DEL.
NORTHERN CENTRAL R. R.
BILLMEYER ft SMALL CO., YORK. PA.
CAROLINA CENTRAL R R.
WASON MANUFACTURING CO.. SPRINGFIELD. MASS.
CENTRAL VERMONT R. R.
ONTARIO CAR CO., LONDON, ONT., and others.
INTERCOLONIAL RAILWAY CO.
These Springs are made in strict conformity with Common-Sense Mechanical laws, and recommend themselves to all practical men.
BUNK SPRINGS, usual size, $5.00. SEAT SPRINGS, usual size, $1.50. BACK SPRINGS, usual size, $1.50.

11

BILLMETTER <& SMALL COMPAITTT,
York, Pennsylvania, XT. S. ^..
MANUFACTURERS OP

BROAD AND NARROW-GAUGE CARS.
Narrow Gauge Freigbt and Passenger Cars of all Mails Keceiye our Special Attention.
ESTABLISHED

INCORPORATED

1852.

1876.
Wifnrnisli promptly Wheels and Axles, Brans BearlUtfM, Finished Wrought and Cast Iron, Nuts,
Bolts, IV a»hrs. Springs, etc. Cars built lu
SECTIONS Tor shipment by vessel via
New York, Philadelphia, or
Baltimore to liny part
of the World.
PHOTOGRAPHS AND

CIRCULARS

SENT ON APPLICATION.

1"

W. C. Allison <& Co.,
BRANCH OFFICE AND WAREHOUSE:

MAIN OFFICE AND WORKS :

32d

AND

WALNUT

STREETS,

PHILADELPHIA, PENNA,

78 JOHN STREET,
NEW YORK,

MANUFACTURE

All kinds of Freig-ht, Construction and Hand Cars for Broad
and Narrow Gauge Railroads, Portable Track
and Plantation Cars ;
ALSO

ALL KINDS OF CAST AND WROUGHT IRON WORK, BOLTS, NUTS, WASHERS, ETC.,
FOR

GARS, BUILDINGS AND BRIDGES,
AND FURNISH

Wheels, Axles, Progs, Switches, Fish Plates and General Railroad Supplies,

13

ESTABLISHED

THE JACKSON k WOODIN

1840.

MANUFACTURING

COMPANY.

APACITY—150 Car-Wheels per day ; 10 Eight-Wheel Cars, or 18 Fonr-fheel Cars per day.

C. R. WOODIN, Prei't.

C. G. JACKSON, Vice-Prest and Oen'l Manager.
MANUFACTURERS

CARRICK MALLERY, Sec'y and Treat.

OF

OAR-WHEELS
AnSTID
Berwick, Col. Co., Pn.
BERWICK

ROLLING

MILL

COMPANY,

CARS,
BERWICK,

PA.

MANUFACTURERS OF

BAR. IFtCOsT ANT} AXLES.
OFFICERS :
C. G. JACKSON, President.

C. R. WOODIN, VicePres't and Gen'l Manager.

14

WASON MANUFACTURING COMPANY
(ESTABLISHED 1845.)

SPRINGFIELD,

MASSACHUSETTS,

Manuihotarers of AM Descriptions of Railway Cars, Car and Locomotive "Wheels, Frogs,
Switches and Railway Castings. Employ None But Experienced Workmen, and Have
on Hand a Large and Complete Stock of Seasoned Lumber, Sufficient for Several
Years* Consumption. Special Facilities for Furnishing Sectional "Work for
Exportation. Daily Capacity, One Passenger and Six Freight Cars.
Shipments Made from New York or Boston.

Q. C. FISK, President.

H, S. HYDE, Treasurer.

NEW WORKS BUILT 1872.

W. H. PAIGE, Supt.

P. O. ADDRESS: BRIGHTWOOD, MASS.

15
JOHN MURPHY, Agent.

W. CALDER, President.

W. T. HILDRUP, Supt. and Trkas.

EAumsBUna car manufacturing co.
Harrisbiirg, Penn'a.
Passenger,

Car, Bridge and
Railroad Castings,

Mail, Baggage,
Forgings

Box, Gondola,
Of All Kinds for

Flat, Gravel,

Car, Bridge and
Other Purposes-

Ore, Coal, Mine
and Hand

REPAIRING
CARS.
p|Of all kinds Promptly
CAR W H E E LS.

fc

Done.

TANK AND BOILEE BRANCH,
W. T.

HILDRUP, Supt.

AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENT BRANCH,
W. T.

HILDRUP, Supt.

OIL TANKS A SPECIALTY, Seed Drills, Horse Hay Rakes, Wheel Cultivators
WITH

AND ALL KINDS OF

General Boiler Work.

Farm Engines, both Portable and Stationary.

CW ESTIMATES FURNISHED ON APPLICATION.

1G
ESTABLISHED, 1836.

INCORPORATED,

1867.

THE HARLAN & HOLLINGSWORTH CO.,
Wilmington, Del.,
MANUFACTURERS OF

EVERY

DESCRIPTION

OF

RAILWAY

CARS.

Having an experience of over 43 years in Car Building, we can confidently guarantee satisfaction to our patrons. "We have bad
extensive experience in constructing cars in sections tor exportation; an 1, bjing situated, on tide-water, with good harbor au*J every
convenience for shipment, we are favorably located for filling foreign orders.

S. HARLAN, Jr., Pres't.

J. T. GAUSE, Vice-Pres't.

T. B. SMITH, Sec'y.

17

n

Philadelphia Cab, Works,
J. G. BRILL & COMPANY,
MANUFACTURERS OF

STREET CARS,

'

NARROW-GAUGE PASSENGER AND FREIGHT CARS,

OF THE MOST APPROVED STYLE, LIGHT AND DURABLE,
FULL SIZE AND REDUCED WEIG-HT.

Office and Works : Thirty-first and Chestnut Streets, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

18

SUPPLEMENT TO THE CAR-BUILDERS' DICTIONARY,
SUGGESTED BY

MURPHY & CO., CAR-VARNISH MAKERS,
Newark, N. J.
A. B. C. The beginning of wisdom and the foundation of
car painting.
Aii-Brake. A gag to be used when drummers get too
windy—not Varnish drummers, of course.
Blind. None so blind as those who won't see—the
economy of the Murphy Varnishes.
Bolster. Something used in lobbying.
Box, A Hot. The box a car painter gets into when his
varnisli goes seedy or specky and the maker won't take
it back.
Car-Spring. Why wouldn't a cax-gpring be a good place
for the Directors to water the stock ?
Coupling. The best coupling is finish coupled with en
durance, as found in the Murphy Varnishes.
Cylinder. Anything round. — Webster. Our drummers
are generally 'round. Why. then, are they not cylin
ders? Because they are all "on the square."
lank Motion. The link-hy-link progress of the Darwin
ian development.

Master Car Fainter. A master car painter who persists
in the lead-and-oil system of priming, might be called
one of the "old masters."
Narrow-Gauge. The idea that cheap varnishes are the
cheapest.
Paper Car Wheels. Railroads are built on paper now
adays, and the Railroad Gazette sends out paper
tracts—why not send paper wheels also ?
Rapid Transit. From A. B. C. to P. D. B.
Switch, A Misplaced. The school-boy's notion of a
birch rod applied in the rear. The switchman should
also remember that the locomotive has a tender behind.
Safety Platform. The platform of the Murphy move
ment.
Tie-Bar. A plate of retreat for Directors when there is
a tie-vote.
Truck. Poor Varnish.

1!)
QEO. WESTINGHOUSE, Jr., President.
W. W. CARD, Secretary.
H. H. WESTINGHOUSE, General Agent.

JOHN CALDWELL, Treasurer.
T. W. WELSH, Superintendent.

The Westinchouse Air -Brake Co.,
MANUFACTURERS OF ALL KINDS OF

RAILWAY-BRAKE APPARATUS.
AUTOMATIC and NON-AUTOMATIC COMPRESSED-AIR BRAKES for passenger service.
BRAKES for standard-gauge engines, passenger and baggage cars.

BRAKES for light passenger equipment, freight or street cars. COMPRESSEDAIR BRAKES for freight cars.
freight engines.

SPECIAL STEAM-BRAKES for

SPECIAL VACUUM-BRAKES for freight

engines with metal cylinders, Smith rubber sacks,
or iron cylinders with flexible diaphragms.

'■s

VACUUM-

SPECIAL VACUUM-

80

Particular attention is called to the automatic brake, now largely adopted by
the railways of this and other countries.
The " A utomatic ' ' has proved itself to be
the most efficient train and safety brake known.
Its application is instantaneous ;
it can be operated from any car in the train, if desired, and, should the train sepa
rate or a hose or pipe fail, it is applied automatically to the entire train.
With the driving-wheel and tender brakes the engineer can handle an ordinary
freight train better than can be done by brakemen.
The saving in car-wheels and
wages will therefore be apparent.
On shifting or yard engines it is invaluable.
The special steam brake for freight engines is. so made that the air brake ap
paratus can be added at any time.
It furnishes, in the first instance, the cheapest
kind of a brake for locomotives only.
The special regulating-valve governs the
pressure on the pistons, regardless of condensation.
The pressure may be regulated
or varied as desired.
The Company is prepared to contract for equipping the entire freight or pas
senger stock of any line on -most favorable terms.
A guarantee is given customers against loss from patent suits on the appa
ratus sold them.

FULL INFORMATION FURNISHED ON APPLICATION.
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FEENCH'S CELEBKATED PLUMBAGO OILS.
THE ONLY OILS WHICH WILL HOLD PLUMBAGO IN ABSOLUTE SUSPENSION IN ANT CLIMATE AND FOR
ANY LENGTH OF TIME. HOT JOURNALS MADE IMPOSSIBLE BY THEIR USE. EXTRAORDINARY
ENDURANCE DEMONSTRATED. THE WEAR OF BRASSES IN JOURNAL-BOXES REDUCED
TO THE MINIMUM. CUTTING OF VALVE SEATS AND CYLINDERS PREVENTED
THE CHEAPEST AND ONLY PERFECT LUBRICATOR KNOWN FOR
RAILROAD CAR JOURNALS. HEAVY BEARINGS, FASTRUNNING MACHINERY, CYLINDERS, ETC.
PROF. R. H. THURSTON, in charge of Department of Engineering, Stevens Institute of Technology, Hoboken, N. J., has thoroughlytested these, and certifies that "French's Plumbago Oils" are worth, gallon for gallon, for railroad service :
4.8? times as much as best Sperm Oil.
|
10.46 times as much as best mixed Black Oils.
12.33 times as much as best Lard Oil.
'
15.51 times as much as ordinary Reduced Black Oil.
He also certifies that in a test of the oils, covering two months, he "detected no precipitation or separation of Plumbago."
A Fast Passenger Engine ran on N. Y. C. & H. R. R. R. OVER 15,000 MILES WITH ONLY ONE OILING, WITH FRENCH'S PLUM
BAGO COACH OIL, and no other oil used.
A Wagner Sleeping-Car ran on the same road MORE THAN 15,000 MILES WITH ONE OILING OF FRENCH'S PLUMBAGO COACH
OIL.
A Passenger Coach on Cleveland & Pittsburgh R. R. ran 33.470 MILES WITH ONLY ONE OILING WITH FRENCH'S PLUMBAGO OIL,
AND NO OTHER OIL USED.
A Passenger Coach on Cleveland, Tuscarawas & Wheeling R. R. ran 24,400 MILES WITH ONE OILING WITH FRENCH'S PLUMBAGO
COACH OIL, and no other oil used.

ALSO CHEAP MIXED BLACK OILS FOR SALE.
S. D. McMILLAN, Cleveland, O., President.

C. T. HAM, Rochester, N. Y., Vice-President.

THE PLUMBAGO OIL COMPANY, P.O. Box 8, Rochester, N. Y.
Send for Circular and Report of Prof, Thurston.

as

JOHN JEWETT & SONS,

This is the ONLY QUALITY of WHITE
LEAD that we have made for the
last twenty-two years.

All Linseed Oil bearing the above brand
delivered by us is of OUR OWN
MANUFACTURE, and warranted
absolutely pure.

CORRODERS OF LEAD AND CRUSHERS OF LINSEED.
182 Front Street, New Yorlc.

28
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THRESHER & CO.,
MANUFACTURERS OF

ALL

KINDS

OF

ILWAY VAR1TISHES,
DAYTON, OHIO.
These Varnishes have an Established Beputation for Unsurpassed Durability, Uniform Quality
and Superior Adaptation to Kailway Wants. Their widely-extended and
long-continued use upon leading Kailroads of the Country
ATTESTS THEIK EXCELLENCE.
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ESTABLISHED

1 S58.

THRESHER & CO.,
MANUFACTURERS OF

ALL

KINDS

OF

Railway Varitishes,
DAYTON, OHIO.
These Varnishes have an Established Beputation for Unsurpassed Durability, Uniform Quality
and Superior Adaptation to Eailway Wants. Their widely-extended and
long-continued use upon leading Kailroads of the Country
ATTESTS THEIR EXCELLENCE.
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IIROIN" OL^AJD ZP^IHSTT.

Trade Mark Patented. Paint Patented. None genuine unless mnrked with, above.
This Paint In used on nearly all the railroads In the country. D»ed by L S. ft M. s . Wabash K'y. C. C, c. ft r. By, C. ft P. RV, C, H. ft D. R. R., Cincin
nati Southern R'v. N T , L. E. ft W Ry lErlel. Southern Central R. R„ Canada Southern. Mobile and Ohio, N. (>. ft Mobile, Mac on ft Brunswick. Pentu
R. R.. C, H. ft St. P. R'v. A. ft N. R'v, R. * D. Ry. Carolina Central, P., C. ft St. L. Ry. P. ft E. R R., M. L. S. ft W, R'y. K. ft D. M. R'v, W C. ft A. R. R..
M.. I. ft JJ. R'y, N. c. ft St. L., N. I. ft E. R R, I. ft G. N. R R, etc., etc. Adooted by U. 8. Government for Iron Ships' Bottoms, also l/nlted States LightDry and Ground In Oil some as Lead, for Roofs, Railroad Cora, Bridges and all kinds of Iron Work.

IRON CLAD PAINT
X

CO., Cleveland, Ohio.
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SECURITY AGAINST

RAILWAY ACCIDENTS.

INTERLOCKING SWITCH AND SIGNAL SYSTEM.

THE TOUCEY & BUCHANAN INTERLOCKING SWITCH CO.
is prepared to furnish its new and original Interlocking Switch and Signal System, also that of the celebrated RAILWAY SIGNALING
ENGINEERS SAXBY & FARMER, which insures absolute certainty and precision in directing and controlling the most intricate move
ments of trains, and entire security against accidents.
It reduces the number of switch and signalmen to a minimum, and the actual saving soon repays cost of erection.
The numerous devices of the Todcey & Buchanan Company, together with those of SAXBY & FARMER, are secured by letters patent
of undoubted validity, and all persons and companies are cautioned against making, vending or using any signaling apparatus which
Is an infringement ot the patents of either o( the above-mentioned firms, and notice is hereby given that they will be held responsible for
any such infringement.
For further particulars and full descriptions, address

C. H. JACKSON, Treasurer and Manager, Harrisburg, Pa,,
OB

J. M. TOUCEY, President, 57 West Fifty-third Street, New York.
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Crerar, Adams & Co.,
11

and

13

FIFTH

^.VISIVXJE,

CHICAGO,
MANUFACTURERS, IMPORTERS AND DEALERS IN

EAIL'WAY
CAR

TRIMMINGS OF

Pure Mohair Plushes,
Car Lamps,
Car Locks,
Car Brasses,
Head Linings,
Car Seat Springs,

MACHINISTS' SUPPLIES.
JOHN CRERAR
I

SUPPLIES.
EVERY

DESCRIPTION.

Rubber Springs,
Rubber Hose and Packing,
Steel Car Springs (all kinds),
Cotton Waste,
Burlaps and Seat Duck,
Car Seats.

CAR BUILDERS' SUPPLIES.

J. McGREGOR ADAMS.

E. S. SHEPHERD.

20

Cast-Steel Woeks
OF

FRIED. KRUPP, Essen, Germany.
Tires, Axles, Spring and Tool Steel, Steel-Tired Car Wheels, etc.

EAMES VACUUM BRAKE CO.
Our Railway Train Brakes are in use on 300 Locomotives and 1,000 cars, and are the most efficient,
durable and cheapest brake in the market.

UNIVEESAL INJECTOR.
REPRESENTED

THOMAS

PROSSER

&

SON,

BY

15

Gold

Street,

New York.

ao

SAFFOED'S SAFETY DRAW-BAE.
Victory over more than .TO Self-Couplers In the Master Car-Builders' Convention of June. 1876. Also indorsement for safety in coupling
by the Yard Masters, in their Convention. June. 1877, and by 300 others who were unable to attend the Convention, and 300 railroad officials
who are residents in 28 States, and who admit its superiority over any other yet produced.

Try 30 free »f royalty, and see for yourself ! Tattern free and no change In timbers or conn«ctions. Pattern and core-box for the
Master Car-Builders' Standard Draw-bar, adopted June, 1870, is now ready. About 00,000 iu use on 167 railroads and lines. The laving
in repairs by using the invention is from 30 to 80 per cent, as per report of many officer*.

J. B. SAFFORD- Inventor and Sole Owner of the American Patents,
BUFFALO, N.

V., IT. S.

A.
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THE

CONTINUOUS

DRAW-BAR,

FOR

PASSENGER .AJ^D FREIGHT CARS.

WM

i M i mi
+SiW
WMHil

!
I

Mil

i

S_I

The above Illustrates the true principle of pulling and method of attaching Draw-Bars; that Is, pull your car together, instead of pulling
it apart, as in the old mei hod of attachments.
By the use of the CONTINUOUS DIt4W-B.tR, you are guaranteed against the pulling out of end sills, ends of cars, splitting
sills, breaking off of draft tiwuers, etc., etc., whieu have been the cause of uiauy serious wrecks aud damages that cauuot be estimated by
any railroad in the country.
In no case can tne above-named damages »ccur to cars equipped with the CONTINUOUS DRAW-BAK, besides there ii a great
saving in springs, followers, jaws, bolts, nuts, etc., etc. In the pa it eighteen mouths, we have introduce I lue CO> TINUOUS DIIA WB A It upon upward of one hundred railroads with the best results, it giving more than perfect satisfaction to all. Taj foll>.vingaro some
of the roads that have adopted it as thir standard, viz.: U. P.; Wabash; B.tO.: LC.4L.| C. C .,0.61.; C B.ofU.P.; C. & H. V. ;
C.&T.; C..H.&D.: C , H. & I.; D. & M.; C'.,R.&C; I., B. &"W.\V. & S. and K. P. Railroads. Tha e i < a saving in first cost of from yO to
40 per cent., and in daily running repairs at least 50 per cent. Tuis we guarantee. For particulars address

THE CONTINUOUS
Sixth and. Horn Streets,

DRAW-BAR CO.,
Cincinnati, Ohio.
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The engraving illustrates our new principle of connecting the Continuous Draw-Bar to Passenger Cars that are constructed with the
Miller Platform. It will at once be seen, on examination of the cut, that we entirely avoid, by the introduction of the Continuous Hod, all
lost motion between buffers, as the strain of draft, being applied at the rear end of each car, throws the timbers of each car into compression
and so draws and holds the buffers of adjoining cars constantly against each other, to steady the train and entirely avoid sudden shocks and
jars. To apply this arrangement, there i* no alteration necessary to b3 mide in the present style and shape of Miller hook or coupler,
and the additional cost is but slight. It has now been in use for upward of four (4) years on a number of coaches, and is giving entire satis
faction.

For particulars, address

GRIFFITH,7

PATTERSON

& MIDDLETON,

SIXTH AND HORN STREETS,
CINCINNATI, O. ; or,

No. 945 Ridge Avenue,

Philadelphia, Pa.
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CHEAPER THAN ANY OTHERS, BETTER THAN ANY OTHERS, AND THE
ONLY ONES in the MARKET that are FULLY WARRANTED.
RETAIL

PRICE,

100

to 800

lbs. Weight, 9 cents per pound.

WHOLESALE TRADE DISCOUNTS MADE TO RAILROAD COMPANIES.
The Double Screw Parallel " Leg " Yises are also made at these Works.
WARRANTED for heaviest work.
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hoopbs & To^wi^rsEisrnD,
Philadelphia, 3r*a.,
MAMDFACTURK

Cold-Punched Square and Hexagon Nuts, Washers,
Wood Screws, Tank Rivets, Rag Wharf-Spikes,
chine, Car, Plow and Button Head Bolts,
Pipe Swivels, Rods and Bolts
Bridges, Buildings and Tanks.

EAILROAD

TRACK

Punched Chain Links,
Bolt-Ends, Ma
Arm and
for

BOLTS,

REQUIRING NO APPLIANCE TO KEEP NUT8 IN POSITION.

" KZEirSTOISTE "

BOILER

RIVETS.
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EXTERNAL AND INTERNAL CYLINDRICAL

PLAIN AND SCREW-THREAD GAUGES.
Hand and Machine Taps, with United States and Whitworth
Standard Threads of Warranted Accuracy.
PIPE, STAY-BOLT AND PULLEY TAPS, SCREW-PLATES, BOLT-CUTTERS, RENSHAW
RATCHET DRILLS, COMBINATION LATHE CHUCKS, CUTTERS FOR TEETH
OF GEAR WHEELS, LATHES, PLANERS, DRILLS, MILLING
MACHINES, DROP AND TILT HAMMERS, PUNCHING
PRESSES, CRANES, SHEARS, Etc., Etc.

THE

PRATT

* WHITNEY COMPANY,

Hartford, Conn., XT. S. A.
PEICE LISTS FURNISHED ON APPLICATION.

^^^^
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Krafilsoft»a« ?%•
GENERAL CIRCULAR.
Giving full particulars, and speci
mens of various classes of work, sent
upon receipt of stamp.

SPECIAL CIRCULARS.
As we have frequent requests to send specimens of
some particular kind of work, we have prepared a series of
Special Circulars, each showing a large variety of work of
a special class. The following are out and for sale at lOcts. each. :
No. 1 Portraits and Figures.
No. 2 Buildings and Landscapes.
No. 3 Machinery and Apparatus.
No. 4 Maps, Autographs and Ornamantal Lettering.
No. 6 P*eproductions from "Woodcuts Steel Plate Prints and Lithographs.

Satisfaction Guaranteed

Slnjvery^
£case.<^
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J. M. LAWFORD, Secretary.

W. S. G. BAKER, President.

gALTIMORE £AR ^HEEL (^OMPANY

Manufacture Chilled. "Wheels of all Patterns and. Sizes for every Ser
vice, by an Improved Method of Casting, Securing a Deep
and Uniform Chill, with Soft Plates and Round
Form, Free from Strain and Tread Defects.
-yy"ORKS.

CORNER

-p]SSEX

AND

J^URKE

STS.,

(QANTON,)

J^ALTIMORE,

]\z£D.
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George Whitney.

John R. Whitney.

/

James S. Whitney.

A. WHITNEY & SONS, Car Wheel Works,
Callowhill and Sixteenth Sts., PHILADELPHIA, PENN.

ESTABLISHED 1847.

CAST CHILLED WHEELS-STEEL AND IRON AXLES,
For

every kind of RAILWAY and TRAMWAY service.

39

J-.

IBI.

BASS
ILLINOIS.
Works :

-Hear the Shops

Cm R. I
&
Pi Eh Ei.
A. WALLACE, Superintendent.
MANUFACTURER OF

CHILLED IRON WHEELS FOR CAR AND LOCOMOTIVE SERVICE
on bnth Standard and Narrow Gau~e Railroads. Also wheels of rarious patterns for horse-cars. Locomotive Cylinders, Driving Wheels
and all kinds of Railroad Castings. Also Heavy and Special Castings for Rolling Mills, Water Works, etc. Special attention paid to Casting
Ingot Molds.

-*
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HST.uii.isuni) 1853.

IJS'COBP ORJ TElt 1873.

Bass Foundry and Machine Works,
Fort
J.

H. BASS, President.

MANUFACTURER* QV

CHILLED CAR

Wayne,
J.

Indiana.

I. WHITE, Secretary.

R. J.

FISHCR, Treasurer.
In addition to our
Foundry Business,
we manufacture an
extensive line of

AND

BAILBOAD

Locomotive
WHEELS

MACHINERY,

OF ALL SIZES,

AS WELL AS

for Standard and
Narrow Gauge Rail
roads. Also

Steam Engines
AM*

BAILBOAD
CASTINGS
of every
tion.

descrip

BOILERS
especially adapted
for Railroad Hhops.

We have introduced some valuable improvements in the manufacture of our WHEELS, thereby Riving them an unusual degree of
STRENOTII and DUItABILITY. Wheels fitted to axles when required. Our capacity being 330 wheels per day, we can fill orders
promptly. All wheels guaranteed.

y

BARNUM RICHARDSON COMPANY,
SALISBUHY, CONN.
MANUFACTURERS OF

CHARCOAL

PIG

IRON

FROM

SALISBURY

ORES,

AND

CHILLED
CAR
WHEELS.
ALSO MANUFACTURERS OP CAR CASTINGS, FROGS, HEAD BLOCKS, HEEL BLOCKS, 8WITCH PLATES,
CHAIRS, AND ALL OTHER DESCRIPTIONS OP CASTINGS FOR RAILROAD SUPERSTRUCTURE
AND EQUIPMENT. ALL WORK FROM THIS ESTABLISHMENT MADE FROM
SALISBURY HiON AND "WARRANTED.
WILLIAM ir. HlltMl, President.

P. O. Address, Lime Rock, Conn.
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& RICHARDSON MANUFACTURING CO.,
ENSIGN MANUFACTURING CO. BARNUM
64 Soutb Jefferson Street, Chicago, 111.
Huntington, W. Va.,

FOUNDRY & MACHINE WORKS.

WHEELS
For Passenger, Freight and Coal Cars, and Loco
motive Trucks and Tenders. Also all
kinds of Car and Bridge Catttlng*.
W. H. BARNUM, Pres.,
Salisbury, Conn.

MAArFACTURERS OF

CHILLED CAR AND LOCOMOTIVE WHEELS, FROM
PURE SALISBURY IRON,
ALSO MASTTaCTCHERS OF

CAR AND ALL OTHER DESCRIPTIONS OF CASTINGS.
A 1.1, WORK WARRANTED.
E. ENSIGN, Troas., WM. H. BARNUM. President.
ALBERT ALLING. Geul Manager
Lime Rock, Conn.
Chicago, 111.
Huntington, W. Va.
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Dudgeon,
WASHBURN, HUNTS & CO., Richard
24 Columbia Street. New York,
JERSEY CITY, N. J.

Engine Truck, Tender and Car

WHEELS
of every description, made from

Salisbury Charcoal

Pig

Iron

UNEQUALED FOR

Toughness and Wearing Qualities.

JIAKKli AND PATENTEE

CHAS. A. PECK'S SON, Agent,

OF

5 Dey Street, New York.

IMPROVED HYDRAULIC JACKS,

Also for the Rale of CHARCOAL PIC IRON from all the
SALISBURY FURNACES.

Punches Boiler-Tube Expanders, and Direct-Acting Steam Hammers.
Communications by letter will receive prompt attention. Jacks for
pressing on Car Wheels or Crank Pins made to order.

4<

William Sellers & Co.,
PHILADELPHIA.

IRON AND STEEL WORKING MACHINE TOOLS,
TOR RAILWAYS, MACHINE SHOPS, ROLLING MILLS, ETO.

Pivot Bridges.

Shafting. Tweddle's Hydraulic Riveter.

THE 1876 INJECTOR BOILER-FEEDER.

SIMPLE, RELIABLE ABB EFFECTIVE.

Started, Regulated and Stopped by One Motion of a Lever.

NEW EXPANSION STEAM-TRAP. SUITS ANY LOCATION.
BRANCH OFFICE: 79 LIBERTY ST., NEW YORK.

J. Thomas.

OPEAB'S iu
lAILWAY

E. L. Thomas.

W. H. Thomas.

Car H EATES

AND

VENTILATOR.
THE MOST PERFECT CAR HEATER AND
VENTILATOR EVER INTRODUCED
IN RAILWAY CARS.
All persons who have traveled In Railway
Cars Know from experience how uncom
fortably hot the se-its are neur the Stove,
and how often they are obliged to raise the
windows to be relieved, to the annoyance
of passenjrerg at a distance from the Stove,
whoare Hufferlnsr from the cold; and also
how ILL-VENTILATED most of the Rail
way Cars are, on account of the air In the
Car coming in contact with the heated
plates of the Stove.
We claim for our Stove the following ad
vantages over any other in use for Railway
Cirs:
First. —An equal quantity of hot air Is
distributed throughout the entire Car.
Second. — Persona sitting near the Stove
are not hotter than those at a distance, and
are not obliged to open the windows to the
annoyance of others.
Third.— All the Impure air is driven out
at tht- top of the Car.
Fourth.—The air ta the Car never comes
in contact with the heated surface of he
Stove, as all the air that is heated is brought
fresh from t he outside of the Car—thus heat
ing and ventilating the Carat the same t me.
Fifth.—There is no danger of accidents
from passengers' clot.llng taking tire oy
coming In contact with the Stove.
Sixth.—In numerous cases where Cars
containing thN Stove have been overturned,
it has never been known to set tire to the
Car, or even to be moved out of its place.
Send for Circular, with full description,
H and prices of coal or wood burning heaters
™ and ventilators, for passenger, sleeping or
* cabin cars.
.1.1 Hl-s SPEAK,
and 1014 nud 1016 Market Street,
PHILADELPHIA.

\

J. THOMAS & SONS,
Successors to Thomas, Kay & Co.,

MANUFACTURERS

OF THK

STANDARD

CAR & LOCOMOTIVE WHEELS.
Spoke Engine Truct Wheels a Specialty.
Corner TENTH and SHELDON STREETS,
Indianapolis, Ind.

HUDSON

PAPER CAR WH
JOHN E. GILLETTE,

MANUFACTURERS

President.
R. N, ALLEN,
Superin tenden t.

ALLEN'S

PATENT

PAPER OAR. WHEEL.
ALL SIZES. Especially adapted for Sleeping and Drawing-Room Cars, Locomotive and Tender
Trucks. Steel Tire,
and with
economical
rnnular wheel
web—strongest,
in use. most durable

S

CULMER SPRING CO
RAILWAY

CAR

SPRINGS.

Spiral Buffer,
Freight Bolster,
Journal and
Equalizing Bar Springs.
Brake Release, Switch,
Valve and Machinery Springs,

SPIRAL SPRINGS A SPECIALTY.

PITTSBUEGH, IPjV.
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*

L. O. 17IJ_iJ_iOTSOlNr Sz CO,
■u XUFACTUKEBS

AND IMPORTERS OF AND DEALERS IN

.

Railway and Telegraph Machinery
L.CJ. TILLOTSON.

-C3_

^D SUPPLIES.

MANUFACTURERS OF

CAR TRIMMINGS AND HEAD LININGS,
ENAMELED CLOTH, LAMPS,
TRACK TORPEDOES, MOULDINGS,
CAR LOCKS, CAR SEATS,
STREET-CAR TRIMMINGS,
AND EVERY DESCRIPTION OF

Car Equipments.
LOCOMOTIVE GONGS, BALANCES,
STEAM GAUGES,
CAB-DOOR FASTENINf'.s,
ASD EVERY DESCRnTION OF

Locomotive IMmminga ,
SPECIAL AGENTS FOB

WESTLAKE'S PATENT LOCOMOTIVE HEAD
LIGHTS.

MANSFIELD ELASTIC FROGS,
SILVER LAKE SOAPSTONE AND LION PACK
ING,
HILL'S PATENT CONDUCTORS' PUNCHES,
MEYERS & COLLINS' PATENT CONDUCTOR'S
PUNCH,
THE VAN HORN STEAM CAR HEATER,
CROSBY'S IMPROVED STEAM GAUGE AND
POP VALVE,
PAT. NICKEI,BRONZE JOURNAL BEARINGS,
CONGDONS PATENT BRAKE SHOE.
SAX & KEAR STEEL-TIRED CAR WHEEL,
RIDER'S COMPRESSION PUMPINQ-ENGINE,
EARI.'S STEAM FORCE PUMP,
HARRINGTON'S IMPROVED PULLEY BLOCK
OR HOIST,
VERONA NUT LOCK WASHERS,
VERONA TRACK TOOLS,
COBB'S PATENT SEAT SPRINGS.

kso*™.
IMPORTERS OF

PURE MOHAIR CAR PLUSHES AND SCOTCH
SEAT DUCK. ETC.,
SALTER'S BALANCES.
BRAKE CHAINS,
STUBS' TOOLS, nOPPERS AND URINALS,
BADGES. AND OTHER

Foreign Railway Goods.
WHOLESALE DEALERS IN

TRACK UTENSILS, SHOVELS. SPADES, PICKS
TRACK DRILLS, FISH PLATES, BOLTS,
WASHERS, RUBBER SPRINGS. nOSE PACKING
COTTON AND WOOLEN WASTE.
BUNTING FOR SIGNAL FLAGS,
HEBBARD AND VOLUTE SPRINGS,
BELL CORD, COACH CANDLES, SCREWS,
FEATHER DUSTERS,
VENTILATORS, BOILER FLUES, ETC.

Estimates furnished for any quantity ami styles or Railway and Telegraph Equipments lu all departments, and orders executed it the lowest prices.

L. G. TILLOTSON & CO., 5 and 7 Dey Street, New York.
.. .

•
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CLEVELAND RUBBER COMPANY.
Our Company was incorporated in 1S72, since which time it ha3 never ceased operations for a single day for lack
of orders, and although its capacity for manufacturing has been many times doubled since the start, yet to-day we
find ourselves able to meet the demands made upon us only by working two forces of men. We will again enlarge
our works this fall. We ask the trade and consumers to give our products a trial.

RUBBER HOSE.
!
:
i
>
i
|

RUBBER SPRINGS.

Caoutchouc or India Rubber Is the most
elastic substance known to commerce. It is
not affected by air. moisture or heat. It will
not rust or rot. Its elasticity is absolutely in
destractiDle, and its durability is greater than
any part of that whichit will save from wreck
by vibratiOD These qualities make it better
adapted for springs and cushions than any
other .nown article. We speak of pood Rub
ber pring and not that " mixture." so called,
which has been the means of throwing all
VALVES.
rubber springs out of use to so large an ex
Pure Para Rubber Valves, and all sizes and tent State what weight each spring is cal
styles of ordinary valve.* made to order.
culated to carry, and about how much they
We ar^ prepared to make iron moulds for can settle and vibrate mi ei that weight, in
casting rubber to any form
ordering.

Our White Shield Fire-Engin? Hose resists
a pressure of 400 lbs. to the square inch Our
Au Brake Hose, is made extra good, to insure strength and durability; eud-j capped.
Our Steam Hose contains an extra heavy
tube that resist3 the action of steam. All
size3 of standard hose kept constantly in
stock Tank and Suction Hose of any size
and length made to older

GASKETS, ETC.
Ordinary kinds and sizes of Gaskets kept on
band ; special kinds or styles made to order in
five days. Pure rubber tubing and tubing
with cloth insertion, rubber cords and strips
of any size and length, rubber rings of all
kinds and rubber of any design or shape for
any mechanical purpose, we are prepared to
make as ordered, on short notice.

PACKING.
Sheet Packing, two qualities and all thick
nesses ; round and square packing, a superior
article made of best cotton duck, kept on hand.

RUBBER BELTING.

RUBBER BLOCKS

Made of heavy cotton duck, coated with a
imoota surface & mdia rubber Warranted.

for cushions, or rubber made in any required
shape for springs or bumpers.

FACTORY, ON C * P. R. R.,
NEAR WOODLAND AV.

CLEVELAND,
O.

GENERAL OFFICE & STOREROOM,
No. 8 SOUTH WATER ST.
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MILLER, METCALF & PARKIN,

CRESCENT STEEL WORKS,
MANUFACTURERS OF

Equal Bar Nest (flat and round coil), Round Bar
Nest, Group Spiral, Crescent Edge-Rolled,
Flat Bar Nest, Yolute,
AND OTHER SPIRAL

RAILWAY CAR SPRINGS,
From Crucible Oast Spring Steel,
81

WOOD

STREET,

PITTSBURGH,

40 Dearborn Street, Chicago.

R.A.
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Cayuta Wheel and Foundry Co.

LANE & BODLEY CO.,
CINCINNATI,

Waverly, N. Y.

MAHUTACTURERS OF THE

ALL OUR WORK

FULLY GUARANTEED.

VARIABLE STROKE

POWER MORTISING MACHINES
With Auxiliary Borlnz Attachment. The Best and
Cheapest mortising and Boring ma
chine In the Market.

BALANCED EAILWAY SAWS.
Shafting, Hangers, Pulleys and
Couplings
OF THE BEST MATERIAL, DESIGN AND WORKMANSHIP.
Descriptive Catalogues and Prices furnished on application to

LANE & BODLEY CO.,
Manufacturers of all classes and. sizes
WHEELS from the best of
Charcoal Irons.
REGINALD CANNING, Superintendent.

of

Cincinnati, O.

Stationary and Portable Engines, Saw
Mills and General Machinery.
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CHARLES SCOTT,
MAKLTACTURKa OF

SPIRAL

SPRINGS

OFFICE AND WORKS :

1016, 1018 New Market St.,
ALL DESCRIPTIONS.

PATENTED

PHILADELPHIA, PA.
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DIAMOND STATE CAR-SPRING WORKS.
DIAMOND STATE EDGE-ROLLED Patented July 7, 1874. ReEQUALIZING-BAB SPRING.
iume March 9, 1875.

. A,.ro
JAMllO

_.
l.

.,...-.
HAYLb

Eighth Street and P., W. & B. R. R.,
WILMINGTON, DEL.

EUREKA EDGE-ROLLED
BUFFER SPRING.
2 Spirals to the Case; B to each set;
height to meet specifications ; fur
nished with or without castings.
Holster Splines made to order, of
Edge- Itolled. ' ' Paten ted" spirals, two.
three or four coils to case, as required,
four cases to set, either with or with
out castings.

v

ELLIPTIC AND LOCOMOTIVE SPRINGS
of every description made to order.

HEBBARD SPRING.
All sizes and any number of
colls required.

MANUFACTURERS OF

IMPROVED FLAT AND ROUND BAR NEST SPRINGS,
Or the best Grade or Crucible Cant Spring Steel.

Also,

SPIRAL SPRINGS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION MADE TO ORDER.
JAMES C. I'M K I in. Gen'l Agent.
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WOOD-WORKING MACHINERY
FOR

RAILROAD SHOPS,
CAR-BUILDERS,
Planing Mills, Bridge - Builders,
Cabinet, Carriage, Sash, Door
and Blind Makers.
SEND FOR NEW CATALOGUE.

GOODELL & WATERS,
31st and Chestnut Streets,

Philadelphia,
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COBB'S

Elliptic

NEW

CAR-SEAT

AMI

SPRINGS.

IMPROVED
[six sections like the above in each skat.]

OAE-BUILDEBS AND EAILWAT OFFICIALS

BEWARE OF INFRINGEMENTS.

are re*pect fully invited to examine our latest improvements in
Car-Scat Springs. Our long experience in this particular lino of
business enables us to meet all requirements, overcome difficulties,
and present to our customers a superiar spring, light, durable and
elastic, combining the advantage of repairing WITHOUT DISTURB
ING THE UPHOLSTERING, a feature highly important, and only
to beobtained by our method of construction and for which we aresofe
owners of the Letters Patent. The material used is the very finest
quality of flat, tempered steel wire, three-quarters of an inch wide,
and, considering the superior finish, they are the most economical
sprinss In the market. They are sold in sections, as shown in the
above cut, and being so arranged to form the foundation the neces
sary shape, it make, the upholstering easy for the most inex
perienced.
Specify this spring in your contracts and we will guarantee
satisfaction.
Samples and estimates will be furnished upon application.

H. B. Cobb's Patent, dated July 10, 1S6G, is sustained by a recent
decision of the United States Court and covers the following points :
1. A spring-seat or cushion having its springs adapted for appli
cation to and removal from the seat or cushijnlrame without dis
turbing the covering or upholstering.
2. The springs of a seat or cushion adapted for application to and
removal from the seat or cushion frame through the bottom of the
latter without disturbing the covering or upholstering.
3. A series of springs for spring-seats or cushions, each spring
having the general form of an ellipse, mounted transversely upon a
wooden or other support which is adapted for application to the seat
or cushion-frame forth** purpose specified.
The following are a few of the prominent users cf Cobb's Patent
Car-Sear Springs :
Pullman Palace Car Company; Woodruff Sleeping Car Company; Lncas
Sleepl.g Car Company; Pennsylvania Railroad Company; Pittsburgh, Fort
Wayne & Chlrago Railroad: Pittsburgh & Lake Erie Railroad; Philadelphia
ft Erie Railroad. Phlladelphi i. Wit lngton ft Baltimore Railroad; Balti
more ft Ohio Railroad; Kansas CIt», St. Joseph ft Council Bluffs RailroadHarlan & Hollingsworth Company; Jackson ft Sharp Company! Ohio Falls
Car Company.

H\ B. COBB & CO., Wilmington, Del.
L.
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THE THIELSEN TRUCK

This truck, which Is represented by the Above engraving, consists of outside
frames ma > ent rely of Iron, and Instead of wooden cross pieces rolled channel
bars are used, the ends of wh'ch are serurelv riveted to cust-lron end-pieces
attached to the outside frames, as shown above.
This true < is cheaper and lighter thnn most of the wooden swing-beam trucks
In use, and much more durable and economical, costing less for repairs, as there
are n > timbers to shr'nk or decay and n.> bolts to wor.i loose. Owl. g to the
securo manner in which th* truck is held squire, bv tho channel brs and cast
ings, the frames are not so l'kelv to g.-t outcfl'ne as they i-w In oth'-r truck ,
and consequently tl'ere Is less liability of hot boxes. It his been odmtedpsthe
standard truck on the MIchiRun Centr.,1. Chicago, Burlington & Qui* ev, Flint &
Pere Marquette, and Atchison, Topeka A Santa Fe Railroads, end his also rcceitly been introduced on the Kansas City & St Joe, Atchison & Nebraska, and
several other pr >minent Western roads.
Fur Information regarding its working we would refer to the following prom
inent railroad meu, who have had It In use on their lines for sever I years :
J. C. McMtTLLLV, Chicago, Gen. Man. C. & A. R. R.; C. E. Perkins, Chicago,
Vice Pres. C..B.&Q. R. R.:Wm. B. Strong, Gen. Man. A.. T.&S.F.
R. R.; H.B. Leotard. Detroit, Gen. Man. Mich. Cen. R. R.;
G. H. Nkttleton, Kan. City, Gen. M.:n. K, C. S. F. &
C. B. R. R.: L. W. Towne, Atchison. Gen. Supt.
Atch. & Neb. R. II.: S. Keller. East
Saginaw, Supt. F. A P. M. R. R.
For Information respect. ng terms, &peciHeat 1una, estimates, etc., apply to the
Til -L si; \ TRUCK CO., 122 Randolph St., Chicago, 111.

HEWITT BOX LID CO.

ITS ADVANTAGES ARE:
First.—It cannot be taken off.
cecond. —That it is always In place and always closed when
the car is in motion.
Third.— Its simplicity and easy adjustment, which commend
it at once to all oilers and yard-men.
Fottrth.—Its tightness and the AVOIDANCE OF ANY
NUTS OR r'ASTENINQS TO LOOSEN.
It is now in use on many prominent Railroads and uni
versally indorsed as being ttie best and most economical cover
in use. Address

HEWITT BOX LID CO.,
123 Kandolph St.,

CHICAGO.

f
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MICHIGAN CAR

COMPANY,

HAM KAl TT'KKItS OF

BOX, STOCK, PLATFORM, COAL, HAND

Detroit Car Wheel Company j
MANUFACTURERS OP

CAR WHEELS,

AND ALL OTHER DESCRIPTIONS OF

FREIGHT OARS.

RAILROAD AND OTHER CASTINGS.
IPOTXNXmiES :

Works : Grand Trunk and Michigan Central E. E. Junction.
GEAND TBUNK AND MIOH. CENT. E E. JUNCTION.
OFFICE: NO. 2 MOFFAT BLOCK,
OFFICE: NO. 2 MOFFAT BLOCK,
DETROIT, HIICH.
JOHN a NEWBERRY, President.
JAS. MCMILLAN, Treas. and Mnnnger.

JAMES McfSREOOR. Supt.
HUUH MCMILLAN, Secretary.

JOHN S. NEWREURY. Pre»ldent.
.TAMES MCMILLAN. Treas. and Manager.
HUGH MCMILLAN, Secretary.

Detroit, Mich.

BAUGH STEAM ~ FORGETOO.
I>etroit, JVIicli.,
Manufacturers of all Descriptions of Forged Wrought Iron, Car and Driving Axles,
Coupling Pins, Links, Shafting, Draw Bars, etc. Car and Railroad Work a Specialty.
Office : No. %£ Moffat 1 SlocU. Detroit, Mich.
Works on River Road, near Clark's Dry Dock.
JOHN B. batjgh, Manager.

08

WM. G. CREAMER & CO.
(ESTABLISHED 1857),

RAILWAY

CAR

SPRINGS.

NATIONAL CAR SPRING COM'Y,

96 JOHN ST. AND 19 PLATT ST., NEW YOBK,
RICHARD VOSE, President,
MAKlTFACTUltERS OP

13 Barclay Street,

New York.

EVERYTHING MADE OF METAL FOR THE INSIDE
OF A RAILROAD PASSENGER CAR.

CLIFF BUFFER SPRING.

SEAT FRAMES, SAFETY BRAKES, DOOR LOCKS, VENTILATORS.
BASKET RACKS, LAMPS, CANDLE BURNERS, FOOT RESTS,
BELL -CORD TRIMMINGS. PUMPS FOR SALOONS,
SASH LOCKS. WINDOW LIFTS. SEAT ARMS,
SEAT LOCKS, HEAD LININGS, ETC.

Also. Fine Iron Bronze and Brass Castings. Plating, Japanning,
Spinning and all kinds of Sheet Metal Work. Special Patterns when
desired. Miscellaneous Supplies of all kinds furnished to order, when
required, at best rates.

Factory occupies the Block bounded by
COURT, GRINNELL AND SMITH STREETS,
BROOKLYN, N". Y.

TWO-COIL -CAPACITY, 20,000 lbs.
Biam., 5% In.; Might, 7 in.; Weight, 29 lbs.

,-'
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ALEX. DoLANO,

H. Ft. NEWBURY.

Treat, and Manager.

PERFECT VENTILATION FOR RAILROAD CARS.

Secretary.

DETROIT, MICII.

Absolute Comfort for the Traveling Public.

'VW!

fl* Spring *2
Co

SOMETHING NEVER BEFORE ATTAINED.

THK

UNIVERSAL
0 BAR, NEST AND
(^^m eEST Cast stEt

Cz^ Detroit, Might.^)
NEW YORK OFFICE : 46 Cortland! Street.
J. H. KING,
General Eastern Sales Agent.

VENTILATORS

are guaranteed to thoroughly ventilate railroad cars, supplying fresh
air without admitting rain, dust or cinders, and exhausting the foul
air generated in the car. These ventilators are in use on a great many
roans, and in every ct.se they give entire satisfaction. They are pro
nounced to be the only perfect Car Ventilator. Twelve to sixteen re
quired to each car.
Wo will supplv enough to fit up one passenger or smoking car for
$ri each, and will make no charge for them unless they give satis
faction.
They are adapted to cars in use, and can be easily applied . We save
more in car upholstery, by excluding dust aud cinders, than the cost
of the ventilators.
We have lately reduced the price of these Ventilators to $4 each,
and they are now cheaper than any other Ventilator—and they perfecfly accomplish wnat we claim for them.
For further information, circulars, etc.. address

JOHN
4=11 Broadway,

S.

HULIN,

New

York.

6U

MILLERS

CELEBRATED

IMPROVED BRASS PADLOCKS,
For general trade.
Railroad Car and
Switch Locl.s, end
for Kail, Govern
ment and Express
Company service.
Cscd In all parts of
the world. Springs
now made of Phos
phor Eronzc. War
ranted to be satisf: etory in all cli
mates. For secur
ity, durability and
convenience, hcui
no equal- Posi
tively no two
made alike unless
specially ordered.
Sarrplc sent en re
ceipt of 73 cents.
^~ Largely used
tytheO.S. Gov
ernment.

SECURITY,

DURABILITY,

CONVENIENCE.

D. K. Miller Lock Co.,
b21 Cherry Etroet, Philadelphia, Pa., TJ. S. A.

VALENTINE & COMPANY,
New-York & Chicago,
MANUFACTURERS AND EXPORTERS OF

Fine Coach and

Railway Varnishes.
These Varnishes are not excelled by
any of Foreign or Domestic make in
ease and safety of working, brilliancy or
durability.

THK

STANDARD

STEEL

WORKS,

Office: 220 S. Fourth St., Philadelphia, Pa.

MANUFACTURE SPECIALLY

Locomotive and Car Wheel Tires.
Quality anil Efficiency Fully Guaranteed,
WORKS :

LEWISTOWN,

PA.

INCORPORATED 1876.

ESTABLISHED 1841.

JAMES L. HOWARD & CO.,
PATENT
HARTFORD, CONN.

STEEL BARB FENCING
HOWARD & BROTHERS,
SPRINGFIELD, MASS.
MANUFACTURERS OF

THE BEST AND CHEAPEST FENCE
FOR RAILROADS, FARMERS AND
STOCK RAISERS.
BABB FENCE diminlshe- outlay; increases protection ;
shelters uo enemies of the crops; accumulates no snow drifts.

IN VARIETY, FOR

DRAWING ROOM, SLEEPING, AND DAY CARS,
LAMPS, VENTILATORS, LOCKS, BUTTS, BAGGAGE RACKS,
Sash, Blind, and Bell Cord Fixtures, 4c, &c.

COTTON WASTE, for packing and wiping.

42,000 MILES OF BARB PENCE ERECTED IN
LAST THREE SEASONS.

onfyWoS^^
^foWGartener. the Stock Grower, the Vineyard Proprietor.
BiBU FENCE Is the ouly perfect fence.

HEAD LININGS, decorated and printed.

Send for Illustrated Pamphlet.

8LEEPING CAR BLANKETS.

WASHBURN & MOEN MFG. CO.,

IMPORTERS OF

f

MOHAIR PLUSHES, Oarefuuy Selected, and other
UPHOLSTERY GOODS.
8END FOR SAMPLES AND PRICES.

Worcester, Mass.

83
ESTABLISHED 1830.

L. COES & CO.,

Lobdell Car -Wheel

M! E C Pi A 1ST I C S'
THE

WRENCH.
SPECIALLY

Company,

Wilmington, Delaware.
OLDEST
Capacity,

CAR-WHEEL WORKS
COUNTRY.

IN

THE

300 Wheels per Day.

ADAPTED

I

RAILROAD
The Rtronges'
and most conven
lent wrench
the market.

WORK

MANUFACTURED I:Y

L. COES & CO.,
Worcester, ITIaas.

MANUFACTURERS or

ALLo?LN^^0F ,AY,f1EE.L!t/rnm.18 TO SB INCHES FOR RAILWAY
SERVICE: ALSO i iuLLED WHEELS WITH TURNED TREADS.
UNDER PATENT OP W. W. LOBDELL, GUARANTEED
TO GrVEtJREATLY INCREASED MILEAUE.

WAREHOUSE.

N Chambers and [1 Reade Sts
SEW vor.i:

HOEAOE DUSEIE t CO., Sole Agents.

Car, Railroad, Light and Heavy Machine Castings.
ALSO.

BRASS

CASTINGS.

G. G. LOBDELL, Pies.
W. VV. LOBDELL, Sec'r
P. N. BREXNAX, Treas.

«4
a'HE

BAMAPO WHEEL & FOUNDRY COMPANY.
CONGDON BRAKE-SHOE CO.

This Improvement consists of a shoe, having Imbedded in Its body
of cast-iron pieces of wrought-iron. steel, malleable iron or other
suitable metal, which increases surprisingly its resistance to wear.
The following extract from a letter is of the same purport as many
others received:
" This company has decided to adopt them for use under all' its
locomotives, tenders, passenger, baggage, mail and freight cars.
"C. C. WHEELER,
MANTTFACTTTRHRS OP
" Asst. Gen. Supt. C. & N. W. Railway."
All communications should be addressed to
GEORGE M. SARGENT, Secretary,
182 Randolph street, Chicago.
FOR
RAIUAPO WHEEL & FOUNDRY CO.,
DRAWING-ROOM AND SLEEPING COACHES, LO
Kamapo, N. Y.
COMOTIVES, TENDERS, PASSENGER
BASS FOUNDRY it MACHINE WORKS,
Fort Wayne.
AND FREIGHT CARS.
J. H. BASS,
Chicago, 111.
TV. W. SNOW, Supt. and Gen' I Manager, Raiuapo,
ST. LOUIS CAR-WHEEL CO.,
Rockland County, N. Y.
St. Louis, Ma

M

BISSELL'S SAFETY CAR STOVE,
With Self-Extinguishing Water Base.

•s.
If.

H

r

H '-

SILVER LAKE COMPANY,
a 5

Manufacturers of Patent Steam Packing and

SOUD

BRAIDED

Silver Lake Packing.

CORDAGE.
Lion Packing.
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SOLE LICENSEES UNDER WINSLOW PATENTS
Now in use on the following roads : P., Ft. W. & 0 R R.:P., C.
& St. L. R. R.; C. & P R. R; P. & L. E. R. R.; E. & T. II. R. R.. and
others.
IJINxll.l. & CO., Sole manufacturers,
Boston.
235 Liberty street and 243 Penn avenue, Pittsburgh

BBAIDED BELL CORD AND BILL-COED COUPLINGS.
WELLINGTON,

N

BROS.

A

CO.,

Agents,

CO

THB3

N. & A. MIDDLETON & CO.

GREAT

OPPORTUNITY

OFFERED

BELOW:

The CONTINUOUS DRAW-BAR COMPANY, of Cin
cinnati, have agreed to sell Railroad Rights of their valuable im
provement—the CONTINUOUS DRAW-GAn, for raesenger
and Freight Cars—which is now so fast superseding the old method of
the pulling arrangement.
It has in the past twelve months been put upon upward of Fifty

(Limited),
SOLI KAXUFACTUREBS OF

Davis' Combined Spiral Oar Springs, Middleton's Double Bessemer Steel Spring, " Im
proved" Long and Short Spirals, Oast
Steel Spiral Springs, of our own
Particular Manufacture.

Railroad i, and upon some ten thousand (10,000) cars and i3 every day
getting more popular.
It saves to Railroad Companies in first cost to apply it from CO to

BUNTIN IRON CAR SEAT FRAMES.

40 per cent., and in daily running repairs at least 50 per cent. This
we guarantee.
For particulars, address

OFFICE

CONTINUOUS DRAW-BAR CO.,
Sixth and. Horn Streets,
CINCINNATI, OHIO.

No. 945 RIDGE

AID

MANUTA0T0RY i

AVENUE,

Philadelphia.

BRANCH OFFICE :
122 Randolph Street, Chicago, III.

07

NASHUA IRON AND STEEL CO. THE PHOSPHOR-BRONZE SMELTING CO.
(LIMITED),
NASHUA, N. H.
2038 WASHINGTON AVE., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Wiless Cast-Steel Locomotive Tires,
Homogeneous Cast-Steel Plates for
Fire-Boxes, Boilers, Tanks, ecc.
MERCHANT BAB IRON,

MAOHLNEEY BAB STEEL.

HYDRAULIC AND RAILROAD CRANES.

Wrought- Iron and Steel
of AM Kinds

AH genuine ingots bear our
Registered Trade Harks:

l3npin

SOLE MANUFACTURERS

PHOSPHOR-BRONZE
Dl THK

TOTTED STATES.
PHOSPHOR-BRONZE " S." BEARING METAL for
Locomotive and Car Bearings, Slide Valves, etc.

Forgings

(Steel Forcings up to 12,000 Pounds),

The moat ECONOMICAL and DURABLE, and the LIGHTEST RUN
NINO METAL in the market.
SAVES OIL and REPAIR6 ; PREVENTS DELAYS TO TRAINS,
AND NEVER CUTS THE JOURNALS.

Including Steel Car, Truck, Tender and Engine Axles, Now in use on many of the leading railroads In the United Stat«».
and Woodbury's Patent Elastic Hardened-SteelPhosphor ■ Bronze Wire, Rods, Sheets, Bolts, Plates,
Tired Truck, Tander and Car Wheels.
Seamless Tubes, etc., furnished to order.
BOSTON OFFICE: 44 SIMMONS' BUILDING.

PAMPHLETS on APPLICATION to the above ADDBESS.

w

BAKER'S

ROMER & COMPANY,

P-N A T" ^- H I -r-

^^. A r^.

a m

PATENT

CAR

WARMER. Freight

MANUFACTURERS OF

and

Passenger-Car

DOOH-LOCKS.

Hot Water Pipes at the Feet of Each
Passenger.

BAKER, SMITH <fc CO., RAILROAD SWITCH

LOCKS

of every description ; also of

Cor. Greene and Houston Sts., New York.
81 and 83 Jackson St., Chicago.

Lanterns and Car Trimmings.
141-145 RAILROAD AVE., NEWARK. N. J.
t£T Illustrated Catalogue or Samples sent on application.
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EEYOLIJTION

<& CO.,

IN

WOOD FINISHING.
Wheeler's

Patent Wood Filler
Is UNAFFECTED BY MOISTURE ; ADHERES IMMOV
ABLY to the pores and fibres of the wood; increases
the natural BRILLIANCY and CONTRAST of
color and GRAIN; fills the pores so SMOOTH
and SOLID that a fine finish is obtained
with ONE COAT OF VARNISH.
Used by hundreds of the largest manufacturers In wood. Once
thoroughly tested, It will never be dispensed with. Address

BRIDGEPORT WOOD FINISHING CO.,

SOLE MANUFACTURERS ANT> PATENTEES OF

PERFORATED

VENEER CHAIRS Al CHAIR SEATS,
Steamboat, Railroad-Car Seats,
SETTEES FOR CHURCHES, HALLS, Etc.
OFFICE AND SALESROOM t

40 Bleecker £t.,

New York.

183 Canal Street, New York.
Factories i 330, 332, 334 and 336 East 61st St.

Doctor D. E. BBEINIG, Agent.

SEE FIGURE 402, PAGE 385.
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Established

1828.

JOHNG.McMURRAY&GO.,

THE

NATIONAL CAR-BUILDER,
PUBLISHED MONTHLY,

MANUFACTURERS OF

By R. M. VAN ARSDALE.
A technical, practical and popular monthly magazine of Railroad
Rolling Stock. It is Conservative, as a monthly periodical should
be; Progressive, as a railroad publication must be; and Accurate
as only a careful paper can be. Subscription price, 8100 per year.
The cheapest railroad paper published. Address No. 5 Dey street.
New York.

Every description of Brushes
required in Car-building con
stantly on hand.

A. G. NEWMAN
(Late Newman & Capron)
Manxjpactuher of RAILWAY

WE REFER TO THE LEADING

CAR-BUILDERS OF AMERICA.
BAGGAGE-CAR SHEAVES A SPECIALTY.

277 PEARL STREET,
P. O. Box 1,433.

NEW YORK.

OFFICE: 1180 BROADWAY,
WORKS: 157 to 163 W. 29th St.

isrurw york city.
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THE RAILWAY REVIEW.
The Bent and Cheapest Kuilwuy Paper Published.
THE REVIEW furnishes all ihk uail..ay news, besides an im
mense amount of valuable matter pertaining to every department of
railway service.
In all of these departments it is always abreast of the times, and
aims to strike a medium between the too heavy and the too lijrht.

Weekly.

24 Pages.

$3.00 a Year.

The Railway Purchasing Agent.
Ai. elegantly printed monthly, devoted to the interests ol the pur
chasing departments of railways, bole medium ' f publication of the
proceedings of the Railway Purchasing Agents' Association. $1 a year.
To secure the most efficient advertising possible, put vour adver
tisements THE RAILWAY REVIEW and THE RAILWAT PUR
MANUFaCTTRERS of
CHASING AGENT
Passenger, Sleeping, Chtv, Baggage and Freight Oars.
You will thus reach the managerial, engineering, mechanical and
purchasing departments of American railways in the most telling
Wilmington, del., it. s. A.
Special attention given tn sectional work for exportation. Cable manner. Address
188 and 184 DEARBORN ST., CHICAGO. ILL.
address, "Jackson"

IJKIj-A.'W'A.Kii: C'^Vli \\ OIil\?->.

JACKSON & SHARP COMPANY,

F. H. ANDREWS, Prcsid't a rwf Treas. | B. A. CLOONKY, Secy and Gen'l Supt.

Cleveland Malleable Iron Co.,
CLEVELAND,

322 7th Aye,,

MANUFACTURERS OF

Oil-box Covers
Oil-box Slides or Wedges,
Corner Irons,
Car-door Fasteners,
Seat Arms,

Brake-beam Ca

gs,

and General R.R Work

COLUMBIA.
GAR SPRING- COMPANY,

OHIO.

Cor. 28th Street,

NEW YORK.
BRANCHES;

ts
PS

f
/*

109 Milk St.. Boston.
123 Central Ave.,
Cincinnati.
30 Deftrborn St.,
Chlciign.
100 North Third St..
St. Lolll*.
200 South Third St.
Philadelphia.

CHICAGO AXLE & FORGE CO.,
MANUFACTURERS OF

CAR AND LOCOMOTIVE AXLES,
Engine and Mill Shafting,

FOR OAJRS.
Cold drafts around car windows and doors in winter
entirely excluded, also Dost and Cinders in
summer and Hattllng sashes stopped, by Hrowne'M
Patent Metallic and Rubber Weather Strips. Stood the
test for 1 5 years on Drawing Room and Sleeping Cars
in the United States and Europe. Used extensively by
Wagner, Pullman and others. Send for Circular and
samples. Mailed free.
TUTS PATENT METALLIC

WEATHER
OFFICE, 19 TRIBUNE BUILDING, CHICAGO, ILL.

STRIP

COMPANY,

812 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

W. II. CUNNINGHAM, General Manager.

DEAD-STROKE POWER HAMMERS,

ESTABLISHED 1827.

EDWARD SMITH & CO.,

COACH AND CAR VARNISHES,
158 William Street,
NEW YORK.
500 NOW IN USE.

Manufactured by

PHILIP S. JUSTICE,
14 North JT'itth.

Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

CHESTER HUNTINGTON.

JOHN A. ELMENDORF.

a™",?m V1°"IThe Rochester Cur Wheel Works,
109 Liberty St., New York

Rochester, N. Y.,

Factory: Norwich, Conn.
Manufacturers of the

Latest Improved Wood-Working
Machinery, Mortising, Mould
ing and Planing Machines,
Band Saws, &c,

MANUFACTURERS OF

RAILROAD CAR WHEELS
OF

BEST

QUALITY.

Prlet I.itlt Sent on Application.
Highest Honors taken at World's Fairs : CHA8. H. CHAPIN. Prcs't and Treas.
In Loimon. IS31. New York, 1853. Paris
WM. H. BARNUM, Vicc-Pres't.
(Bold Medal), 18H7 and 18T8. Vienna, 1873.
WM. K. CHAPIN, Scc'yPnlladelphtu, 1876. First Premium nt San
tiago Chill. 18 5. And at more than £0
JAMES CAMPBELL, Sup't
State Expositions.

EL A.. EOGEES;
P. O. Box 4100.

No. 19 John St.,

S. A. WOODS MACHINE CO.

NEW YORK.

SUPPLIES FOR RAILROADS
IN

EVERY VARIETY.
AGENTS FOR

C. Coes' Wrenches,
Eagle Packing,
N. & D. Lubricators and Oil Cups.
SOLE AGENT IN THE LT. S. FOR

Moncrieft's Genuine Scotch Gaujre-Glasses.
SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE.

Planing and Moulding Machines
a specialty.
BOSTON.

NEW YORK.

CHICAGO.
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L. F BABCOCK.

JOHN BABCOCK.

E. J. BROOKS & CO.,

JOHN BABCOCK & CO.,

MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS IX

Railway Equipment, Telegraph and Steamship
MANUFACTURERS OF

RAILWAY CAR VARNISHES,
No. 2 Liberty Square,
BOSTON, MASS.
VT SEND FOE DESCRIPTIVE PEIOE LIST. -S3
FUOM 1-1 TO 10.000
Hi-*. WEIGHT, true to
pattern, oiimi and solid, of
uneaualcd strength, tough
ness and durabll ty Anlnvaluable substitute for forc
ings or cast Iron requiring
threefold strength Gear
ing of all kinds , Couplers
f >r Passenger and Fre.ght
Cars ; Driving Wheels Tor
Loeomoti ves ;
Butters,
OEARING, CRANK-SHAFTS AND CROSS Cross-Heads, Bull Nose
Bumpers
for
Freight.
Pcd
HEADS FOR LOCOMOTIVES
estals. Journal Boxes.
SPECIALTDXS.
Brake Blocks and Shoes,
Brake and Rachet Wheels;
Pivot Plate, Frogs Cross
ings, Frog Points, Seat
Bucks, ana Railroad and
Machinery Castings of all
407 Library St., Philadelphia.
descriptions.
Send for Circular and
Works, Chester, Pa.
Price List.

CASTINGS

SUPPLIES,
Machinery, Oils and Metals of Every Description,
Freight-Car Lead Seals and Wires, Combination Paper and Class
Seals, Car and Switch Locks of all kinds, railroad-Car
and Locomotive Trimmings, Track Materials
and Tools of every Variety.
Lowest Market rrices
given in a'.l cases.

ST.,
N"ew York.
I 10 CORTLANDT
MALLEABLE IRON CASTINGS.

McConway, Torley & Co.,

861 to 879 LIBERTY STREET,

CHESTER STEEL CASTINGS CO,

PITTSBIKGH, PA.

Jo

MORGAN & HEERICK, Russel Wheel & Foundry Co.,
Letroit, Mich..

86 John Street, New York,

MANUFACTURE

MANUFACTURERS AND DHAI.KUS IM

CHILLED

Railroad, SteamstUD, Machinists' and Mill Supplies.

OAR

WHEELS

OF ALL KINDS AND SIZES,

And Castings of Every Description.
Bolts, Nuts and Washers; Spikes and Nails; Steam and Water Gauges;
Car Wheels furnished with Axles Fitted. A complete assortment of
Governors; Iron Pipe and Fittings: Valves and Cocks; Steam and Hand
small wheels for Mining and Narrow-Gauge Cars.
Pumps Machinists' Tools and Files; steam and Gas Kin or.*'
Tools: Boiler-Makers' Tools; Blacksmiths' Tools: Moulders'
Tools; Track -Layers' Tools; Contractors" Tools; wire, Wire
Rope and Cloth; Wheelbarrows (Steel. Iron and Wood);
Oilers and Lubricators; Pulley Blocks; Forges; Tapa
(Limited).
and Lies; Twist Drills and Reamers; Fluo Brushes
&w* Mcr *pera ; Belting ; Packing ; Waste ;
Works : Johastown, Penn,
Punches ana Shears ; Car Trimmings ;
N, T. Stao: 93 John St.
Shovels and Spades.
Fhila. Stor. : 535 Coram jrco St.
BEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE.

GAUTIER STEEL CO.

CAST SPRING STEEL
RANDALL

&

JONES,

1 0 Oliver St.,

Tool Steel

CAR SPRINGS

Boston,

and all kinds of
Sole Representatives In the United States of

Steel, Wire and Springs,

"R MUSHET'S SPECIAL STEEL," PARROTT VARNISH
For Lathe and Planer Tools;
With which neither hardening nor tempering is required.

CO.,

MANUFACTURERS OF

FINE

COACH
AND

TAYLOR CAR AXLES AND BOLT IRON
Of Best YORKSHIRE Hammered Iron.

CAR
Bridgeport,

VARNISHES,
Conn.
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RAILROAD GAZETTE PUBLICATIONS.
RnniCfi mailed on receipt of price by The PAMPUI ETC mailed on receipt of price
THE
RAILROAD
GAZETTE,
RSgfIS
uuurvo Railroad Gazette, 73 Broad wuy, N.V. rnmrnLC i o the railroad gazette
day. Twenty-eight pages. An lhusirated Jour
nal of Transportation. Engineering, and General
Uailroad i\e»vs '1 he uest railroad paperforevery
railroad man. Price, piwtage paid to United
States and Canada, S4.20 per year. To foreign
countries, 81 cents addit onal.
[Any book: on Rn iroad or Engineering work
will be sent on receipt of the retnil price We
take plea ure In g ving information by letter,
when aiked to do so, of books or publications of
thli character Notices, from time to time, of
the publication of now books from this office, will
be given In the columns of the Railroad Gazette j

GILBERT

CAR

Catechism or tne Locomotive (Forney)
$2.50
V>eat on of Hallways ( Wellington)
2.00
Roudmaster's Assistant (Huntington & Lati
mer)
i.5o
Railway Revenue, enlarged ed.tion (Kirkman)
2.50
Railway Disbursements (Kirkman)
2.00
Ralwny Train and Station Service Kirkman) 2.00
Railway Baggige Car Traffic (Kirkman)
2"0
Railway Builder (Nlcolls)
2.0 1
Fr ction and Lubrication (Thurston)
1.50
Car Builder's Dictionary
2.00

WORKS.

Broadway, N. Y.
Cost i>f Passenger Traffic (Fink)
Co t of R. H. irausportation(Flnk)
Railroad Einpliyesin France(Jacomln)...
The Verrugas Viaduct (Pontzen)
Frog Angles and Distances ^Gieseler)
IxxJomotlves for Rapid Transit (Forney). .
Standard and Narrow Gauge (Von Weber)
Railroad Ixical Passenger Traffic (F.J. Lee)
Billcrlca& Bedford 2 ft Gauge Railroad..

liv

7*1

73cts.
73 "
-i5 "
hi "
'25 "
40 "
25 "
25 "
25 '■

Standard Car and Tender Axle Drawings. 20 "

GILBERT & BUSH 00,, Troy, N. T.

Buffalo, IV. Y.
ESTABLISHED 1830.

Brancn Office: Boreel BnMim, 115 Broadway, N, Y.

NEW YORK OFFICE :

BUILDERS OF ALL KINDS OF*

Boreel Building, 115 Broadway.

RAILROAD CARS.

Builders of Failroad Cars of every description, 8pecial attention given
to Sleepiag.
for Drawing-Boom
dJ3Be-tLgi packiDg
and and
Passenger
s!:nping
Cars,
for export.
Extra facilities

Repairing Promptly Done. We have one of the most com
plete Works
of purchasing
in th ■ United
all States.
kinds of Al-.oextra
material. facilities

flrst prem'um, Slver Medal at
BRADLEY'S Awarded
American Institute Fair, 1H73; Cincinnati
■ ^S'u^SSjME'I. >SSui"trtidExpOT'itron,"i»71! arid the DlploI llELvEHAMJ*^ «- ma if Honor and Oram! Medal of Merit at
the Centennial Exh bltion, In JSTit, being
the highest award given any goods of the r
class in America or Europe. It has more
good points. more adaptability, doesmore
and better work, less complication, 1 irger
cap 'City, takes less power, costs less for
repa'rs, than any ha mer in the world.
Guaranteed as represented. (Established

BRADLEY & CO.. Syracuse, N. Y.

i
.

THE BILLINGS & SPENCER CO,,
( 'ii as. E. Hillings.

Pres't and Sup't.
L. H. Holt, Treasurer.

/b\m

E. H. Stocker, Sec'v.

HAKTFORD, COUKnST,
MANUFACTURERS of

Packer . Ratchet Drills, Lathe .Dogs, Screw Plates and
Dies, Adjustable Screw Wrenches, BarwicK
Wrenches, Tap Wrenches,
And all descriptions of STEEL, AND IRON DROP FORGING?,
for Machinists' Tools and Machinery Generally.

VI

BiEED'S RAILWAY VARNISHES,
FOR DURABILITY AND GLOSS CANNOT BE EXCELLED.
PRICK LIST.
85.50
5.00

RAILWAY CAR FINISHING. OUTSIDE,
RAILWAY CAR FINISHING, INSIDE,
LOCOMOTIVE FINISHING,
RAILWAY CAR RUBBING, OUTSIDE,
RAILWAY CAR RIBBING, INSIDE, ■
LOCOMOTIVE RUBBING, IMPROVED CAR JAPAN,
LONDON MARINE FOR STACKS, -

«.E0
5.00
400
:l..r0

i.js
1.75

Coach, Car and Locomotive

VarnisheS
! Office: 112 East Fourteenth St., New York.
WE i:TVITE SPECIAL ATTENTION OF THE PUB0HA8LTC AGENTS.

PAUL

S.

REEVES,

7G0 S. Broad St.,

JAMES JEFFRIES & SONS,
MANUFACTURERS OF

Philadelphia.

MAVCFACTUREft OF

Brass Journal Bearings,
BABBIT METALS and SOLDERS.
WHITE DRASS.

Elliptic and Half-Elliptic Crucible CastSteel Springs,
FOR

RAILROAD

CARS

AND

LOCOMOTIVES,

813 JAYNE ST., PHILADELPHIA.
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STEELINE." Chas. W. Pickering & Co., ,
Elliptic, Spiral, Capped Spiral and Volnte

Used for Tempering all kinds of Steel Tools; in
creases their durability five-fold; secures absolute
safety from cracking; adds greatly to the tensile
strength of Tools and Steel.
By Its use inferior grades of Steel become of
Superior Fineness and Toughness equ il to the best
brands. Manufactured and sold by
BAUER k CO., 93 Greenwich Avenue,
Komi f"r Circulars.
NEW YORK.

ERIE CAR
WORKS
(Limited),
ERIE,

MANUFACTURERS OF

BROAD AND NARROW GAUGE

RAILWAY SPRI]STGi-S.
18th Street and Pennsylvania Avenue, Philadelphia.

J. S. GRAHAM & CO.,
MANUFACTUREttS OF PATENT IMPROVED

P»A.

Capacity, 10 cars perconstructi
day. Freight
n a specialty.
Cars of BEST material and

WOOD-WORKING MACHINERY
FOR

davenportTfairbairn
& co^
JC R, I E, 3? a .
Manufacturers of Car Wheels. Capacity, 350 wheels per day
Wheelsthan
madethose
by improved
made in the
process
ordinary
far more
way.durable

Railroads, Car Btjiluers,
PLANING AND MOULDING MILLS.
ROCHESTER, N. V.

Hardwood Lumber

GEO. S. SHEFFIELD & CO.,

AND

THREE RIVERS, MICH.

VENEERS.

MANUFACTURERS OF

TOabogany,
Rosewood,
Sntinwood,
Amaranth,
French
and American Walnut,
Hungarian A»li, ctr.
i
Car Builders will find our stock unusually choice and prices low.

GEORGE W, READ & CO.,
180 to 200 fcowls Mreet,
I Foot of East Fifth and Sixth St=.,

NEW YORK.

Th-> lightest and easiest -running hand
car made Eve y car warranted to give
satisfaction. o>- no sale. Send for par
ticulars and prices.

79

CO.,
METCALF, PAUL & COMPANY, RUBBER STEP MANUFACTURING
43HAVERHILLST.,
BOSTON
VERONA TOOL WORKS,
Send for Circular.
HAKE A SPECIALTY OP

Eubber Plates

SOLID STEEL BAILKOAD TRACK TOOLS.

tor
CAR STEPS.
Accidents from
slipping prevented
—ley steps avoided
— the elasticity of
the rubber breaks
the ice when
stepped upon.

ALSO SOLE MANUFACTURERS OF

The Pa-tent Verona Nut Lock
SEND FOR OUI1 NEW CATALOGUE.

331 PENN AVENUE, PITTSBURGH.
•JO DEABBORN STItEET, CHICAGO.

W. C. DUYCKINCK,

EDWARD BARR,

IMPORTER, MANUFACTURER AND DEALER IS

Railway, Machinists' and Engineers' Wrought and Cast Iron Pipe,

SUPPLIES.

Boiler Tubes and Railway Supplies,

50 and 52 John St., New York.
Illustrated Price List on application.

PUTMM MARINE CO.,

_

No. 78 JOHN STREET, N. Y.

I ail road Tools,
Car-who 1 liorers.
Axle Lathes, Slutting Ma
chine, Bolt Cutters, Nuttapp ng Machines, Doubleheadea Driving "Wheel
PORTABLE DRILLS FOB METALS.
Lathes.
Machinist Tools,
Steam-Engines,
Portable
Wood Boring and Surfacing Machines.
Wood-working Machinery,
Water Wheels,
The Flexible Shaft transmits rotary motion ant distance through
* Shaft ng, etc.,
Mill Work, etc.,
ANY KCXEK3 or CURVES.

The Stow Flexible Shaft Co., Limited.

FITCHBURG. MASS.

500 NORTH FIFTEENTH ST., PHIIaADELPHIA.

yo

THE TAYLOR IRON WORKS,
MANUFACTURERS OF

CHILLED AND STEEL-TIRED CAR WHEELS,

CAR AXLES, CAR HOOKS AND FORGINGS.
1 Principal

Office

and

"V\rorks

at

High

Bridge,

!N\

J.

NEW YORK OFFICE, 91 LIBERTY STREET.
LEWIS H. TAYLOR, Pres't.

JAMES

H. WALKER, Sec'v and Tnas.

SAMUEL

P.

RABER, "«pt.

SI

CLARENCE BROOKS & CO.,
MANUFACTURERS OP

FINE

RAILWAY VARNISHES,
Cor.

West

and

West

Twelfth

nSTEW itopik:.

Streets,

CALVIN

WELLS. Pre*, and Tree*.

JAS.

K.

VERNER, Secretary.

PITTSBURGH FORGE AND IRON CO.,
MANTTITA.CTTJFeKFlS OF

AND

BAR

IRON AND BOLTS,

Bridge Bolts, with plain and upset ends, all sizes Track Bolts, Square and Hexagon
Head Bolts, Rivets, Washers, Fish Plates, Channel Iron.
OFFICE : TENTH STREET, NEAR PENN AVENUE, PITTSBURGH, PA.

bj

CALVIN WKLI.S.

PITTSBURGH

AARON FRKNCH.

Cast-Steel Spring Works,
MAm-FACTUKBRS OF

Patent

Hot

Compressed Band*

Extra Tempered
LIGHT

RAILROAD CARS

ELLIPTIC

LOCOMOTIVES.

CAST -STEEL SPRINGS,

^l..

iFiRiEitsroie: & CO.,
Corner of Liberty and 21st Sts.

Office and TVorlss,

-.__,.

PITTSBTJRGH, P.A..

S4

BARNEY &

SMITH

MANUFACTURING

CO.,

Manufacturers of Rolling Stock for Railroads, Fiogs, Car Wheels and all Kinds of Castings.

ESTABLISHED 1849.
DAYTON, OHIO.
riipiml Stock. 87.10.000. Grounds occupied, 18 Acres. 10 Passenftcr and Bomae per month. Employ 1,0^ men. Capacity 15 Prelrtt Cars
Car Wheels po.
per _day. Six MUliou feet Luniber in Store. SPECIAL ATTENTION OIVEN TO NARROW-GAUGE WORK. PHOTOGRAPHS OF
and1JM
luo car
Work sent on application.
EDWARD E. BARNEY, Asst Supt.
E. E. BARNEY, Prest.
E. J. BARNEY, V. Pre*. 4 Supt.
J. D. PLATT, Treas.
F. E. SMITH, Sec'y.
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